Nothing can match the drama and emotion of parents battling one another for the love of a child. Witness the enormous appeal of Kramer Vs. Kramer.

Now, Stewart Cheielet, who produced and directed more than 250 episodes of Divorce Court and who wrote many of those episodes as well, has created a new, first-run, daily half-hour reality-based strip that captures all of the suspense and human drama of these classic struggles.

Custody Court is available for Fall 1982.
SINGING COWBOY, GENE AUTRY, PURCHASES KTLA MAY 13, 1964.

TELEVISION PIONEER & KTLA FOUNDER, KLAUS LANDSBERG, WITH REMOTE NEWS CREW AT FIRST TELECAST OF AN ATOMIC BOMB TEST APRIL 22, 1952.

COMEDIAN BOB HOPE EMCEES FIRST TELECAST JANUARY 22
WE'RE CELEBRATING OUR 35th YEAR OF LEADERSHIP IN THE WEST--FROM BOB HOPE'S INAUGURAL TELECAST TO LAST YEAR'S MOST MEMORABLE EVENTS.

JANUARY: #1 TOURNAMENT OF ROSES COVERAGE, FOR THE 6th STRAIGHT YEAR!

MAY: #1 PRIME TIME, OUR PRIME TIME MOVIE AVERAGED THE HIGHEST RATING EVER ACHIEVED BY AN INDEPENDENT IN L.A.!

JUNE: #1_emmy awards recipient, our 8 emmy awards were more than any independent has ever received in the L.A. market in one year!

JULY: #1 STATION IN L.A., THE FIRST INDEPENDENT IN L.A. TO BEAT THE AFFILIATES SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF IN CUMULATIVE AUDIENCE!

OCTOBER: #1 PRIME TIME NEWSCAST IN L.A., NEWS AT TEN

NOVEMBER: #1 EARLY EVENING LINEUP, KTLA's 5–8PM LINEUP BEAT ALL OTHER STATIONS MONDAY–FRIDAY!


KTLA 5
LOS ANGELES
WHERE THE DAILY SOAP LEAVE OFF...

SOAP WORLD

TAKES OFF!

A daily half-hour for Fall, 1982 with host JOHN GABRIEL and New York and Los Angeles news anchors Toni Molloy and Chantal Westerman

Bridging the Gap Between Daytime Drama and Local News

SOLD

"Soap World" is sold to stations in the following groups: Allbritton, Capital Cities, Chronicle, Harte-Hanks, Knight Ridder and Taft. And to WBNS, Columbus; WTHR, Indianapolis; WISC, Madison; WTMJ, Milwaukee and WPEC, W. Palm Beach.

A BARRY & ENRIGHT PRODUCTION in association with KING WORLD PRODUCTIONS

If you missed screening "Soap World" at NATPE, Jody is still taking calls. Phone her immediately to schedule a private screening in our offices or yours.

COLBERT TELEVISION SALES
1883 Century Park East - Los Angeles, California 90067 - (213) 277-7751
441 Lexington Avenue - New York, New York 10017 - (212) 687-4840

and

KING WORLD PRODUCTIONS
480 Morris Avenue - Summit, N.J. 07901 - (201) 522-0100
Wall to wall at NATPE □ Reagan quarrels with, then tries to make up with the media □ Still another compromise on cable copyright □ All that new TV news programming
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Wall to wall at NATPE □ Reagan quarrels with, then tries to make up with the media □ Still another compromise on cable copyright □ All that new TV news programming

NATPE’S WEEK THAT WAS □ Walls between media disappear in Las Vegas as record number of delegates concentrate on external and internal issues affecting their futures. PAGE 27. PTAR uncertainty means fewer offers for that period with programers concentrating on other time slots with soap operas and psychological shows. PAGE 36. That “International” appellation to NATPE’s name becomes more meaningful. PAGE 40. Syndicators lay their problems on the line. PAGE 42. Silverman extends his frontiers with Magicable. PAGE 42C. Fogarty talks PTAR compromise. PAGE 42D. Some NATPE prognostications. PAGE 44. Broadcaster Leonard discusses her compatibility with cable. PAGE 45. FCC-Hill-NAB panelists give regulatory round-up report. PAGE 46. Session on independent stations analyzes network-affiliate relationships, growing muscle of independents, raising program costs and value of localism. PAGE 48. Keynote Baker calls on NATPE to stand firm on prime-time access rule. PAGE 50. FCC’s Harris anticipates DBS go-ahead this summer. PAGE 55. Fowler’s next target: 7-7-7 rule. PAGE 56. Bullish outlook for cable networks backed by statistics on successful operations. PAGE 60. NATPE bestows its Irises. PAGE 62. Washburn defends FCC’s children’s programming practices. PAGE 64. Fairness doctrine finds one friend in Las Vegas. PAGE 66. NIH previews findings of study on relationship between TV and violent behavior. PAGE 67. Caution urged when promoting during programing sweeps. PAGE 68. Barter boosters extol virtues of their practice. PAGE 68. Las Vegas workshop looks at adversary relations of syndicators and station program executives. PAGE 69. Stations in markets below top 5 want to retain own programing, don’t want to turn back time to networks. PAGE 70. Impact of new video technologies on local broadcaster put into focus. PAGE 70.

HEALING WOUNDS □ President Reagan strikes more conciliatory tone on news coverage. PAGE 28.

COPYRIGHT CONCESSIONS □ House Judiciary Committee likely to approve latest NAB-NCTA compromise for legislation that would omit ban on broadcast-cable crossownership and open way to exempt resale carriers from liability PAGE 29.

NO FREE RIDE □ Federal judge rules carrier that distributes WOR-TV New York to cable systems is liable for copyright. PAGE 29.

MORE COMMERCIALS □ ABC-TV commits itself to controversial proposal to phase in more prime-time spots. PAGE 31.

FCC’S ‘UNFAIRNESS’ STANDARD □ Reauthorization hearing on Hill concentrates on extent of trade commission jurisdiction over advertising. PAGE 32.

PAY TV IN CANADA □ Government grants to first six licensees, two for national service. PAGE 32.

AM STEREO RANKINGS □ FCC releases its ratings of competing systems, even though choice is being left to marketplace. PAGE 72.

SUMMER LAUNCH □ ABC Radio unveils who and how of Superadio, 24-hour satellite-delivered service that starts July 1. PAGE 74D.

STAKING OUT NEW AREAS □ ABC News joins land rush for late-night positions with plans for interview show at midnight. PAGE 82.

TV DOES OWN COUNT □ In wake of FCC decision to stop collecting financial data from broadcasters, TV issues its scorecard that shows nearly $6.6 billion in television station time sales in 1980. PAGE 84.

COMPTON SOLD □ London company buys 74-year-old ad agency that billed $227 million in broadcasting last year. PAGE 87.

SOUNDINGS FOR SUCCESS □ That’s the service goal of Jim Kefford, president of Drake-Chenault, pioneer radio syndication and consulting firm. PAGE 111.
Thanks duPont-Columbia

But we can't take full credit.

At WCCO-TV, we are gratified to have earned the highest award in broadcast journalism for "The Moore Report." These hour-long documentaries feature in-depth reporting on subjects like the growing fear of crime, the coming water crisis and the rapid rise of the new Right.

But credit for excellence must also go to our audience in the Twin Cities. After all, we've become the most watched station in Minneapolis and St. Paul* by giving viewers what they want.

And fortunately, our viewers want the best.

WCCO-TV
Minneapolis/St. Paul A CBS Affiliate Rep-3eribed by TeleRep
*Source: Arbitron Jan 1982 Sun-Sat, 9:00 AM-Midnight
**AM stereo test**

AM stereo watchers are keeping close eye on Delco Electronics. General Motors division is country's leading maker of car radios and could take lead in determining which AM stereo system becomes de facto standard. Delco plans to test five proposed systems over next few weeks using car-radio prototypes before making any decision. Neither test results nor decision will be ready for NAB convention next month.

**Crowded sky**

Oak Industries is putting finishing touches on direct broadcast satellite application it's about to file with hope FCC will consider it with eight DBS applications already pending. According to Chairman Everett Carter, Oak will propose direct-to-home subscription television service of no fewer than three channels. Regardless of what FCC does with application, Oak may be in DBS business before long. Carter said within next two weeks, company will probably exercise option to lease four transponders on Anik-C, Canada's high-powered satellite scheduled for launch next November. K-band transponders will be used to deliver pay TV to homes and apartment buildings equipped with earth station antennas "less than five feet in diameter," Carter said.

**Casualty, replacement**

Strong possibility as successor to Representative Thomas Railsback (R-Ill.) as ranking minority member of House copyright subcommittee is Representative Carlos Moorhead (R-Calif.), who was member of subcommittee during 96th Congress but left for other assignments. Railsback, who has been highly popular with broadcasters, was defeated in primary election last Tuesday (March 16) after his district was radically changed by redistricting. He has not confided plans for future, but associates predict he'll practice law in Washington.

**Show biz**

Cancellation rate for exhibit hall space at upcoming National Association of Broadcasters annual convention is running "higher than ever before," according to Ed Gayou, exhibit hall director, but waiting list of companies still trying to acquire space will more than fill vacancies. Most cancellations are coming from smaller companies, disgruntled with booths on lowel level of 211,000-square-foot Dallas Convention Center, said Gayou, who, by restricting booth sizes, managed to squeeze space for more exhibitors (481 paid up) than crowded last year's hall at larger Las Vegas Convention Center, which held 470 exhibitors.

Revenues from this year's exhibit should easily top $2 million. NAB raised price of space from $8 to $9 per square foot and for first time this year is selling exhibit hall passes to nonregistrants. Price for passes is $25 per day with buyer required to buy at least two days' worth.

**Skeptical about PTAR**

Don't expect major new access shows to be developed unless syndicators receive definite word that prime-time access rule is safe. Indications that PTAR has moved to back burner at FCC haven't been strong enough yet to convince distributors that financial gamble on access is worth it, especially when profitability often takes at least year and gives competitors from current access shows already on air. Absence of new access shows in this year's NATPE International marketplace (see page 36) likely could be same story again next year. Without PTAR guarantee, only motivation to develop may be if renewed access shows—such as Viacom's *Family Feud*, Group W Production's *P.M. Magazine*, Paramount's *Entertainment Tonight* or Sandy Frank's *New You Asked for It*—take sudden nosedives.

**What's at stake**

If FCC rejects RCA Americom's proposal to offer $13-million, pre-paid leases on transponders for Cable Net II (see "In Brief") this week, RCA would stand to lose about $1 million a month in forgone lease payments under current tariff, or more than $2 million a month in forgone interest from pre-paid leases until it could come up with assignment plan acceptable to FCC. Cable Net II is scheduled to be fully operational April 1. If FCC approves RCA plan and five parties that have signed conditional transponder sales contracts can be persuaded to accept pre-paid leases instead, RCA could get $182 million in pre-paid leases for 14 transponders it would have available.

**EEO goes on**

Office of Management and Budget has granted FCC extension to continue requiring broadcasters to file affirmative action reports with their renewal applications through Jan. 1, 1983. OMB last year directed commission to stop requiring reports routinely (Broadcasting, Nov. 30, 1981). OMB originally granted FCC extension to continue requiring reports through March 31, and although FCC was slated last January to consider acceding to discontinuation of EEO reports, item was pulled after Commissioner Henry Rivera voiced strong opposition to recommendation and package of other proposals that would have weakened FCC's EEO program (Broadcasting, Jan. 4).

FCC officials said OMB recommendation and EEO package were "low priority" and probably wouldn't be addressed again until fall.

**Change of tune**

There's subtle shift in strategic emphasis at National Association of Broadcasters these days. Instead of tackling competing media head-on, or throwing organizational body on tracks in attempt to thwart their progress, leadership is undertaking new effort to show broadcasters how to profit from participation in or cooperation with others in Fifth Estate. Case in point: project under way by Larry Patrick, vice president in charge of research, to ascertain what broadcasters have done or might be doing in cable and MDS. Example of cross-pollination surfaced at NATPE conference in Las Vegas last week when Laurie Leonard, president and general manager of WMTV(Tv) Madison, Wis., detailed that station's partnership with local cable system (story page 45). Forward Communications station is under direction of Tom Bolger, former joint board chairman of NAB. Leonard, with cable as well as broadcast background, was brought on to help run station while Bolger was involved with joint chairmanship.


NOW READY TO GO THIS SEPTEMBER

THREE'S COMPANY

1. **ALWAYS**
   **IN THE NETWORK TOP 10!**
   - **FOR 6 SEASONS!**
     (THREE'S COMPANY network repeats have retained
     97% of first run audience shares!)

2. **BALANCED KEY DEMOS**
   Broad based appeal—to all ages: men, women
   and children. Proven programming flexibility.
   Daytime. Prime Time. Late Night. **Anytime.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AVG. RATINGS TOP 25 MARKETS—ARB/NOV. 1981</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **TOPS WITH KIDS**
   **ESPECIALLY IN THE MIDWEST**
   We’re big with kids at 9:00PM everywhere—and
   in 12 of the nation’s top 50 markets located in the
   Central and Mountain Time Zones at 8:00PM—
   THREE’S COMPANY scores 56% SHARE OF
   ALL AVAILABLE CHILDREN 2-11!

THE LEGEND GROWS FOR THIS SUPERSTAR OF THE EIGHTIES.

If you would like to be #1 this Fall,
please call D.L. Taffner right now.

**D.L. TAFFNER SYNDICATION SALES**

NEW YORK 1370 Avenue of the Americas • New York, N.Y. 10019 • (212) 245-4680
ATLANTA 7110 Faunsworth Drive • Atlanta, Ga. 30328 • (404) 393-2491
LOS ANGELES 5455 Wilshire Boulevard • Los Angeles, Ca. 90036 • (213) 937-1144


BAPTISTS IN BROADCASTING

- Station Owners
- Station Managers
- Program and News Directors
- Sales Managers
- Station Reps

Be a part of something exciting—a fellowship of Baptists in Broadcasting, joined to share ideas and information for better communication.

Be our guest for breakfast during the NAB.

Tuesday, April 6, 7:30-8:45 a.m.
Leow's Anatole, Dallas

Jimmy R. Allen
President
Southern Baptist Radio & Television Commission
Speaker

*For Reservations: call Bonnie Wilson, (817) 737-4011
Southern Baptist Radio & Television Commission
6350 West Freeway, Fort Worth, Texas 76110

RADIO AND TV

American Dairy Association of Wisconsin □ Begins late March for eight weeks in all Wisconsin markets, plus Chicago. Agency: CreatiCom Advertising, Madison, Wis. Target: adults, 18-54.

...and now radio. Radio has been added to New York State Department of Commerce's promotion to spur economic development throughout state. Television and print advertising kicked off "Made in New York" campaign last November, and radio schedule was added last week to run in drive time in New York, Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica and Watertown. Initial flight is for two weeks and others are scheduled for June and July. Created by Wells, Rich, Greene Inc., New York, four 60-minute commercials will focus on reduction in personal income and business taxes in state: number of services offered there; stability and reliability of work force, and skills, pride and productivity of professional and clerical workers.

Co-op for cable. Opportunities for co-op advertising on cable television were explored in speech by Robert Alten, president of Cabletelevision Advertising Bureau, before Association of National Advertisers co-op advertising workshop in New York. He said variety of specialized programs carried on cable networks and reaching specific audience provides attractive co-op opportunities during local availabilities. Locally produced programing, he added, is another vehicle manufacturers may use to place co-op funds. After saying there are any co-op plans in existence that now cover teletext or videotext but emphasized that there is "tremendous potential" in interactive cable for direct marketing of services. He said co-op advertiser should consider cable multimedia capabilities with addition of program guides and direct mail functions to cable systems.

Christian PSA's and ads. Christian Voice, Washington-based Christian activist group, has announced $400,000 television campaign in part to ban abortion and reestablish voluntary prayer in public schools. Campaign will include 60-second spots starring Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Buddy Ebsen asking viewers to "be sure your voice is being heard" and their congressmen know their pro-Christian stand on issues. Spokesman for group said most spots will run at no charge on Christian television stations but time also would be purchased on secular stations.

NYMRAID awards. New York Market Radio Broadcasters Association presented its Big Apple awards last Tuesday at New York's Sheraton Center Awards pay tribute to "creative excellence" in radio commercials in greater New York area. Of 11 categories, local and national, first-place winners were: local open □ Levine, Huntley, Schmidt, Plapler & Beaver, for People Express Airlines with "Straight Talk"; national open □ Ally & Gargano for Telecommunications/MCI with "Rang Ups"; local musical □ John Emmerling Inc. for Reingold Beer/Christian Schmidt Brewing Co. with "Remember When"; national musical □ Ogilvy & Mather Advertising for Schaefer Beer/Schaefer Brewing Co. with "Gusher"; local new advertisers □ Calet, Hirsch, Kurnit & Spector; with "Names is on the Door"; tied for first place with Ketchum Advertising/New York, for New York Airlines Inc. with "S49"; national new advertisers □ Ally & Gargano for Telecommunications/MCI with "Wats on First"; local public service □ Herman & Rosner Enterprises, for Subway Safety/Metropolitan Transportation Authority with "Interview with a Mugger"; national public service □ Foote, Cone & Belding/Honig, for Forest Service-U.S. Department of Agriculture with "Blue Grass"; local station produced □ wplm □ for The Bank Restaurant with "Stickup"; local humorous □ Greenstone & Rabasca Advertising, J/Dick & Bert Productions for Astoria Federal Savings with "No Go Fargo"; and national humorous □ Mathieu, Gerfen & Bresner for Perrier/Great Waters of France with "L'International Frieda." Special award was given to Wait Kraemer Productions for Media Advertising Bureau with "Meet the Media."

PARBA's cautious return. For first time in more than 20 years Philadelphia market will have radio association dedicated to promoting local and national advertising there. Philadelphia Radio Broadcasters Association (PARBA), formed by more than 25 radio stations, is headed by Larry Wexler, vice president and general manager. WPMX/WKRG/FM Philadelphia. Federal court decree in 1958 had blocked organization of such association. Wexler said. Members of radio/TV association in market at that time were accused of price fixing. Most stations have been reluctant to start association since then, said Wexler, until about year ago when he sent letter to court explaining his intentions for PARBA, agreeing that PARBA wouldn't violate any of consent decree's provisions. Association has plans "to run special public service campaigns designed to provide the impact of all of the member stations for the good of charitable organizations and the needy; create a personnel clearinghouse specifically designed to help qualified minorities and women to obtain employment at member radio stations and to conduct seminars so that association members can further their knowledge of the radio industry," as well as bringing new advertisers to radio.
THE THAMES ORIGINA LS
(MAN ABOUT THE HOUSE, GEORGE & MILDRED, ROBIN'S NEST)

Now, here are the original top British comedies that became the format for America's Network and Syndication Superstar, THREE'S COMPANY.

D.L. TAFFNER/LIMITED

--

The Series
BENNY HILL & AFTER BENNY
120 HALF-HOURS

95 MARKETS SOLD!
Serving broadcasters with PR that's news

Madison Avenue mystique often clouds the public relations picture.

The old saying, "It isn't what you know, it's who you know," is as invalid in this business as any other. And we've found that working with national electronic media can be as effective when done from 47th and Madison in Kansas City—where our offices are located—as in New York's famous Madison Avenue.

The question is how best to attract both clients and the crucial attention of national broadcast.

Put simply, we decided to forget about the gimmicky and the often counterproductive attempt toward media hand holding, and rather to establish our agency clearly as a reliable, cooperative channel of accurate information, locally, regionally and nationally. Both the print and the broadcast media—as we well recognize—have a seemingly insatiable appetite for well-targeted material, both in programing and news demands.

Our approach has been clearly demonstrated by individual staffing choices: We have always made a concerted effort to hire news-sensitive professionals with a strong journalistic background.

As a result, the resumes of public relations graduates—even those obviously extremely talented and from blue-ribbon colleges—have been passed over in favor of people who have paid their newsroom dues for several years, in print, broadcast or both.

The success we have experienced in effectively attracting broadcast interest in our clients never really varies appreciably: Find out all you possibly can about the client, ferret out the inherent news and/or programming interest (and all companies and clients seem to have some story of public interest), and do the kind of detailed research and legwork that will help you process the information for the time-pressed broadcaster. Then, once the arrangements are made, get out of the way.

That may sound simple, and of course it is. But the growth success we have realized to date is based on one premise: to help put the client before the microphone with constructive information, then to let the value of the news itself carry the weight.

Although the practice has been disparaged by some, we have found that we are most effective dealing with the broadcast personnel either: 1) individually, in person, or 2) by that wonder of technology, the telephone.

True, when we make use of the latter, we have encountered upon rare occasions indications of slight annoyance, especially if a reporter or broadcast personality is caught on a busy day. These receptions, are in fact, exceptional.

Our reasoning is based on the impression that the news media across the country are currently battling with a growing, unparalleled paper flood. This can be tracked not only to "information overload," but also to the growth of public relations as a profession, due to increasing awareness of accurate news reporting on the part of corporations, governmental agencies, education, fund-raising organizations, and special-interest groups everywhere.

In many more cases than otherwise, when we contact broadcast people with legitimate, imaginative news and programming concepts, we find those professionals courteous and receptive. Note that using this approach does involve both expense and some element of gambling, since neither our agency nor client will have real control over what will actually reach the airwaves. That's called the First Amendment, and long may it survive intact. Some general procedural policies, however, do tend to promote positive—rather than negative—results. Working with names—and here we depend upon our constantly updated bank of media files—we put value upon getting the desired message across as briefly and succinctly as possible with the first contact.

The combination of information, thorough news releases and mailings, a professional, low-key approach to news contacts, and cautious telephone contact—sometimes necessitating several calls where a contact keeps a busy schedule—has produced impressive payoffs far beyond the toss-a-release-to-the-winds approach still being ineffectively used by far too many agencies.

To see how this has worked, we use the example of our client, H & R Block Inc. With less than four months to produce the results desired—any news stories on filing taxes after April 15 is, by and large, less than productive—we produced a comprehensive, basic press kit. It was ultimately sent to about 750 news organizations nationally.

Following the distribution of the kit, which was a basic press package conveying H & R Block Inc.'s image as a no-frills company, an intensive telephone campaign was undertaken. Over 1,400 calls were made and where specific scripts, taped cassettes and live telephone interviews were in order, these were furnished promptly.

At all times, we kept in mind both the timeliness and changing nature of information going out, informing new sources, both through news dispatches and key personal contact of any tax court cases potentially affecting their audience.

With experienced newspaper people on the telephones, we typically found editors receptive, cooperative and interested. While an attempt was made to produce results with one telephone call, our agency personnel made an extra effort to cooperate with broadcasters who found it necessary to go through their own station news channels for decisions.

What were the results?

H & R Block Inc. interviews were carried by NBC Radio News, Associated Press Radio, United Press International Audio, Copley Radio, a long list of state and regional networks, and national television talk shows, including Cable News Network and the NBC Today Show. National Public Radio produced a five-minute featurette on its popular All Things Considered newsmagazine show. By conservative estimates, the total publicity received in advertising time would have amounted to more than a half-million dollars; however, the credibility of having such extensive coverage in news exposure is, in our view, invaluable.

In short, our operations have proved that smoke blown by the Madison Avenue mystique can be cleared away by giving broadcast journalists all they really want—a solid news story.

Howard T. Boasberg is president and board chairman of the Boasberg Co., a public relations firm headquartered in Kansas City.

Prior to forming The Boasberg Co. July 1, 1981, Boasberg was a principal in Bernstein, Rein, and Boasberg Inc., a Kansas City advertising, public relations, and marketing agency. He was with BRB 17 years. Before that, he was with The Biddle Agency, Kansas City office, eight years, and Bowman and Block Advertising, Buffalo, N.Y., one year.

Broadcasting Mar 22 1982
THE HALF-HOUR ANYTIME STRIP

FIRST RUN FOR FALL 1982

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER: JOHN BARBOUR
Co-Creator, Producer, Writer, Co-Host of NBC-TV's "REAL PEOPLE"

"Now we've created another original show designed especially for a late night strip—that cannot be imitated and will be the biggest, most talked about show on TV."

"Two very bright and articulate hosts, smart screening of guests, a proven producer with a unique feel for people in comedy—and sold by a pro distributor. It all spells success—and we're betting on this team."

—JOHN SERRAO
President, KTRV-TV
Boise, Idaho

"The talent and wit of John Barbour (REAL PEOPLE) is evident throughout. The twins are great, concept sound and the fun everywhere. I grabbed it right away."

—JACK MATRANGA
President and General Manager
KTXL, Sacramento & KTMX, Denver

"A breezy combination of two classic quiz-comedy shows—You Bet Your Life with Groucho Marx and Who Do You Trust? with Johnny Carson. The hosts—believe it or not—are a pair of dwarfs who became millionaires in real estate. And as bizarre as that may sound, it's actually funny, in the same low-to-middlebrow fashion of Benny Hill."

—GARY DEEB
Chicago Sun Times

A JSC PRODUCTION in association with CHRIS CRAFT TELEVISION

Distributed by:

D.L. TAFFNER/LIMITED

NEW YORK 1370 Avenue of the Americas • New York, N.Y. 10019 • (212) 245-4680
ATLANTA 7110 Faunsworth Drive • Atlanta, Ga. 30328 • (404) 393-2491
LOS ANGELES 5455 Wilshire Boulevard • Los Angeles, Ca. 90036 • (213) 937-1144
This week


March 22—Annenberg School of Communications colloquium "From Print to Electronic Publishing—The Future of the Sears Catalogue." Colloquium Room, Annenberg School, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.


March 23—Ohio Association of Broadcasters salute to Congress and FCC. Four Seasons hotel, Washington.


March 24—National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences drop-in luncheon. Speaker: John Von Soosten, vice president, program manager, WNEW-TV New York City Consumer Affairs.

March 24—Louisiana Association of Broadcasters leadership seminar. Regency hotel, Shreveport, La.

March 24-25—Alabama Cable Television Association of the Year award meeting. Birmingham Hilton, Birmingham, Ala.


March 26—National Video Center and Recording Studios audio post-production seminar. National Video Center headquarters, New York.


March 26-27—National Federation of Local Cable Programmers Central states regional workshop. University of Cincinnati, Faculty Club, Cincinnati.

March 26-28—Women in Communications Great Lake regional meeting. Stouffer's Dayton Plaza, Dayton, Ohio.

March 27—"Cable Television: A Primer for the Professionals," sponsored by Temple University, Albert M. Greenfield Conference Center, Temple University, Philadelphia. Information: (215) 787-1902.

March 27—Minorities in Cable and New Technology "Cares in Cable" seminar and conference. Chicago State University, Chicago.

Also in March

March 28-30—Virginia Cable Television Association annual convention. Sheraton Beach Inn and Pavilion Convention Center, Virginia Beach, Va.


March 30—Advertising Club of New York luncheon meeting. Sheraton Center hotel, New York.


March 31—National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences drop-in luncheon. Speaker: Pierson Mapes, vice president, affiliate relations, NBC-TV, Copacabana, New York.

March 31—National Video Center and Recording Studios audio post-production seminar. National Video Center headquarters, New York.

March 31-April 2—Armed Forces Radio and Television Services worldwide workshop. Huntington Sheraton, Pasadena, Calif.

March 31-April 3—Southern Educational Communications Association conference titled "Best Little Ideahouse in Texas." St. Anthony hotel, San Antonio, Tex.


April

April 1—Deadline Club, New York City chapter, annual awards dinner. Sheraton Center hotel, New York.


May 10-13—ABC-TV affiliates annual meeting. Century Plaza, Los Angeles.

May 16-18—NBC-TV affiliates annual meeting. Century Plaza, Los Angeles.

May 23-26—CBS TV affiliates annual meeting. Nob Hill Conference Complex, San Francisco.


July 19-21—Cable Television Administration and Marketing Society annual meeting. Hyatt Regency, Chicago.


Nov. 7-12—Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers 124th technical conference and equipment exhibit. New York Hilton, New York.

Nov. 17-19—Western Cable Show. Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.


In the capitals of the world...

FIRST, THERE'S JACK ANDERSON...

CONFIDENTIAL

...BE FIRST WITH HIM.

A HALF-HOUR WEEKLY FOR FALL, 1982

BARRY & ENRIGHT PRODUCTION in association with ABELL COMMUNICATIONS

COLBERT TELEVISION SALES

1888 Century Park East • Los Angeles, California 90067 • (213) 277-7751
441 Lexington Avenue • New York, New York 10017 • (212) 687-4840

From comedy to drama, Broadway to Bestsellers, VOLUME III FOR THE 80'S has something for everybody!
April 1 — Deadline for entries in National Cable Television Association Awards for Cablecasting Excellence. Information: Anne Heron. (202) 775-3611.

April 1-2 — Global Village’s “New Media Series: Cable Television” Global Village headquarters, 454 Broome Street, New York, (212) 968-7526.

April 1-3 — International Association of Satellite Users annual Satellite Communications Conference and Expo, Salcon ’92, Hyatt Regency Dallas at Reunion, Dallas.


April 2-4 — California AP Television Radio Association 35th annual convention. Miramar hotel, Santa Barbara, Calif.

April 3 — Association of Maximum Service Telecasters special meeting of board of directors. Fairmont hotel, Dallas.

April 3 — New Jersey AP Broadcasters Association spring meeting. Trenton State College, Ewing Township, N.J.

April 3-4 — American Bar Association and National Association of Broadcasters joint seminar, “Representing Broadcasters in a Changing Business and Regulatory Environment.” Amfac hotel and Dallas Convention Center, Dallas.

April 4 — Association of Maximum Service Telecasters 26th annual membership meeting. Convention Center, Dallas.

April 4-7 — National Association of Broadcasters 60th annual convention. Convention Center, Dallas.

April 4 — UPI broadcasters of Iowa annual meeting. Gateway Center hotel, Ames.


April 5 — Deadline for applications for Academy of Television Arts and Sciences annual student summer internship. Information: Michael Liech, 4605 Lankershim Boulevard, North Hollywood, Calif., 91602, (213) 506-7880.

April 5 — Association of Maximum Service Telecasters engineering breakfast. Adolphus hotel, Dallas.

April 5-7 — Community antenna Television Associates basic CATV technical training seminar. Ramada Inn North, Oklahoma City.


April 6-7 — U.S. Telecommunications Suppliers Association seminar on “The Legal Realities of Antitrust, Patents, Trademarks and Licensing.” Hyatt O’Hare, Chicago.

April 6-8 — North Central Cable Television Association annual convention. Amway Grand Plaza hotel, Grand Rapids, Mich.

April 7-10 — International Television Association 14th annual conference, “Video Horizons” Loew’s Anatole hotel, Dallas.


April 9 — Radio/Television News Directors Association six meeting concurrent with 10th annual broadcast journalism seminar held by William Allen White School of Journalism. University of Kansas, Lawrence.

April 9-10 — Black College Radio’s fourth annual black college radio conference. Paschal’s hotel, Atlanta.

April 12 — Academy of Television Arts and Sciences luncheon. Speaker: Thornton Bradshaw, RCA chairman. Century Plaza hotel, Los Angeles.


April 13 — Southern California Cable Club luncheon meeting. Sheraton La Reina, Los Angeles.


April 14-19 — Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters spring conference. Loew’s Bermuda Beach hotel, St. George’s, Bermuda.

April 15 — Deadline for entries in International Radio Festival of New York for achievement in radio programming, advertising and promotion. Information: International Radio Festival, 251 West 57th Street, New York, 10019.

April 15-17 — New Mexico Broadcasters Association annual convention. Speaker: FCC Commissioner Henry Nyrie. Sheraton Old Town Inn, Albuquerque, N.M.


April 16 — Northeastern University, journalism department, conference on telecommunications and First Amendment. Eli Student Center, Northeastern University, Boston. Information: Bill Kirtt, (617) 437-3236.

April 16 — New Jersey Broadcasters Association 36th annual spring managers’ conference. Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N.J.


April 19-20 — Florida Association of Broadcasters “Broadcasting Day” University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.

April 19-20 — West Virginia Broadcasters Association spring meeting. Canaan Valley State Park Lodge, Davis, W. Va.

April 19-20 — New York State Cable Television Association management conference. Albany Hilton, hotel, Albany, N.Y.

April 20-21 — New York State Broadcasters Association 28th annual meeting. Hilton hotel, Albany, N.Y.


April 23-25 — Alabama AP Broadcasters Association annual meeting and awards banquet. Lake Point, Lake Eufaula, Ala.

April 23-29 — 18th annual MUPP International TV program market, Palais des Festivals, Cannes, France.

April 24 — Radio/Television News Directors Association region one meeting. Red Lion Inn, Janzen Beach, Ore.

April 24 — Radio/Television News Directors Association region 14 meeting. Reltz Union Building, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla.


April 24 — White House Correspondents Association annual dinner. Washington Hilton hotel.

April 24 — Cable Television Programming: The Future is Now, presented by UCLA Extension, Department of Business and Management. Bonaventure hotel, Los Angeles.

April 24 — New York State AP Broadcasters Association joint seminar with AP newspaper members. Sheraton-Airport Inn, Albany, N.Y.

April 25-27 — Minnesota Association of Broadcasters spring meeting. Thunderbird motel, Bloomington, Minn.

April 28 — Deadline for applications for Society of Broadcast Engineers certification examination. Information: SBE, PO. Box 50844, Indianapolis, 46250.

April 30 — New Jersey Broadcasters Association program and news seminars. Cherry Hill Inn, Cherry Hill, N.J.


April 30-May 2 — Illinois News Broadcasters Association spring convention. University Inn, Champaign, Ill.

April 30-May 2 — MDA — For the 80’s and Beyond” seminar sponsored by Dorram Corp., company involved in creative financing and leasing for telecommunications ventures. (Seminar concurrent with National Cable Television Association convention.) Aladdin hotel, Las Vegas.

May 1 — Georgia AP Broadcasters Association annual meeting and awards banquet. Omni International, Atlanta.

May 2-5 — National Cable Television Association annual convention. Convention Center, Las Vegas.

May 3 — deadline for entries in fifth annual Communications Excellence to Black Audiences (CEBA) Awards, sponsored by World Institute of Black Communications. Information: Terrie Williams, WIBC, 10 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y., 10019.

May 3-7 — Community Antenna Television Association advanced CATV technical training seminar. Best Western, Thruway Inn, Albany, N.Y.

May 4-8 — American Women in Radio and Television 31st annual convention, Hyatt Embacadero, San Francisco.


May 7-8 — Florida AP Broadcasters annual convention. Hilton-Carillon, Naples.

May 7-9 — Texas AP Broadcasters annual convention. Hyatt Regency, Austin, Tex.


May 10-13 — ABC-TV affiliates annual meeting. Century Plaza, Los Angeles.

May 11 — Southern California Cable Club luncheon meeting, Sheraton La Reina, Los Angeles.

May 14 — Foundation for Accounting Education Entertainment and Sports Industries Conference. Topics include accounting for motion picture companies, broadcasting, cable television records and music and sports promotions. Information: AP Broadcasters Association.

YOUR AM STEREO SYSTEM IS READY AT HARRIS!

Harris, the leading broadcast transmitter manufacturer, has the complete AM stereo system*, products and services broadcasters want.

The only manufacturer to offer a complete AM stereo broadcast product line
- AM stereo generator for high quality transmission.
- Transmitter interface for most transmitters now in use.
- Stereo modulation monitor for easy system set up.
- Broad audio product line.
- Optional field installation/checkout services.

Superior Harris Stereo System
For technical reasons alone the Harris stereo system should be your choice.
- Harris has the only system that has the same bandwidth as your current mono signal. It minimizes antenna and interference problems and is compatible with existing directional arrays, with no degradation of your signal.
- The Harris system permits the same level of modulation as your present signal to maintain loudness.
- The Harris system simultaneously provides maximum stereo and mono coverage.
- The Harris stereo system permits the use of high performance/low cost receivers that will help close the quality gap between AM and FM.

60 years of dedicated service
Harris is the only manufacturer that can put 60 years of service and experience to work to put you on a competitive basis with FM in a cost effective manner.

Order today
You can save nearly $3,000.00 by ordering the Harris stereo generator, stereo modulation monitor and transmitter interface today. This special introductory offer is good until April 7, 1982. ACT NOW! Call Harris Broadcast Division for details. 217/222-8200.

Visit the Harris TV and Radio Equipment Display at the 1982 NAB, Dallas.

Now, any connection is possible with

Today, Bonneville Satellite Corporation gives you the full spectrum of audio and video communications — anywhere in the world.

Bonnewille Satellite Corporation's owned and leased Uplink/Downlink facilities allow satellite access to and from most major cities in the United States and the world. BSC operates its own facilities in Salt Lake City, Utah and Washington, D.C.

In cities where there are no permanent facilities, BSC can provide portable equipment.

Video Travels Better Via Satellite

When you have video to distribute, BSC Video Transponder satellite connections give you the fastest and most cost-effective route. Through sub-lease, you can use this connection on a dedicated, recurring or occasional basis.

You'll find that Bonneville Satellite can offer the market's most reasonable rates on Video Transponder services because of BSC's own full-time Video Transponder capacity.

Create Your Own Network

Networking Services can distribute your TV or radio program, live or recorded, ad hoc or on a dedicated basis, to any number of receiving sources anywhere. The system is ideal for sports programming, program syndication, and news distribution.

Satellite distribution assures instant delivery and eliminates the need for tape stock, duplication and shipping normally involved when distributing programs.

Bonneville Satellite's owned and leased Uplink/Downlink facilities allow satellite access to and from most major cities in the U.S. and the world.
he full-spectrum satellite company.

Send News Home From Washington — When It Happens

Washington, D.C. News Feed Facilities give you the capability to transmit live reports, taped interviews, or fully edited programs direct from Capitol Hill. Have your Washington news bureau on a full-time basis or as needed.

The facilities include studio and editing facilities, plus two outdoor camera connections with the Capitol building located across the street for our backdrop.

Buying blocks of satellite time just to transmit a three minute piece can be expensive. That's why BSC makes every effort to offset your cost by gathering a number of users together for timeshare transmission during the same time block.

Conferencing The Satellite Way

Conferences, seminars, conventions, and symposia involving city-to-city participants are easy and economical with BSC's Satellite Teleconferencing services.

BSC will provide everything, from complete technical configurations to planning and production, making your teleconference a success. Involve more people in your next conference at far less cost with Bonneville Satellite's facilities and expertise.

Get Help From Experts

Bonneville Satellite completes its full spectrum of services with a complement of support specialties:

Consulting, engineering, management services, network design and management. And selection, certification, installation and sales of satellite receiving equipment.

For any connection with satellite communications — depend on the full-spectrum satellite company to do it!

For more information or to schedule service, call Salt Lake 801-237-2450, or Washington, D.C. 202-737-4440.

Bonneville Satellite Corporation

A subsidiary of Bonneville International Corporation
165 Social Hall Ave., Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
**Not fair**

**EDITOR:** Re your glowing report on the NHK/CBS high-definition television demonstration (Broadcasting, March 1): I too attended the “show” in Washington and feel bound to point out what may have been overlooked in the enthusiasm.

1. The side-by-side TV monitor comparison was somewhat biased. The NTSC monitors were not perfectly adjusted; while they probably looked as good as they would in the average home, they did not show NTSC’s full capabilities.

2. The NTSC projector was out of adjustment, at least during the viewing I saw through.

3. I found it most disturbing the comparison wasn’t limited to picture quality; after all that’s what the demo was all about. Instead our aural senses were bombarded by what was referred to as “the sound of HDTV.”

A very expensive stereo system was employed for the audio and good stereo was heard during the parade “footage.” But it was forgotten that the NTSC system is fully capable of stereo. At the very least the same “marching” band audio dubbed onto the HDTV tape could have been used with the NTSC picture. At least the overall comparison would have been a lot fairer. We’re all human, and a TV picture with full-blown stereo sound is going to be more impressive right from the start.

4. The HDTV picture looked very good on the one properly adjusted projector. I join those who compare it favorably with 35mm film. However, for the given angular field of view typical in most home environments I question how much difference the average viewer is going to notice. It was interesting to note there were no side-by-side comparisons using smaller TV screens of the size typically found at home.

There’s no doubt HDTV has a future in large-screen systems for theater and group viewing, but I wonder just how many folks would invest what will be a considerable amount of money to obsolete the several TV sets in their homes when they’re not likely to see such a dramatic change on those smaller sets. — Mark Durenberger, director of technical development, Hubbard Broadcasting Inc., St. Paul.

**Editor’s note.** Hubbard is an applicant for a direct-to-home satellite broadcasting service using current standards. CBS, an applicant, has proposed reserving the DBS frequencies for high-definition TV.

**Applause**

**EDITOR:** In the audience for the annual Jesse H. Neal Awards (“In Brief,” March 8) I was delighted, really delighted, to learn that Sol Taishoff was receiving the prestigious and impressive Crain Award. Nobody ever deserved the Crain Award more, or fitted so well the standards for which the award was intended. — Bert Feller, vice president, J. Walter Thompson USA, New York.

**Still in the fray**

**EDITOR:** Belar has not quit the fight for acceptance of its AM stereo system. As Broadcasting stated in the March 8 and 15 issues, there are tens of millions of dollars at stake in royalties to the ultimate “winner.” This may be true of the four other proponents—Harris, Kahn, Magnavox and Motorola—but is not true of the Belar AM-FM system. There is not one penny of royalties in it for Belar or anyone else. This is a decided advantage to the receiver manufacturers.

Belar has always maintained that AM stereo was and still is a receiver ballgame. The AM stereo systems tested by NAMSR (National AM Stereophonic Radio Committee)—Belar, Magnavox and Motorola—were relatively close in performance. All three had operating, composite receivers to demonstrate off-air performance. The two systems that were not tested by NAMSR or tested jointly with other systems—the Kahn and Harris systems—do not, to Belar’s knowledge, have a properly operating, consumer acceptable composite receiver.

The function of AM stereo is to be received and enjoyed by the consumer. It is not to be a play toy for the broadcaster or an ego-booster for the program director. In a given area, say Chicago or New York, $100,000 will buy AM stereo systems for eight radio stations. Each of these two markets could generate in excess of one-quarter billion dollars in receiver sales. It is Belar’s opinion that those receiver manufacturers who participate in AM stereo will take a very careful look at the five systems again. The wrong system choice or choices, could cost them tens of millions of dollars. The bottom line is, will $200,000 spent by radio stations in New York and Chicago for AM stereo systems, control in excess of one half billion dollars of receiver sales? We do not feel that you have to be a Wharton school graduate to know that answer.

To sum it up, if and when the receiver manufacturers want the Belar system, we will be ready and willing to produce it. In the meantime, we will participate in the marketplace decisions by making any equipment that we are able to make for the various AM stereo systems. And we will manufacture this equipment to the highest technical standards to give AM a stereo every change of succeeding. — Arno Meyer, president, Belar Electronics Laboratory, Inc., Devon, Pa.
A group of unique individuals
Why do they choose Post-Newsweek? Here's what they say —

ANDY GREENSPAN
Reporter
WDIV

"This station stands for something special. You're always trying to live up to a tradition here. This is the station that uncovered Judge Carswell, that uncovered massive corruption in Jacksonville in the mid 60's. We have the reputation of being hard-hitting. When you work here, you're achieving not only for yourself, but you're trying not to let tradition down."

WJXT outrates all competition in its 5 station market, sign-on to sign-off (35 share), Eyewitness News at noon (64 share), at 6 (51 share), and at 11 (48 share).

(ARB. Nov. '81)

AMY McCOMBS
Vice-President
General Manager
WDIV

"I came to this company because I believe in what it stands for. I'm able to contribute, to be challenged, to grow myself. And I'm not sure there are many companies that do that. Most companies put you in a slot and leave you there. Despite our enormous investment in hardware, technology, we still realize that the most important element that makes the difference is people. If these people are growing, then we are growing as a company."

GORDON KING
Executive Vice President
Business Affairs,
Post-Newsweek Stations

"When I came into this business, thirteen years ago, it was pretty tough to get out of the way of the money coming in. And you really didn't need anybody except to put it in the bank and write checks once in a while. Nobody needed any advice. Now, this business is becoming increasingly affected by what goes on "out there" in the economy and in the competitive marketplace. For people in the business area of the business, our efforts are more needed and, hopefully, better appreciated. At PNS, we don't suffer from any lack of appreciation."

RON SACHS
News Assignment Editor
WPLG

"I was born and raised in this town. I was a Herald reporter for five years, editor of Miami magazine for two years and a speech writer for the last governor. Nobody really covers local news like Channel 10 does. Being a journalist, I decided that if I was going to move into television, I'd rather do it here than anywhere else in Miami."

SUE DOWNS
Operations Manager
WFSB

"In a lot of places, operations departments are looked down on. Oh, they're the little clerks that push the pencils. They're not really in broadcasting. I've had people tell me that. That is not the case in this company. I honestly feel that my input is as highly regarded as anybody's around here. You can sit and talk to these people. They are good people to learn from. It's a hell of a company to work for. They mean what they say."

CHARLES DUNBAR
Production Manager
WPLG

"I started at WJXT as a camera operator and worked up from there. This is my 13th year with the company. I can't really look at it as just another job. There is no way you can spend this amount of time with these people and go home at five o'clock and forget it. It goes home with you. It's like family. I'm proud to be part of it. I plan to spend my life with Post-Newsweek. I haven't seen any greener grass out there. There is no way I can put into words the enjoyment I get out of it."

In February, 1982, out of 6,201 commercials aired on WFSB, the total number of discrepancies was held to 4, just over 6/100ths of 1%.

POST-NEWSWEEK
The most important thing about this station is we've got momentum. We've got confident, competent people in every area. People of like and better abilities that complement and challenge you. That’s what brought me in here. You have to be the best in what you do around here.

In January, '79, WDIV was tied for last place in ratings and 4th in share, 4-8 PM. In January '82, WDIV was tied for first place in ratings and share, 4-8 PM. The ratings increased 40%, the share 37%. (ARB Jan. '79, Jan. '82)

I'm not in the business of selling time. I'm in the business of helping make other people's businesses grow and develop. They can talk to me about television or newspapers or radio or marketing strategy. I am their resource. In large markets, they've got all the resources, but not in the local markets. We supply them to agencies and clients.

I like working here. Individual contributions make a difference. You work in a large company and you're one of the little cogs. In this station, in this company, I matter very much. What I do on a day-to-day basis has impact on the air. I like knowing that I matter, that the contribution I make is seen and can make or break what happens that day.

We really have two jobs here. The station and the network. We make a lot of national news here in Miami and WPLG probably feeds as much to the network as any television station in the country. So we all get our stories on the network. When your work is on national T.V. you do good. We've got a good reputation. We've got to keep up with it.

In 1980 and 1981, WPLG won 32 statewide Emmies, more than both of its leading competitors combined. Plus Du Pont-Columbia, Robert F. Kennedy, Sigma Delta Chi and UPI National Broadcast awards for distinguished broadcast journalism.
ELLEN MANOWITZ
Director of
Creative Services
Post-Newsweek Productions

"I've always been in promotion. And I like it. Promotion markets what people are interested in. That applies directly to program development—for syndication, movies, series, cable. Now, I have the opportunity to work in program development and take the creative abilities I have into exciting new areas. I don't know that I would have gotten that opportunity anywhere else. Here, if you have an idea, the door is open."

SHELDON BROWN
Supervisor of
Field Production and Chief Editor
WDIV

"This station is a driving force in the renaissance of Detroit...the other stations have moved away to the suburbs. We all have a desire to be #1. We originate programming. Sonya, The Dick Puritan Special. We try things. I'm here to be part of innovation, new ideas. That's what keeps me here."

DEAN ROHRBAUGH
Business Manager,
PNS, PNP
Washington News Bureau

"I like the busy-ness of it here. The stereotype of the accountants in a business office isn't here at P-N. When we badger people from time to time about expenses, it's because we want the business to be profitable for everybody. And we want to be creative about it. We've got a lot to contribute."

LANI BASSETT
Director
WJXT

"I've been at WJXT 7½ years. I've never been anywhere else. They took a chance on me, gave me the opportunity to start at the bottom and work up. I started as a part-time camera person and worked my way up to director. The first female director at the station. There are times in the booth now where we have an almost totally female crew. I think that's unique. We made history—and now we more or less take it all for granted."

MARY CIVIELLO
Reporter/Anchor
WFSB

"There is a sense about Post-Newsweek. The prestige, the history, the things this company has fought for—that this station has fought for. They fight for principle. That's what keeps you on your toes every minute, every story. You tap into everything you have. I wouldn't blame people for being skeptical. Because this is an advertisement. But come and sit in the newsroom at WFSB when the pressure is greatest and the producer will say, This story isn't balanced. Have you checked? Go back!"

The people of Post-Newsweek.
A group of unique individuals.
Committed.
Competitive.
Getting results.

POST-NEWSWEEK
Fifth Estate togetherness in Las Vegas

Gravitational pull of new media marketplace attracts record number of delegates to NATPE conference; PTAR the big issue; syndicators threaten a rump convention.

Without fanfare, the walls between media disappeared at last week’s NATPE International conference in Las Vegas. Whether cable was friend or foe proved a moot point. In growing numbers, NATPE members went to the annual meeting already involved in both media or eager to be.

It wasn’t NATPE leading the way this time, as it had tried to do in New York a year ago, when it proclaimed itself an organization for all TV programers, regardless of medium; it was the catching up of reality. NATPE’s own traditional broadcast membership is diversifying, and cable is coming to where the program action is.

Although the uncertain future of the prime-time access rule was the dominant subject on the agenda and indeed shaped the marketplace, the subtle but clear message from NATPE ’82 was that there is only one programing business.

Take this year’s keynoter. Staunchly defending PTAR and advising local broadcasters how to cope with the new technologies was William F. Baker, president of Group W Television, who also happens to be chairman of Group W Satellite Communications in the cable field.

And in the marketplace, cable programers, while still a small minority at NATPE, were being treated more as possible partners than as outsiders.

NATPE reported another record attendance this year with 3,632 paid registrants and 5,551 participants, up slightly from last year’s 3,616 and 5,440 totals in New York. NATPE conference organizers claimed to have been surprised that there was any increase at all, having expected that a Las Vegas meeting would be less attended than one in the New York communications capital.

The troubled state of PTAR also showed in the marketplace, where syndicators weren’t chancing new projects on a regulated slot that could be deregulated away. In previous years, it generally has been the

new access shows that generated the most NATPE excitement. Without them this year, many viewed the marketplace as less vibrant. There also was no one hit to emerge or surprise syndication move shaking things up.

In addition to the flow of off-network properties into the syndication marketplace, piloting trends this year brought NATPE several shows that include soap operas, court cases and psychologists who deal with “personal problems.” Ad hoc networkers also were there hoping to put a dent in the traditional network/affiliate arrangements.

NATPE continued to phase-in its plan...
of marketing for Worldvision Enterprises (which held the meeting in its suite), plans to bring NATPE a "list of demands" for the 1983 conference. Common sentiment among the distributors involved was that they actually are the ones paying for NATPE conventions but don't have enough say in their planning, particularly when exhibition time is scheduled. Other distributor concerns include NATPE elevator gripes, the growth of conventioneering in general, and—for those intent on staying in suites—NATPE's plan to have a 100% exhibition-hall format by 1984.

While the most vehement among distributors were advocating a pullout from NATPE, and perhaps the launch of a new syndicator-run market, the majority opted rather for a tough stand inside the present NATPE organization for now.

The new NATPE leadership that will be dealing with that and other organizational matters includes Charles Larsen, incoming NATPE president from WNBC-TV New York, who succeeds Steve Currie from KING-TV Portland, Ore.; Stan Marinoff, first vice president from WISN-TV Milwaukee; John von Soosten, second vice president from WNEW-TV New York, and Phil Corvo from KGTIV(TV) San Diego who will succeed George Bank as executive director on May 1.

NATPE will return to Las Vegas next March 18-23 for its 1983 conference (the 20th annual). The three conferences that are scheduled to be held in San Francisco's Moscone Center and NATPE has options there for three more after that.

---

**Presidential oil for troubled media waters**

*Reagan appears to take back some of the harshness from earlier criticism, but row over WRC-TV report continues*

President Reagan, who has enjoyed a long and passionate honeymoon with the press, was attempting late last week to restore relations to that happy state after having denounced press and partisan reporting (see page 83). "The overwhelming majority" of reporters do "a fine job," he said in remarks inserted into a speech to the National Association of Manufacturers. "I hope I didn't touch a nerve."

But a few hours later, his special assistant for communications, David Gergen, the aide regarded as most likely to have urged the President to take the conciliatory tone, was himself embroiled in a dispute with reporters. This one over the President's criticism of a WRC-TV Washington report of a man whose disability benefits had been terminated.

Reagan, in an interview with the *Daily Oklahoman*, had complained of a "constant downbeat" in the reporting on the state of the economy. He said such reporting could delay recovery. And he indicated the kind of reporting that disturbed him by asking, rhetorically, whether a story of a jobless worker "in South Succotash" was really worthy of national attention.

But on Thursday, he invoked his own background in his effort to repair relations with the press. "As a former reporter, columnist and commentator myself, I know just how tough [a reporter's] job can be." He also invoked the memory of Thomas Jefferson, "I have always been, and always will be, in complete agreement with Thomas Jefferson on this subject. He said: 'If it were left to me to decide whether we should have a government without newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.'"

The President had aroused the ire of the WRC-TV news department in citing—without mentioning the station's call letters—its coverage of a man dropped from Social Security coverage, allegedly because of Reagan budget cuts, as an extreme example of "downbeat" reporting. The report—in which the man (paralyzed on the left side) was shown, along with his wife and two children—as an extreme example of the "downbeat reporting" he meant. Reagan said that an investigation he had ordered after seeing the report, aired on Nov. 16, revealed that the man had been removed from the rolls in 1980, during the Carter administration, because he had been found to have been holding down a "full-time job."

WRC-TV's Stan Bernard attended the White House press briefing on Thursday and asked whether the President was aware his account was wrong on several particulars. For some 45 minutes, Bernard, with other reporters joining in, duelled with Gergen over the conflicting accounts.

WRC-TV News Director David Nuell last week was prepared to concede that the term "budget cuts" in the original report was probably inappropriate. "We should have said 'program initiatives.'" (Nuell and presidential assistant Mike Deaver have exchanged a number of phone calls and letters since the first report, and Nuell is satisfied that all nuances of the story had been reported in full and accurately before the President's Oklahoman interview). Gergen conceded that the man involved, Stuart Kindrick, of Fredericksburg, Va., was not removed from the rolls until October 1981, after Reagan had taken office, but insisted it was because of legislation passed during the Carter administration, and after a physical examination indicated he was qualified to work. Nuell said the Reagan administration had accelerated a review program despite Carter administration guidelines saying it should not begin until January 1982. Kindrick's benefits were restored on March 12, after a second examination.

WRC-TV continues to challenge the President's statement that Kindrick had worked while drawing benefits. Gergen said he did not know whether the President's statement on the subject was accurate or not. The closest thing to evidence Gergen cited was an interview Kindrick had given a Reston, Va., newspaper saying he had worked. "That was in '74 and '75," Bernard said.

Those were details, in Gergen's view. The principal issue, he suggested, "was whether this man lost his disability under the Reagan budget cuts." Gergen felt it unfair that the President was being portrayed as "Scrooge" in TV reports.

Bernard saw it differently. To him, the point was that "the President was attacking television news coverage as inaccurate and using this as an example of inaccurate reporting, and the President was inaccurate himself. Now, that's the point."
NAB, NCTA come to terms again on copyright language

Latest compromise omits ban on broadcast-cable crossownership; resale carriers to be exempt from liability; passage by House Judiciary Committee likely; Justice Department may take anti-compulsory license stand

Yet another compromise on proposed cable copyright legislation, this one prompted by a New York court's decision that satellite resale carriers are not exempt from copyright liability (see story, below), appeared close to being reached by the National Association of Broadcasters and the National Cable Television Association.

With both groups finally near agreement on the proposal, it is almost certain to be approved by the House Judiciary Committee, set to review it Wednesday, March 24.

The new compromise, approved by the NAB TV board which met in Washington last Thursday (March 18), no longer contains a provision codifying an FCC ban on local broadcast-cable crossownership, as did a previous proposal (BROADCASTING, March 15). Instead, there is an agreement from NAB not to oppose efforts by NCTA to secure an amendment to exempt resale carriers from liability.

Representative Robert W. Kastenmeier (D-Wis.), who chairs the copyright subcommittee, had tried to include protection for resale carriers in his bill (H.R. 3360), by giving carriers new permission to substitute separately licensed programs for those a majority of the FCC had ruled unaided. The Justice Department has been quoted as saying that NAB is not “common carriers” and unless that part of the law is addressed, the compulsory license, at the heart of the copyright law, could be dismantled.

In addition to the resale carrier amendment, NAB and NCTA have agreed to new provisions on carriage of stations that include some subscription services in their programming. As in the previous compromise, systems with more than 12 channels would have to carry a local broadcast signal unless its programing is “predominantly” (more than 50%) subscription. Unlike the previous compromise, systems with 12 or fewer channels would not have to carry a station with some subscription programming unless that station is the only affiliate of one of the three major networks in its market.

The NAB advanced that STV proposal, which appears to discriminate against local independent stations, after the NCTA rejected two previous offers, one that would have required all cable systems to carry all local stations not predominantly STV and a second to require systems with 12 or fewer channels to carry stations that include not more than 20% of subscription programing in their broadcast schedules.

Bill Schwartz, president of Cox Broadcasting in Atlanta, is said to have advanced the final STV proposal CBS is thought to have cast the only vote against the proposal.

A new provision would prohibit the FCC from requiring a saturated cable system to drop a channel filled with made-for-cable programing in order to make room for a new local broadcast signal. If after review the FCC required the system to carry the new signal, it could make room for it by dropping another local broadcaster, which until then had been protected by must-carry law.

The other provisions in the compromise are basically the same as those considered in the previous proposal.

In an agreement separate from the basic compromise, NAB and NCTA have agreed to try to eliminate language from the bill that would prohibit the FCC from ever requiring cable systems to carry "any other audio or video services," a provision to which ABC has been staunchly opposed.

Last week’s decision in the New York satellite resale case may have strengthened NAB’s bargaining position on the copyright compromise, but it did not do so unaided. The Justice Department confirmed last Thursday that it may oppose the legislation and the compulsory license in a letter to Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter Rodino (D-N.J.).

Few predict that a letter from the Justice Department will derail legislation in the House, but lobbyists are less certain of the effect it could have in both the Republican-controlled Senate, where both the Judiciary and Commerce Committees will have to review the legislation, as they must in the House.

The NCTA board will vote on whether to accept the new compromise today (March 22) and predictions are that it will accept it. “It’s a reasonable proposal,” said an NCTA staff member who by last Friday had contacted several members of the board and found, so far, “unanimous consent.”

An unanimous vote is not, however, what the NAB had in improving the proposal. Of 10 TV directors attending its Thursday meeting, four voted against the proposal, citing the resale carrier amendment as their reason for doing so. Those directors were Donald Wear, vice president, CBS Washington; Don Curran, president, Field Communications, San Francisco; William Dilday, general manager, WLBT-TV, Jackson, Miss.; and Robert King, senior vice president, Capital Cities Communications in Philadelphia.

According to members of the TV board, Kastenmeier has been kept advised of changes in the compromise and remains prepared to introduce it as an amendment to his bill on Wednesday.

Judge’s ruling in Eastern Microwave case muddies copyright waters

Distributor of WOR-TV New York is held liable for copyright; decision is in direct opposition to that in United Video case

A federal judge in Syracuse, N.Y., has thrown one more variable into the increasingly complex copyright equation that cable, broadcast and programing interests are trying to solve. Judge Neil P. McCurn ruled March 12 that Eastern Microwave Inc. (EMI), which distributes WOR-TV New York to more than 600 cable systems (3.5 million homes) via satellite and microwave networks, and, by extension, other such carriers—notably Southern Satellite Systems (wtsatv) Atlanta and United Video (wongtv, Chicago)—are liable for copyright payments to the producers or suppliers of the programing they carry.

The ruling is in direct conflict with one handed down by a Chicago district court last October. In that case WGN-TV asked the court to stop United Video from stripping its teletext service from the vertical blanking interval and replacing it with a text service of its own before transmitting it. The court dismissed WGN-TV’s complaint and, in so doing, confirmed that United Video had no copyright obligations.

The decision raises the prospect of programmers being compensated three times for product they sell to “superstations”—once by the station, once by the cable system, and once by the cable systems through their compulsory license payments.

Although lawyers and lobbyists in Washington were still trying to figure out the ruling’s implications last week, it has apparently already had an impact on the new copyright legislation (H.R. 3560) now being considered by the House Judiciary subcommittee charged with copyright. Concerned that cable operators might be deprived of distant signals delivered by the carriers, the National Cable Television Association last week made further concessions on the legislation in exchange for help from the National Association of Broadcasters in inserting language in the legislation that would make carriers clearly immune from copyright liability (see story, above).

EMI’s troubles began a year ago this week when it began receiving letters and
telegrams from Doubleday Sports Inc., owner of the New York Mets baseball team. Doubleday, which sells the Mets’ television rights to WOR-TV, was asserting its copyright over the games and objecting to EMI retransmission of them. Instead of pre-empting the games, EMI asked the Syracuse court last April to declare that, under the copyright law, it was not infringing on Doubleday’s copyright interest and that it was free to retransmit the games.

To violate someone’s copyright, EMI argued, there has to be a “public performance” of the copyrighted material and its retransmission of Mets games to cable headends was surely not a public performance. It also contended that it was immune from copyright liability under the carrier exemption of the Copyright Act of 1976. That provision says that a retransmission is not an infringement if the carrier has no direct or indirect control over the content or selection of the signal and if the carrier’s activities consist only of providing “wires, cables or other communications channels for the use of others.” The court ruled that neither of EMI’s arguments was “availing.”

In rejecting EMI’s public-performance argument, the court said EMI’s definition of the “public” as cable subscribers was too narrow. “Had Congress intended the ‘public’ to be limited to viewers of the viewing public, it could easily have limited the definition … In the absence of such intention on the part of Congress, this court is not willing to narrow this definition. EMI’s CATV customers are themselves members of the public.”

(The Syracuse court was in sharp disagreement with the Chicago court on the public-performance question. It’s true that without United Video, cable systems would not be able to offer WOR’s content to their subscribers, the Chicago court ruled, but United Video “is only an intermediary in the distribution chain. The retail distributors, the cable television systems, pay royalties because they distribute to the public.”)

Judge McCurn agreed with part of EMI’s argument that it was not liable under the carrier exemption. He accepted EMI’s contention that it had no control over the content of WOR-TV, but rejected the claim that it had no control over the station’s selection. The court noted that EMI conducted a survey to determine the “marketability” of WOR-TV and that when it could come up with only one satellite transponder, it decided to carry WOR-TV instead of WSBK-TV Boston. EMI’s argument that the only reason it selected WOR-TV was its inability to retransmit every station in the country, the court said simply, is “without merit.”

To violate EMI’s copyright, the EMI also retransmits cable systems that receive the WOR-TV signal, the court added.

Even if EMI did not control the selection of its signal or the recipients of that signal, the court said, “this exception would still not be available” because its transmission facilities are not available for use by others. The facilities are “used exclusively to make available the product [EMI] is marketing, WOR-TV.”

According to Jim Fitzpatrick, a Washington attorney for Doubleday, the decision “will help sports and other suppliers to control the distribution of our programing and permit us to deal with the satellite carrier in the same way we do with the broadcasters—across the bargaining table.” Assuming the decision survives appeals, Fitzpatrick conceded, programers would be getting paid twice by the cable industry, but he said “the compulsory license is an anachronism, totally inadequate to compensate sports.” Doubleday has already claimed general damages, he said, and now can ask for specific damages.

A spokesman for the Motion Picture Association of America said the decision “certainly undermines the fiction that these guys are common carriers … If the initial decision stands, each resale carrier would be liable for actual or statutory damages of between $250 and $100,000 for each infringement. Even if Congress amends the law to exempt resale carriers from liability, it cannot make the amendment retroactive so carriers could be sued for every infringement during the last three years under the statute of limitations.”

Although EMI is expected to appeal the decision, Bob Miron, the company’s executive vice president, said last Thursday the company hasn’t made up its mind on what to do. Bob Ross, an attorney representing superstition WTSB Atlanta on copyright matters, said EMI has to appeal. He called the decision “totally bizarre” and said that it “nullified distant signal carriage.” David Silverman, an attorney for United Video, agreed. The decision “emulates” the cable provision of the copyright law. The ruling “says that you can have any signals you want, but try to get them,” he said.

The conflict between the two district courts can be resolved by either the Congress or the courts. The WGN-United Video case has already been appealed and the EMI case probably will be. If the appeals court upholds the lower courts in each case and the conflict remains, the Supreme Court would probably be asked to resolve it. There is also the strong possibility that the NCTA-NAB amendment clarifying the carrier exemption in the law might be passed into law, rendering the court decision moot.

ABC commits to additional prime time commercials

Starting next fall network will begin three-step phase-in of 18-19 30-second prime time spots

ABC-TV notified its affiliates last week that it intends to proceed with its plan to create 18 or 19 new 30-second prime time commercial positions a week, but will do so in three stages, over a period of a year.

Word that the network had decided to go ahead with a plan most of them didn’t want was given to the affiliates Thursday morning in a closed-circuit message by John Severino, president of ABC Televisiion, and James Duffy, ABC-TV network president.

Severino and Duffy said seven 30-second spots for network sale and two for affiliate sale would be added at the start of the new season next fall, with three more for the network and one more for the affiliates to be added in April 1983 and “a maximum” of four or five more for the network, plus one more for the affiliates, to complete the expansion in the fall of 1983.

All new 30’s for affiliates will be positioned in station breaks. When the plan is fully implemented, it is expected to add an average of about two 30’s per night for network sale, inserted in programs that do not already carry more than a “normal” load.

Officials of CBS said that for competitive reasons they felt compelled to adopt a similar plan. Officials of NBC said they didn’t.

Tony Malara, CBS-TV vice president and general manager, said “the challenge for us is to be as creative as we can” in setting up a plan. “I’m nervous about losing so many program promos [to make room for the extra commercial time],” he added, “but I’m sure it will work.”

An NBC spokesman, noting that NBC all along has felt the ABC plan was “a lousy idea,” said that the four extra 30’s to be awarded ABC affiliates merely “brings them up to parity with the amount currently received by NBC affiliates.” Accordingly, the spokesman said, “NBC has no present intention … of making any changes in its prime-time commercial format.”

The chief opposition to the plan, first disclosed almost two months ago (BROADCASTING, Feb. 1), has been on the ground that it would take millions of dollars out of the spot advertising market and put them into network revenues. Leaders of the Station Representatives Association have estimated that if ABC put its plan into effect and the other networks followed suit—as almost everybody assumes they will—the loss in spot dollars could reach or exceed $150 million a year, almost 5% of national and regional spot’s current annual total.

Critics of the plan also contended that the extra commercials would antagonize viewers, open up the old “clutter” argument and, with cable moving into the advertising market, would not be smart business.

ABC argued that the plan was necessary to help offset sharply rising costs. In the
Guiding hands. The National Association of Broadcasters has appointed a futures committee to plot the course of the association’s immediate future. Named co-chairmen were radio board Chairman Cullie M. Tarleton, senior vice president, radio, at Jefferson-Pilot Broadcasting Co., and TV board Chairman Mark Smith, vice president, general manager, KLAS-TV Las Vegas. Radio members are Dean Sorensen, president, KKRAM (KXLYFV) Pierre, S.D.; Martin F. Beck, president, Beck-Ross Communications Inc., Rockville Center, N.Y., and Walter Rubens, KOB (KOB-FXPE) Las Cruces, N.M. TV members are William M. Dunaway, general manager, WAVE-TV Richmond, Va., and Don Curran, president, Field Communications, San Francisco. The committee is expected to meet for the first time at NAB’s annual convention in Dallas, April 4-7.

message to affiliates last Thursday, ABC also said that putting the plan into effect in three stages—the only modification of the original plan—would allow the marketplace to adjust to it more smoothly.

ABC also reiterated that the plan would not violate either its own commercial-time standards or those imposed by the National Association of Broadcasters code (before the code was suspended earlier this month). Most of the new commercial time, ABC officials said, will come out of time now devoted to program promos.

Stations have opposed the plan for essentially the same reasons that station reps do—a fear that it will cut seriously into their more lucrative spot sales.

Ward Huey of WFAN-TV Dallas, chairman of the ABC-TV affiliates board, was vacationing last week and could not be reached immediately for comment. Well-placed sources within the affiliates board have indicated, however, that a poll of ABC affiliates found 90% or more against the plan.

The American Association of Advertising Agencies’ committee on networks and programing also has been concerned about it, particularly its potential effect on viewers’ perception of “clutter.” Jack Otter of SSS&B, chairman of the committee, said late last week he planned to confer with other members about ABC’s decision. But he seemed fatalistic. “If they’ve decided to do it,” he said, “I guess they’ll do it.”

But Cablevision’s was by far the most unusual—if not controversial—bid. It proposed a no-option basic service package comprising HBO and an alphanumeric keyboard for accessing pages of videotext that could be linked into an own computer on line within the system. The proposed cost of the basic package is $19.50 and the basic subscriber could decline neither the HBO service nor the keyboard, currently being developed by Jerril Electronics, to reduce the cost of the package. The Jerril keyboards are expected to be on line by November 1983.

Cablevision also is offering one less-than-basic package, with a $4.50 price tag and comprising 24 retransmitted and local television channels. To qualify, a subscriber would have to be receiving some form of public assistance such as welfare, according to a Cablevision spokesman. A Sacramento county official said there are approximately 82,000 recipients of public assistance in the county. The proposed franchise area has more than 300,000 homes and applicants were required to project a growth of 10,000 homes per year in preparing their bids.

Dolan has predicted that should his company succeed in winning the 15-year franchise, it would achieve 50% basic penetration by the fifth year when, he said, the Sacramento system would become the largest interconnected system in the world.

Dolan defended the costly, no-option basic package by saying: “Given the explosive growth of computer technology, we feel that the inclusion of computer services as part of the basic cable service is inevitable.”

Reaction to the bid from the competition was skeptical, with some questioning Dolan’s ability to successfully market the basic package, and the ability or desire of potential subscribers to pay such a steep price for it. One source suggested that Dolan may have misread the viewing and service wants of the county because the 73 local investors in the Cablevision venture are among the wealthiest residents of Sacramento.

A spokesman for the Maclean-Hunter backed group said that its proposal, and perhaps the other two as well, offered all of the services being offered by Cablevision in its basic package, but as options, not must-takes.

The Cablevision system would cost about $224 million to build. The New York-based investment banking firm of Drexel Burnham Lambert is putting up $80 million of that, $40 million in equity interest and $40 million in subordinated long-term debt. Various banks would put up $60 million in senior bank debt.

Both the Cablevision and Maclean-Hunter systems would have a total capacity of 240 video channels, 120 each for residential and institutional use.

The Maclean-Hunter company, known as Greater Sacramento County Cable Inc., has proposed a three-tiered basic service: tier one would cost $2.75 per month; and provide 42 channels; tier two would cost $5.50 per month, have additional 22 channels, and tier three, priced at $6.75 would provide 22 more channels. Eleven pay options would be offered at $6.95 per month each.

Warner Amex has proposed a dual 440mhz residential system with a capacity of 118 channels, 24 of which would be held for future use as required by the request for proposal. The company has also proposed an institutional cable with a capacity of about 60 channels. The basic package would provide 36 channels for $2.50 per month. An enhanced-basic package comprising 80 channels would be available for $4.95. For an additional $5.95 per month, a subscriber could obtain 14 Qube channels (two-way interactive). Warner would offer 13 pay services, ranging in price from $4.95 per month to $8.95 per month.

Consultants for the city will review the four bids for about three months, after which joint hearings will be held before the Sacramento city council and the Sacramento county board of supervisors. Indications are that a final decision will come by August or September of this year. And, while the county and city governing bodies will review the proposals together, they will vote separately, meaning that the county could select one company and the city another. Estimates are that the city of Sacramento accounts for between 35% and 40% of the population of the county.

Unusual cable proposal in Sacramento

Cablevision offers basic system with HBO and interactive videotext capability; other bidders: Warner Amex, United-Tribune and Maclean-Hunter

Once again Chuck Dolan has reached into his bag of cable franchising tricks to come up with what he hopes will prove to be the most attractive bid to the powers that be in Sacramento, Calif.

Four cable companies met the March 15 deadline for proposals to wire Sacramento, including Cablevision, Warner Amex, Toronto-based Maclean-Hunter Cable and United-Tribune, a joint venture between United Cable and Tribune Company Cable.

$2-billion NFL contract expected this week

Five-year pact with three networks to be unveiled at owners meeting in Phoenix

Official word is expected to come this week on the most expensive contract in sports history, calling for the payment by the three television networks of about $2 billion over five years for the telecasting of National Football League games, starting next fall.

Neither the three television networks nor the NFL would say officially that an agreement has been reached, but several network sources said the pact is in place and they expect the NFL to announce the transaction during the annual meeting of club owners in Phoenix, starting today (March 22).

The first word that an NFL agreement
had been reached several weeks ago when Ed Garvey, executive director of the National Football League Players Association, revealed that the five-year $2-billion pact had been negotiated by the league and the networks (BROADCASTING, March 8). At that time both the networks and the NFL denied that an agreement was in place but acknowledged that the negotiations were in final stages and could take a few days to month.

The NFL would not confirm last week that an accord has been reached. A spokesman insisted that negotiations are continuing but acknowledged that “an agreement could come at any time.” He said the football contract is not on the official agenda of the annual meeting but agreed that the subject would come up.

Sources at the networks would not divulge their rights figures but indications are that ABC and NBC each would pay more than $600 million and CBS, more than $700 million. One source said a published report placing CBS’s rights figure at $800 million is “much too high.” The $2-billion pact would dwarf the estimated $640 million paid by the networks under the four-year contract that expired at the end of the 1981 season. To compensate for the higher network costs, sources said the NFL is “sweetening the pot” by permitting the networks to carry an additional minute per game, bringing the total to 24 per contest. Networks also consider a five-year contract to be a plus, giving them an additional year to plan their costs.

For the first time, ABC will obtain rights to the Super Bowl in one of the five years. Sources said NBC will handle the Super Bowl in 1983 and 1986; CBS in 1984 and 1987 and ABC in 1985.

---

**FTC’s ‘unfairness’ actions at issue**

Reauthorization hearing concentrates on whether commission should have less discretion over ads; AAF, AAAA, ANA ask for First Amendment protection for commercial speech

The Federal Trade Commission’s “unfairness” standard dominated discussion last week at a two-day FTC reauthorization hearing (March 18-19) before the Senate Commerce Committee. Advertising trade associations and FTC Chairman James Miller advocated amending the current standard in Section Five of the Federal Trade Commission Act that makes unfair and deceptive advertising and trade practices unlawful.

Miller said the present standard is too broad and needs definition. The agency’s deceptive advertising and trade practices standard (also in Section Five), Miller added, also needs clarification.

Three advertising associations—the American Advertising Federation, the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers—jointly asked that the existing temporary moratorium on the use of the unfairness standard in rulemakings concerned with commercial advertising be made permanent. They called for legislation authorizing the agency to exempt commercial speech or advertising from it, claiming protection under the First Amendment.

The advertisers complained that in the past the FTC has “overstepped” its boundaries in interpreting its responsibilities under the law. Additionally, they charged that the “standard operates as an effective, chilling, prior restraint on inventiveness and innovation. . . Advertising must have freedom and elbow room to do its legitimate job and our proposal does no more than preserve the liberty which advertisers enjoyed until the commission’s recent unfairness initiative.”

Miller listed three elements he thought should be used in determining unfairness:

- Consumer injury should be substantial. The substantial injury should involve objective harm rather than subjective forms of harm such as social taste.
- The injury from the alleged unfair act or practice should outweigh its benefits and take into account costs and effectiveness of possible remedies.
- The harm must be one which consumers could not reasonably have avoided.

(Two Senate bills now under consideration address the unfairness issue. The McClure-Melcher bill [S. 1984], introduced by Senators James McClure [R-Idaho] and John Melcher [D-Mont.], basically defines unfairness as “those acts which cause substantial consumer injury which clearly outweighs the benefits derived from the activity.” The other bill [S. 2221], introduced by Senator Howard Cannon [D-Nev.], would eliminate unfairness as a basis for commission case-by-case adjudication relating to commercial advertising.)

Miller also commented on the FTC’s deceptive advertising and trade practices standard. He emphasized that deception be measured by whether reasonable consumers are likely to be deceived, not by whether any consumers might be deceived. He emphasized the importance of purging the “vague, stale, stalemate statements of fact, not of opinion.” The chairman also spoke in favor of legislative veto over the FTC, although he noted his fellow commissioners do not all agree.

Other issues Miller discussed included a procedural change in the agency’s cease and desist orders. Currently firms may continue practices the FTC has ruled unlawful until the entire review and appeals process is completed. Miller said he favored amending the act so that a court-ordered stay, rather than a petition for review, could delay compliance. Also, Miller favors eliminating the commission’s public participation funding program, which provides financial assistance for interested groups to participate in rulemakings. The McClure-Melcher bill suggests the same proposal. Miller proposed a three-year reauthorization of the agency with no less than $60.8 million for the 1983 fiscal year, $55.1 million for FY 1984 and $54.6 million for FY 1985. FTC reauthorization is due this fall.

Although Miller advocated a “tightening” of agency authority in the consumer protection area, he feels that the agency’s antitrust authority should remain intact. Committee Chairman Bob Packwood (R-Ore.) and Senator Robert Kasten (R-Wis.) both voiced strong objections to any attempts at limiting the agency’s antitrust authority. (The Cannon bill would define the agency’s antitrust authority.)

Miller reiterated his strong opposition to any amendment “ exempting professional groups from FTC enforcement of the antitrust and consumer protection laws of this country.” (The McClure-Melcher bill would exempt state-regulated professions from FTC authority.) Kasten asked Miller if the FTC does not duplicate state regulatory actions. Miller responded that the commission does not want to regulate such professions, but that state agencies don’t always address such activities as price fixing.

---

**Canada chooses first licensees for pay TV**

Six firms can now negotiate to provide programming via any medium; content rules included

Pay television is coming to Canada at long last. The Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission last Thursday (March 18) announced the selection of six licensees, who are in turn empowered to negotiate with exhibitors to provide pay service.

The licensing arrangement does not restrict the licensee to one medium—cable or over-the-air STV, for example—although Canadian cable operators have been lobbying hard for the start of such service. Taking what CRTC Chairman John Meisel styled a “light-handed” approach to regulation, the licensee does not regulate pay fees, although there are various strictures concerning Canadian content.

Only two of the six companies are licensed to provide national service—First Choice Canadian Communications Corp. and Lively Arts Marketers Ltd.; the former to provide “general interest” programming, the latter a “specialty” cultural service.

Three regional general interest services were licensed—Alberta Independent Pay Television, Ontario Independent Pay Television and Starchannel Services Ltd.
Senate passes bill making it illegal to identify agents

Journalists could be found guilty even for using some material already made public

A strongly worded bill that would make it illegal to disclose the identities of covert U.S. agents passed the Senate last Thursday (March 18). Despite vehement protests from print and broadcast journalists, the Senate rejected a narrow version of the bill in favor of one—similar to that already passed by the House—that its opponents say could seriously limit the ability of journalists to expose wrongdoing in the U.S. intelligence community.

The bill (S. 391) would permit severe criminal penalties for disclosure of the identity of a covert agent, even if that identity had previously been a matter of public record. It has been condemned by journalists and constitutional scholars as the "clearest violation of the First Amendment attempted by Congress in this era."

Under the narrow version of the bill, which both House and Senate rejected over the recommendations of their Judiciary Committees, a reporter could not be found guilty of a crime unless the disclosure of an agent had been made "in the course of an effort to identify and expose covert agents with the intent to impair or impede the foreign intelligence activities of the U.S." The bill as passed included an amendment sponsored by Senators John H. Chafee (R-R.I.) and Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.) that would make disclosure a crime if done with the purpose of identifying and exposing covert agents "with reason to believe that such activities would impair U.S. foreign intelligence activities."

Supporters of the Chafee amendment, which restored the bill to the form in which it was originally introduced, argued that the intent standard in the rejected version of the bill would have been impossible to prove in court. The Reagan administration and the Central Intelligence Agency favored the Chafee version of the bill and are said to have lobbied fiercely for it.

Those who opposed Chafee maintained his version would flout the First Amendment, but that if it survived constitutional muster, could result in the criminal prosecution of journalists for mere negligence. The Supreme Court has never upheld "a statute in the First Amendment area where the only criminal intent required was a "reason to believe" standard," said Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.).

In spite of vigorous debate against the reason-to-believe standard and an attempt at compromise by Senators Slade Gorton (R-Ala.) and Bill Bradley (D-N.J.), the Senate stunned reporters watching from the gallery by passing Chafee's amendment with a broad margin of support—the vote was 55-39.

Opponents of the bill argued that it will not only have a "chilling effect" on a vigorous free press, but that it could set a dangerous precedent in constitutional law, if it survives judicial review.

"This appears to be the first time a law has passed to criminalize the disclosure of..."
information that’s already been published,” said Steve Nevas, First Amendment counsel to the National Association of Broadcasters, who said the effect of the agent identities law “goes right down to every local radio and TV station” and “every journalist who is serious about his work.”

As passed, the bill would permit criminal penalties of up to $15,000 and/or three years’ imprisonment for private citizens who disclose the identity of a covert agent. Government employees with access to classified documents could be liable for penalties of up to $50,000 and/or 10 years’ imprisonment, the steeper penalties meant to punish the violation of a special trust invested in government employees.

The NAB joined the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, the American Newspaper Publishers Association, the National Newspaper Association and the Association of American Publishers in urging passage of the narrow version of S. 391, arguing with major news organization that it would not violate the constitution while the Chafee version would. The Radio-Television News Directors Association, however, opposed both versions of the bill, arguing that any prohibition on the distribution of already public information is unconstitutional.

Television’s latest high-flyers

As of April 1, Westar IV and Satcom IV will be operational; just who all the occupants will be, however, remains to be seen.

April Fool’s Day is not the most auspicious occasion to mark important milestones, but it will be one for the satellite industry. On April 1, Western Union’s Westar IV and RCA American’s Satcom IV will be fully and officially operational, providing service to a host of video, audio and data customers.

The 24-transponder Satcom IV was launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla., Jan. 15 and shortly thereafter took its place in the geostationary arc at 83 degrees west longitude. Westar IV, which also carries 24 transponders, blasted off from the Cape Feb. 25. It was tested at 79 degrees west and was scheduled to move last week to 99 degrees west where it will replace the 12-transponder Westar I, the aging satellite that currently occupies that position.

Like Satcom III-R, Satcom IV is intended to become a vehicle for distributing video programming, mostly for the cable industry. Eight customers RCA had temporarily assigned to leased transponders on AT&T’s Comstar’s 1/II in the wake of Satcom III’s loss in December 1979 have already shifted to the new satellite. Who joins them there depends primarily on the action of the FCC. RCA has reserved two transponders for occasional video users and back-up, but it would like to assign the remaining 14 to full-time customers. It has sold two transponders (to CBS) and reportedly three others, contingent on the FCC’s finding transponder sales legal (see story, page 74A). It had awarded another seven last November at a highly publicized auction in New York. The FCC, however, submitted an objection that the auction was discriminatory—a violation of the common carrier rules—and threw out the seven assignments. RCA has come back with an alternative plan to award transponders to the first seven or possibly nine companies that come to it with a check for $13 million in hand. The FCC is expected to rule on the validity of that scheme this Thursday.

Western Union is molding Westar IV into a video bird to mimic its RCA counterpart. It is aggregating several of its current video customers on Westar I and Westar III on the new satellite along with Westinghouse Broadcasting, which has bought five transponders for the ABC/Westinghouse Satellite News Channels. In addition, two of the current customers moving over from other Westars are picking up additional transponders. With its lease with Reuters fast running out on Satcom III-R, SIN Inc. has been assigned another spot for distribution of its Galavi-sion pay cable service. And Wold Communications has been given a second transponder to provide service to its many resale customers. Much to some of the video customers’ chagrin, not all the transponders on the satellite have been assigned to video users. American Satellite Co. has exercised its right to 20% of the entire transponder capacity of the Westar system and taken two spots on Westar IV. Equatorial Communications, which has purchased the rights to two transponders on the Westar system, will use half of one transponder to get its data communication business off the ground.

The transponder purchases of Westinghouse and Equatorial are subject to the same proceeding at the FCC as the RCA sales.

The Satcom IV line-up currently includes the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network, which leases time to Rainbow Programming Services for Bravo: National Christian Network, which leases it evening hours to Rainbow for the Escapade/Channel; SIN Inc.: Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Corp.: Showtime: Trinity Broadcasting; Home Office Box, and American Medical Buildings.

The Westar customers: Hughes Television Network; Bonneville Satellite; SIN Inc. (three transponders, including one it leases through Intelsat); Equatorial Communications: Westinghouse Broadcasting (five transponders); Wold Communications (two transponders); American Satellite (two transponders); Public Broadcasting Service (four transponders); ABC, and Southern Satellite Systems’ Satellite Program Network.

Ground work. CBS Radio and Scientific-Atlantic finalized agreement calling for construction and distribution of digital earth stations to CBS Radio Network affiliates. Upwards of 600 affiliates are expected to take the $10,000 dishes, which would not S-A $6 million. Richard M. Brescia, senior vice president, CBS Radio Networks, said: “Our lengthy negotiations with Scientific-Atlanta have produced a system that provides flexibility for our affiliates to address the programing and operations challenges they will be facing in the 80’s and beyond.” Seated (l-r): Ralph E. Green, vice president, CBS Radio; Robert L. Hosking, president, CBS Radio, and Harry Topliss Jr., senior vice president, finance, Scientific-Atlanta. Standing (l-r): Dr. Alan L. McBride, product line manager, digital audio, Scientific-Atlanta; Brescia; Peter W. Keegan, VP, finance, CBS Radio, Burke Archer, attorney, Scientific-Atlanta.
A new direction that offers the most unique news, sports and special feature package in network radio. A three minute solid-block of news. High powered, succinct sports reports by pros Bob Buck and Don Chevrier. "To Your Good Health" — a minute-and-a-half actionable feature on nutrition and fitness with Dr. Paul Donohue. Plus other informative features on how to cope and grow in the most exciting, most challenging society ever. ABC Direction Radio Network is the fastest growing network in the business. The reason is simple. It works. It builds audience. Put Direction to work for you. Call: Charles A. King, Vice President at (212) 887-5761 or Vincent A. Gardino, Director at (212) 887-5636.

THE LIFESTYLE NETWORK SERVICE THAT DELIVERS THE NEW GENERATION OF ADULT LISTENERS!
The NATPE marketplace:
Few big stars, lots of little luminaries

Uncertainty over PTAR means few new offerings for that period; programers concentrate on other slots with abundance of court, soap opera and psychologist shows

While program distributors generally were reporting good business at this year’s NATPE International marketplace at the Las Vegas Hilton, no true show-stoppers emerged.

Unlike previous years when one or two programs became the shows to see, NATPE ‘82 found buyers’ attention more diffused.

Lack of new big-ticket access projects was a primary reason. With syndicators holding back on that time period because of its questionable regulatory future, the NATPE marketplace lost its typical focal point. Instead, first-run action increasingly spread to morning, early fringe and late night.

NATPE may not have had consensus favorites, but there were programming trends. At the piloting stage at least, NATPE ’82 was the year of the psychologist, the soap opera and the courtroom.

It also was a year when syndicators were looking to retain more commercial time for national advertisers. Many of the new shows were being sold with 30-second spots held back. Veteran series also were being renewed with less local time. Group W Productions, for example, plans to pull a 30 out of P.M. Magazine as of September. In exchange, it was offering stations a one-year freeze on renewal prices and an extra half hour on Saturday.

Programing aside, both buyers and sellers viewed the marketplace structure as NATPE’s most businesslike ever. Gone were the elevator hassles of past years as some 250 firms set up shop either on the exhibition hall floor or spread among only six floors of the hotel. The free gifts also for the most part were cut out.

Among NATPE’s program offerings—first on the psychological front:
A late entry at NATPE, and without a pilot, was Dr. Ruth, a half-hour strip with psychologist Ruth Westheimer, whose Sexually Speaking radio call-in show now airs on WNYI(FM) New York. Behind Dr. Ruth are Fred Silverman’s InterMedia Entertainment and MGM/UA Television Distribution. This show, with options-to-buy held by WNEW-TV New York and the Group W television stations, involved Dr. Westheimer advising guests on various problems (not only sexual), guest experts and telephone call-ins. If the show goes to series, some national commercial time would be retained.

Golden West Television was looking for cash deals for Couples—a half-hour strip with psychiatrist Walter Brackelmanns counseling husbands and wives, mothers and daughters and others. The show begins its run today (March 22) on Golden West’s KTLA(TV) Los Angeles.
Smooth Sound...
For A Rough Market

CKLW-FM broadcasts in the highly competitive Detroit market. Program Director Ronald Burgoyne believes that the Harris 9000 Program Automation System is an essential element in programming strategy:

"I am extremely pleased with the Harris 9000 System. Our sound is much smoother and more consistent. The flexibility and reliable operation in all areas is astounding. The Harris Multi-file™ System, permitting unlimited format variations, is of extreme importance to me in programming the station."

The tight format and "live" sound of Harris 9000 Program Automation are provided by a host of features, including ability to provide voice tracking; voice-over; time announce and back-timing; real-time program update for news, weather, EBS, contests, and more.

For more information, contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P. O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301. 217/222-8200.

Visit the Harris TV and radio equipment display at the 1982 NAB, Dallas
The company said its original intention had been to air it on KTLA for a while and then syndicate. However, station interest elsewhere was said to have prompted an earlier push at this year's NATPE. Golden West was offering 13-week deals to start.

With 19 episodes already having been produced.

B&B Productions was claiming to go for Tom Cottle Up Close, promoted with the line, "the interview becomes the inner-view." Two "30's are being retained in this half-hour strip in which Cottle, a clinical psychologist, interviews both celebrities and non-celebrities. B&B said it had a two-year deal with KTLA which also is carrying Couples.

Group W Productions tapped actor Joseph Campanella for hosting duties on its Getting Personal pilot. Featured with Campanella will be guest psychologists and, in Donahue-hope, opinion also will be gathered from the studio audience.

Group W was looking to keep one minute for national advertising.

In a comedic vein, Telepictures had So You Think You've Got Troubles, another of the half-hour strips. While there was advice (in the pilot from a psychologist, minister and astrologer), the hosts here are ventriloquist Jay Johnson (Soap) and his dummy, Bob. There also is prize money involved, with the guests earning cash by choosing whose advice the audience agrees with. The pilot features two young sisters who married a father, aged 79, and son. These shows, however, weren't the only ones to deal with "personal problems." Polygram Television, for example, had its sights set on a revival of the Queen for a Day concept.

Soap opera and related programming were coming from both off-network and first-run directions.

One of the most unexpected deals at NATPE involved WNBC-TV New York's pick-up of Dark Shadows, a gothic soap that ran on ABC-TV in the late 1960's and early 70's. Worldvision Enterprises was claiming a 26-week cash deal in New York with the show airing there at 4:30 p.m. For the most part, however, Worldvision was aiming for 52-week contracts and said it likely would leave NATPE with 45 markets closed.

A much more recent off-network soap generating considerable attention was Columbia Pictures Television's Soap. This was being aimed for late-night slots locally.

Comworld International was pursuing a banner launch of Romance Theater. It was getting much notice for its first-run plans with a different soap opera plot for each week of half-hour shows.

Among the half-hour soap opera magazine strips, Firestone Program Syndication.

Columbia, in association with Ralph Edwards Productions, was hoping to gather enough clearance for a launch of Family Court. MCA TV had Divorce Court's veteran Stewart Cheetch producing Custody Court. And Colbert, through Barry & Enright, had Police Court.

Ad hoc networking plans also were in evidence at NATPE. Lining up stations for InterMedia Entertainment's World of Entertainment pilot was MGM-UA. If successful with the show in prime time April 25, backers are hoping to create a weekly hour network of independents and ABC, CBS and NBC defectors next season. Another company building its own occasional network was SFM Entertainment for its Sports Illustrated specials to run same-time, same-day nationwide.

Yet another ad hoc deal, announced at NATPE, was the Syndicast Services/PKO Organization/MacFadden Women's Group effort to produce prime-time made-for-TV movies. Two films are planned this year and six in 1983. Syndicast was offering them on a barter basis with 50% of the commercial inventory (10 minutes) available locally during the first two runs and 85% in the third run. While remaining "flexible," this too basically is a same-time and-date arrangement. The Metromedia TV stations were said to have committed to the films.

Among the off-network hours and half hours coming into the syndication marketplace, Telepictures' More Real People was attracting attention as the company secured a reportedly hefty asking price from WNBC-TV New York. Other titles said to be available for 1982-84 starts, with many already tallying major clearances before NATPE, included MCA's TV's Those Amazing Animals, Back Rogers and Quincy; Warner Bros. 'Alice, Harry O and Dukes of Hazzard; Lorimar's Dallas and Eight Is Enough; Embassy's One Day at a Time and Different Strokes; D.L. Taffner's Three Company; 20th Century-Fox's Best of the Midnight Special and Trapper John M.D.; Columbia Pictures Television's Soap and Fantasy Island; MGM/UA's ChiPs; Worldvision's Love Boat; Paramount Television's Taxi, Mork & Mindy and Shogun mini-series; ITC Entertainment's The Saint and Return of the Saint; Jim Victory's WKRP in Cincinnati, and Metromedia Producers' Vega.

These series joined others such as Fox's highly successful M*A*S*H which already has made its syndication mark and now continues with renewals. Overall, the off-network variety ranged from the vintage Best of the Beverly Hillbillies and Rawhide from Viacom and Dark Shadows from Worldvision to foreign fare such as Gould Entertainment's Australian Paul Hogan Show or British offerings such as Taffner's "Britcom" George and Mildred and Robin's Nest and Lionheart Television International's BBC portfolio including Not the Nine O'Clock News.

On other NATPE programming fronts, late-night slots were being pursued by Paramount's Madame's Place which also was said to be picking up access station time as well. D.L. Taffner was competing

Caveat programer. The perils of reality programing, and the problems of making sure televised things are what they seem, were brought to the attention of NATPE delegates by this panel, convened because the blurring of distinctions between news and entertainment may tempt programers into areas that can lead either to lawsuits or license problems. The experts (l to r): moderator Phil Corvo of KVTV San Diego, Stu Billett of People's Court, Dick Crew of PM Magazine, Chuck Gingold of KYW-TV Philadelphia and Muriel Reis of WNEW-TV New York.
FIRST. FOR THE RIGHT REASONS.

Once again—on week nights and weekends, early and late evenings—more Chicagoans turn to Channel 2 News.*

Because here they find a crisp, concise wrapup of all the day's top news. Plus sports reports covering more than just the scores, an extra-clear look at Chicago's weather, and comprehensive coverage of special events.—All from an experienced news team that knows Chicago, inside-out.

When it comes to news, Chicago knows what it's looking for. And where to find it.

WBBM-TV CHICAGO CHANNEL 2 NEWS

*Based on NBS Chicago Metered Overnights, Mon.-Sun., 12/1-12/30, and ARB Chicago Metered Overnights, Mon.-Sun., 12/1-12/30. Subject to qualifications available upon request.
with That Awful Quiz Show. Embassy had The Jeff Clark Show but claimed it was not rushing to get that off the ground, instead concentrating on its network pilots. Out of the late-night race was Viacom's Night Court in Vegas.

As for game shows (this year generally being promoted as "prize shows" or "entertainment shows"), entries were fewer than in previous years. Aside from That Awful Quiz Show, Firestone had Freeze Frame built around film and TV clips. Great American Syndication was going with jokes on Say Something Funny. Metromedia Producers Corp. had celebrities trying to guess future spouses on Let's Get Married, and Worldvision had Take My Word for It.

The selection of programs across the marketplace ranged from MPC's Weekday talk and Multimedia Program Productions' American Pie magazine to Lexington Broadcast Services' Glen Campbell Music Show and On the Air's 784 Days That Changed America documentary. Add to that shows seeking renewals and new sales including Paramount's Entertainment Tonight and Sandy Frank Film Syndication's New You Asked for It, the two major accessor shows launched last year.

It wasn't only programs in the marketplace, however. M.A. Kemper, for example, was selling The Telephone Poll, a device enabling stations to take up to 360 calls per phone per hour when polling the audience, with votes "instantly registered."

That's 'International' and more than ever that segment of the television industry was on hand; cracking the U.S. market is still tough, but co-productions flourish.

In 1977, the NATPE conference logged a mere 47 international registrants, with foreign producers and distributors barely represented among domestic exhibitors. This year, and now with the official addition of the word "international" to NATPE's title, more than 10 times that many delegates appeared from Europe, Latin America, Australia, and other parts of the world to participate in the programing event.

"The NATPE meeting is one we can no longer afford to miss," declared one South American buyer last week, in Las Vegas looking for material to air on a Colombian station. "Every year, there is more here for us to choose from."

The increasingly cosmopolitan atmosphere at NATPE was evident throughout exhibit halls and hotel suites, as dozens of foreign producers and marketers screened programing, discussed deals and in some cases merely showed the flag for their country.

Unifrance Film, for example, greeted visitors with this disclaimer: "We are not selling or buying anything. We are here to acquaint you with the French film industry (represented by Unifrance)."

Meanwhile, in an exhibit area as large as those occupied by many major U.S. producers, a consortium of major French television companies was looking to sell product for mostly overseas buyers. Two of those firms—Gaumont and Antenne 2—announced a co-production deal with Canada's Telemetropole International in association with Columbia Pictures for a new motion picture and mini-series, "Louisiana," to be shot simultaneously in French and English for international distribution.

At another large booth, the publicly funded Canadian Broadcasting Corp. displayed CBC programing and a Telidon-based teletext magazine, prepared each day specifically for conference-goers. A CBC spokeswoman reported considerable interest among U.S. cable operators and broadcast executives in the new technology, which the Canadian government is actively promoting.

The NATPE board of directors has encouraged the broadening of the organization's image. In addition to the name change, NATPE last year lifted a prohibition against international members serving on the organization's board and executive committee.

"We are very proud of our sizable foreign contingent in 1982," outgoing NATPE President Steve Currie said last week, "We believe this has become a truly international conference."

Among those international representatives contacted at the conference last week, there were few who disputed Currie's observation. Their enthusiasm was tempered in some cases, however, by the feeling that NATPE's international contingent exists as an entity almost completely separated from its domestic counterpart. Except for Canada, the view held by many was that most of the overseas buyers and sellers are dealing exclusively with each other, not U.S. program producers.

"It is very hard to crack the U.S. market," said Midge Barnett, director of U.S. program sales for Western World Television, a California-based distributor producer of international programing. "We have done some business with a U.S. television station and with cable, but most of our distribution is outside the country."

Western World sells BBC, BBC/Time-Life, and CBC programs, most of them dubbed into Spanish, to Latin America. The company has seen Latin American participation at NATPE increase significantly during the three years it has had a hospitality suite at the show. However, it acknowledged that much of the actual buying and selling of programs for international distribution takes place outside the halls and suites of NATPE, especially for large firms that maintain international
ANNOUNCING

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: A SERIES FOR TELEVISION.

Sports Illustrated, Ronox Productions and SFM Entertainment have teamed up to produce and present a unique series of prime-time, hour-long specials.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: A Series for Television.

Premiering May 26th, each show will explore territory that sports programming has rarely attempted to cover before: from hard-hitting investigative pieces and timely commentaries on sport's role in American life to dramatic personal portraits and film essays that capture the sheer poetry and grace of sport.

This is the territory Sports Illustrated knows best. And it will be brought sharply into focus by Nick Noxon and Irwin Rosten—the distinguished producer/directors whose outstanding work on the National Geographic Specials and other documentaries has earned them two Emmys and four Academy Award nominations.

The Sports Illustrated Network, created by SFM Entertainment, will broadcast four shows in 1982. All are being cleared on a same-day, same-time basis, with the first show airing Wednesday, May 26th. The SI Network will consist of major stations (network affiliates and independents), which will deliver a minimum 80% coverage of U.S. TV households.

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED: A Series for Television.

Millions of viewers will be part of its unique perceptions, color and drama.

You can be part of it, too. For more information, call Tom Ettinger at Sports Illustrated, 212-841-2035, or Stan Moger at SFM Entertainment, 212-790-4800.

Sports Illustrated
A SERIES FOR TELEVISION
sales offices and personnel.

Tel-Com Enterprises, a newly-formed Latin American producer/distributor with offices in Los Angeles, Mexico City, and Buenos Aires, described NATPE as "a good place to meet the people you are doing business with. This is where you must go in order to meet them all at the same place and at the same time."

A few companies were trying to straddle both the foreign and domestic market at NATPE, notably major U.S. television and motion picture distributors such as MCA and Columbia Pictures Television.

Pasadena, Calif.-based Glenray Communications pitched children's and animated programming to both U.S. and overseas buyers last week. According to a company spokesman, both genres are easily dubbed and accepted by foreign audiences.

That sentiment was echoed by a representative of Japan's Fuji Network, which has found animated material is its biggest international seller. Fuji has made sales to a pay cable service in Hawaii, but still finds European outlets most receptive to its offerings.

There was grumbling from some domestic NATPE exhibitors about the increased presence of international buyers and sellers at the conference. Their argument was that NATPE was diluting itself with an overseas element. As long as there are other major international marketplaces, the NATPE international conference is considered an unnecessary frill by some firms doing business both inside and outside the U.S.

A number of overseas program producers said an important ingredient in the NATPE meeting was the presence of cable and pay TV representatives. Many foreign producers reported their only significant penetration of the U.S. market has been through sales to new cable services, including CBS Cable, ABC/Hearst's ARTS channel and The English Channel.

"I think there are more sellers than buyers represented among the international participants at NATPE," contended Ronald Kвесkin, executive director of The English Channel, the six-hour-per-week package distributed by the USA Cable Network.

"They are hoping to sell to cable and subscription TV. The commercial [broadcast] TV market in the U.S. has not changed that much for overseas producers," he said. Kвесkin speculated that more cable and pay TV services will begin turning to international acquisitions "as a way of differentiating themselves. They realize that the viewer has trouble identifying a specific pay cable service when he can see four feeds of the movie 'Popeye' almost simultaneously."

Kveskin claims The English Channel became profitable three months ago, largely because of viewer acceptance and "the fact we don't pay a lot for our [foreign-produced] product and don't produce any original programming."

Great Britain's commercial Granada Television claims to be one specific source of British programming that has done well in new U.S. markets, reporting sales to CBS Cable, ARTS, and the USA Network. The producer has had high visibility as well with its distribution of Brideshead Revisited to the Public Broadcasting Service.

Smaller companies also came to NATPE for the first time this year with the expectation that new technologies would mean new sales opportunities. Belbo/Chanowski, a documentary producer based in London and Amsterdam, pronounced the U.S. commercial networks as still "almost impossible to crack," except in the form of excerpts, but claimed "there is growing interest from" in its material.

TV Globo of Brazil, one of the world's largest TV networks, was an early supporter of NATPE's expansion effort. The network went to NATPE several years ago with the hope of distribution within the U.S., as well as expanded programming sales elsewhere. Although most of its NATPE traffic concerns international buyers, representatives said they are close to closing some significant distribution deals with U.S. cable operators. Like most overseas producers, TV Globo, makes its programs available in a variety of languages and formats. Travel-oriented and children's programming were considered good candidates for U.S. exposure.

While NATPE is still emerging as an important trading site within the Latin American television industry, it has long been an essential marketing event for Canadian television.

The percentage of Canadian television stations and groups represented at NATPE is estimated to be as high as that from U.S. licensees, with programers vying for many of the same syndicated, off-network, and first-run fare as their southern neighbors. Canadian-produced material has found wider acceptance in the U.S. lately—NBC-TV's SCTV Network (produced in Toronto and Edmonton) and Showtime's Bizarre (shot in Toronto) are two examples—and a number of Canadian productions units were on hand for the first time this year screening programming that included hockey specials, a children's series and a motorcycle show.

"It's much less expensive for us to come to NATPE than it is to attend MIP-TV," one Ontario producer explained. "We would rather just attend this conference—but I don't think we can afford to do that yet." The producer is one of many in Canada actively seeking co-production ventures with U.S. companies for entertainment programming. New York's Syndicate Services announced such a venture recently for production of a two-hour "romantic drama" in Toronto that will be distributed to a consortium of independent U.S. stations.
CHANNEL 2 AND THE NEWSBREAKERS TAKE

SIX PROGRAM AWARDS
OUTSTANDING FEATURE NEWS
OUTSTANDING CHILDREN’S PROGRAMMING
OUTSTANDING SERVICE NEWS
OUTSTANDING SPECIAL AUDIENCE PROGRAMMING
OUTSTANDING SPORTS PROGRAMMING
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING

FOUR INDIVIDUAL CRAFT AWARDS
OUTSTANDING FEATURE NEWS
OUTSTANDING SERVICE NEWS
OUTSTANDING SEGMENT
WITHIN A MAGAZINE FORMAT
OUTSTANDING INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING

ONCE AGAIN CHANNEL 2 AND THE NEWSBREAKERS ARE THE LEADING EMMY WINNERS IN NEW YORK.

WCBS-TV NEW YORK
CBS
180 SECONDS

Ten weekly 90-second radio reports aimed squarely at Business Decision-Makers that will make your market bullish.

OF NEW BUSINESS

A twice-daily moneymaker hosted by the celebrated business expert Milton D. Stewart, Editor of Inc. Magazine. Written by Peabody Award winner Jim Cameron.

Produced and distributed by Narwood Productions, Inc. 40 E. 49 St., New York, NY 10017 (212) 755-3320.

EVERY DAY

Minding Your Business

Available on high-quality tape at no cost to your station on a market-exclusive basis.
the bottom line. They are less inclined to "get involved with a risky new first-run show which is less safe than an off-network rerun."

Salzman's answer to the question of whether syndicators should develop was "emphatically yes." Anything that is a "stimulus to bring new [material] to the marketplace is a very positive thing," he said.

Salzman noted that never before has he seen in more of a "commonality of interest among producer, supplier and the stations." He said that bond has to be strengthened in what appears to be an ever-expanding "multichannel universe" where competition is greater than at any other time. He said that broadcasters should become involved in the program marketplace before the start of NATPE each year and that they can take steps to ensure that the shows you're involved with become a reality.

Jeff Alan noted that station time in general "is getting eaten up on weekends" by the networks and that Gold Key, which is for the most part a daytime program supplier, is concerned with the availability of time periods. We've got to have a place to put [our product]."

Masini said there was "no question" that syndicators should develop, but that the signing up of affiliates was essential to the successful marketing of program packages. Of the Operation Prime Time packages he sells, Masini noted that generally about 70 affiliates sign up while only about 30 independents sign up.

ABC's Boyer defined syndication as "spreading out the costs of doing a property among many different stations." And sharing expenses in these times of extremely high production costs is "very important," he said. Syndicators should develop new product, he said, but it must be in the direction that "the stations are going," which is toward locally oriented material.

Alan complained of the slow response time that his firm often faces in dealing with station groups. He asked Boyer if anything could be done to speed it up. Boyer said ABC was working on the problem but that with a group operation several different markets with "individual needs" have to be considered. He described as a "tightrope situation" the process of determining which stations within a group actually need a particular product.

The need for greater station feedback was a theme expressed by all the suppliers on the panel. Stations complain that all the new first-run material consists of "courtroom shows and soaps," said Masini. But then they "don't tell us what they want. They don't get involved." 

Cable and local broadcasters: the opportunities are multiplying

Fred Silverman announces new advertiser-supported program service; tells stations they are in the best position to buy and sell programming

Fred Silverman is getting into cable.

The former NBC president, now with his InterMedia Entertainment production firm, last week said he was developing an advertiser-supported program service called Magicable.

Silverman mentioned his plans only briefly—as more of an aside than an announcement—during Kaiz Communications' annual programing meeting held concurrently with NATPE.

When discussing local time-sales opportunities through cable, he said, "Other cable services in the planning stage, including my own Magicable, are allocating several commercial units per hour for local sale."

Silverman provided no further details on Magicable in his speech. Questioned later during the NATPE conference, however, Silverman told Broadcasting that he expected to have an announcement in about three weeks. He said he would be in partnership for a 24-hour entertainment service with principal elements being talk, music, comedy and entertainment and information features. Silverman added that the format would be "akin to the way radio stations operate on a [programming] wheel" and that the service was being aimed particularly at the 18-34 age group.

While Silverman's Magicable remark was the major news in his address, it came in the context of a broader message: "Not since TV exploded into a national medium in the early 50's have there been such outstanding opportunities for stations as now exist for you."

Television stations, he claimed, will find themselves in a buyer's market as program suppliers increase and in a seller's market as local efforts are syndicated. Cable, he added, will provide broadcasters with programing and marketing opportunities as well.

Of the coming buyer's market, he explained, "By taking advantage of the wider variety of choices available, you can easily negotiate your way through the competitive changes of the upcoming decade."

Silverman expects the most radical change to be the growth of ad-hoc networking. "I believe the big story of the next five years will not be cable but these occasional networks, especially now that live programing is a reality, as Independent Network News and Entertainment Tonight have proved," he said.

Late night, Silverman claimed, could be a major target for new ad hoc networkers. "I don't need a crystal ball to see that late night is another area that could soon be vulnerable for all stations," he said, particularly if Johnny Carson decides to call it quits next year. Also the well of reruns for that time period is already running dry."

He believes prime time, "the final bastion of the Big Three's control, can be breached" as well, and here, Silverman is hoping to do some breaching himself.

Silverman explained his plans, with MGM/UA Television Distribution and veteran variety-show producer Bob Finkel, for The World of Entertainment, an hour variety show to be piloted in prime time next month. "If this test works in late April," he said, "we'll be back in the fall on a regular basis in this same time period [8 p.m. NYT]. If we establish this foothold, many other producers will be waiting in line to do the same thing, and this would certainly change the face of prime time forever and, I feel, for the better."

Of a local station's program distribution potential, Silverman said, "Not only are you in a buyer's market when programing, but you're in a seller's market when producing." He claimed that "there is a horde
of distributors out there now actively seeking fresh product, and not just from the two production capitals. Don't hesitate to take advantage."

More good news for stations will come from cable, Silverman said. Aside from occasional movies and specials, Silverman claimed, "cable will evolve into a handful of narrowcasting formats" and "will not present any real audience threat."

Silverman encouraged local stations to take the lead from major communications companies that have diversified and now work in various electronic media. "Look at the marketplace," he urged, "and see if there isn't a way to work side by side with the cable operators."

"You and I know there's money to be made from cable. There's no reason why your stations shouldn't share in this growing business," he said.

Silverman said broadcasters could prosper as cable suppliers by selling systems shows "that would be too narrow in interest for your [broadcasting] viewers."

He also suggested that broadcasters take advantage of cable advertising. Silverman cited the ABC/Westinghouse arrangement for the upcoming Satellite News Channels where "the local broadcast stations producing the news inserts also share in the time sales of those local segments. This is hardly an isolated example." (It was at this point that Silverman mentioned his Micagable as a future service with local availabilities.)

Silverman claimed that few cable system managers have "anywhere near your expertise in sales, advertising and promotion, and certainly none have the people in place like you do. Unquestionably, there will be opportunities, and you're in a perfect position to take advantage of them,"

---

**PTAR: To be or not to be?**

*Stations and programers argue importance of keeping time for local product; network stand for repeal is softened, Fogarty offers compromise*

The prime time access rule, which was controversial in conception and has remained so through the 11 years of its life—was held up to the light and scrutinized from a variety of angles last week at the NATPE convention in Las Vegas. Whether the FCC would move soon on its repeal—a question that had been expected to dominate the convention—had lost a bit of its urgency with reports the network were backing off in their efforts to win repeal (Broadcasting, March 15). Nevertheless, a nine-member panel in a 90-minute session provided a kaleidoscope of attitudes the rule generates.

There was more, too. FCC Commissioner Joseph Fogarty, who has changed his mind since the day at a NATPE convention three years ago, when he described the rule as a "terrible error" the commission should rectify, suggested an amendment that would permit the networks to compete with others in offering programing for the time now closed to them.

But for the most part, the panelists devoted themselves to the question of whether the rule that bars affiliates in the top 50 markets from taking more than three hours of prime-time programing from their networks has achieved the goals set for it, principally of reducing network "dominance" of prime time programing, stimulating new sources of programing and increasing licensee discretion over prime time. They also addressed the questions heard in connection with the rule as to whether the government should interfere in network-affiliate relations and whether the rule violates the First Amendment.

Fogarty is convinced the rule has achieved its public-interest objectives. And he does not see it raising a constitutional issue. But he also believes that, because deregulation is "au courant" and "chic" in the Washington of Ronald Reagan, the commission will re-evaluate PTAR "sooner or later." And when that happens, he will be ready with a proposal to amend it—a proposal that responds to the network argument he says bothers him: "It is a curious kind of pro-competitive policy that locks a potential competitor out of a marketplace or one of its segments."

His proposal—it's only an "idea," at present—would involve new and original programing. It would permit the networks to offer four hours of programing if the first hour were of new programing not previously seen on the network, and if it did not conclude later than the beginning of the second hour of prime time. He is not sure the proposal answers all questions, however. He said the critical one is whether it would avoid or at least minimize network clearance pressures and preserve local station choice between non-network and original network offerings. In that connection, Fogarty said the commission should consider whether to allow affiliates to program off-network material in the access period from which it, as well as network material, is now barred.

As for the others who support the rule, there was no talk of compromise. To them, the rule, which has allowed affiliates to prosper from the spots they can sell in the half hour that is theirs, now the networks' is essential to the well being of these stations and ultimately, the public. And without the rule, they feel, they would be unable to resist network recovery of the access time.

As Eugene H. Bohi, president and general manager of WGHP-TV Greensboro-High Point, N.C., put it: "The networks and affiliates need each other, but the net-
works have historically had the upper hand in negotiations. The loss of the prime-time access rule would open the doors for network expansion at the expense of the stations,” Bohi noted that the networks and their 15 owned stations accounted for 51.8% of all television revenue in 1980, and that only 48.2% was left for the remaining 849 commercial stations. “The prime-time access rule is the television industry’s ‘little antitrust law,’” he said. “It’s the only protection we have in our industry to guarantee our continued financial viability.”

Joel Chaseman, president of Post-Newswave Stations, appealed to the networks’ self-interest. “We believe in localism, not as an empty buzz word, but as the surest way to build local individuality in an era when half our marketplace will be able to watch . . . network programs on several other channels.” Networks, he said, need their affiliates to be strong. “How can it make sense to crowd us out of those very time periods in which we can best establish our strength—local news and a half hour of early evening?” Chaseman, too, talked of affiliates and networks as unequal negotiators. “The networks are Godzilla to our Bambi,” he said.

To Representative Jim Swift (D-Wash.), a member of the House Commerce Committee, nothing less than the survivability of “broadcasting as we know it” is at stake. In making that point, he rejected the belief he said is abroad in Congress and at the FCC—that the marketplace should be the final arbiter or, as he put it, “that broadcasting should be thrust into a pit with all the other competing technologies and that the public will be served best by whoever crawls out of the pit at the end.”

Swift fears that in such a contest local television stations would not be among the survivors. And while he does not believe Congress should prop up businesses that cannot help themselves, broadcasting, he said, is “unique” among the telecommunications technologies. It offers the public “local programing—localism.” And that, he said, is worth preserving.

Sandy Frank, of Sandy Frank Film Syndication, long a vigorous opponent of any effort to cut back the reach of PTAR, not only ascribed the rapid growth in recent years of NATPE and of the syndication business to PTAR, he was not content to just defend the rule. Rather, he went on the offensive: “What we should be demanding from the FCC is more access time from the networks—in the morning, in the afternoon and in prime time, too.”

Not content to simply bar to implementation of the rule, according to John Lane, counsel for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., which had originally proposed it at the commission. He noted that the U.S. Court of Appeals in New York—and not, he said, the so-called “liberal” appeals court in Washington—had reviewed the rule three times, and on each occasion had found it consistent with the First Amendment. He also said the networks’ vigorous challenges of any rule regarded as in violation of the Constitu-

tion has resulted in a body of law that holds it is not the networks’ rights that are paramount but those of the public to receive information from “diverse and antagonistic sources.”

Representatives of CBS and NBC were on the panel to urge repeal. But, it was a broadcaster who, because he is a broadcaster, may have made a greater impact.

Jim Coppersmith, of Hubbard Broadcasting Co., which owns three television stations (two of them network affiliates) and which has asked the commission to repeal the rule, said, “We believe there is no place for government in the contractual relationship between networks and affiliates.” And he suggested it was unbecoming of broadcasters to urge retention of a rule that “protects” them when they are always asking for repeal of rules they say are burdensome.

What’s more, he brushed aside the argument that broadcasters would, in the absence of PTAR, lack the strength to reject network offerings. He said stations need “a little antitrust law as much as Ma Bell” does. He said that if PTAR is repealed, Hubbard would not surrender its “right or obligation to provide localism in prime time.”

NBC’s readiness to concede victory to the affiliates on PTAR was indicated by Ray Timothy, president of NBC-TV. He said NBC is “uncomfortable” with PTAR, but that it is not the rule whose repeal is uppermost in the minds of network officials. The financial interest rule, which bars the networks from acquiring any financial interest in the programming they purchase, other than the rights to two network runs, has that priority, he said. And Tony Malaria, vice president and general manager of CBS-TV, said following the panel that CBS will withdraw its petition to the FCC for a waiver of the rule to permit affiliates to take an hour of network news if the proposal runs into serious opposition at the network’s meeting with affiliates scheduled for May.

Nevertheless, the two network executives made the argument for repeal. They said the marketplace, not the government, should determine what programs stations will carry in prime time. And both sought to ridicule the notion that networks would have the unfair leverage, in dealing with affiliates, that station officials said they would. The rule “should be looked at in light of current reality,” Timothy said. “I don’t feel I am a Godzilla. It’s the other way around. That’s the reality.” “The networks,” Malaria said, “will be surprised to learn the only madmen who can provide local programing is if they are protected against the networks.”

The last word in the discussion went to a member of the audience, FCC Commissioner Abbott Washburn, who went to a microphone when the floor was opened to questions. He had none, only a comment. The goals of the rule have been achieved, said Washburn, a staunch defender of PTAR. “The industry is healthy.” Then he paused, and said “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”
## NATPE’s programing prognosticators

Among predictions and assessments of the state-of-the-program art: larger role for program director, more emphasis on quality, less on research, fierce competition for viewers, 24-hour operation

NATPE’s attempt last week to identify “The Next Really True Program Form” didn’t come close to doing so, but the six panelists—queried through the process in Phil Donahue style by moderator Charles Larsen of WABC-TV New York—managed nevertheless to touch most of the bases of importance to the programming future, and in the process to strike a few sparks about the present. The result amounted to a not-so-short course in the dynamics of the programing business, circa 1982.

**Mickey Hooten of WISN-TV Milwaukee:**
“We’re all headed for 24-hour operation.” He’s disappointed that “we’re regurgitating so much national news when we need more local news.” And he’s not so sure that the network role won’t decrease in the future. Local stations, he said, will have to “reassume” the development of programs. In truth, although few would like to admit it, “your news director is probably your program director.” And: “I see the development of some kind of super program director who will preside over both news and entertainment programing—or else program directors will “evolve back” to being traffic managers. Stations, he said, are going to have to become “the institutions” the local newspaper used to be. And he urged a greater degree of research and development in television, lest it suffer the same fate as the American automotive industry.

**Richard M. Ballinger of Metromedia:**
Will independents follow the network lead in developing more news programing? Not likely. The secret of independents has been in counterprograming, he said, suggesting that independents would crank up their entertainment efforts in direct proportion to affiliates increasing reality programing. He’s sick of hearing the word “innovator,” and having innovation cited as a be-all and end-all of programing. Much better, in his view, “to see something well executed.” Ballinger, who returned repeatedly to his thesis that there was really nothing new under the sun, insisted just as frequently that the answer to success is in “quality,” not innovation. “Quiz shows,” he said, “were invented in the Bible.” Moreover, he feels that the media revolution is more a matter of technology than programing. “The crisis is the quality crisis.” What will work in the future is what has worked in the past; quality. Ballinger also had encouraging words about, if not for, the syndicators. “We have to encourage them, not criticize them,” he said. “I for one am very impressed by what I see here [at NATPE]. I think it’s better than last year. The syndicator is the real crap-shooter.” He struck one of the panel’s most sobering chords when he said, toward the close: “I’m a little fearful in the next 10 years, frankly. Fragmentation may make it impossible for us to do a good job. [But] quality will still win.” Programing hasn’t changed over the last 1,000 years; it won’t change over the next 10.

**Bill Lord of ABC News, Washington:**
Addressing ABC’s new plans for a mid-night 1-a.m. news strip to follow Nightline, Lord said “the audience has a true choice at 11:30” among Carson on NBC, a movie on CBS and news on ABC. What ABC discovered, he said, was that “the Nightline audience wouldn’t stick around to watch Charlie’s Angels reruns.” Having established the franchise” for news at that hour, “we can absorb the lows [of poorer performing news nights] and be exhilarated by the peaks.” He described Nightline’s audience as the most intensely involved in his experience; “we’ve never been forced to think more about the audience,” he said. “We are on the cutting edge of programing without knowing quite what the next step will be.” Referring to the general trend toward expanded news operations at the networks, Lord said: “We’re meeting ourselves coming around the clock. If we all do it we’re going to be sorry.” And, after a show of hands in the audience indicated some disappointment over the quality of shows available at this year’s NATPE, Lord remarked: “As many dissatisfied hands are out there, so many are the opportunities for us.”

**Robert Pittman of Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment:** Would he consider developing a new news channel? “Absolutely not,” he responded, but added that he does have a corporate eye on shopping and game channels. “There’s a need for almost any idea you can bring up,” he said, “but you have to establish priorities. If we can get 3% of the people to use a shopping channel we’d have a huge business.” Our’s is becoming a “stay-at-home society,” Pittman said, and when people watch TV (wherever there’s a broadly cabled universe) they’ll be able to find what they like, although not all people. If it’s a 100-channel system, a given subscriber might watch 10 or 20 of those channels on a regular basis. “There’s a dichotomy between those people who grew up with TV and those who didn’t,” Pittman said. “With the former you can put almost anything on the tube and they will respond to it.” The big difference in the coming television society may not be in the kinds of programs themselves, he said, but in the fact that the consumer will be in control of the variety of what he’s viewing. Ours also is evolving into a nation with less, not more, leisure time, Pittman said, remarking that as it becomes more scarce (due to people having to work two jobs, or work longer at one job to make ends meet) people will put a greater value on how they use it and be more demanding of that part they devote to TV. The car, he said, used to be the status symbol when ours was a “going-out society.” TV and its ancillary equipment (large-screen projectors, videocassette and videodisk players, auxiliary stereo sound systems and the like) will be the new status symbols. The programer, he said,
must position himself to have a unique place among the array of services that will be available, as opposed to trying to be all things to all people.

**George Resing of Group W:** There's no doubt there's a trend to reality programming—but it's just as certain that there will be a counter trend to meet it. Seconding Hooten's comments about the need for redefinition, or redevelopment, of the program director's role, Resing cited the growing disparity in salaries paid to news directors and those commanded by PD's. And getting into the middle of a discussion about the value of research in program development, he said that "PM grew out of more than a year of development with heavy research involvement." And he agreed with a comment from the floor that if stations want first-run syndicated product, they have to be willing to stay with those programs while they develop.

**John Goldhammer of Paramount TV:** It's a "brave new world" for the program developer these days, he said, as creators try to fill the void left by network inability to control their time periods. And there's a blurring of lines between news and show business. *Entertainment Tonight,* a Paramount vehicle, is a news show, he insists—indicating that not all people are yet willing to agree with that identification, still feeling that reality can be approached only by conventional news divisions. "We broke the John Belushi story and the Mike Douglas story," he said. Taking the anti-research side of a debate among the panelists, Goldhammer insisted that what we need is people with ideas. Then you have to have the research to sell the idea to corporate." Also aligning himself with those who felt there was an amazing program mix available at NATPE, he said: "We're being too cynical" in judging product. There will be more and more ad hoc networks, he said, as satellite technology opens the door wide. And: "We're no longer programming for time periods," Goldhammer declared. "There's been too much cubbyholing in the past [designing shows for access or for early fringe or late night]. It's better just to produce darn good programs and let the stations put them where they work."

---

**Coming together**

**The differences between cable and TV stations are narrowing as mutually beneficial programming arrangements are being invented**

A broadcaster stole the show at a meeting devoted to cable as the NATPE convention was getting off the ground last Sunday (March 14). Laurie Leonard, president and general manager of WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., captivated the delegates with her story of that station's partnership to gain access to three channels on the local cable system, and captured most of the questions in the Q & A that followed. Leonard, who worked in several executive capacities for American Television & Communications before advancing to her present broadcast position, made it clear the day to join 'em, not fight 'em, has arrived.

The clincher in that rationale, from her point of view: that while WMTV and the other over-the-air stations in Madison had a 91% share of audience in noncable homes, they had only a 75% share in cable homes. If that audience was going to be fragmented anyway, she reasoned, it was better that WMTV get another crack at it through the cable medium. Her initial deal, for three years, covers a weather channel, a public affairs channel to cover city council meetings and other full-text events and an as-yet-unactivated channel for event programming. "With distant signals coming in, localization is our ace in the hole," she said. Moreover, there's a strong crosspollination involved. "If they watch us on cable they'll be more likely to watch us over the air," she said.

Leonard was joined on the panel—moderated by Madison Square Garden Communications' Joe Cohen—by Mert Koplin of the Corporation for Entertainment & Learning; Russell Rhodes of Ogilvy & Mather, and Derek Zimmerman of Group W Satellite Corp.

Koplin observed that the big difference between cable and network television is that the former is still "shooting from the hip," ready to experiment with new program forms, while networks always wonder where they are going to put any new program idea that comes along. "That it's never been done before is a negative factor in network television," he said. "They're locked into the most perfect piece of machinery for doing what they want to do," which is to deliver a mass audience, he said.

Not only is cable willing to experiment, but it will do so in volume. Whereas a network might give a producer an order for, say, four shows, Koplin said he had just received an order from the Entertainment Channel for 130 half hours (of a zoo show), and had been asked to submit an idea for still another 130 half hours. For the producer, he said, cable represents "an unparalleled opportunity for doing something new."

Rhodes cited parallels between Ogilvy's experience with the American Express account and its work for Warner Amex's cable systems. Each had three requirements: acquisition, retention and usage. That is, new accounts (and subscribers) first had to be acquired, then kept happy and then encouraged to order new services. Positioning, he said, was the key to success for each product. In cable's case, that meant positioning Warner's systems as "the ultimate source of in-home programing ... we'll promise you a good time."

Zimmerman cautioned that cable program expansion is going to take "more than good ideas, it's going to take capital." Today's competitors are going to end up being tomorrow's partners, he said, as the economics of production require ever larger investments. (That process, of course, has already begun, with Group W in partnership with ABC, CBS negotiating a joint venture with 20th Century-Fox and Hearst in a deal with ABC among the more conspicuous ventures now under way.) But Zimmerman went on to add the good news: that what was the LOP—"least objectionable program"—approach (to viewing the network television) would in the cable-enhanced program future become PPC—"positive program choice."

Elaborating on her cable partnership in Madison, Leonard noted that WMTV was programming an automated weather channel 24 hours a day, advertising supported, with the cable operator getting a small percentage of the advertising revenues in return. The station at present is programing about...
Regulatory roundup: a report for NATPE

Panelists, including FCC's Dawson and Rivera, provide political situation on deregulation, PTAR, LPTV

Broadcasters looking for further relief from government regulation will continue to receive a sympathetic hearing at the FCC. But Congress, this year, at least, has other things on its mind. And as for the newest service the commission has introduced—low-power television—it may be years before it takes hold, if it ever does.

Those were some of the impressions gleaned from a tour of the Washington horizon, conducted at the NATPE convention by former FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley. One of a panel drawn from the FCC, Congress and the National Association of Broadcasters.

For instance, no one on the panel thought there was a chance Congress this year would pass the FCC's legislative package of proposals for repeal of the equal time law and the fairness doctrine. But Commissioner Mimi Weyforth Dawson thought the proposals were worth making, even if only as a "strong philosophical statement" of the commission's position.

Erwin Krasnow, senior vice president and general counsel of NAB, said Congress would approve a deregulatory bill in the current session; he noted a measure had already passed the Senate. But Representative James Santini (D-Nev.), a member of the House Commerce Committee, said any broadcast legislation seems unlikely this year. He noted that the chairman of the House Commerce Committee, Representative John Dingell (D-Mich.) and Representative Timothy Wirth (D-Colo.), chairman of the Telecommunications Subcommittee, are "not for deregulation." Furthermore, he cited three barriers to action on broadcasting matters this year: Wirth's preoccupation with his telecommunications "reform" legislation (H.R. 5158); the "battle of the budget," which he said will take an "enormous" amount of time on the House floor, and the fall elections.

What, then, about the FCC? Will it move in those areas, involving the fairness doctrine, where it would have jurisdiction? Wiley mentioned such matters as the personal attack rule and the Cullman Doctrine, under which broadcasters can be required to afford free time for reply to a statement on a controversial issue of public importance that was made in paid time.

Commissioner Henry Rivera said it is likely. "If we don't see legislation, you will see the chairman [Mark S. Fowler] move in that direction"—although he cautioned he did not intend to speak for the chairman.

As for ownership rules, Krasnow said the commission has made a number of moves of which the NAB approves: It has rejected proposals to require a breakup of AM-FM combinations, retained the exception to the crossownership rules that permits UHF television stations to be sold in combination with radio outlets, and is proposing repeal of the antitrafficking, three-year rule. The commission's next move, Krasnow said, should be the elimination of the ban on television-cable television crossownership.

But as for the repeal or modification of the multiple-ownership rule limiting ownership of stations to seven AM, seven FM and seven TV, Krasnow indicated the NAB would have trouble forcing a position. "It's hard to see a consensus on the NAB board [on that issue] at this time," he said.

Mark Smith, of KLAS-TV Las Vegas and chairman of the NAB television board, however, appeared to have no doubts. He said the industry would like complete repeal of the rule. But, he said, it "will settle for any movement" toward that goal.

Despite their professed dislike of program content rules, Dawson and Rivera were not prepared to say they are ready now to vote for repeal of the prime-time access rule—whose retention is virtually a sacred cause of NATPE members. Both restated their known positions on the rule with which they say they are philosophically at war: Dawson feels the commission should provide for a competitive structure in the video market before the question of repeal can be addressed. Rivera said, "We have to do an analysis of need in terms of structure." In short, PTAR will not be on the commission's agenda for the foreseeable future.

The collateral rules adopted with PTAR—financial interest and syndication—are another matter. Dawson said the commission will consider their repeal or modification in April.

For those on the panel, the future of low-power television is obscured in mist of uncertainty. Smith said LPTV is "a totally unknown quantity." He also indicated he is not excited by its prospects. "A lot of people, including some in my area, have delusions about where we're going." Dawson, who said she is "no fan" of LPTV, sees it as a very long range prospect at best, even in rural areas. "We're looking at five years before we look at service," she said. "We have authorized something that may never happen."

One of the principal obstacles to the start of service is the mountain of applications—including many that are mutually exclusive—waiting to be processed. In view of the commission's failure to adopt a lottery to resolve conflicts, Wiley asked Rivera, how will the commission handle the "avalanche of applications?" "Very slowly," Rivera answered.

Both Dawson and Rivera indicated they favored an easing of the commission's position on character issues in license renewal proceedings. Dawson, who said a report and order on proposed changes in commission policy on the issue will be before the commission in April, indicated she felt there were some matters—unspecified—invoking character best left to other agencies of government. Rivera said the commission must be concerned about those to whom it issues licenses. But, he said, "Do we have to be concerned about everything?"

Both also appeared frustrated by the strictures the ex parte rules impose on their contacts with industry representatives. Dawson said it was "dreadful" that commissioners are barred from talking to the people whose lives will be affected by the rules the commission is formulating. But Rivera appeared grateful for the rules as a protection against the hordes of lobbyists who descended on the commission.
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If the commission seems bent on deregulating, the NAB was said to be determined to maintain its codes of self-regulation. No, said Krasnow, in answer to a question from Wiley, the decision of U.S. Judge Harold Greene ordering the NAB to cancel the multiple-product advertising rule in its television code does not signal the end of industry self-regulation. The NAB executive committee has canceled all advertising provisions of the code until further notice as a result of the court decision (Broadcasting, March 15). But, Krasnow said, "We will appeal. We hope the code will become a living instrument once again."

Wiley, who led the discussion through the questions he asked the panel, did not confine himself to broadcasting matters. What is the impact of the proposed settlement of the Justice Department's suit against AT&T on the commission's power to regulate AT&T, he asked?

Rivera said he is concerned. "The FCC is not a major player" in that game, he said. "Once the settlement is approved, Justice and AT&T will make policy in the back room." He said the commission will file comments on the proposed settlement expressing concern. But he appeared discouraged. Where some at the commission feel its authority to approve or reject the

applications AT&T would be obliged to file to implement the settlement gives the agency a "bomb" with which to blow up the agreement, Rivera said he is "not sure" how powerful that bomb is. "There are ways around that," he said. "It's too bad," he said. "Telecommunications policy should be made by Congress, of which we are a part."

But Santini indicated Congress is moving in that direction. He said Wirth has set a "rigorous agenda" for dealing with its telecommunications legislation. "You will see telecommunications reform on the floor by June," he said. The Senate has already passed a telecommunications bill (S.898).

Feeling their oats. The rising fortunes of independent TV stations were the object of NATPE's attention at this panel. L to r: Alan Bell of KTVU-TV Oakland-San Francisco, Lucie Salhany of Taft, Carol Myers of WJLA-TV Washington, Fred Silverman of InterMedia Entertainment, John Serrao of KTRV-TV Boise, Idaho, and the session's moderator, Sheldon Cooper of WGN-TV Chicago.

The problems and prospects of independents

More and more of these stations are giving the affiliates a run for their money (and rating points); there's concern over rising program costs; value of localism stressed; Silverman sees networks stripping shows in prime time

The subject of the panel was independents, but the most dramatic prediction emerging from it had to do with networks. Fred Silverman, the former NBC president who now heads his own production company (InterMedia Entertainment), made it as an aside to the matter of cost-consciousness: "If there is a trend it will be [network] strips in prime time. My guess is that you will see it happen first in the 10 o'clock period, probably in the spring or summer. There is a point: when you can't afford to spend $800,000 an hour for a film program."

There were none present to confirm the accuracy of that prediction, but it was apparent that the panelists foresaw even more changes ahead for the network-affiliate relationship. "I'm just looking for the day when they pull back compensation," said Lucie Salhany, head of program development for Taft broadcast and cable.

"When that happens they [the affiliates] will look just like independents. And once that happens, to heck with them."

Those remarks notwithstanding, most of the panel had to do with how well independents are doing these days—and particularly in metered (by the rating services) markets. Salhany said that all the independents in Philadelphia were credited with increased audience when meters went in there, expanding the salable inventory of secondary product. The three independents, she said, are now vying for the second or third position in the market. "In prime it's incredible," she said, with the three splitting about 20 share points.

Carol Myers, of ABC-affiliated WJLA-TV Washington, confirmed that independents had outpaced market growth there, too, becoming "very competitive for ratings and revenues." Washington is not yet a mid-sized market, and only the independent UHF in town (Taft's WDCO-TV) has so far signed up for that service.

Alan Bell of KTVU-TV Oakland-San Francisco said that stations were now seeing the "ungodly cost of bringing new programs to television," a mechanism that he said had been distorted in the past by price rises that had to do with shrewd marketing, not increased costs of production. He likened the situation to a masochist sadist relationship, where one needed the other: the distributor to demand such high prices, the station to pay them. But he conceded that all programmers periodically fall victim to the show business axiom that "if it's a hit, it doesn't matter what you paid for it, while if it's a flop you paid 10 times too much."

Silverman contended that there were ways to economize in program production, a lesson he had learned since leaving NBC. But the process he recommended most seriously for program development was that of groups combining to finance new product—a process similar to that which produced Operation Prime Time. The TV networks are ordering fewer shows than ever before, he said, but the production community is still geared up and ready to go.

"But the price is incredible," said Salhany, not only of production but of promoting new product that has never been pre-sold to a television audience. "So you have to find a way to beat the high costs," responded Silverman. "I believe price is a negotiable commodity." Bell agreed that the effort was worth it. "Any event creates excitement and it may be worth it to pay the price. If you get typed for reruns you are considered old-fashioned" in today's television marketplace, he said.

John Serrao, from KTVU-TV Boise,
Everyone's a Winner!

Everyone comes out a winner each time any member of the unique PM Magazine cooperative does a truly outstanding job. And that happens all year round.

So we salute the PM Magazine stations whose individual story entries have been cited by an independent panel for special achievement in 1981.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKET RANK</th>
<th>1-30</th>
<th>31-60</th>
<th>61-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEST STORY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>KPIX San Francisco</td>
<td>WCMH Columbus</td>
<td>WMTV Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER</td>
<td>WBZ-TV Boston</td>
<td>KAKE-TV Wichita</td>
<td>WJXT Jacksonville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRONZE</td>
<td>KYW-TV Philadelphia</td>
<td>WWL-TV New Orleans</td>
<td>KHQ-TV Spokane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEST SHOOTING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>KTVI St. Louis</td>
<td>WRAL-TV Raleigh</td>
<td>KOB-TV Albuquerque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER</td>
<td>KPIX San Francisco</td>
<td>WJAR-TV Providence</td>
<td>KTBN Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRONZE</td>
<td>WFLD-TV Chicago</td>
<td>WCMH Columbus</td>
<td>WTVH Syracuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEST EDITING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLD</td>
<td>KIRO-TV Seattle</td>
<td>WDBO-TV Orlando</td>
<td>WALA-TV Mobile (tie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILVER</td>
<td>KPIX San Francisco</td>
<td>WFMY-TV Greensboro</td>
<td>WJXT Jacksonville (tie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRONZE</td>
<td>KTVI St. Louis</td>
<td>WRAL-TV Raleigh</td>
<td>WRCB-TV Chattanooga</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thanks to our Finalist Judges: Herbert Briggs, VP—Executive Art Director; Doyle, Dan Bernbach; Dr. Karen Demming, head of Broadcast Communications Arts, San Francisco State University; Ron Miller, TV Editor, San Jose Mercury News, and President, Assn. of TV Critics; Dick Rector, Executive Producer. "O'er Easy.

PM Magazine: the prime example that prime access works
Idaho (the 141st market), spoke up for making much out of little. There’s plenty of life left in old movies, he said, reporting that his independent had beat the network affiliates with a replay of “Shane,” the old western starring Alan Ladd. And when the subject turned to news, he said that “our policy is no news is good news.” We put Wonder Woman against the early news [on the network affiliates] and killed ‘em.”

The high cost of news programing also was noted by Carol Myers, who said the three Washington network affiliates had spent an estimated $6 million in their news competition in the last two years—and in the process handed over the opportunity for entertainment counterprogramming to the independents. But she didn’t see any way out as news is so important a part of the station’s overall positioning in the market.

The decision to go big with news is “cost intensive,” added Bell, but “one that pays off if you know how to push the buttons. It can be done, but it can’t be done on the cheap. The public knows the difference, and God bless the public.”

Silverman noted that there will always be a place on independents for feature films, but said they, too, will be more scarce and thus more expensive; there have been only 12 movie starts in Hollywood this year versus 90 at this time a year ago. And speaking of the scarcity of off-network series, he said that at the rate new shows are failing the only package that could be put together would be Disaster Playhouse. It’s harder and harder for new shows to succeed because of the diminishing number of share points left to the networks, he said. In the next few years, he said, producers would be stepping into that void—himself included, first with The World of Entertainment and Ruth.

The children’s programing business, noted Serrao, was “coming back like gangbusters.” Galhany agreed, although qualifying her observation with the comment that only one independent in dual independent markets would concentrate on kid’s programing. “We still need them to turn those sets on and lead into early fringe,” she said.

When the subject turned to cable, Bell cited the San Francisco market as a precursor of what will happen to the U.S. “What the public is hungry for is choice,” he said. “What hasn’t been said here is ‘localism.’ A TV station is either a full service appliance or a narrow appliance. The best protection is to improve your own product.” Recalling the advent of television, Bell said that “the networks rode radio right down to the floor. Independent radio stations had the ingredients to change. They did it with localism.”

In summing up, the panelists showed no lack of faith in the viability of the present broadcast marketplace. “I would like to own a TV license 10 years from now,” said Serrao. And, echoed Silverman, “there will always be networks—but there may be 10 networks.” Bell didn’t disagree, but noted that there’s no guarantee the present three would be among them. “The customer may not give a damn if General Motors fails,” he said, and there’s no reason that those buildings in New York have to go on housing ‘dinosaurs.’

**Baker challenges NATPE to stand firm for PTAR**

In keynote speech, president of Group W TV asks programers to be uncompromising in defending PTAR, urges NATPE members to raise quality of local programs

If a single issue emerged from this year’s NATPE International convention, it was the television stations’ battle to maintain the prime-time access rule. The challenge, as articulated in the keynote address by William F. Baker, president of Group W Television and chairman of Group W Satellite Communications, is two-fold: Stand firm “in uncompromising attempt to abolish or to dilute [PTAR],” and in the long-term, work to maintain and perhaps even raise the level of local-program quality.

PTAR must be retained, said Baker, because it has succeeded in bringing about changes in television programing that it was designed to accomplish. “American television,” said Baker, “has been moving toward the goals of wider choice and high quality local service.” And, he said, while progress was slow at first, it has not only “persisted, it has accelerated. And in the last three years, it has been genuinely dramatic.”

As evidence of his contention, Baker said that while three years ago the ratio of syndicated programing to local programing in the access period in the top-10 markets was greater than 2 to 1, “local programing [now] accounts for one-half of that time.”

Baker said that among local programs, those using the magazine format have grown 75% over the past three years and that perhaps “even more significantly, other types of locally produced programs—mainly information and public affairs—also have accelerated, growing by more than a third.” Game shows, he noted, “have declined by nearly 60%.”

Another sign of increasing program diversity, Baker said, if the top-10 markets are an indication, is that viewers of networks-affiliated stations have the option of watching a local program during the access period 90% of the time, up from 67% three years ago. Baker’s conclusion: “The public wants local programing.”

And if the networks are successful in their bid to recapture the access period, said Baker, “there will again be no choice—no choice for the station and, therefore, none for the audience.”

Baker pointed out that affiliate motives...
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The first total news program service available to broadcasters 24 hours a day — from the innovators of the Turner Broadcasting System.

For years you've been looking for a way to become the news leader in your market. This is it.

The services of CNN2 will give one sta-
tion in each market an unprecedented edge in the competition to report the news. Exclusively.

Because CNN2 delivers a live 24 hour state-of-the-art worldwide newscast...up-
dating the leading national and interna-
tional stories every 30 minutes...giving you instantaneous contact with hundreds of news bureaus and reporting affiliates around the
globe through the Turner Broadcasting System...all transmitting at satellite speed via Satcom III-R.

You'll never have to wait for the news again ...like your competition does...because CNN2 reports the news as it breaks from wherever it breaks...delivering approximately 40 stories every half-hour. There's no delay.
But best of all, Turner Program Services offers you a unique programming flexibility. In addition to the half-hour CNN2 newscasts, we also give you access to our basic CNN 24-hour news and feature service. You can program CNN segments or large blocks of CNN2 news time whenever you want—around the clock. 48 hours a day of news programming to choose from.

With CNN2's exclusive excerpting rights you can schedule a half-hour newscast or a headline report any hour of the day. And within every half-hour newscast, there's an optional segment reserved for those local and regional stories you want to cover in detail.
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Nobody else in the communications industry offers such programming flexibility, economic advantages or instantaneous coverage of late-breaking news.
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to retain PTAR are by no means altruistic. "The value of gross revenues from the prime-access half-hour has been estimated at up to $600 million," he said, "or almost 15% of an affiliate's total billing. And this loss is being proposed just as competition from new technologies has become a present and serious worry." In turn, that revenue loss would make it more difficult for stations to provide local programing, "the very kind of programing that will enable them to hold their local audiences."

As to the question of expanded network news, Baker, armed with the findings of a Roper survey done on behalf of Group W, suggested that such a plan would literally be a waste of time -- a time that because the public does not want an hour of network news ("In Brief;" March 15).

"By a margin of 2 to 1" said Baker, the U.S. public is opposed to expanding network news from a half-hour to an hour. That statement was based on the responses to the following question asked in the Roper survey: "Actually if one network news show went to an hour, they probably all would go to an hour. Would you like to see them all go to one hour or would you prefer that they all stay a half hour?" Of the universe of network news viewers, 64% responded that they would prefer the existing half-hour format, while 32% said they would prefer a one-hour news program. The remaining 4% expressed a preference for both formats.

As to the long-term struggle of increased competition, and the challenge of meeting it with an arsenal of quality programing, Baker said that perhaps I'm particularly sensitive to the difficulties in winning this second struggle," given Group W's cable and satellite programing interests. The new technologies he said, are "here to stay and can only grow more powerful with each year." But, he said, "there's no real reason why traditional broadcasting should not remain strong. It has two enormous weapons: 100% penetration and a zero-cost to the viewer."

Baker suggested that the ability of local stations to survive will depend in large part on their creative ingenuity and he strongly advised against relying on the three television networks to "keep them successful" throughout the 1980's. "It's useful to remember what happened to radio in the '50's," he said. "Radio was almost totally programed by the networks. Then almost overnight, the networks put all their top talent on television and simply walked away from radio. That fact should be carefully considered today by all local television management."

Television, he said, "will live or die solely by the quality of its programing. It is by that you -- and I -- will succeed or fail."

Baker's keynote address was preceded by brief remarks from Senator Howard Cannon (D-Nev.) He noted his sponsorship of legislation to take the FCC "out of the business of controlling radio programing and format," and his intention to sponsor similar legislation for television. While TV programing is not perfect, he said, "I have seen no evidence whatsoever ... that indicates the federal government can perform your job either better or more effectively than you can yourself." He also noted his sponsorship of legislation to do away with the existing comparative renewal process. "I have seen few federal programes as wasteful of time and money as [that process]," he said, adding it has not even begun to "meet the lofty ideals that have been claimed for it by some groups ... [and] it hasn't and it won't. Let's get rid of it."

Get ready for DBS

FCC's Harris says commission will OK new service by summer; Back urges rapid involvement

The clearest signal yet that the FCC is ready to open up America's skies to direct broadcast satellites was transmitted in Las Vegas last week when Larry Harris, chief of the Broadcast Bureau, declared flatly: "We will authorize DBS. I believe we will have an order out on DBS this summer. Maybe earlier."

The declaration came in response to a question asked of Harris—during a NATPE convention panel devoted to that subject—regarding how the FCC would protect the established broadcasting business from DBS competition. It won't, was the answer. "The FCC's role is to facilitate new technologies. It's not our place to set up artificial barriers to competition." Moreover, Harris added, the broadcast "can't have his cake and eat it too"—asking for deregulation on one hand while seeking protection on the other. "We'll deregulate broadcasters today, but we will also make them vulnerable to others."

The best news from all this, Harris indicated, should be to programers—in whose midst he enjoyed himself thoroughly last week. "I've been to a lot of conventions and this was the most first-class I've ever seen," he said, after saying that the new program opportunities created by DBS would be "legion." The whole business will "explode" over the next four, six or 10 years, he said.

How long would it be before cable or broadcasters were replaced by DBS? Harris said he didn't know: "That's up to the public. The automobile wiped out the horse and wagon and nobody stood in the way of that. Let the new technologies come out," he said, "Let the chips fall where they may—that's the American way." And then he quoted a "Harrissm"—that "the Constitution gives you the absolute right to go bankrupt."

Earlier, Harris had indicated he felt that could be the fate of early DBS entrepreneurs. "It's interesting that this DBS panel is being held in Las Vegas," he said. "Those who are getting into it are taking a big gamble." The game, he said, "is really for the big boys" ready to invest over $1 billion for a single system.

Harris also declared his belief that the present system would survive. And he remarked about the arguments that had been made 10 years ago when competition was introduced into the common carrier business to a chorus of cries that it would ruin AT&T. That was followed by 10 years of record profits for Bell, he noted, while the new carriers also made money.

Robert Wold, whose company specializes in fixed satellite interconnections, traced a brief history of that medium. From the first satellite network in 1975, the broadcast system has grown to embrace 275 stations today with 400 scheduled to be on line by the end of 1982. In the top 50 markets 161 stations can now be accessed by satellite, either co-located or via common carrier (a 71% penetration of stations that use syndicated programing), while in the top 100 markets there is 57% penetration. Wold estimates there will be nearly 100% penetration of broadcast stations, with the three networks moving to satellite interconnection in 1984 or 1985.

One of the panelists—Robert Howard of United Satellite TV—remarked that he didn't know what he was doing there: "I am not nor is my company in DBS," USTV was organized to "meet a goal," he said: "to make money." It hopes to do so in by distributing programing via Ku-band fixed satellites to address underserved by either cable or MATV (master antenna) services—a potential market of five million.

Looking for launch. The imminent reality of direct broadcast satellites was explored by this NATPE panel—which was brought to attention by FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Larry Harris's declaration that interim DBS operations would be authorized by this summer. L to r: Robert Wold, of Robert Wold Co., Joe Tagliatello of Hughes TV, Robert Fransen of Hubbard's U.S. Satellite Corp., Harris, and Bob Howard of United Satellite Television.
Fowler's next target: 7-7-7 rule

The chairman says the regulation restricting multiple ownership of stations is arbitrary and has no rational basis

FCC Chairman Mark S. Fowler says it is time to start thinking the "unthinkable" about the commission's multiple ownership rules. "Think whether artificial restrictions on ownership lead to greater choice or whether they restrict choice. That is the question," he said in a speech to the NATPE convention in Las Vegas, last week. "Not whether bigness is badness or goodness." And while he indicated he has no hard answers, he made it clear he is preparing to zero in on the commission's 7-7-7 rule, which bars ownership by any entity of more than seven AM, seven FM and seven TV stations (no more than five of them VHF) ("Closed Circuit," March 15). "It is the regulatory equivalent of 'shoot first, ask questions later.'"

Fowler, the hallmark of whose chairmanship has been a drive for de- or "un"-regulation, did not spend much time on the key issue before the convention, the prime-time access rule. He is the only member of the commission believed prepared to vote for repeal, as the networks have urged. But he did not soften his criticism of the rule that is practically revered by NATPE as the instrument of its growth and of the prosperity of its members.

Indeed, Fowler noted that "the size of network must be taken into account before the issue of concentration"-and that the rule is "an unworkable solution to the problem of reducing the dominance of the major networks over the distribution of prime-time programming." He added that the rule "distorts the marketplace for programing." Fowler felt the commission has begun its efforts at regulating concentration of ownership of the media from the wrong premise. "The right place to start is with the Department of Justice and the criteria applicable to concentration of business generally," he said. "It means defining markets and then focusing on concentration, focusing on anticompetitive tendencies. It does not mean pulling some arbitrary ownership limits out of thin air and using them to restrict those who operate over it."

Fowler does not rule out any limit on multiple ownership. "I am willing to consider what ownership limits might be appropriate for the industries we regulate," he said. He would also consider whether different limits should be applied to the commercial networks. Fowler in the past is known to have felt tighter limits for the networks might be reasonable, given the market power they already have.

The aim, he said, must be to approach the issue "with a presumption that the antitrust laws should not be made stricter over broadcasters and other media owners without a rational basis for doing so. That has not been commission policy in the past. If we are to have regulation of the future for an arbitrary standard that ignores the efficiencies of larger ownership makes no sense in the broadcasting industries."

Fowler evidently believes efforts to change the multiple ownership rules will not go unchallenged. Ownership limits have been on the commission's books for almost as long as there has been a commission regulating broadcasting. "For a number of people, including many in Washington, the idea of larger ownership of broadcast properties and other media outlets by single sources seems unthinkable. To them, I say, 'Start thinking.'"
Most of the time, it takes blood, sweat and tears to produce a music schedule.

Marketron's new Music System eliminates all that by: saving valuable time in scheduling, with error-free control; and, certain knowledge that your own unique sound is consistently maintained.

You can put Marketron's computerized Music System to the test without investing a cent in equipment; we offer attractive monthly rates on a time-shared computer and desk-top terminal. Really attractive.

You get to know the system (we train you), how it works for you . . . without a long-term commitment, and without an up-front cash outlay.

Sometime in the future, you may want to own your own in-house microcomputer. When you do, we have compatible equipment ideal for the Music System.

If you're interested in consistency and music scheduling ease at modest cost, you'll look into Marketron's Music System.

Here's what it does for you:

- Stores and analyzes your inventory, and enables you to make updates quickly and simply.
- Generates a complete playlist according to your specifications.
- Makes format changes as easy as can be . . . and allows you to test them before using them.

So eliminate the blood, sweat and tears. Contact Marketron for more information on the Music System. It's a sound investment.
Good people

Nature preserver. Erwin Koempf volunteers 15 to 20 hours a week as an auxiliary gamekeeper in Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Life saver. Barbara Skolaut saves lives and property for the Manchester (Virginia) Volunteer Fire Department.

Home providers. Mike Gay and his wife Anita thought about adoption, decided they could help more children by volunteering to provide a foster home for Houston's homeless children.

Church worker. Fox joined the seven as a church volunteer in.

Fund raiser. Irene Pitcock gives her time to the American Legion Ladies Auxiliary in Louisville raising funds through bake sales, picnics and bingo games for hospitals, handicapped children, the blind, the needy.

Food provider. Manuel Jaquez helped found a cooperative supermarket that provides his Dominican Republic community with quality food at reasonable prices.

Beauty restorer. Nora Kennington works to restore neglected gardens in N.Y.'s Central Park.

Teenagers' friend. Joyce Cranon works with disadvantaged youngsters in St. Louis, Mo. to help the teenagers realize their full potential.

Iper of the handicapped. Ad Demmers of Holland helps handicapped children and their parents.

Rescuer. In Germany, Allons Thomann works as an unpaid volunteer diver for the Bavarian Red Cross when underwater catastrophes occur.

The-spot Samaritan. As a volunteer for the Milwaukee Red Cross, Dale Clark drives his emergency services van right to the scene to aid victims of fires and other disasters.
The good people you see at left are (as they would be the first to tell you) just a sampling of the thousands of people within our Philip Morris family who work as volunteers in our hometown around the world.

They look quite ordinary; and they are, in reality, quite extraordinary. They work hard for a living, and then, in their off-time, they work hard for nothing. They want to help those who are less fortunate than themselves, and in doing so, they help all of us. For the hard fact is that without these good people, our societies and our lives would be a lot less liveable.

And the delightful fact is this: Every man and woman you see here testifies that the volunteer work they do is “fun,” “enjoyable,” “rewarding.” They also say “It’s easy to get started.” Right now you can probably think of some school, library, hospital or church—or some service, cultural or community group—that would love to have you pick up the phone and offer your help for maybe an hour or two a week.

We think you will. After all, good people do good things. And you wouldn’t have read this far if you weren’t a pretty good person yourself.

Philip Morris Incorporated
Good people make good things.

Makers of Marlboro, Benson & Hedges 100's, Merit. Parliament Lights, Virginia Slims and Cambridge; Miller High Life Beer, Lite Beer and Löwenbräu Special and Dark Special Beer; 7UP and Diet 7UP.
High on cable networking. Yes, they work, concluded this group of cable partisans at the NATPE conference. L to r: Greg Nathanson of Showtime, Bill Gruber of Cox Cable, Char Beales of NCTA, Robert Wussler of Turner Broadcasting, Bob Johnson of Black Entertainment Television, Dick Cox of CBS Cable and moderator Kay Koplovitz of USA Cable Network.

Bullish outlook for cable networking

They're growing like Topsy, and none have failed yet, NATPE told; 400 may try hand at the business in the '80s; new cable syndication 'window' predicted for programing future

The short answer to the question, "Is Cable Net-Working?"—supplied by moderator Kay Koplovitz of USA Cable Network at the start—is "yes." The longer answer also is yes, but panelists took various roads to that end at one of NATPE's closing workshops last Tuesday (March 16).

Char Beales, research chief for the National Cable Television Association, provided the statistical context for the discussion. There are now 48 cable networks operating on 41 transponders, she said, with another 20 announced (although of those only 15 have as yet acquired transponders). Responding to remarks at other NATPE sessions about the lack of innovation in programing, Beales insisted that cable's new networks were innovative, in that they met customer demands for convenience, for providing programing not available elsewhere and for going beyond passive to interactive programing.

(As if those numbers weren't impressive enough, Koplovitz said that 400 new networks may be introduced during the 80's. Of those she estimated that eight to 12 might be "wildly successful" while another 23 vertically programed networks "with smaller upside potential" might nevertheless "make it." She noted that there will, of course, be failures, mergers and acquisitions among the many who come before the few are chosen.)

Cable programers face three obstacles to begin with, Beales said: (1) getting an idea to the marketplace, (2) getting it on cable systems, with more than half confined to 12 or fewer channels and required to carry many broadcast signals, and, after those obstacles are overcome, (3) to get the viewer. The working out of that process means that programers have to wait longer to be profitable in cable. But as for "dire predictions" that all the new services can't make it, Beales noted that none have failed yet.

Dick Cox, president of CBS Cable, who was marking his first anniversary with that venture, said his most vivid impression of those 12 months was the pace of cable progress, and the rate of change. But as one who had come out of the broadcast-agency universe, he foresaw no threat to the earlier media. Radio panicked when TV came along, he said, because it "measured the future in terms of the past" and then was paralyzed into inaction. That need not happen now, he said: "We'll end up with three broadcast media—radio, televi- sion and cable—that are all very strong.

Cox referred to the difficulty CBS Cable has had in getting off the ground as an advertising-supported service. The key word at advertisers and agencies has been: "Wait," and that could end up "killing the baby," he said.

Bob Johnson, head of Black Entertainment Television (BET), said his network was designed to reach 26 million black Americans who found their programing needs unaddressed by conventional broadcast- ing. Johnson had his own slogan to substitute for the LOP (Least Objectionable Program) thesis: "PIC," standing for "Passionately Interested Consumer."

Johnson also said that "we're in the market for programs"—although he hastened to add that he hadn't seen any black-oriented offerings while touring NATPE's program exhibits. "We're not going to pay you what you want to be paid," he said, "but neither is anybody else. Some of that programing is sitting on your shelf," he said, referring to episodes of shows that hadn't been network hits and weren't being released in syndication.

Rich Frank, of Paramount Television, later explained that guild residuals made the costs too high for such release.

BET also is interested in buying black-oriented programing from local stations, Johnson said, or in co-production ventures.

Greg Nathanson of Showtime, a pay cable service, estimated that there were 15 million pay subscribers (including STV) at the end of 1981, that there would be 20 million by the end of 1982 and 26 million by the end of 1983. Pay TV is not just an alternative to network television but in some cases is the first choice, "Blue Lagoon," he said, got a 42 rating and a 39 share in pay homes.

Bill Gruber of Cox Cable's San Diego system was another who remarked on the reluctance of programers to develop pro- duct for the cable medium. "If you don't you're going to give rise to a number of independent producers," he warned.

Robert Wussler of Turner Broadcasting cited "superstation" WTBS-TV Atlanta as proof of the success of cable networking, saying it now reaches 23% of TV homes with 21 million subscribers in all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands, anticipates reaching 30% of TV homes by Sep- tember and over one-third of the U.S. TV universe by January 1983. As to advertising revenues, they were $17 million in 1979, $33 million in 1980, $55 million in 1981, are estimated to be over $100 million this year and "the challenge is to reach $200 million in 1983."

Speaking of Turner's 24-hour news channels, Wussler said CNN now has 11.5 million subscribers on almost 2,000 cable systems and has "changed the face of the news industry." The just-launched CNN2 he called the "fastest moving format in news history." Turner's syndication arm was an exhibitor at the NATPE conven- tion and Wussler said would "in the next 10 days" announce the names of broad- cast subscribers to its news service.

Wussler discounted as "a myth" the supposed reluctance of syndicators to do business with WTBS because of the fear of depressing sales in other markets reached by its cable-carried signal, but said it was "easier" to do business now because
Scientific-Atlanta has designed, built, and delivered more broadcast earth stations than any other company in the world. A lot more. Here are some reasons why.

**Scientific-Atlanta makes the entire system**

Scientific-Atlanta builds complete satellite earth station systems for the television industry. Our earth station packages give you everything you need to turn satellite signals into programming revenues. Antennas, receivers, low noise amplifiers, and installation and service.

**The right system for your needs**

As the industry's largest manufacturer, we offer a wider choice in complete system packages.

A broadcast earth station can be as simple as our Model 8501 Basic Receive-Only system. It consists of an antenna assembly, a low-noise amplifier (LNA), and a video receiver.

This is the basic downlink system. It's perfect for operations such as taping satellite programming for future broadcast.

For added flexibility as well as improved reliability, many broadcasters choose our Model 8502 Receive-Only Earth Station. It includes a second set of electronics to give simultaneous reception on two different satellite channels — a significant increase in signal receiving capability.

What's more, the additional electronics serve as back-up units for the primary set, giving full station redundancy.

**Supply your own programming**

Scientific-Atlanta has supplied over 90% of all the satellite uplinks currently in use by commercial TV broadcasters.

When you buy a Scientific-Atlanta uplink, you get the entire package, from initial site planning advice to the final proof of performance procedure.

If you prefer, the uplink package can include frequency coordination, FCC licensing, and supervision for pouring of the foundation (using local construction crews for minimum cost).

**More satellite coverage means more programming**

Scientific-Atlanta broadcast earth stations are available with full geostationary satellite arc coverage. Your system can "see" all current and future domestic communications satellites from anywhere in the continental United States.

No other antenna system offers more satellite coverage.

Pre-programmable motor-drive systems are available for 7- and 10-meter antennas. You can switch from one satellite to another in 60 seconds or less.

**Write or call for information**

Clip this coupon for more information on the most advanced satellite earth station systems available for the television broadcast industry. Or call or write Lou Durham at (404) 449-2362.

---

**Scientific Atlanta Communications**

Attn: Lou Durham, ATL-20
3845 Pleasandale Rd.
Atlanta, Georgia 30340

Please send more information on satellite earth stations for television broadcasting.
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Cetec proudly presents the Great Little System

System 7000GLS is the Great Little System for radio: True 7000 program automation in a compact, lowest-cost configuration.

The Great Little System brings you all the features of its Bigger Brother in a great little package: microprocessor controller, plug-in source cards, and 48-tray Audiofile IIA (stereo or mono). Programming with the goof-proof video terminal is simple — no need to memorize program and function codes.

Best of all, the Great Little System easily handles today’s program services, including satellite, and will grow as you grow tomorrow.

Cetec 7000GLS — a truly Great Little System at a Great Little Price.

Isn’t it time you talked to Cetec? Phone Jerry Clements today: (805) 684-7686 — Outside Calif.: (800) 235-5715.

NATPE bestows its Irises

Ball, McGannon, Van Deerlin, Welk and Qube get special awards

Twenty-three television stations from 18 broadcast markets were the recipients of this year’s Iris Awards, NATPE’s top honors in recognition of outstanding locally-produced television programing. In addition, the Iris Award of the Year went to Lucille Ball, in recognition of her contribution to television entertainment over the past three decades. Four NATPE President’s Awards were given this year, including one to Donald H. McGannon, retired president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., for “a lifetime of service to television,” and one to former Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.) for his leadership in communications on Capitol Hill. Also receiving the President’s Award were Lawrence Welk, who was cited for a quarter-century of quality television entertainment, and Warner Amex, for development of the Qube two-way interactive cable system in Columbus, Ohio.

Entertainment at the Iris Awards, which were held at the Aladdin’s 7,500-seat auditorium, included Glen Campbell, Lou Rawls, The Sahara Girls and Joey Heatherton.

Three Irises (one each for a station in markets 1 to 10, 11 to 40 and 41 to 211 respectively) were awarded to stations in the following program categories:


Public affairs series: WJLA-TV Washington for Until We Say Good-Bye; KATU-TV Portland, Ore., for Townhall — Behind Closed Doors, and KNTV(TV) San Jose, Calif., for Eastside/ Westside.

Sports: WJW-TV Cleveland for 1985 Cleveland Indians; WPBS-TV Chicago for High Hopes; and KTVI(TV) St. Louis for Runaway: A Prison Breakout.

Children’s programming: KGO-TV San Francisco for Dudley’s Diner; WCCO-TV Minneapolis for Incredible Kids, and WQEX-TV Huntington, W.Va., for Breaking Away: So That’s How It’s Done.

Magazine formats: WNAC-TV Boston for More; KOMO-TV Seattle for PM Northwest and KUTV(TV) Salt Lake City for Exes.

Join the growing network for

THE GREATEST BASEBALL GAME NEVER PLAYED

July 14, 1982 is the date. Somewhere in the imaginations of sports fans across the United States and Canada the greatest American and National leaguers of all time will take the field.

Just imagine, the greats of all time actually facing one another in the “Greatest Baseball Game”.

Would you like to be the station in your market to broadcast it?

Think of the interest... the local sales... the audience!
Make it happen now in your market!

Join the fast growing network of major sports stations that will broadcast “The Greatest Baseball Game Never Played”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KABC</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMOX</td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCCO</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIBC</td>
<td>Indianapolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWJ</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFBR</td>
<td>Baltimore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEEI</td>
<td>Boston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTRH</td>
<td>Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KWMS</td>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WKIS</td>
<td>Orlando</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHVH</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFAA</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTUC</td>
<td>Tucson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHIO</td>
<td>Dayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSFO</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBBM</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTAR</td>
<td>Phoenix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHAS</td>
<td>Louisville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJAD</td>
<td>Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KTOK</td>
<td>Oklahoma City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNUS</td>
<td>Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIOD</td>
<td>Miami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSBA</td>
<td>Lancaster-York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCAU</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCMO</td>
<td>Kansas City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGR</td>
<td>Buffalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WERC</td>
<td>Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWWE</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Jack Buck, play-by-play broadcaster

To become part of “The Greatest Baseball Game Never Played”, call today. You will not only be exclusively franchised to carry the game, you will receive a complete package of pre-game programming and promotional ideas to help you build audience and sales.

Phone today. BFV&L Promotions.
Ask for Bill Pauley or Don Weber
314-863-0330

This program is not affiliated with or sponsored by Major League Baseball.
What to do about children's programing

Washburn defends FCC practices in NATPE session; but other panelists have other ideas; ACT launches program monitoring

The NATPE panel session on children’s programing was originally titled, “Whatever Happened to Children’s Programing?” However, the session’s moderator, Barry Thurston of Field Communications, noted that the title was changed to sound less pessimistic: “What Will Become of Children’s Programing?” Judging from the comments made by panel members, with the exception of FCC Commissioner Abbott Washburn, the original title may have been more appropriate.

Panel members expressing doubts about the adequacy of children’s programing today included Peggy Charren, head of the Boston-based Action for Children’s Television; John Claster, former executive producer of Romper Room, who now heads his own firm specializing in children’s programing, Cluster Productions, and Linda Rios-Brook, program director of KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex.

Charren charged both the networks and local stations with what she termed “backsliding” in children’s programing. Shortly after the session, she held a press conference to announce a new ACT-sponsored “grass roots” project aimed at inspecting the program logs of television stations in 20 markets to monitor stations’ children’s programing efforts. Those stations that appear to have poor records in that area and do not respond positively to the grass roots initiative to improve children’s programing may find themselves targets of petitions to deny their licenses, said Charren.

Markets targeted by the ACT project include: Montgomery Ala.; Fort Smith, Ark.; San Francisco; Denver; Miami; Atlanta; Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Bangor, Me.; Baltimore; Detroit; Minneapolis-St. Paul; Columbia, Mo.; Rochester, N.Y.; Charlotte, N.C.; Fargo, N.D.; Portland, Ore.; Providence, R.I.; Galveston, Tex.; Salt Lake City, and Wheeling, W. Va.

Charren suggested that broadcasters may be less concerned about the quality or quantity of children’s programing they provide because they perceive “the heat is off” with the deregulatory-minded Fowler FCC firmly entrenched in Washington. As evidence of her contention that broadcasters are not adequately serving younger audiences, Charren referred to a study, conducted on behalf of ACT by F. Earle Barcus, a communications professor at Boston University, that focused on the amount of regularly scheduled commer-

clial children’s programing aired on weekdays between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. The data was collected from license renewal applications of 588 commercial TV stations in September 1981.

The survey found that, on the average, stations reported airing about 50 minutes of regularly scheduled children’s programing each day between the hours of 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. About 30% of that programing was network-originated, the rest being recorded, syndicated or locally originated. However, 29% of those stations surveyed reported no regularly scheduled children’s programing during that time period, 45% reported none between 6 a.m. and 2 p.m., and 62% reported none between 2 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Independent stations, the study found, provided 32% of all the children's programing reported while representing only 13% of the stations in the survey.

Captain Kangaroo, the only regularly scheduled network children’s program the study found, represented nearly 30% of such programing reported by the survey stations.

Washburn was the most optimistic panelist. “I don’t believe that the industry has failed our children” as the Ferris ad- ministration contended, he said. “My own experience with children’s programing has been enormously enriching,” he said, suggesting that parental involvement can be extremely beneficial.

Educational materials on how to use the medium are “essential,” said Washburn. And “there’s an awful lot of material out there,” he said, such as scripts and program guides that parents and teachers can use in helping children to more fully un- derstand the lessons conveyed by quality children’s programing.

Washburn characterized any notion that “the heat is off” broadcasters to provide quality children’s programing a “misperception.” He said the 1974 commission policy statement concerning children’s programing is still in force and has “not been changed by one comma.” He said the commission’s attitude has been consistent throughout the past four FCC administra- tions with the exception of the Ferris years. The attitude has been that broad- casters must serve younger audiences but the FCC “can’t tell them how to do it,” Washburn said, thus leaving stations to fulfill that responsibility.

Charren charged that self-regulation was an inadequate method of insuring that broadcasters meet their children’s programing obligation. She said conversations with suppliers of children’s programing at this year’s NATPE indicated that sales to overseas programers accounted for nearly all of their business. Domestic buyers showed virtually no interest at all, Charren said she was told.

KENS-TV’s Rios-Brook contended that any decline in the quality or quantity of children’s programing is not due to the deregulatory climate in Washington, but rather to consumer groups attempting to dictate the content of such programing.

Ten years ago, she said, KENS-TV ran a daily 90-minute children’s program that consisted of a mix of cartoons and inter- views, and was in a large part directed at the “depressed Hispanic minority” within the San Antonio market. Feedback from viewers in the market, she said, generally indicated that the show was “terrifically beneficial.” And then “along came the ’70s,” and groups like ACT entered the picture and said the program “really wasn’t beneficial or educational. Take out the entertainment portions and substitute educational material.” The station did just that, she said, and the result was that viewers “went away in masses.” The pro- gram, she said, was reduced to 60, then 30 minutes and finally cut back to once a week. “It’s not that stations aren’t com- mitted to quality children’s programing,” she said. “The problem is children won’t watch it.” Charren responded that ACT has “never said we didn’t like programing. It’s not ACT’s fault that it went off the air.”

Like Charren, John Claster disagreed with Washburn on the state of children’s programing today. “It is on the decline, although independents do far and away more than affiliates, especially educational programing.” He said that affiliates have “no sense of commitment to it,” because
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Dear AM Broadcaster:

Re: AM Stereo

Having some 22 years of experience in developing AM Stereo, I wish (1) to submit to you reasons why the proponents of our system were the only proponents to urge the Commission to allow the free “marketplace” to select the AM Stereo system (among broadcasters ABC, NBC and RKO lent support to the “marketplace” concept) and, (2) to suggest means for minimizing costs for implementing AM Stereo.

1) We believe that the few FCC staff engineers, charged with the awesome task of selecting a single “best” system, given the pressure of quickly finalizing such a decision and the lack of complete information on the performance of the candidate systems, could not be certain to make a decision which would be accepted by the industry. Since the very survival of AM broadcasting might well rest upon such a decision many industry leaders avoided encouraging such a decision.

Most importantly, no matter which system was selected (even ours) the decision would not go unchallenged and years of controversy in the courts could result. And, at the end of such a lengthy and wasteful appeal procedure there would be an excellent chance of reversal. As Chairman Fowler indicated, if the courts reversed, the Commission would be forced to do the whole job over. Moreover, as the Chairman further argued, then what is to stop a second court challenge causing the entire procedure to be repeated.

Given this situation we reluctantly came to the understanding that only the “marketplace” should make the final system choice.

2) Now I wish to address those broadcasters who intend to exercise leadership in selecting a system. The cost and time of installation of any system is significant and it would only be prudent for such broadcasters to protect themselves by insisting upon a written guarantee covering the following:

   (a) That the supplied equipment will meet all specifications when installed with the station’s AM transmitters.

   (b) That present mono listeners will not be sacrificed when stereo broadcasting is initiated. (The guarantee should cover full modulation for L=R signals and for L only or R only signals. The latter conditions are necessary for many impressive stereo programming effects, such as separate L and R announcer mikes, etc.)

   (c) That under the above condition of full mono coverage acceptable stereo reception is provided at your station’s .5 mv contour.

Lastly, on a most positive note, it is my sincere belief that the free “marketplace” will make a quick and correct system selection within a very short period. This period will be measured in months, not years, as would have been required to fully adjudicate a single system selection.

Sincerely,

(s) Leonard R. Kahn

LRK:afs
Fairness doctrine finds lone friend in Vegas

Broadcasters say rule has hindered public debate; NCCB's Sam Simon is lone dissenter

It was Sam Simon of the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting against the world last week at the NATPE convention in Las Vegas. The session dealt with the FCC's fairness doctrine, and he was the only one of five panelists who urged its retention and argued its constitutionality. The broadcasters and FCC General Counsel Steve Sharp were the others who expressed the customary frustration and irritation with the doctrine that they feel hobbles broadcasters in exercising their journalistic judgment while the print press is free to operate without fear of government supervision.

But broadcasters are licensed by the government, Simon said, repeatedly, as the question came back at him, repeatedly. As long as the government maintains a system of licensing some people and not others, there is a need for a fairness doctrine to assure the airing of all views, he said.

Nor did he place much stock in broadcasters' assertions that they would, of course, be fair without a fairness doctrine. He said an "ethical" fairness had developed as a result of regulations included in the Communications Act of 1934. "If you get rid of the ethics, in a couple of generations, we'll have people in broadcasting who didn't grow up under it," he said.

(Simon might have noted he was added to the panel for balance only after he had asked to participate.)

But those on the panel maintained the doctrine is more of a hindrance than a help in ventilating issues. Fred Young, general manager of WTAE-TV Pittsburgh, and Charlotte Hall, program director of WNE-TV New Bedford, Mass.-Providence, R.I., said their stations would do as much public affairs programming as they do now, if not more, and with more spirit, if the doctrine were repealed. "There would be less concern over whether an issue would generate a fairness doctrine challenge," Young said.

Stan Paige, legal counsel for Post-Newsweek Stations, said broadcasters "are fair now," and do not use the doctrine. But he suggested that the industry could adopt some form of self-regulation "to deal with abuses." He would not get rid of all aspects of the doctrine, however; he would keep the personal attack rule. "It's not appropriate for people discussing controversial issues of public importance to attack the character of people not present," he said.

But it was left to Sharp to deal with Simon's arguments. "You don't have a logical progression that because of a technological necessity [to license broadcasters] you must reach [program] content," he said. He noted that the mailing and tax benefits accorded the press do not carry with them government-imposed obligations regarding content.

Sharp also said that the need for the doctrine would decline as new technologies of communication come on line. But he also said that, as long as the doctrine remains on the books, the commission is obligated to enforce it.

The commission has urged Congress to repeal the equal-time law, which incorporates the statutory basis for the fairness doctrine. "We're trying," Sharp said, "to
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free broadcasters to do more programing that is informative ... and allows them to do it in a manner that is worthwhile."

While Sharp did not mind going head-to-head with Simon, the moderator of the panel, Jim Major of KGO-TV San Francisco, threw a couple of questions that caused Sharp to gulp. "What's your personal feeling on PTAR?" Major asked, toward the end of the session "I haven't got a feeling for it yet," Sharp said of the highly charged issue. "I'm hearing arguments on both sides. I'm still listening."

Major topped himself with the next question: "Do you want to be chairman of the FCC some day?" Clearly flustered, Sharp said, "I don't know. I have served with four chairmen. I see things they enjoy. I also see the ulcers. I'm not sure it's worth the hassle."

---

**TV violence can contribute to violent behavior, NIH study finds**

Results of upcoming paper are released at NATPE; it finds children can be affected by violent subject matter and way it is portrayed on television.

Research indicates that television viewers can be affected not only by the content of a show but also by its format. The pace of a program or the camera techniques that are used can increase emotional arousal and in some cases contribute to aggressive or violent behavior.

Those are among the findings of an upcoming research paper being worked on by Dr. David Pearl, chief of behavioral science research at the National Institutes of Health. Pearl was among the panelists at NATPE's close luncheon session that expanded well beyond its title, "The Communications Year Ahead." The moderator was Jeff Greenfield, author and CBS News television critic.

In giving advance word on the report, Pearl said the findings are based not on new research but rather on an assessment of information gathered over the past decade. In general, he explained, research indicates that television can increase aggressive and violent behavior both through its subject matter and its program structure. He cautioned, however, that television shouldn't be seen as the sole cause and rather "is only one influence."

Among children in particular, Pearl said television is a major teaching medium, and children's personalities can be shaped by what they see on the screen. He added that heavy television viewing has been associated with a lack of imaginativeness among children.

On the other side, Pearl claimed, television also can be a "potent" force for good, through such programming as public service announcements and when accurate information is presented.

Calling the current quality of economic reporting "a disgrace" was financial advisor Howard Ruff. He had sharp words for the medium overall, claiming that news has an Eastern bias and entertainment a Hollywood bias in values. As for a television advertising forecast, Ruff expects a short-term decline but then a burst of activity when companies realize that the economy is keeping more people at home in front of the set. Television stations themselves, he said, are "an excellent investment," and he admitted he's considering buying one.

Maureen Christopher, deputy executive editor of Advertising Age, dealt more directly with the specific year ahead, quoting an advertising industry projection that ad revenues likely will be up to $66.5 billion-$68.5 billion in 1983.

Ron Miller, television critic for the San Jose (Calif.) Mercury, as well as president of the Television Critics Association, told the audience to expect increasingly serious reporting from his colleagues. He said that today's critics would rather write about prime-time access than "Gary Coleman's train set." Miller said that will mean more coverage of industry issues and conventions and more attention on the performance of local station management.

Immediately prior to the panel, NATPE President Steve Currie of Koin-TV...
Tip-toeing around hype during programing sweeps

NATPE session discusses line between hype and promotion

"Today we're going to talk about hype," announced moderator Allen Sternberg, of wckt(TV) Miami, at a NATPE panel session entitled "Programming the Sweeps," held during the final day of this year's convention.

Panelists included Ron St. Charles of wuab(TV) Cleveland; Gene Davis, a programming promotion consultant based in New York; Stew Park of knvt(TV) San Jose, Calif.; Brooks Spectorsky of wsbt(TV) Atlanta, and Don Tillman of kttv(TV) Los Angeles.

Two rules that guide the use of hype, Sternberg said, are: "Pretend your station doesn't use it," and "Don't get caught by the rating services."

Sternberg pointed out that the rating services do not monitor stations during sweep periods for excessive hype activity, and that to get caught, a letter of complaint must be received by the ratings service within seven days of the sweep period, outlining alleged hype activity. If the charge sticks, after an investigation conducted by the firm, the service will either insert a note in the ratings book calling attention to the station's irregular promotional activity or perhaps show blanks for the station in the time period affected.

However, one audience participant suggested that the "punishment" means very little. "The media buyers," he said, "don't care whether a station uses hype or not." He noted that in the Jacksonville, Fla., market book, asterisks denoting irregular hype activity appear for various stations after every sweep with little, if any, effect on the offending stations.

Sternberg noted the rating services frowned upon two things during sweeps: contests and on-air announcements that a ratings survey is under way.

wuab's St. Charles noted that his station programs prime-time movies year round and while there is some "added effort" to promote those movies during sweep periods, "you can't just promote during the sweeps." One reason for that, he said, is that it would have no effect because viewing habits cannot be changed that rapidly.

In addition to on-air spots and print ads, the station runs about 500 spots a week on 11 Cleveland-market radio stations to promote its prime-time movies.

knvt's Park suggested that in an "umbrella situation" where a smaller market such as San Jose, Calif., is overshadowed by a much larger one, in this case San Francisco, a station "has to make a point of knowing who has what" in terms of programming. "Schedule carefully," he said. "If an umbrella market is playing a product your station also has in the afternoon, try to play it in the morning."

Gene Davis noted the "tremendous value" of developing a quality news opening, which he said is seen perhaps five, six, seven or nine times a week.

wsbt-Tv's Spectorsky suggested that as far as affiliates are concerned, they can "apply a lot of pressure on the networks to give them more dollars to promote the affiliates' image. Co-op advertising is one way that ABC has worked with wsbt-Tv to tie our image with their image," he said.

Barter boosters

The activity is seen as a good way to keep costs down

Ave Butensky of Ed Libov Associates and moderator of the NATPE panel on time banking and barter joked that 24 of the first 25 prospective panelists declined to participate on the advice of legal counsel. And while the time banking and barter process has come under increasing scrutiny as a result of the apparent mismanagement and perhaps fraudulent activities uncovered within the J. Walter Thompson syndication unit (broadcasting, March 8), they have for quite some time been perceived as somehow less than above-board activities.

The panelists finally rounded up for the session included Marve Grieve of MG Films; Rod Erickson of Time Buying Services, New York; Gentry Trotter of KPLR-TV St. Louis, and Stan Moger, a principal in Sfm Entertainment.

Grieve, who has been bartering programs for 30 years, said: "Ever since the Phoenicians invented money, barter became a dirty word. Skeptics ask, 'If a show is also good why barter it?'" said Grieve. He said bartering "takes some of the risks out" of financing a program.

Erickson, who has signed "millions of dollars" in barter deals, said that "everyone barters at one time or another," although the more affluent buyers in the industry will barter less. The motivation for bartering: "Protection of cash flow and profit and survival in some cases." As to the practices of his own company, Erickson said: "We barter as we need time [to sell to an advertiser] and use it as fast as possible." He said his company avoids
bartering for time banks, where a program is given to a station in exchange for a dollar amount of advertising time which is credited to the supplier's account.

Moger said his company's bartering practices were similar to those of Time Buying Services in that he will barter for time that is "specifically allocated to a particular program [where] the advertisers are identified." SFM does not deal in time banks either, he said.

Trotter, the only panelist representing the station side, described bartering as an "excellent alternative" that "helps the cash flow problem." As a programer, however, Trotter pointed out one serious drawback with the process. A barter deal is usually worked out between the station's general sales manager and the program supplier, often leaving the station's program department in a situation where it is "forced to run a product with no merit."

As to the purported arm twisting of stations by agencies to get them to clear certain programs, Trotter said stations often feel forced to accept some programs for "fear of losing part of a budget," which then might go to a competitor.

Adversary relations

NATPE panel discusses problems between syndicators and station program executives

NATPE tried to look at a traditional problem in an untraditional way during a Sunday general session on the question, "Why Don't You Return My Phone Calls?"

Instead of using the time-honored panel format to cover well-traveled ground, the morning workshop began with a "docudrama" casting a stereotypical syndicator's sales representative, program director and station secretary in two versions of a "typical" sales call. In the first skit, the sales person was portrayed as an aggressive, hectoring sort while the program director and his secretary came off as innocent, ethical business people. The tables were turned in the second version, with the sales representative fending off come-ons and innuendo from the station staff.

The dramatization, which later drew mixed comments ranging from "the most embarrassing misrepresentation I've ever seen" to "we all know people who act just like that," kicked off an informal discussion among selected station and syndication executives peppered with responses from the audience.

Moderator and past NATPE president, A.R. Van Cantfort, program director of wsbr-tv Atlanta, also released results of a straw poll of buyers and sellers, which concluded that "buyers basically consider station people to be good business people ... but perceive syndicators as mostly just interested in sales, and (sometimes) trying to rush unwanted, unneeded or low-quality product using questionable, or offensive sales techniques." When sellers were asked about buyers, they responded that "buyers are basically sound and knowledgeable business people ... But 90% of syndicators contacted felt station buyers "string them along" too often, use questionable tactics, and keep them needlessly waiting for a decision." They also described station executives as "indecisive, vague and evasive" in too many instances.

"These areas of friction have probably always been there, and maybe they always will," Cantfort ventured. The consensus of the panel, co-moderated by Michael Garin of Telepictures, embraced that view.

Comworld International President David Sifford stressed that "it takes a long time to develop good relationships with program directors and managers. (But) you've got to win that PD's confidence. That's part of the game."

Another program distribution representative, PolyGram Television President Norman Horowitz, asked that more sales people be sent out with the authority to make a deal with stations, rather than having to refer to the home office for clearance on a proposal.

"It's difficult to say 'no' and easy to say 'maybe,'" Horowitz pointed out, suggesting that if both sides were more honest, there would be "less pain and suffering" all around.

Jon Gluck, vice president, director of programming, MMT Sales, said "the name of the game is profitability" when it comes to program decision-making, and given the volatility of the current programming market, stations are reluctant to make commitments unless they are confident a show will do well.

One of those who felt he "could not identify at all" with the docudrama was panelist and program director John Shreves, WWBT(TV) Richmond, Va., who reported "syndicators I deal with are fair and reasonable most of the time. I never refuse to see them," he said. Responding to the problem of rapidly escalating prices, Shreves asked for more accountability in developing new projects: "I don't mind paying for your successes, but I do mind paying for your failures. I compare it to the problem of nuclear power plant safety."

Garin's version of that comment was, "you [producers] may kill the goose that laid the golden egg" unless prices are brought under control.

In response, Horowitz contended that "there is no free lunch in this business ... The stations wind up paying for the development of programming, one way or another." The process, he said, is and will remain "very expensive."

Sifford, in turn, called upon stations "to tell us a little quicker when you are going to go with a first-run program." Assets and big-name stars cannot be tied up for long, he said, or the price will be driven up further.

Both Horowitz and Shreves found agreement in their conviction that television program sales is essentially an unfair business. "It's not supposed to be fair," argued Shreves. "I stopped believing in fair when I stopped believing in the tooth fairy." He said the competing goals of buyer and seller would make it difficult to resolve the differences between program director and syndicator. In lieu of that, he suggested their interaction be kept as honest and open as possible.

Horowitz defined fairness as "what the marketplace will pay... If the price of a program is too high, all you have to do is say no. But don't be surprised if the guy across the street says yes."

Garin urged those who view the relationship between product buyer and seller as "unfair" to be careful. "That approach," he said, "may not work well for either side in the long run."
Strong feelings in small markets

Stations in markets below the top 50 also want to keep PTAR; they like their local programing and don't want to give time back to the networks

Major-market network affiliates may be leading the fight against repeal of the prime time access rule, but stations in markets below the top 50 also appear to strongly favor its retention. But there is a difference. Some small-market station people talk tough when the subject gets around to dealing with the networks.

Four officials of small-market stations, during a panel session at the NATPE convention last week, made it clear they liked the rule as is: they have found ways to make money with it, as have their colleagues in the top 50 markets. Roger Ottenbach, vice president and general manager of KMTV-TV Omaha, said the half hour of access time generates 12.81% of the station's gross revenues. "The off-network product the station can carry"—that is only denied affiliates in the top 50 markets—"gives us a little extra ability to make money to play with," he said.

And while Ray Timothy, president of NBC-TV, had said at an earlier panel that small-market affiliates missed the half hour of programing the networks are now barred from providing in prime time, there was no evidence of such longing at the small-market session. In response to a request from the moderator, Ray Alexander of KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex., for a show of hands, no one in the audience of some 70 indicated support for that statement. When the question was put in the negative, virtually everyone's hand was raised.

What's more, the broadcasters—even though they lack the resources of those in major markets—appear determined to produce their own programing. Stuart Seibel of KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.—in the 121st market—said the station produces a half-hour news program, News Beat, that leads into 60 Minutes at 7 on Sundays. Raising the funding from advertisers is not easy; the advertising rate is not high. So "you use other day parts to subsidize News Beat." But it's important. "You have to position yourself against competition with local programing." And Seibel indicated it could not be done without PTAR "and the revenue derived therefrom."

Bill Logan, operations manager of WTV Columbia, S.C.—he said "it is the 94th market for buying or the 86th for selling"—offered similar testimony. "Localism is the key to our future. Because of PTAR we have PM Magazine. Without it, these programs wouldn't exist. If the rule is repealed, there goes our opportunity for getting quality programing in that period."

There also was testimony indicating that if the desire is great enough, the most serious obstacles can be overcome with ingenuity. Barry Barth, of Post-Newsweek's WXTV Jackson, Fla., described the cooperative venture in which that station and five others in the state—WPLG-TV Miami (another Post-Newsweek outlet), WTPS-TV Tampa, WFTV(veh) Orlando, WCTV(veh) Tallahassee and WPEC-veh West Palm Beach—produce a one-hour magazine program, Florida, four times a year. The series is in its second year. Yes, he said, in response to a question, "you can sell it."

To Barth, "the bottom line" in considering repeal of PTAR and the abandonment of efforts to produce programs for prime time is, "I'd hate to see the evolving program process go back to what it was a few years ago."

The manager at 7:30 p.m. said, "Take the net, and just sit there until the local news comes on at 11."

Would the stations have to yield if the networks were permitted to fill access time, with, say, news? What if the networks offered a long-form program that stations would have to take in full or not at all? Perhaps there are alternatives. Someone in the audience said, "I'll talk to Ted Turner and get CNN 2. I don't like him, but I'll talk to him. Someone else said, "I'm not going to be bullied by a network. If I don't want to clear something, I won't. I'll replace it with local programing or something else."

What the new video environment will mean for local broadcasters

NATPE panel on new technologies examines inroads of videocassettes, effect of home-taping decision, ways to maintain audience

If the market for programing is growing with each quantum increase in the sale of home viewing equipment, there would appear to be enough work to keep new armies of creative personnel working overtime—lawyers, too, given some of the copyright problems involved. But for the local broadcaster, the burgeoning of that market would appear to signal problems ahead.

A panel session at the NATPE convention in Las Vegas helped give currency to the term "aftermarkets"—a new term denoting markets to which programing is sold after it is seen on conventional television that was rejected as misleading by one of the panelists, Seth Willensen, of RCA SelectaVision, said growing manufacturers are attempting to combine the various markets—cable, television, disk and videocassette—"so release patterns will change dramatically."

Whatever it is called, the nontelevision market is growing rapidly. Willensen said 100,000 videodisk players are in consumers' hands, and he appeared confident disks will overtake the videorecorder market, which is zooming. (Willensen noted that disks cost $20 and videocassettes, about $70.) Seymour Horowitz, vice president for programing of 20th Century-Fox Video, said 3.5 million recorders are in U.S. homes today, and added that the number is expected to grow to 16 million by 1985. In Western Europe, the rate of growth is even faster, with 9 million expected to be sold by next year and 29 million by 1986.

Willensen and Horowitz were talking of that hardware as expanding the market for theatrical films and other entertainment

From the bottom up. Representatives of stations in markets below the top 50 discussed what the prime time access rule means to them. L to r: Stuart Seibel, KIMA Yakima, Wash; Barry Barth, WXTV Jackson, Fla.; Bill Logan, WTV Columbia, S.C.; and Roger Ottenbach, KMTV Omaha, Ray Alexander, KRGV Weslaco, Texas, was the moderator.
material, akin to what is seen now on television. Indeed, much of the material is the same. But the video recording manufacturers are now confronted with an appeals court decision that home recording of television programs violates the copyright law (Broadcasting, Oct. 19, 1981). Sony Corp., whose Betamax product figured in the decision, has appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court (see page 74). But Sony's counsel in the case, Dean Dunleavy, of Los Angeles, a member of the panel, predicted that even if Sony is successful in court, Congress would assure some form of copyright payment to those whose material is recorded at home. Congress is considering legislation to legitimize home recording.

To Dunleavy, who offered a brief summary of Sony's position, a person who views a program on a delayed basis no more violates the copyright law than a viewer watching the original transmission. Anyone with the technical capacity to receive a television signal has a right to it, he said. MCA's Universal Studios and Walt Disney Productions, plaintiffs in the case, were not represented by their counsel at the session. But Richard Barovick, of the New York law firm of Fulop & Hardee, served as surrogate, and he said the appeals court read the law as requiring anyone who copies something that is his, to pay for it if a "fair use" test is not met. "If that's a problem," he said, "we have to resolve it, but not by ignoring the law and not seeking proper redress through legislation."

Copyright problems aside, broadcasters wanted to know the impact on them of the new technologies. Alan Perris, of Post-Newsweek Stations, who served as moderator, said: "When you tape a movie, off the air, and watch it later, what does that do to our ratings?" Dunleavy said ratings would increase as the program is recorded—at least as far as Nielsen and its automatic survey is concerned. Arbitron's diary technique would pick up a viewer at the time the program is being seen. "That's the state of the art," Dunleavy said. But Perris was not reassured. The viewer looking at his Betamax, he noted, is not watching what is currently being offered. "There's a lot of competition for a viewer's time," Dunleavy observed. The answer, he suggested, is improved programming that the viewer will not ignore.

But it was left to FCC Commissioner James H. Quello, another member of the panel, to give voice to the broadcasters' darkest thoughts. He talked of a coming "glut" of video. "We'll eventually have 6,000 to 10,000 low-power television stations," he said. "How will the consumer be served by all the technologies, including disks and tape and down the road, DBS? We'll have a system that could threaten the economic base of local stations. Are we encouraging pay services over free service?"

All of which he saw as confirming the tightness of his position in favor of retaining the prime-time access rule. "I'm the foremost commission advocate of retaining [the rule]," he said. "It's essential to the economic viability of stations. With all the new technologies, it's all the more important. Soon, we'll have a glut of new services."

Dealing with the loss of PTAR

Workshop looks at financial options in the event of repeal

According to Bill Key, controller of WHBQ-AM-TV Memphis and chairman of the Broadcast Financial Management Association, about 8% to 10% of a television station's revenue comes from the prime-time access half hour.

How would stations adjust without it?

That was among the questions Key and other panelists tackled last week at a NATPE workshop called "The Bottom-Line Syndrome—Making Budget Either Way." During the workshop, moderated by Bob McAuliffe, BFM executive director, panelists and members of the audience were asked to assume they all worked for the same company and were making recommendations to top management.

Perspectives varied depending on each panelist's job in broadcasting.

Cliff Curley, program manager at WCVB-TV Boston, suggested that current access shows could be moved into early fringe and that local programming could be beefed up in prime time.

Jack Shenkan, director of sales for Hearst Broadcasting, however, warned that management must be realistic and not put "unbearable" pressure on salespeople to continue or increase revenue levels if PTAR is lost.

Mick Schafbuch, general manager of KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., claimed that, with or without PTAR, local programming is needed for "high-visibility" time periods. However, at the same time he made the case for cost consciousness before just routinely giving the go-ahead for local shows.

Of particular concern to panelists was the state of the spot market. Schafbuch said that stations should be increasingly concerned when syndicators such as Group W Productions with P.M. Magazine start pulling back 30-second spots for national advertising. Shenkan claimed that it's bad for business "any time anyone comes in and takes our time."

One audience member claimed that local stations face a "double-edged sword" with national time being retained by syndicators as the networks seek to expand into current local time.

Curley urged programers to join the fight against any network attempts to increase commercials in prime time. He claimed that stations would likely compensate for the added network time by reducing the number of local promotional spots.
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"A New Strength in Radio Broadcasting Equipment"
FCC issues ‘tenuous’ AM stereo rankings

On 90-point scale, 18 points separate Magnavox, leader, from Belar, trailing the pack

The FCC’s best guess is that the Magnavox AM stereo system is the best of the five systems proposed—but just barely. According to the FCC’s order authorizing AM stereo broadcasting (but leaving choice of systems to the marketplace), Magnavox, which for three months in 1980 was the FCC’s choice for the national standard, ranked slightly ahead of the Motorola and Harris systems but significantly ahead of the Kahn and Belar systems.

The five systems were scored on 11 criteria ranging from each system’s compatibility with existing monaural receivers to its stereo performance. Of a maximum of 90 points, Magnavox garnered 76; Harris, 72; Motorola, 71; Kahn, 65, and Belar, 58.

But it’s all academic. In adopting the order March 4, the FCC ruled broadcasters could use any stereo system they desired as long as it didn’t cause interference to other radio services and provided “acceptable” stereo service. The matrix ranking the systems and an evaluation of the systems contained in the order are the results of the FCC’s ill-fated effort to come up with a clearly superior single system the FCC could dub the national standard. The ranking and evaluation were included in the order, despite the FCC’s decision to take the marketplace tack, to aid broadcasters and receiver manufacturers in deciding which system they should use. But the FCC warned that any decision based on its research would be “tenuous.”

With the exception of Belar, all the companies that have proposed systems are fighting to win marketplace approval. What impact the release of the FCC matrix and analysis will have in that battle is unknown. But Magnavox will surely make much of its number-one status, and Motorola and Harris will be quick to point out that is not a hair’s breadth of difference among the three. The cause of the Kahn system is not expected to be helped by its fourth-place showing. Leonard Kahn, president of Kahn Communications, says he has convinced more than 40 stations to begin stereo broadcasts using his system. But as an attorney for one of the other systems said, it may be difficult for engineers at other stations to justify the Kahn system to their bosses in light of its fourth-place finish at the FCC.

Magnavox’s first-place finish almost brings the FCC proceeding full circle. In early 1980 the FCC’s Broadcast Bureau decided that the marketplace approach was the best way to go. But after some last-minute lobbying by the broadcast and electronics manufacturing industries that argued the marketplace would create chaos, the FCC decided that it had better pick a single system. On the advice of the Office of Science and Technology, it picked the Magnavox system. Cowed by a storm of protest from broadcasters—much of it instigated by other system proponents—and fearing court challenges, the FCC reneged on its selection and opened a further notice of rulemaking that the staff was to use to build a solid foundation for the selection of the Magnavox or some other system. Some time during the last several months, however, the Broadcast Bureau began drifting back to its original marketplace solution and ultimately recommended it to the FCC. If the FCC had rejected the recommendation and picked Magnavox as the national standard, the FCC would have been just where it was two years ago.

The FCC decision to go the marketplace route was based in part on its inability to distinguish one system as better than the others, the order said, despite a “substantial investment of the commission’s scarce resources,” which included two engineers full time for the last five months. “After pouring this relatively large level of resources into the continued proceeding,” it said, “the commission finds that any decision for one AM stereo system would be highly tenuous.” Since there were no uniform tests conducted on all five systems, the order explained the agency had to evaluate the systems on the basis of incompatible data. It added that the weights assigned to the various criteria used in the matrix were arbitrary. The order also noted that even if its analysis were beyond reproach, the systems are ranked so close that “no clear choice is apparent.”

According to the order, there were some positive reasons for allowing the marketplace to make the decision the FCC couldn’t. First, it said, those interested in AM stereo can weigh the different characteristics of the systems as they see fit. Moreover, the marketplace doesn’t preclude the emergence of other AM stereo systems, better than any that the FCC evaluated, and the competition encourages system proponents to make

Scoreboard. The FCC’s matrix shows the Magnavox AM stereo system to be the best of five proposed as the national standard. However, because the choice of criteria and the values assigned to them are arbitrary, the FCC warned that the rankings should not be taken as gospel. In fact, the FCC’s own lack of confidence in the matrix was a contributing factor in its decision to authorize use of all five systems and allow the marketplace to decide which should become the de facto standard. (Asterisks are shown instead of rating points for coverage of stereo broadcasts to stereo receivers relative to monaural coverage, the FCC said, because it lacked sufficient data.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Magnavox</th>
<th>Motorola</th>
<th>Harris</th>
<th>Belar</th>
<th>Kahn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. MONOPHONIC COMPATIBILITY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Average Harmonic Distortion (15)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Mistuning Effects (5)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. INTERFERENCE CHARACTERISTICS:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Occupied bandwidth (10)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Protection Ratios (10)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. COVERAGE (Relative to Mono):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Stereo to mono receiver (5)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Stereo to stereo receiver (5)</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. TRANSMITTER STERO PERFORMANCE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Distortion (10)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Frequency Response (10)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Separation (10)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Noise (10)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V. RECEIVER STEREO PERFORMANCE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degradation in stereo performance over that measured at the transmitter, including consideration of directional antenna and propagation degradation (10)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SCORES:</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
their systems as good and as cheap as possible.

The FCC said it was not persuaded by arguments that multiple systems would so fragmentize the audience that AM stereo service would flop. Noting that it is, first of all, not obliged to insure the success of AM stereo, the FCC said in the order that it expects that one system's loss will be another's gain. "So, if a threshold level of acceptance is necessary for success it will be gained by some systems failing and other systems gaining their shares of the market," the FCC said. "Even if such a failure could occur, its likelihood is remote and the commission should act ... not upon the worst-case scenario."

The FCC conceded that the consumers and broadcasters could be taking a chance in buying receivers and equipment that could become obsolete but said risk-taking is inherent in any free-market system. "Our society generally has not seen fit to supplant the free decisions of consumers with those imposed by government, and there is no convincing reason why AM radio represents a special case."

The order also contains seven pages of rule changes that define AM stereo service and sets down general guidelines for monaural receiver compatibility, emission limitations, adherence to international rules, adjacent channel interference and stereo separation. The rules require broadcasters to use monitors.

Lift restrictions on use of auxiliary facilities, say comments at FCC

Commission's proposal to amend rules restricting use of broadcast auxiliary equipment gets good reception, but how rules should be changed is debated

The FCC should amend its auxiliary broadcast station rules to permit shared use of facilities, according to comments filed at the FCC last week. But, also according to those comments, precisely how the FCC should amend those rules is open to question.

The comments came in response to an FCC proposal to remove the current restriction on use of broadcast auxiliary facilities—studio transmitter links, TV intercity relay stations and TV pickup stations—to licensees only. It has proposed to allow auxiliary broadcast station licensees to share their excess capacity with broadcast and nonbroadcast entities, for either broadcast or nonbroadcast purposes, for profit or not for profit. Another proposal would permit expanded use of multiplexed audio signals by eliminating the current limitation of their use to broadcast stations owned by or under common control of the licensee of the auxiliary station. Another proposal would substantially deregulate the FCC's current auxiliary broadcast station licensing policies.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. said it supported the commission's proposals, which it said would "substantially deregulate" the use of auxiliary services, permitting "the more efficient use of facilities and spectrum in this rapidly changing technological age."

Although the Public Broadcasting Service had proposed that the expanded use of auxiliary facilities be restricted to nonprofit cost-sharing, Group W said "a nonprofit limitation would be an arbitrary and unnecessary restriction on commercial licensees."

According to Group W, although the commission had suggested that if broadcasters were permitted to earn a profit from their auxiliary broadcast facilities, they might become common carriers, Group W said that wasn't the case. "As a matter of law ... the offering of services for profit is not enough to create the quasi-public character of a common carrier," Group W said.

Hughes Aircraft Microwave Communications Products said it "strongly" endorsed the commission proposals. "The present rules, which permit sharing only for the transmission of program material to broadcast closed-circuit educational television systems operated by educational institutions, encourage construction of parallel facilities," Hughes said. "Thus the current restrictive policies have led to spectral inefficiencies. Allowing shared use of television auxiliary broadcast facilities will eliminate the need for duplicative facilities. This will result in the conservation of scarce microwave spectrum. It will also result in cost efficiencies to operators of such microwave systems and ultimately to the viewing public."

Hughes also said the deregulatory proposals should be extended to the community antenna relay service. "Every argument in favor of allowing shared use of broadcast auxiliary facilities is equally applicable to CARS stations," Hughes said.

The National Association of Broadcasters said it would support the proposed rules provided that the broadcast-related uses for which the auxiliary frequencies were originally allocated would "continue to be the primary, first-priority uses of the frequencies and facilities."

The NAB also recommended that use of the facilities for nonbroadcast-related purposes continue to be limited to 50% of the time for mobile facilities to avoid interference problems.

NAB also said that a priority system was essential. STL and cable TV relay service links should be given top priority, intercity relays should come second, TV pickups and translator relays should come third, and fixed links outside the service area should come fourth, NAB said.

NAB added that the rules should provide for some flexibility in the application of the priority system by local coordinating committees and the FCC.

Cox Broadcasting Corp., Fetzer Television Corp. and Multimedia Inc., filing together, urged the commission to "protect adequately the ability of television auxiliary broadcast stations to perform their primary functions, and, further, that revised licensing policies and procedures clearly reflect the commission's ultimate licensing authority and incorporate adequate safeguards to prevent interference."

The groups also said the FCC should make explicit that ultimate control over the use of the facilities would rest with the licensee; that only excess capacity should be available for nonbroadcast purposes; that specific limits should be established on the time auxiliary facilities may be used for alternate purposes, and that any system of priorities for frequency assignment and use should "clearly reflect the absolute preference which must be accorded the facilities' primary, broadcast purposes."

According to the groups, "establishing a rule whereunder facilities must be used at least 50% of the time for their primary broadcast-related purposes would serve to maintain the basic principles underlying existing frequency allocations and contribute to securing sufficient frequency availability to meet broadcast-related needs.

Fisher Broadcasting Inc., however, said that "no artificial percentage limitations" should be put on the time a facility could be used for time-sharing purposes. "All that such percentage limitations would do is provide an artificial limitation on the use of facilities, thus encouraging wasteful construction of parallel facilities," Fisher said.

Fisher also said it opposed limiting sharing arrangements to a "nonprofit, cost-sharing basis. "Instead, Fisher said, the FCC should permit the "marketplace" to determine charges for shared use.

Bonneville International Corp. said that unless guidelines were implemented, use of the facilities for profit could "undermine the primary function" of the auxiliary service. "Thus, unless guidelines are implemented . . . licensees should be required to provide these additional services on a cost-sharing basis only."

Entertainment and Sports Programming Network said the commission should also "alter the eligibility standards to permit nonbroadcast entities engaged in television programming, such as ESPN, to obtain auxiliary authorizations."

The National Association of Public Television Stations said it "enthusiastically" supported the proposal. Like most of the other public broadcasters commenting, NAPTS said the rule changes would lead to a more efficient use of the spectrum and could help public broadcasters earn revenues.

NAPTS urged the commission to permit public broadcasters to make excess capacity on their auxiliary facilities, including the use of multiplexed audio signals, available on a profit-making basis.

A group of public broadcasters, including the Maryland Public Broadcasting Commission, the Mississippi Authority for Educational Television and the Greater
Public broadcasters lobby for greater control of SCA's

In comments to FCC, they see it as a way to put more money into empty pockets; blind groups that use reading services presently found on sub-bands oppose change

While public broadcasters appear to be unified in their belief that they should be allowed to expand their use of subsidiary communications authorizations—and turn a profit from those uses—the blind among those who utilize SCA services disagree, according to comments filed at the FCC last week.

The comments come in response to an FCC proposal to permit noncommercial broadcasters, who currently can offer only noncommercial, educational programing with their SCA's, to offer the same SCA services commercial broadcasters do—and to turn profits on those offerings (BROADCASTING, Dec. 21, 1981).

Although the noncommercial broadcasters that commented said the proposed change would help noncommercial FM stations pick up some of the slack from cuts in their federal funding, representatives of blind persons said they were concerned that such an expansion would see them losing out on low-cost reading services.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting said it supported the FCC proposal, even though it was "aware and concerned for the continued ability of print-handicapped individuals to receive radio reading services now carried on the SCA's of many noncommercial educational FM stations."

Nonetheless, CPB said, there "no longer exists a regulatory justification for prohibiting the realization of revenues from SCA activities by noncommercial educational FM stations."

CPB added, however, that it would "approach the commission soon" with a petition for rulemaking recommending technical and regulatory options "to insure the survival" of reading services for the blind.

National Public Radio also endorsed the proposal. "In this period of declining federal support for public broadcasting, public stations must be allowed to pursue every reasonable means of raising funds, especially when they involve self-help measures as in this case," NPR said.

According to NPR, that expansion of authority need not threaten the use made of SCA's by public service users unable to afford more than "nominal" leasing costs.

That, NPR said, was because it was technologically possible for stereo FM stations to transmit voice-quality signals on two additional subchannels. Although commission rules currently don't permit the use of a baseband wide enough to accommodate that many subchannels, NPR said it intended to file a petition for rulemaking requesting the amendment of relevant rules to permit the wider baseband. With the wider baseband, NPR said, "stations could then continue to provide facilities to public service users and have a capacity remaining with which to earn extra revenues."

The Greater Washington Educational Telecommunications Association Inc., licensee of noncommercial stations WETA-FM, Washington, also supported the proposed change, but urged the FCC to expand the permitted uses of an SCA service to "any and all digital information or data transmissions, provided there is no interference with operation of the main channel."

It also said that the FCC should drop its rule prohibiting operation of the subcarrier, except when the main channel was being programed.

The Ohio Educational Broadcasting Network Commission said it seemed "self evident that the continued healthy operation of public broadcasting in the United States will require not only concerted effort of the private sector through direct funding of public broadcast operations, but also the raising of funds by public broadcasters through the sale of such products and services as they may efficiently provide without adulterating the basic nature of the broadcast services which they supply."

Muzak, a division of Teleprompter Corp. that uses SCA's to deliver its background music service, said it also supported the proposed change, which "will ameliorate the impact on public broadcast licensees of the recent sharp reduction in federal financing."

Muzak said the proposed change also would increase the potential for energy conservation (by adding public broadcasting SCA's to the list of technologies available for utility load management) and increase the number of FM SCA's available for commercial use. "These scarce resources would then be more accessible to accommodate the great variety of valuable broadcast services which depend upon FM SCA's for their delivery to the public," Muzak said.

Nonetheless, the American Council for the Blind said that although it was conscious of public broadcasters' financial plight, it also said the "present proposal would unleash market forces which will coerce public broadcasting stations to sell their SCA's to commercial interests and would undermine the intent of Congress to preserve certain telecommunications services for public purposes."

The American Foundation for the Blind urged the FCC to take a "more realistic" view of radio reading information services for the blind. "Public stations must continue to offer SCA availability in furtherance of an educational purpose," it said. "This is a simple extension of their major function through the main channel carried into their subsidiary channel."

The foundation also noted that public broadcasting's need for more revenue and the blind's need for reading services wouldn't be incompatible if the FM baseband were broadened "permitting an additional SCA and allowing it to be made available on the same footing as commercial stations."

The York County Blind Center, York, Pa., said that although it recognized public broadcasting's need to seek revenues, it also saw that the loss of the SCA frequencies "to commercial business interests as being in direct opposition to President Reagan's philosophy of providing local services through local funding and voluntary service in the community."

Radio Information Center for the Blind, Philadelphia, urged that the "67 khz space be reserved for its mandated use and that the commission, with its expertise, provide for a second subcarrier for the commercialization of a segment of the NPR system."

And now Mavigraph. Sony Chairman Akio Morita has introduced new color video printer, dubbed <i>Mavigraph</i>, companion piece to company's Mavica electronic still camera introduced last year (BROADCASTING, Aug. 31, 1981). Printer will make full-color glossies from any still video signal. Sony says applications beyond amateur photography market to hard copy printing of full-color teletext and videotext pages and computer displays. Two models are planned to reach market in 1983—industrial unit costing $2,000 and home printer "under $600." Cost per print is put at 50 cents; dry thermal process employed now takes five minutes per print. Sony hopes to cut time to one minute.

Moving on up. Taking advantage of open date on NASA's calendar, Western Union has moved up launch of Westar V from Sept. 30 to June 8. Western Union said it elected to go with early launch after it was informed that spacecraft and launch vehicle would be ready by June. Like Westar IV, which was launched Feb. 25, Westar V contains 24 transponders and will be used for transmission of data, video, voice and facsimile communications. It will replace 12-transponder Westar II geostationary arc at 123 degrees west longitude. Older bird will be moved to another slot to spend its waning months.
Justice, Hughes, RCA, SIN and Turner come out on side of selling transponders on noncommon-carrier basis, but others, including PBS, AT&T, SSS Cox and Wold aren't so keen.

Whether the FCC should permit carriers to sell transponders on a noncommon-carrier basis still seems open to question, according to comments filed at the FCC last week.

While transponder sale proponents argued that permitting such sales would serve the public interest, most of those who disagreed seemed unwilling to foreclose the possibility of ever permitting such sales. Instead, most of those who were opposed to sales urged the FCC to hold off on permitting the sales at least until the satellite marketplace became more competitive.

The comments came in response to a rulemaking the FCC launched the same day it rejected RCA Americom's auctioning of seven transponders on Satcom IV (Cable Net II) (Broadcasting, Feb. 1).

The Department of Justice said it "strongly" supported the offering of transponders on a noncommon-carrier basis. "There is no economic justification for preventing any domsat from selling or even leasing transponders on a noncommon-carrier basis," Justice said. "The domestic satellite industry does not possess the characteristics of a natural monopoly, and no domsat enjoys significant market power. Permitting transponder sales on a noncommon-carrier basis would allow domsats to capture the full value of their product, thereby promoting efficient entry into the industry and technological innovation," Justice said.

Hughes Communications Inc., which also applied for a modification of its domestic satellite authorization, agreed with Justice. "The domestic satellite service does not exhibit the characteristics that typically require common carrier regulation," Hughes said. "Transponder sales will stimulate entry to the domestic satellite communications industry by reducing the risk facing new entrants, aiding capital formation and permitting the benefits of ownership of satellite facilities on less than a full satellite or satellite-system basis."

RCA Americom said transponder sales would serve the public interest "and should make a significant contribution to realization of the full potential of domestic satellites benefiting satellite owners, buyers and the public. Transponder sales will further the commission's goal of deregulation, allow free market forces to work in a meaningful and productive fashion, and permit full and effective competition with all of the benefits of competition."

ABC and CBS, filing together, said the transponder sales rulemaking was "one of the most important proceedings" pending before the commission. "The continued development of a competitive, innovative and healthy domestic satellite industry will be influenced greatly by the decisions that commission makes," they said. "There is no legal or policy reason for the commission now to renounce its long-standing policy of 'unregulation' in this vital segment of the communications industry."

Spanish International Network Inc. also supported transponder sales. "Divestiture in the methods of making transponder space available will provide greater flexibility to both satellite licensees and users, meet specialized consumer needs, promote greater efficiency in transponder allocations, stimulate new entry into satellite construction and operation and transponder use and serve other beneficial purposes," SIN said.

Turner Broadcasting Systems Inc. said "private transponder sales will encourage the entry of additional satellite suppliers which, in the evolving competitive marketplace, will insure ready access to satellite capacity at reasonable prices."

Sotheby Parke Bernet Inc., the auctioneer of RCA's seven transponders, said it took no position on whether the FCC should handle transponder sales on a non-common-carrier basis, but said "regardless of the outcome of this rulemaking, the auction process remains an effective and desirable means of allocating a scarce resource."

The Public Broadcasting Service, however, said that transponder sales would run counter to the Communications Act. "PBS is particularly concerned that the sale of transponders will make it materially more difficult for public broadcasting to acquire the satellite capacity essential for it to continue providing the high-quality, innovative and diverse programming it is now providing."

AT&T questioned whether unregulated

---

Washington Watch

Surfacing again. More hearings on impact of broadcast networks' early projections of election returns are being planned by House Administration Committee for latter half of April. Hearings are to be chaired by Representative Al Swift (D-Wash.), who has been named chairman of special task force on election reform. Swift chaired hearings on early projections last year, held jointly by House Administration and Telecommunications Subcommittees. Attention on early projections is part of larger effort to reform election laws.

Microband objection. Group of commentators have asked FCC to deny motion of Microband Corp. of America to consider its proposal to establish "wireless cable" network through expanded and restructured multipoint distribution service (Broadcasting, Feb. 15). They filed additional comments in FCC's proceeding to reallocate frequencies for Instructional Television Fixed Service, MDS and Private Operational Fixed Microwave Service. "If Microband wants the commission to consider its proposal to establish a 'wireless cable' network, it should petition the commission to institute an entirely new rulemaking proceeding. It should not attempt to use these proceedings for this goal, and well over a year after comments were due, to camouflage its proposal as 'additional comments,'" commented said. Commenters included Association for Higher Education of North Texas, California Television Network Center for Excellence Inc., Illinois Institute of Technology, National Instructional Telecommunications Council Inc., Leland Stanford Junior University and San Francisco Archdiocese.

Travelin' blues. Budget problems and workload appear to be cutting into FCC commissioners' travel plans, at least as far as National Cable Television Association convention in Las Vegas in May is concerned. Chairman Mark S. Fowler and Commissioner Henry Rivera will not make it. Commissioner Mimi Weyforth Dawson plans to be on hand. Other four, in part because of uncertainty of what funds will be available for travel, are saying "maybe." Commission is operating on continuing resolution which runs out of March, and must be renewed.) Five commissioners say they will attend National Association of Broadcasters convention in Dallas in April. Commissioner Abbott Washburn says "maybe," Commissioner Joseph Fogarty says "no." Other travels show up on some commissioners' schedules. Fowler will attend American Newspaper Publishers Association convention in San Francisco, in April, where he is planning major address on First Amendment. Commissioner James Quello will return to home town of Detroit in April to attend Public Relations Society of America meeting.
transponder sales would be in the public interest, "particularly given the present transponder shortage and orbital-arc limitations for domestic satellites."

Hughes Television Network said carriers that had obtained their satellite licenses under common carrier representation must be made to honor that representation.

"Even if the commission should determine that some transponder sales can be justified, fair access to this segment of the communications system requires, at the very least, that a substantial number of transponders on each satellite (e.g., 18 out of 24) be retained for common carrier service," Hughes said.

Satellite Syndicated Systems said sales by existing carriers should be prohibited because communications carriers are bound to provide service to the general public.

"Such sales are not in the public interest at this time, when satellite transponders and orbital slots are scarce. Only after the number of satellites has been increased enough to eliminate the monopoly results of commission authorizations will sales be in the public interest," it said.

Rainbow Programing Services Co., which distributes Bravo and Escapade via satellite to cable systems, urged the FCC "not to engage in premature" deregulation. "Until the current scarcity in transponders available for video relay service is alleviated, there can be no public interest basis for abandoning the requirement that service provided by domestic carriers be offered pursuant to lawful tariffs that reflect reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates, terms, conditions and practices," Rainbow said.

Cox Broadcasting Corp. said the commission "should not be misled by an overly heightened deregulatory zeal and permit broadcast owners to shift all risks from the carriers to the users. Such action will not likely withstand judicial scrutiny. Continued uncertainty engendered by further litigation is most assuredly not in the public interest."

Wold Communications Inc. said the commission should continue to regulate the domestic satellite marketplace as long as a scarcity of transponders exists. "If, and when, a balanced marketplace arrives, the commission may at that point relax or eliminate its common carrier regulation. To do so today would be to create an orbital OPEC at the expense of the American consumer," Wold said.

Hughes Communications Inc., RCA Americom, Southern Pacific Communications Co. and Western Union Telegraph Co. have all filed applications with the FCC to modify their space station authorizations to sell transponders on a noncommon-carrier basis. Comments or petitions to deny the applications are due April 16.

---

**FTC backs FCC on trafficking rule**

It says marketplace can better allocate resources than commission

The Federal Trade Commission has lent its support to the FCC's proposal to drop its trafficking rule, which generally prohibits the sale of a broadcast station within three years of its purchase (Broadcasting, March 8).

In late comments filed at the FCC, the FTC said it endorsed the FCC's conclusion that the trafficking, or three-year rule, is no longer warranted. "The operation of market forces is more likely, than retention of the rule, to achieve the most efficient allocation of resources and thus enhance consumer welfare," the FTC said.

Broadcasters filed overwhelmingly in support of dropping the rule earlier this month.

In its comments, the FTC said dropping the rule was warranted for several reasons. First, it said, the FCC had granted waivers to the rule literally in the past, suggesting that "as a practical matter, the need for the rule was not as great as initially perceived."

According to the FTC, the FCC from 1962 through 1979 had approved waivers in all 697 transfer or assignment cases to which the rule would have applied, including "all 154 cases in which the party seeking transfer apparently did not qualify for any of the exemptions specified in the rule."

The FTC said the rule unnecessarily impedes the functioning of the marketplace for broadcast properties. "The marketplace compels businesses to provide those services that consumers value most and to provide them at the lowest possible cost," the FTC said. "The FCC's 'three-year rule' serves only to impede the efficient use of scarce transponder resources and does not allocate broadcast resources."

Although the FTC noted that the rule had been based on the notion that "speculation," or "pure station brokerage," in broadcast properties could lead to a decline in broadcast service, the FTC said the "evil" the rule was aimed at was illusory. "Far from being an evil to be discouraged, the existence of station brokers may facilitate the process by which scarce broadcast resources are transferred from low-valued users to those more highly valued by viewers and listeners," the FTC said.

The FTC also said the FCC should take the "additional step" of ending the current distinction between resale after, as opposed to before, broadcast operations are started.

"A more liberal policy concerning resale and transfer prior to station operation will promote, the efficient use of station brok- ers and serve to reallocate broadcast resources from lower-valued to higher-valued uses more rapidly," the FTC said.

"Few, if any, countervailing concerns are posed by the rule's elimination, since specific issues raised by individual applications to transfer will continue to be reviewed by the FCC under its public interest standard," the FTC said.

---

**Easing rules for minority ownership**

**FCC panel on improving minority representation in communications recommends revising distress sale and tax certificate policies**

To help increase the number of minority-owned telecommunications facilities, the FCC should revise its tax-certificate and distress-sale policies and cooperate with a Department of Commerce program that offers business advice to minority entrepreneurs. Those were among the recommendations that the Advisory Committee on Alternative Financing for Minority Opportunities in Telecommunications agreed upon at a meeting at the FCC last week.

The committee, chaired by FCC Commissioner Henry Rivera, will advise the FCC on steps that can be taken to develop alternative financing and increase private capital assistance for minorities entering the telecommunications industry.

Rivera said the group planned to present its recommendations to the commission at an en banc meeting next month.

Erwin Krasnow, general counsel for the National Association of Broadcasters and member of the committee's policy panel, said the panel thought the FCC should establish a minority-ownership ombudsman in its Office of Public Affairs and revamp its tax certificate and distress-sale policies.

Under the tax certificate program, a broadcast station owner is allowed to defer the capital gains from the sale of a station to a minority. Under the distress-sale policy, a licensee that has been designated for hearing can sell his station to a minority at 75% of the station's market value before the hearing begins.

Although some question had been raised about the effectiveness of the commission's distress-sale policy at the committee's previous meeting (Broadcasting, Nov. 30, 1981), Krasnow said the policy panel had concluded that distress sales were a "good thing" and that the FCC should give them "expedited consideration."

Nonetheless, Krasnow said, the panel thought the FCC should issue a new policy statement on how it interprets "adequate minority ownership" for tax certificates and distress sales.

Although the FCC currently doesn't approve distress sales when the minority interest is a corporate buyer with less than 50% ownership, that policy should be liberalized for limited partnerships, Krasnow said.

In limited partnerships, the general partner frequently holds less than a 50% share in the partnership, even though the general partner controls its operation. The limited partners, who often hold the majority share, are passive investors who don't exercise control over partnership affairs.

According to the panel, a minority

---
general partner, since he is the one in control of the business, should be able to qualify for tax certificate or distress-sale benefits, even if he doesn’t own 50% of the partnership.

The committee approved the recommendation, but indicated the FCC should determine when a general partner would have a “substantial” interest to qualify.

The panel also recommended that the FCC issue another policy statement expanding tax certificates to apply to cable, common carrier and land mobile services, in addition to broadcast services.

Another proposal the panel made was that the FCC adopt a policy statement that would enable shareholders in a minority-owned or controlled entity, who hold less than a controlling interest, to sell their interests to the controlling shareholders and be eligible for a tax certificate.

The panel also recommended that a “one-stop,” nonprofit organization be established in Washington to furnish minority investors with advice and information on entry and expansion in the telecommunications industry. The organization would be funded primarily by telecommunications corporations and communications law firms, the panel said.

Victor Rivera, director of the Department of Commerce’s Minority Business Development Agency and coordinator of the panel’s management and technical assistance panel, said an effort should be made to find minority-owned telecommunications businesses to serve as role models and to try to develop a “mentor” program to match minority entrepreneurs with their minority counterparts for voluntary on-the-job training and internships.

Although Rivera said there are currently several government and private-sector programs that provide management and technical assistance to minorities, there is still a need for a “formalized interconnected system” to steer minorities in the right direction and to deliver the type of management and technical assistance needed.

To that end, Rivera recommended that agencies that had relevant programs or information, such as the Department of Commerce and FCC, agree to cooperate.

One possibility, Rivera said, is that the FCC and the MBDA could refer minorities seeking advice to one of the about 100 MBDA business development centers slated to be in operation by September around the country.

The committee agreed to encourage groups to participate in a “mentor” program through NAB’s BROADCAP, a funding service for minorities.

Ed Cardona, Commissioner Rivera’s special assistant, said the finance panel had surveyed banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions. While the institutions said they would “welcome” minority applicants, they also tended to maintain that minority applicants would have to meet the institution’s traditional lending criteria. Major problems for which the panel had no answers were the “incredibly high interest rates” and “sources of equity,” Cardona said.

In its draft report, the panel also proposed to urge the commission to develop a way that minority enterprise small-business investment corporations could solve the attribution problems raised by the FCC’s multiple ownership rules when they made equity investments in minority firms.

---

Sony asks high court for review of VCR case

Sony Corp. of America has made good on its promise to take to the Supreme Court its case for home videotaping of over-the-air broadcasts. The company has asked the high court to review the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit decision that held off-the-air recording of commercial broadcasts to be in violation of copyright law (BROADCASTING, Oct. 19, 1981).

Joseph A. Lagore, president of Sony’s consumer products operation, called the appeal an implementation of “our company’s pledge to defend the consumer’s right to use this equipment to the fullest extent permissible under the law.” Sony alleges that “billions of dollars in sales and thousands of jobs in the U.S.” will be threatened if the lower court ruling stands.

Sony also contends that Universal and Walt Disney Productions, the producers who brought the original suit back in 1976, “admitted they had suffered no damages.”

---

Delta makes your deliveries DASH.

Delta DASH delivers the same day to over 80 cities across the U.S. and abroad, covering 10,000 communities. Why get that small package delivered tomorrow when you can DASH it today. DASH (Delta Air Lines Special Handling) delivers packages up to 70 lbs...probably to the destination you have in mind. So give us a ring at the Delta Marketing Office in the city nearest you. Or call DASH at (800) 638-7333 for pick up or delivery.

For top priority shipments over 70 lbs., use Delta Air Express. It guarantees your shipment gets on the flight specified. For full details, call your nearest Delta Marketing Office.
**Superadio set for July 1 launch**

ABC's 24-hour satellite-delivered service, labeled contemporary entertainment in radio, names on-air staff, gears up marketing for summer debut

This summer may prove to be tumultuous for radio as ABC Radio Enterprises unveils its 24-hour satellite-delivered format, Superadio, on July 1, and the Christian Broadcasting Network shuts down Continental Radio, its own turnkey format on June 5 (see page 76).

For ABC Radio, months of planning for its new satellite service are finally coming into fruition as the bulk of the on-air stuff has been selected and a marketing strategy defined.

In a formal presentation in New York last week, Michael Hauptman, vice president in charge, ABC Radio Enterprises, explained that the new technologies may have a more pronounced effect on radio than on television and when such changes occur, it is often the leaders in that medium who are touched by it the most.

Hauptman added that "new operating groups must be established," and as a result ABC Radio Enterprises was formed with Superadio in the forefront.

Rick Sklar, vice president, programming, ABC Radio Enterprises called the upcoming satellite network "top notch radio entertainment" highlighting music and performers of today. Contemporary entertainment radio is the label chosen for the format, said Sklar, and it will feature songs by artists including The Beatles, Air Supply, The Eagles, Barbra Streisand, Olivia Newton-John and the Supremes.

Originating in New York, Superadio will offer affiliates at least eight minutes per hour and will claim two minutes for national spots. Fees for the service have yet to be determined, although they will be based on market size, according to a spokesman.

Prospective affiliates have been contacted, Hauptman said, although none have been signed. He hopes to have the first signed up this month.

Michael S. Lasser, chairman and chief executive officer, The Marschalk Co., whose firm has been retained by ABC Radio Enterprises to help create, produce and place customized television and print ads in each licensee's market, claimed "major national advertisers are very interested and want to be a part of it at its early stages.'

Operating seven days per week, Superadio will be beamed in stereo via a Wold Communications uplink facility to Westar III and down via Associated Press downlinks to "market-exclusive FM licensees."

Sklar contended that Superadio is different from the other 24-hour satellite turnkey operations such as Satellite Music Network, Transtar and Continental Radio, mainly because of the format and lineup of personalities.

That lineup consists of two WABC (AM) New York announcers—Dan Ingram and Ron Lundy; Dick Puritan, from CKLW (AM) Windsor, Ont.; Jay Thomas, from WXLO-FM New York (now WRKS-FM) who left to join the cast of ABC-TV's Mork and Mindy; Paul Barsky, evening announcer at WBBF (FM) Rochester, N.Y.; Robert W. Morgan, morning man at KMPC (AM) Los Angeles and host of syndicated radio specials; Larry Lujack, from WLS (AM) Chicago, and Bruce Bisson from WTGC (AM) Lewisburg, Pa.

The weekend schedule may depart from the music service heard daily, Sklar suggested, refusing to elaborate. Live concerts or interview shows appear unlikely, he indicated.

With Hauptman and Sklar in the top positions at Radio Enterprises, other officers in the group include: David Pollet, vice president, station marketing; Pat Pantonini, director, creative services; Dennis Feely, director, operations; and Joseph Sherikjian, director, planning, finance and administration.

---

**Cooperation keeps 'Real-to-Reel' rolling**

Syndicated TV show, funded by U.S. Catholic Conference, mixes national stories with locally produced features

On March 2 in Miami, the Radio and Television Center of the Archdiocese of Miami received a Proclaim Award from the national Catholic Communications campaign. It was for three television features that the local center contributed to Real-to-Reel, the nationally syndicated Catholic TV magazine.

Real-to-Reel Executive Producer Martin Dobmeier wasn't there: he was elsewhere, on the road with a production assignment. But he didn't have to be there to feel exhilaration from another proof that his 14-month-old cooperative program was succeeding. Also, he admits happily, this growing expertise at the local level could virtually pre-empt much of his production work and negate his office more to the role of coordinator.

That was the idea two years ago when the U.S. Catholic Conference made a $195,000 grant to his Dabar Productions (Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1980). The seed money was part of a sum raised in an annual collection in all Catholic churches. For the second year, funding was reduced to $157,000, about half of Dabar's operating budget. Last month, funding for the third year was set at $163,400.

Dobmeier avoids the word, syndication, when discussing Real-to-Reel. He says it is more aptly described as a television cooperative between diocesan program directors and a national production office.

The program's format includes:

■ A nine-minute national feature, exploring an issue or a person. Though subjects are predominately Catholic, anyone or any event that reflects the Word of God is profiled. That has led Dobmeier and his crew to a nomadic existence on the road, visiting the barren outposts of the Fairbanks diocese in Alaska; Xavier University, the only black Catholic College in America; a group in Texas that grows fruits and vegetables for the poor in Mexico; hospice volunteer groups; and innumerable other stories that mirror faith, hope and charity.

■ Several short (two-minute) national segments in a six-minute package. These include "Expressions," an artistic expression in music, art, dance or drama; "Dabar" (Hebrew for "the Word"), featuring a distinguished speaker on issues of personal concern, and "People and Places," offering everything from a look inside New York's St. Patrick's Cathedral to a priest who is said to play the best jazz clarinet in New Orleans' Bourbon Street.

Dabar Productions' national package of intros, outros and national credits.

■ A local nine-minute feature story or special production by the participating diocese and the local "business."

The participating diocese supplies a host who blends the 15-minute national segments to the local portion of equal length. Dabar also suggests that, for maximum effectiveness, the local feature relate to the national story.

Dobmeier, a Providence College graduate and one time field producer for the na-
Method to his on-air madness

Howard Stern, known for his "irreverent" and "outrageous" air style, picked to complement WNBC New York's morning man, Imus; Stern to fill afternoons

The adjectives "outrageous," "irreverent" and "vulnerable" are frequently used to describe WWD-C-FM Washington personality, Howard Stern, who after July 31, leaves for New York to join the on-air staff at WNBC(AM).

Stern, often referred to as "the wild man of the airwaves," will take over the afternoon drive time slot, just a few days past when Don Imus, the morning man there with a similar reputation.

Birthday blast. WOR(AM) New York celebrated its 60th anniversary with a two-hour black-&-white live broadcast from the stage of Carnegie Hall. WOR's vice president and general manager, Nick Fioravanti, vice president and general manager of WNBC(AM), claimed, "The last thing we want to do is remain static." Banking on the success of Imus in the Morning, Fioravanti explained that his adult contemporary station intends to stress personalities more.

To exemplify this, WNBC(AM) has, in the past few years, flooded the media with advertisements using Imus as spokesman for the station. "It's a bit early to presume we'll promote Stern the same way we've promoted Imus," said Fioravanti, noting that the latter will continue as spokesman.

Planning to prove that the AM band can still support music stations, Fioravanti said of WNBC, "There are wonderful opportunities being presented to us this year" referring to the availability of Stern and the prospect of AM stereo.

Regarding Stern, however, Fioravanti stated, "We didn't set out to lure Howard away from DC 101"; rather, at the suggestion of Jerry Nachman, vice president and general manager of NBC-owned WRCA(AM) Washington, inquiries were made and it was discovered that his contract would expire at the end of July.

Details of Stern's contract with WNBC(AM) were not released, but Fioravanti asserted that reports of his salary reaching $700,000 to $1,000,000 were "absolutely false."

Prior to his morning drive-time position at WWD-C, Stern had a morning show at WWLO(AM) Detroit and worked at WCCC-FM Hartford, Conn., and WRWW-FM Briarcliff Manor, N.Y.

Television ranked for violence

ABC called worst, NBC best, in prime-time Saturday study; HBO also criticized by NCTV

While the Coalition for Better Television has called for a boycott of NBC (BROADCASTING, March 8) for alleged "anti-Chrisitian" bias, the National Coalition on Television Violence, on the other hand, has commended the network for its efforts to decrease program violence. The coalition, which claims no relation to the CBTV, has released its fall-winter monitoring results on TV violence. According to those results, NCTV has found NBC to be "clearly the least violent" of the three networks. NCTV claims that: "NBC in January 1982, had half the level of violence of the other two networks."

Therefore, NCTV says it "supports NBC's efforts at decreasing program violence."

ABC was cited by NCTV as airing the "most violent quarter" by a network since the coalition began monitoring two years ago. NCTV monitored the networks for 13 weeks (Sept. 27, 1981, through Dec. 26, 1981), during prime time and for three weeks for Saturday morning cartoons. Home Box Office and the Public Broadcasting Service were also monitored for one week during prime time. HBO was rated the "most violent overall," and CBS "most violent children's programming."

The coalition also cited those sponsors

Taft to offer 24-hour satellite radio feed

Taft Broadcasting Co. announced last week its entry into the 24-hour satellite-delivered, radio format business.

After testing its Primetime Radio format for about six months at Taft's WDAE(AM) Tampa, Fla., the company expects to have it ready for national distribution sometime this summer. The live service will originate from WDAE's studios and will feature the station's air personalities.

Music on Primetime Radio network will consist of "nostalgia" selections encompassing "the big names of the 30's, 40's, 50's and 60's," according to Mark O. Hubbard, vice president, Taft Radio Group.

Although the programing, targeted to the 35-plus demographic, will be delivered in stereo, the service can be used by monaural AM and FM stations, said a spokesperson.

Formal introduction of Primetime Radio is planned for the National Association of Broadcasters convention next month, where Taft will provide live demonstrations of "how the format will work at a typical affiliate station."

Taft contends that the new service will allow subscribing stations to take "full advantage of the total 24-hour satellite music programing, special segment features and also maintain the flexibility of local service, personalities and news to fit their own programing, station and market needs."
Autopsy on Continental Radio

Lack of affiliates seen as chief reason for demise of first of new 24-hour satellite networks

“Broadcasting has lost a unique network.” Those were the words of one disappointed affiliate after learning that Continental Radio, a live, 24-hour satellite music service, will pull the plug on operations June 5 (“In Brief,” March 8).

Craig Hodgson, executive director of Continental Radio, said news of the network’s impending demise came about “rather suddenly” in the form of a memo from Pat Robertson, president of the Christian Broadcasting Network, parent of Continental.

The radio network, which supplied an adult contemporary format with a few cuts of gospel music per hour, was launched last Sept. 21 from originating stations in Elsmere, Del., and Norfolk, Va. Since then, Continental had acquired only 13 affiliates, seven of which were not on the air. Lack of affiliate support is a main reason for CBN’s decision to shut down the radio network, according to Hodgson.

But, despite a slow start with affiliates, Hodgson contended that CBN failed to keep its original agreement to stay with the project for about two years.

While admitting that the market is “soft,” Hodgson believes the concept of the 24-hour turnkey radio network is viable. He points to the rating successes of stations carrying Continental’s format.

Bert Williams, president of Multi-Media Ministries Inc., owner of KPSM(FM) in Brownwood, Tex., concurs with Hodgson. “We paid $500 per month for the format,” he said, “and we cut our overhead in half and doubled our billing.” Williams says there are many people in the U.S. who

that gave the “greatest level of support for violent programing.” Schering-Plough, according to the results was found to be the “leading sponsor” of violence followed by Zenith, Mattel, Johnson & Johnson, American Cyanamid and Procter & Gamble. McDonald’s was named by NCTV as the “leading sponsor both for the past quarter and over the past two years” of violence in Saturday morning children’s programing. “General Mills (Kenner & Parker Bros.), Pillsbury (Burger King), and Schaper Toys were other high sponsors,” NCTV said. Kraft, Quaker Oats, Squibb and Chesebrough-Ponds, however, were ranked among the lowest sponsors of prime-time violent programs. Saturday morning sponsors with the lowest scores were Lego and Tonka.

Overall results show that network programs “now average six violent acts per hour.” NCTV noted that these results are “300% higher than its recent findings on Canadian networks.” The coalition has been monitoring programing since July 1980. Its membership is predominantly made up of physicians and research psychologists.

Further details show that ABC had an average of 7.9 violent acts per hour and airs five of the six most violent programs. ABC Sunday night movies, Fall Guy (ABC), Strike Force (ABC), Incredible Hulk (CBS), Greatest American Hero (ABC) and Hart to Hart (ABC).

Mutual, Osmond sign programing pact

Special music programs, produced by Osmond, are at heart of agreement

The Mutual Broadcasting System has reached a one-year agreement with a subsidiary of Osmond Enterprises for production of special programing, much of it to be musical. Under the pact, Mutual will receive at least six specially produced music features and gain the audio rights to all radio programing produced at the Mutual Entertainment Center in Orem, Utah.

Broadcast International, the radio production arm of Osmond Enterprises, will produce the programs, which Mutual plans to market to its network affiliates and other stations. Mutual has been offering special programing in addition to its news, information programing and commentaries since early 1980. Last year, it offered eight music specials, the most popular of which, a New Year’s special by Anne Murray, cleared 750 stations.

The agreement with Broadcast International represents a move to rely more on independent producers for special programing, according to Marty Rubenstein, president and chief executive officer of Mutual Broadcasting.

The network also maintains a long-term contract with Dick Clark Productions of Burbank, Calif., for special programs.

The Osmond Entertainment Center is a new facility that offers recording studios, video production for TV and videocassettes and subordinate services, such as production of TV and radio commercials. It is meant to offer a “one-stop” production service for performers, according to Merrill Osmond, who, as chief operating officer of Osmond Enterprises, also manages all of the Osmond family entertainers and several other family ventures.

Dynamic Duos is the first music special to be produced for Mutual, to be aired May 15. The three-hour show will feature the music of and interviews with three well-known contemporary music teams: Hall and Oates, Seals and Crofts and England Dan and John Ford Coley.

Another special, to be entitled, Triple, will air Memorial Day weekend. That three-hour program will highlight country music stars Crystal Gayle, Ronnie Milsap and Anne Murray.

Plans are also in the works for a rock music special and one devoted to the music of the Rolling Stones, according to Dick Carr, Mutual vice president, programing.
would benefit from the Continental service,” which he calls, “good family-oriented product.” While aware of the other satellite services available, Williams stated, “other networks don’t screen the music (for objectionable lyrics) or contain selections from the gospel chart.” Williams added: “We’re trying to duplicate the format, and use automation” but discovered that the quality and diversity are lacking.

The stations that are currently on the Continental Radio Network are: WXRF(FM) Norfolk, Va.; KPSM(FM); WHAG(AM) Hagerstown, Md.; KBCN(FM) Anchorage, Alaska; KGLT-FM Homer, Ark., and KXQ(AM) Crane, Tex.

Continent’s closing will mark the first 24-hour satellite turnkey network to do so in a year of predicted “shakeout.”

**PBS cuts back its Saturday feed**

Service will shrink from 15 hours to three and one half; move is seen as cost saving

The Public Broadcasting Service is planning to reduce its Saturday programing service beginning June 5, from roughly 15 hours to three and one half. The dramatic reduction is only part of a larger reorganization plan now under consideration by PBS to deal with cutbacks in federal support.

Saturday services would be completely eliminated according to the proposal with satellite time provided to stations on a charge-back basis. The feed transponder would allow PBS to lease time on the satellite to raise income. PBS would operate Saturday service from 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Currently, it provides feeds to member stations from 8 a.m. until 11 p.m.

While the reduction may pose problems for some stations, PBS’s Peter Downey, senior vice president-program support group, noted that most Saturday service is repeat programing. Historically, Saturday feeds did not contain premiere programs. Downey explained that carriage reports also indicated that stations rely more heavily on local or regional network programs instead of PBS feeds. Stations had confirmed those findings at regional meetings last month.

Downey said the programs provided on the PBS feed will be: *Soccer Made In Germany*; *Matinee at the Bijou*, and *Tony Brown’s Journal*. He said PBS does not know how much it will save from the programming and staff cutbacks.

---

**Play Back**

50 strong. Music Country Network, joint venture between Associated Press and WSM Inc. (Broadcasting, Dec. 14, 1981), has cleared more than 45 markets for late-night country music service that premieres April 1. So far, 50 affiliates have signed for live show that will originate at WSM(AM) Nashville seven days per week and be transmitted to stations from Westar III satellite from 10 p.m. until 8 a.m. (NYT). Line up includes: WOOF(AM) Albany, N.Y.; WIRK(FM) West Palm Beach, Fla.; WOKY-FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WNOE(AM) New Orleans; WKCQ(AM) Tulsa, Okla.; KGBQ(AM) San Diego; WMZQ(AM) Milwaukee; WSKY(AM) Cincinnati; WAFM(AM) Kansas City, Mo.; WPOI(AM) Atlanta; KERR(AM) Poilson, Mont.; WWOD(AM) Lynchburg, Va.; WMPX(AM) Memphis; KFSF(AM) Fargo, N.D.; WMEQ(AM) Endicott, N.Y.; and WLSA(AM) Jacksonville, N.C.

**Headliners.** Manhattan Transfer, contemporary music group, will perform at National Association of Broadcasters’ Radio Programming Conference, set to take place Aug. 29-Sept. 1 at New Orleans’ Hyatt Regency hotel. Group will entertain at private dinner concert Tuesday, Aug. 31.

**Real rock.** DIR Broadcasting for fourth consecutive year has sold Rock Radio Awards to be broadcast April 3 over ABC Rock Radio Network. According to Bob Meyrowitz, president of DIR: “What’s so crucial about the Rock Radio Awards is that first and foremost they are a radio program, not a mass appeal prime-time television special forced to disregard rock.” This year’s hosts are Carol Miller, disk jockey at WPLJ(FM) New York, and musician Billy Squier.

**Ready to roll.** Country Music Festival, 15-hour fundraiser for National Kidney Foundation, is set to air Saturday and Sunday, April 3 and 4, on more than 275 stations. This year’s event will air on nearly 100 more stations than last year’s, which raised over $800,000. Featured this year are live broadcasts from Opryland in Nashville and taped performances by top country performers including Loretta Lynn, Mel Tillis, Mickey Gilley, Johnny Lee, Tom T. Hall, Chet Atkins, Earl Scruggs, Merle Haggard, Charlie Pride, Alabama and Ronnie Millsap.

**Business-sense.** Narwood Productions, New York, will launch *Minding Your Business*, series of 90-second reports, to be aired twice daily. Jim Cameron, former news director at NBC Radio’s The Source wrote series dealing with decision making process in small and large business operations. Material for show is derived from Inc. magazine. Program is available to stations at no cost on market exclusive basis, and is sponsored by Zenith Data Systems.
New figures reflect network radio commercial audience

Statistical Research Inc., Westfield, N.J., reported that 71% of the national population listened to network radio commercials one or more times in 1981.

Based on information from recently released RADAR reports, SRI said the projected total translates to about 127 million of the 180 million persons ages 12 and older in the U.S. Combined commercial audiences for the ABC, CBS, Mutual, NBC, RKO and Sheridan networks reaches 74% of adult men, 67% of adult women and 74% of all teen-agers in the course of a week.

The latest network radio program and commercial audience estimates issued by RADAR are based on measurements by SRI in the spring and fall of 1981. They reflect about two million network clearance records on about 3,800 network-affiliated stations. Subscribers to the RADAR studies include the ABC, CBS, Mutual, NBC, RKO and Sheridan radio networks and major advertisers and advertising agencies.

KM&G study finds network ratings down, HUT's same

An analysis by KM&G International, New York, of the fourth-quarter network prime-time television season shows that combined network ratings and shares continue to decline while total prime-time TV usage has not varied significantly from 1979.

KM&G said the three-network rating for the fourth quarter of 1981 was 52.3 (with an 84.8 share); down from 54.6/88.2 and 56.5/92.1 in 1980 and 1979, respectively. Prime-time TV usage as a whole has been stable, the agency said, with homes using television (HUT) levels at 61.3 in 1979, 61.9 in 1980 and 61.7 in 1981. KM&G said that for second straight year viewers are turning increasingly to non-network alternatives, including cable television, pay cable and independent TV stations.

The agency said that of the 23 new programs scheduled for the 1981-82 season, only four appear to be successful: ABC's Fall Guy, CBS's Falcon Crest and NBC's Maverick and Father Murphy. ABC and CBS are running "neck and neck" in ratings and shares, according to KM&G, with ABC winning on Monday, Tuesday and Saturday and CBS, Thursday, Friday and Sunday. NBC is the leader on Wednesday by .2 of a share point over ABC.

KM&G said its computerized Net-Pak programming system has been successful in pre-season analysis with a 73% success ratio in predicting this season's network audience shares.

Lead out in half. Ratings are in for first full year of the CBS Evening News with Dan Rather (March 9, 1981 to March 5, 1982) showing CBS with a 12.8 rating and 24 share to ABC World News Tonight's 11.9/23 and NBC Nightly News' 11.7/22. While CBS maintained roughly one rating point advantage over its next competitor, that's only half of lead CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite averaged year earlier (March 10, 1980 to March 6, 1981) when CBS scored overall 13.9/27 to NBC's 11.9/24 to ABC's 11.8/23. CBS dropped about rating point, but, as numbers show, neither ABC nor NBC picked it up.

Cable news. USA Network, continuing to fill in its planned daytime schedule, announced The USA Movie series of feature films styled as "bringing back the classic movie matinee." Films will fill noon-to-2 p.m. slot weekdays, run at 3 p.m. weekends with added 10 a.m. spot on Sunday. First package of titles includes "Billy Liar," "The Silent Enemy," "Four Desperate Men." All are licensed from Alan Enterprises. Entertainment Channel announced its co-production of both stage and cable television presentation of "major new play,'Close Ties;" with Harlan Kleinman Co. and L.A. Public Theater. Entertainment Channel gets exclusive cable presentation following stage run.

Hometown documentary. Public Broadcasting Service airs first in six-part documentary series entitled Middletown March 24. Middletown will take close look at American society as represented through lives of several residents of Muncie, Ind. Final episode caused some controversy because of offensive language used. Xerox, which is one underwriter of series, decided not to promote film as originally intended after screening of program, although it will still be listed as underwriter. PBS also asked that four-and-one-half-minute segment be edited in episode. It charged that episode did not meet PBS's journalistic guidelines. However, unedited version will be made available to stations on soft feed.

Regrouping. New entertainment industry management negotiating entity and trade association, Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers, which previously represented major industry employers in contract negotiations. According to Barbara Brogliatti, spokeswoman for organization, alliance "will probably supplant the association," which, in turn, "will probably be dissolved." Brogliatti told Broadcasting new organization was needed to encompass wider range of employers and activities than previous group. "Philosophically and procedurally it would have been too difficult to change the association" to accommodate shifts in composition and emphasis, she said. New alliance, described as permanent "industrywide bargaining association," includes: Columbia Pictures, 20th Century-Fox, Warner Brothers, Aaron Spelling Productions, Lorimar Productions, MTM Enterprises, Paramount Pictures, Embassy Communications, Universal City Studios, MGM Film Co., United Artists, and Walt Disney Productions. J. Nicholas Counter is president of new alliance and Jack Valenti, president of Motion Picture Association of America, has been named chairman of board. AMPTP's first presentation in labor negotiations will probably be during contract talks with International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees later this spring.

Coming home. CBS News-produced public-affairs programs, distributed internationally by Viacom Enterprises since 1972, are returning to CBS hands. Viacom and CBS have announced "memorandum of understanding" for CBS to reacquire rights for new CBS Broadcast International unit. Deal, involving CBS Reports, 60 Minutes, news specials and other programs, remains subject to definitive agreement.

Soccer news. ABC has acquired television rights to 1982 World Cup Soccer final in Madrid, Spain. It is first live coverage of game on U.S. television. Meanwhile, Spanish International Network has announced that it will provide coverage of all 52 remaining World Cup games, beginning on June 13, to cable systems outside areas covered by SIN affiliates via Westar III transponder 8.

New market. Comworld Productions, Los Angeles-based division of multimedia Comworld Group, announced it is now producing original programming for TV syndication and pay TV. Comworld's first pay TV venture is half-hour pilot for Home Box Office, The Shields and Yarnell Show.

Women's view. George Schlatter, executive producer of NBC-TV's Real People, will have another series on network next season. NBC said it has picked up The Shape of Things, "short-run" comedy hour. Schlatter describes it as "satirical view looking at the contemporary scene from the women's point of view. It will have primarily female cast.
Little change expected in wake of NAB code ruling

Advertising community thinks networks, stations will continue with same commercial standards

Life without the National Association of Broadcasters advertising codes is expected to go on virtually the same as life with them.

This consensus was expressed last week by broadcast advertising executives in reaction to the NAB’s decision to suspend enforcement of its standards pending a court appeal (Broadcasting, March 15). They reasoned that networks and many stations have their own advertising standards and realize they have a responsibility to their audiences and believe it makes good business sense not to offend and annoy their viewers and listeners with added commercials or those that may be in poor taste.

“If business gets bad, of course, some stations—but not many—can be expected to bend the rules,” one broadcast official commented.

George Huntington, executive vice president of the Television Bureau of Advertising, said it “all boils down to common sense.” He added that “common sense will prevail, with or without the code.”

Huntington said the overwhelming number of broadcasters are both responsible citizens and good businessmen and will deal with the advertising codes in a responsible manner. He added: “It doesn’t mean that there is not going to be some temptations from advertisers with sensitive products making moves to get on television, but I think very few stations will succumb.”

Miles David, president of the Radio Advertising Bureau, is equally confident that radio networks and stations will operate without the codes as if the codes were in effect. David contended that whether there are codes or not, stations are sensitive to their listeners.

Good judgment will be the prevailing factor,” David said. “And this situation applies whether or not a station belongs to the NAB code or not. There will be no real change.”

Spokesmen for the three networks said they will continue to require all commercials carried on their air to meet their independent standards and policies. They added they are reviewing these standards and policies and expect to issue updated guidelines within the next few weeks.

Susan Rowe, vice president, broadcast supervisor, N W Ayer, New York, does not envision any appreciable changes, especially on the network level. She expressed the view that most major advertisers and agencies would not want to place question marks on commercials on the air or add to clutter. Rowe conceded that some local stations, if faced with a slow economy, might agree to adding to the commercial load or carrying the commercials of a product they might normally reject.

Walter Reichel, senior vice president and executive director of the media and programming departments of Ted Bates & Co., New York, said “it’s all too early to see how it will shake down.” He said a balance must be achieved between greater flexibility for advertisers and the number of commercials carried. He said a key factor will be the standards policy of individual stations.

Peter Moore, president of Torbet Radio, believes radio stations will be policing their commercial inventory more carefully and make determinations relative to the number and types of commercials to be carried. Moore stressed that probably less than 10% of radio stations in major markets have carried as many as the 18 commercials per hour permitted by the code. He said it’s possible that some stations in financial straits will now opt for business from categories previously shunned, but these will be in the minority.

Code offices in limbo

Staff will remain on board pending outcome of suit, then will be reassigned inside NAB

The NAB suspended enforcement of all advertising standards in both its TV and radio codes after a U.S. District Court judge ruled one of the TV standards, limiting the number of programs that can be advertised in a spot of less than 60 seconds, is illegal. The end of the advertising standards, which make up more than half of the code, meant the end of the entire code, because NAB has not enforced its programming standards since another U.S. District Court ruled its family viewing standards violate antitrust laws (Broadcasting, Nov. 15, 1976).

Jerome Lansner, senior vice president, general manager, NAB code authority, said code staffers have not been advised that they may be transferred to other positions in NAB. The authority is working on projects “that could be useful in the future” if the code is ever reinstated, he said, but declined to say what those projects are except that they are “in areas related to advertising.”

Public broadcasting: ‘endangered species’

They say the effect of Reagan budget cuts will be more severe than believed; urge grassroots pressure on Congress

Larry Grossman, president of the Public Broadcasting Service, and Bruce Christiansen, president of the National Association of Public Television Stations (NAPTS), went to New York with the message that PBS has been disseminating almost since the start of the announced Reagan administration budget-austerity plan. PBS, in the height of its glory from a programing standpoint, is on the brink of financial disaster.

Public television and radio stations are “now an endangered species,” said Grossman. And the reason is directly attributable to “the federal budget cuts.” The current federal appropriation for fiscal year 1983 stands at $137 million, reduced from an original $172 million. The Office of Management and Budget is asking for
The budget cuts, if they remain in effect, said Grossman, will mean severe programing cutbacks for PBS in the coming years beginning in fiscal 1983. Children's programing, he said, would be rolled back to two hours per day, while prime-time programing would be reduced to "two-and-a-half to three hours." Morning and weekend feeds would be eliminated completely, as might Saturday night programing. The strategy calls for "concentrating resources in fewer places," said Grossman, as opposed to diminishing the overall quality of programing on public broadcasting.

But while things look dim from the financial standpoint, Grossman noted plans to start a prime-time nightly news magazine on PBS, as well as plans to continue such critically acclaimed programing as American Playhouse and Nova.

Christiansen said that the proposed cuts will mean "fewer programs, smaller audiences and fewer donations." He said that "given the fragile nature" of public broadcasting's financial structure, a $200-million reduction in federal budget appropriations over a three-year period will "destroy the fabric of public television as we know it today." One of the factors contributing to such severe cuts in PBS programing, said Christiansen, was the fact that "no one believes that they will have the impact that we say they will." However, he described as "fallacious" the assumption that such programs will find alternative ways into American homes. He noted that "at the same time the commercial networks were offered the opportunity to carry Sesame Street but rejected the program.

Christiansen said that a "grassroots" program has been formulated to make individuals in communities aware of public broadcasting's dire financial straits in an effort to pressure Congress to award greater appropriation.

---

**PROPOSED**

KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz. □ Sold by Channel 4-TV to H&C Communications Inc. for about $30 million. **Seller** is principally owned by Donald R. Diamond, Richard L. Bloch and Donald Pitt, who have no other broadcast interests. Station was originally part of Pulitzer Publishing Co. television portfolio, but was sold in 1972 for $2,725,000 (BROADCASTING, Dec. 11, 1972).

**Buyer** is parent of Houston Post and KPRC-TV Houston, wtvf(TV) Nashville, and WTKO-TV Meridian, Miss., last purchased last year for $11 million (BROADCASTING, March 23, 1981). William B. Hobby Jr., lieutenant governor of Texas, is chairman. Jack Harris is president of broadcast division. KVOA-TV is NBC affiliate on channel 4, with 35 kw visual, 18 kw aural, and antenna 3,610 feet above average terrain.

KREI(AM)-KTJJ(FM) Farmington, Mo., and KBOA(AM)-KTMQ(FM) Kennet, Mo. □ Sold by Earldun Broadcasting Inc. to Krei Inc. and KBOA for $2.1 million. **Seller** is principally owned by Charles C. Earls, M.F. Dunne Jr. and wife, Eleanor I. Dunne, who are also principal owners of KTHS(AM)-KSSC(FM) Berryville, Ark. Earls will keep minority interest in buyer. **Buyer** is owned by Shepherd Enterprises Inc. (80%) and Earls (20%). Shepherd Enterprises is principally owned by Jerrell Shepherd, who is sole owner of KAAN(FM) Bethany, Mo., and 78% owner of KWIX(AM)-KRES(FM) Meridian, Mo. KREI is 1 kw daytimer on 800 kHz. KTJJ is on 98.5 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 870 feet above average terrain. KBOA is 1 kw daytimer on 830 kHz. KTMQ is on 98.9 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 370 feet above average terrain.


KXGO(FM) Arcata, Calif. □ Sold by Winters Broadcasting Co. to Record Plant Broadcasting Inc. for $400,000. **Seller** is owned by Melvin Winters, who also owns KNQT(AM) Jackson, Calif. **Buyer** is owned by Christopher Stone and wife, Gloria, who own Hollywood recording studio and have no other broadcast interests. KXGO is on 93.5 mhz with 245 w and antenna 1,050 feet above average terrain. **Broker:** Chapman Associates.

WBHB(AM) Fitzgerald, Ga. □ Sold by Ben Hill Broadcasting Corp. to Wildenway Broadcasting Inc. for $350,000. **Seller** is owned by Paul E. Reid, who also owns WLAG(AM)-WWCG(FM) La Grange, Ga. **Buyer** is owned equally by Janet Willingham, Jackie M. Harden and Charles R. Ridgeway, who are all employees of WLBH and have no other broadcast interests. WBHB is on 1240 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.

KLVA(FM) Lake Village, Ark. □ Sold by Casciani Communications, Inc. has acquired WXCM-AM & WIBM-FM Jackson, Michigan for $1,100,000 from Booth American Company. We are pleased to have served as brokers in this transaction.

---

**CHANGING HANDS**

**KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.** □ Sold by Channel 4-TV to H&C Communications Inc. for about $30 million. **Seller** is principally owned by Donald R. Diamond, Richard L. Bloch and Donald Pitt, who have no other broadcast interests. Station was originally part of Pulitzer Publishing Co. television portfolio, but was sold in 1972 for $2,725,000 (BROADCASTING, Dec. 11, 1972). **Buyer** is parent of Houston Post and KPRC-TV Houston, wtvf(TV) Nashville, and WTKO-TV Meridian, Miss., last purchased last year for $11 million (BROADCASTING, March 23, 1981). William B. Hobby Jr., lieutenant governor of Texas, is chairman. Jack Harris is president of broadcast division. KVOA-TV is NBC affiliate on channel 4, with 35 kw visual, 18 kw aural, and antenna 3,610 feet above average terrain.

**KREI(AM)-KTJJ(FM) Farmington, Mo., and KBOA(AM)-KTMQ(FM) Kennet, Mo.** □ Sold by Earldun Broadcasting Inc. to Krei Inc. and KBOA for $2.1 million. **Seller** is principally owned by Charles C. Earls, M.F. Dunne Jr. and wife, Eleanor I. Dunne, who are also principal owners of KTHS(AM)-KSSC(FM) Berryville, Ark. Earls will keep minority interest in buyer. **Buyer** is owned by Shepherd Enterprises Inc. (80%) and Earls (20%). Shepherd Enterprises is principally owned by Jerrell Shepherd, who is sole owner of KAAN(FM) Bethany, Mo., and 78% owner of KWIX(AM)-KRES(FM) Meridian, Mo. KREI is 1 kw daytimer on 800 kHz. KTJJ is on 98.5 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 870 feet above average terrain. KBOA is 1 kw daytimer on 830 kHz. KTMQ is on 98.9 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 370 feet above average terrain.

**KRIX(FM) Brownsville, Tex.** □ Sold by El Rio Broadcasting to Richard Sucher and Leon Lowenthal for $800,000. **Seller** is owned by Charles M. Trub (32%) and remaining stock equally by C.H. Britton Jr., W.T. Bradshaw Jr., W.H. Houseman Jr. and W.F. Frost, who sold KRIQ(AM) McAllen, Tex., last year for $1 million (BROADCASTING, June 29, 1981). **Buyer** Sucher owns 80% of KKF(FM) Colorado Springs. Lowenthal owns 16.8% of KVM(TF) Vail, Colo. KRIX is on 99.5 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 480 feet above average terrain. **Broker:** Norman Fischer & Co.

**KXGO(FM) Arcata, Calif.** □ Sold by Winters Broadcasting Co. to Record Plant Broadcasting Inc. for $400,000. **Seller** is owned by Melvin Winters, who also owns KNQT(AM) Jackson, Calif. **Buyer** is owned by Christopher Stone and wife, Gloria, who own Hollywood recording studio and have no other broadcast interests. KXGO is on 93.5 mhz with 245 w and antenna 1,050 feet above average terrain. **Broker:** Chapman Associates.

**WBHB(AM) Fitzgerald, Ga.** □ Sold by Ben Hill Broadcasting Corp. to Wildenway Broadcasting Inc. for $350,000. **Seller** is owned by Paul E. Reid, who also owns WLAG(AM)-WWCG(FM) La Grange, Ga. **Buyer** is owned equally by Janet Willingham, Jackie M. Harden and Charles R. Ridgeway, who are all employees of WBHB and have no other broadcast interests. WBHB is on 1240 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.

**KLVA(FM) Lake Village, Ark.** □ Sold by BLACKBURN & COMPANY, INC. has acquired WXCM-AM & WIBM-FM Jackson, Michigan for $1,100,000 from Booth American Company. We are pleased to have served as brokers in this transaction.

---

**WASHINGTON, D.C.** 20036 1111 19th Street, N.W. (202) 331-9270

**CHICAGO, 60601 333 N. Michigan Ave. (312) 346-6460

**ATLANTA, 30301 400 Colony Square (404) 892-4655

**BEVERLY HILLS, 90212 9465 Wilshire Blvd. (213) 274-8151

3/22/82
Carpenter broadcasting inc. to exchange
Communications Inc. for $212,000. Seller
is principally owned by Jack A. Carpenter
who has no other broadcast interests. 
Buyer is owned by Walter J. Giller Jr., El
Dorado, Ark., businessman and applicant
for new FM at Natchitoches, La. (BROAD-
CASTING, March 15). KLVA is on 105.9
mhz with 3 kw and antenna 310 feet above
average terrain.

Other proposed station sales include:
WBOI(AM) Evergreen, Ala.; KMFX(FM)
San Francisco (BROADCASTING, March 15);
WRIP(AM)-Wowe(FM) Rossville, Ga.
(BROADCASTING, March 15); WFBT-TV
Great Falls, Mont. (BROADCASTING, Feb.
16); WABY(AM) Albany, N.Y. (BROADCAST-
ING, March 15); WIXT-TV Syracuse, N.Y.
(BROADCASTING, Feb. 16); Wkad(FM)
Canton, Pa.; K61QAM St. Helens, Ore.;
Wizol(AM) Franklin, Tenn. (BROADCAST-
ING, March 15); Wcmsg(AM) [CP] Lawren-
ceburg, Tenn.; KEGl(AM) Elgin, Tex.;
KVyl(AM)-Kikt(FM) Greenville, Tenn.,
KWMS(AM)-Salt Lake City (see “For the
Record,” page 90).

Growing. Human Family Institute, group that awards annual $50,000 Humanities prize “for
humanizing achievement in television,” announced $745,000-worth of contributions
by group broadcasters toward institute’s endowment goal of $1 million. Figure was
announced by the Rev. Ellwood Kieser, institute’s president. Contributors include: Capital
Cities Communications; Corinthian; Field Communications; Gannett; Group W; Hearst;
Hubbard Broadcasting; LIN; McGraw Hill; Meredith Broadcasting; Multimedia; Outlet Co.;
Post-Newsweek; RKO General; Scripps-Howard; Taft, and Times Mirror.

ANPA on municipal ownership. American Newspaper Publishers Association
came out in opposition to municipal ownership of cable television systems. K. Prescott Low, publisher of Quincy, Mass. Patriar Ledger, and chairman of ANPA’s
government affairs committee, said his group will recommend association go on record
against government ownership of cable.

CBS gift. CBS Inc. announced $1.1 million in grants to 13 civic and social service
organizations in St. Louis, where CBS owns KMOX-AM-FM-TV. Previous philanthropic programs
have been targeted for CBS-market stations at New York, Los Angeles, Chicago and Philadelphia.

We have a number of large and
medium market radio stations
available. We specialize in finding you a station unlisted by
and within your objectives.

When confidentiality, integrity and integrity are important...

Robert O. Mabman, Inc.
230 West 10th
Bronxville, New York 10708
914-779-7003

Consulting Appraisals Brokerage
Land rush on for news programming from the networks

ABC's weekday, late-night interview format is latest to join the fray

ABC News announced last week it will launch a one-hour interview show that will run three or four nights a week in the midnight-to-1 a.m. NYT period on ABC-TV starting next fall.

The disclosure, one week after CBS formally announced its plans for an overnight news service for TV affiliates (Broadcasting, March 15), served to point up the extent to which commercial network news organizations have been expanding into what used to be essentially entertainment periods.

Where network news only a few years ago was thought of as a commodity to be found primarily in the early-evening newscasts and early-morning magazine shows, plus irregularly scheduled promotions for documentaries, it now may also be found in late-night periods, in more profusion on Sunday mornings and, if the networks ever get their way, will be found in longer early-evening periods as well. Not to mention the weekly one-hour magazine shows on all the networks, the brief midevening and in some cases daytime news updates and now the plans of ABC and CBS to carry news further into or through the night.

ABC News's plan for late evening, disclosed by senior vice president Richard Wald in a meeting with ABC-TV affiliates at NATPE International's convention in Las Vegas last week, calls for an hour that will be "compatible with but not an extension of" the ABC News's Nightline report at 11:30-midnight.

ABC News spokesmen said the format planning is still in its early stages but that the as yet untitled show is envisioned as primarily an interview program with a permanent host—not yet selected—and regular contributors. It will not deal with hard news in the sense that Nightline does, they said, but its subjects nevertheless will tend to be "topical and often controversial."

The hour also may be used to try out "some experimental elements," such as having a studio audience, and will probably end each night with a hard-news update.

Monday night on ABC-TV is devoted to sports that often run over; the new hour is expected to be presented Tuesdays through Thursdays—and perhaps through Fridays, depending on the fate of ABC-TV's Fridays series. Nightline is to be given a firm midnight sign-off time.

Nightline itself is one of the newer network news entries, as well as a breakthrough in late-night newscasts. It started as an ad hoc series in November 1979 when U.S. hostages were taken in Iran. Known then as America Held Hostage, it moved on to other subjects when the hostages were freed, appearing first in 20-minute form and expanded to a half-hour about a year ago. It currently has an estimated 8.5 million viewers per night, according to ABC.

More recently, ABC News expanded its Sunday-morning programming by converting Issues and Answers into the one-hour This Week with David Brinkley. That series, started last November, gets an estimated 4.5 million viewers a week.

CBS News has expanded its Morning News to two hours in two stages, going from an hour to 90 minutes in length last September and to two hours, with a new format and new anchor team, last Monday (Broadcasting, March 15). Morning averaged 2.29 million viewers in the period from last September to Feb. 21.

CBS News also launched the 90-minute Sunday Morning in January 1979. The critically acclaimed series has also proved popular, averaging 5.97 million viewers a week in the five months from mid-Sep-

Broadcasting Mar 22 1982
Meese critiques economic reporting

Praise and criticism of the media were mixed last Tuesday (March 16) by Edwin Meese III, counselor to the President. Speaking at a Washington luncheon sponsored by The Media Institute, he prefaced his evaluation of coverage afforded the White House's economic recovery program by saying that the Reagan administration is generally pleased with the fairness and accuracy of the media. But, he claimed, there are areas in reporting that could become major problems.

One he called "journalism by anecdote" in which a "flaming lead" is presented to capture attention and in which basics become subordinated. He also questioned such practices as "dramatic footage" of persons allegedly affected adversely by the President's economic program, but without checking family resources and other circumstances that should be germane to the story.

Meese said the need for visuals can lead to "outright inaccuracies." He cited TV footage shot for a story about the negative effects of the economic program that showed a plant in Michigan that had been forced to shut down for reasons other than the present economy.

Meese also deplored abbreviated news coverage that doesn't provide adequate treatment and felt that complete reportage is threatened by competition among the networks.

Messenger's message. President Reagan criticized news media last week for what he called their "editorial slant" and "constant downbeat" in reporting the news. The President's views came to light in published interviews in TV Guide and The Daily Oklahoman. Diplomatic relations with foreign countries have in part been frustrated, the President explained, because the media have used administration leaks on which to base stories. "You might be in the midst of some pretty delicate negotiations, and suddenly a leak or a story has endangered—threatened—what you're trying to do," the President told TV Guide.

To illustrate his point, the president referred to stories of whether the U.S. would sell fighter jets to Taiwan, which surfaced before either Taiwan or the People's Republic of China was notified of possible U.S. intentions. The President also complained about broadcast coverage of the El Salvador conflict, where he said there is "a tendency to editorialize in the media and present a certain viewpoint." He said the "efforts we made in El Salvador, to try to convince the American people that what we're having is an infiltration into the Americas that is really directed by the other superpower" are "challenged:"

Entertainment staples like sex and violence also were singled out by the President for criticism. Although Reagan did not voice support for the Coalition for Better Television boycott, he did say that such action is natural when the public is fed "with what it sees on television.

The President also sees a misplaced negativity among broadcasters reporting stories. In an interview with the Daily Oklahoman, the President said: "You can't turn on the evening news without seeing that they're going to interview someone else who has lost his job, or they're outside the factory that has laid off workers and so forth. "The constant downbeat can contribute psychologically to slowing down the economy," he added.

The ratings war, the President suggested, may force the networks to focus more on the entertainment aspect of news than news itself. However, the President admitted television has helped his administration sell its policies, including advancing its economic program, by "making time available for us to take our side of the story to the people." The controversy over the gathering and dispensing of information cropped up in other parts of Washington last week, with a debate at the National Press Club between White House Communications Director David Gergen, and former Representative John Moss (D-Calif.), one of the principal authors of the Freedom of Information Act.

Gergen defended the administration's proposals to amend the FOIA, because an "orgy of leaks" has damaged U.S. credibility abroad. "The pendulum has swung too far," Gergen said, in access to classified government information. While Gergen made it clear that the administration basically agrees with the FOIA as it stands, he maintained that it is subject to certain "criminal abuses" that jeopardize government sources.

If You Are a Weekend Athlete and Out of Shape...

Sports Can Make a Monkey Out of You

Society has gone "bananas" over physical fitness, and that's good. But what's bad is the irresponsibility, negligence and total ignorance of the rules of safety and health. How many people do you know that have allowed themselves to get "soft," and then feel compelled to participate in physical activities with a surge, be it on weekends or during special sports-related seasons?

The intent is good, but the method is dangerous. The result is often injury, pain, even disablement.

This public service radio and television campaign deals with the problem in an amusing, but constructive way.

FREE Public Service TV and Radio Spots Available in 60-Second and 30-Second...
TVB's financial figures: taking up where the FCC leaves off?

Bureau issues estimates for 1981, but it and others wonder how base figures can be collected now that FCC has quit reporting

In the wake of the FCC's decision to stop collecting financial data from broadcasters (Broadcasting, March 15), the Television Bureau of Advertising estimated last week—using a formula that has produced results within a percentage point of FCC figures in the past—that TV station time sales last year climbed to $6,582,400,000, up 14% from 1980.

The estimate was based on the FCC's 1980 figures as projected in line with results of TVB's own quarterly surveys of some 300 TV stations. It broke down as follows:
- Local time sales: $2,836,500,000, up 14% from 1980's $2,483,800,000.
- National and regional spot: $3,355,400,000, up 15% from 1980's $2,920,200,000.
- Network compensation (not billings): $390,600,000, up 6% from $368,000,000 in 1980.

A total of 292 stations supplied information on their time sales in the TVB survey, which the bureau has been conducting quarterly for the past 21 years. To protect the confidentiality of individual station data, the information is sent to the Touche Ross & Co. auditing firm for compilation.

Over the past decade, TVB said, its annual projections have come within a percentage point of the results released later—usually months later—by the FCC. The FCC's data has been based on reports from stations in all markets having more than two stations, or 650 stations in all in 1980.

TVB's 1981 estimates came at a time when TVB, the Radio Advertising Bureau and other broadcast sales and financial organizations were beginning to search for a replacement for the revenue segment of the data formerly collected by the FCC, now abandoned even insofar as last year's operations are concerned. The FCC's action had the apparent support of a majority of broadcasters (Broadcasting, Dec. 7, 1981), but without this data, several sales officials noted last week, TV and radio will be the only major media without comprehensive revenue data.

The ideal would be a new market-by-market report on revenues, such as the FCC has produced in the past (but forgetting the expense and profit figures that the FCC provided). And David Henderson of Outlet Broadcasting, TVB chairman, said TVB would work toward that possibility with the National Association of Broadcasters, Station Representatives Association and Broadcast Financial Management Association.

The TVB's quarterly figures, accurate though they have been, do not pretend to be all-inclusive. Broken down by regions and market size, they provide station operators with an insight into how they're doing in comparison with other stations in their areas and with other stations of similar size. But TVB has never attempted a market-by-market breakdown, and without the annual FCC figures as a benchmark, the estimates it does produce could go awry without anyone's knowing it. In estimating this year's results, for instance, TVB will not have 1981 figures from the FCC to serve as a guide.

"We'll be building percentages without having a real base," TVB's Harvey Spiegel, senior vice president for research and marketing, said last week. "If one year should go haywire, for whatever

CPI news. Columbia Pictures industries has called for redemption of its 5.75% convertible subordinated debentures due Nov. 1, 1994. All debentures not previously converted will be redeemed on April 12 at $1,027.50, plus accrued interest at $25.975, for each $1,000 principal amount of debenture. Holders may, until that date, convert debentures into shares of Columbia common at conversion price of $30.63 per share. Columbia Pictures board of directors also has approved terms of proposed acquisition of Columbia by Coca-Cola. Company management has been authorized to draft and sign definitive agreement, which would then be submitted to shareholders.

Oak's record results. San Diego-based Oak Industries Inc. reported record revenues of $507.1 million for year ending Dec. 31, 1981, compared to $385.6 million for 1980. Net income rose from $20.1 million to $30.4 million during period, yielding per share earning of $2.23, compared to $1.85 for 1980. Company ended 1981 with backlog of $224.5 million, highest in firm's history. Biggest improvement came in communications operations, which contributed more sales than other segments combined.

MCA's mixed review. MCA-Inc. reported its revenues increased to $1.33 billion for year ended Dec. 31, 1981, compared to $1.3 billion for 1980. Net income dropped from $119 million to $98.6 million last year, showing per-share decline from $5.04 for 1980 to 52 cents for 1981. Fourth-quarter revenues were up slightly, from $337.5 million for 1980 to $338.8 million. Per-share earnings dropped from 71 cents to 60 cents during period, on earnings of $14.1 million and $16.9 million, respectively. MCA reports continuing losses incurred by its Columbia Savings and Loan activities in Colorado. MCA's Filmed Entertainment Division suffered "substantial reduction in theatrical revenues and writedown of unamortized television value of theatrical films unlicensed to television" during 1981, according to company. Records, retail and mail order divisions showed improvement, MCA noted.

Railroads at Disneyland in Anaheim. Acquisition of all outstanding stock of Retlaw Enterprises Inc. by Walt Disney Productions did not involve Retlaw broadcast stations. Two California TV stations are owned by Retlaw Broadcasting Co., which is separate from Retlaw Enterprises. Holdings of Retlaw Enterprises include rights to Walt Disney's likeness, name, and portrait—and two railroad attractions at Disneyland.

Downturn. Hoot-Hanks has announced that first quarter 1982 may be company's first down quarter. Company's executive vice president, Larry D. Franklin, said that based on February results and projections for March, primary earnings per share for first quarter may be "slightly below" 44 cents per share reported for first quarter 1981. General economic climate, increased interest expense and depreciation resulting from its capital improvement programs and increased postage rates have been contributing factors to company's weak first-quarter performance, Franklin said.

New fields. At analysts meeting in New York, Chyron Corp. President Joseph Scheuer said company had entered into agreement with Gainesville, Fla.-based Digital Services Corp. to develop inexpensive line ($25,000-$30,000) of special effects modules for its existing line of Chyron IV character generators. New modules would have, among other things, capability of compressing, zooming, stretching and rotating graphics. Existing lines on market are in $200,000 range, Scheuer said. He also noted Chyron had 18-month option to acquire DSC. First of new modules, to be known as "Digiflex," should be ready by September.
 Levy leaves CBS Films, unit restructured

It now becomes division of Broadcast/Group; William Self is new head, reporting to Grant

"Policy differences" have been cited by CBS in announcing the departure of CBS/Theatrical Films Group President Michael Levy. And as CBS's stock continued to hit new lows early last week in the face of investor concern over stagnant earnings and continued development spending, it would seem that the "policy differences" between Levy and senior CBS management centered on just how substantial a push CBS would be making into the film business.

Theatrical Films, following the Levy departure, loses its group status within the CBS organization and becomes once again a "diversified development" CBS/Broadcast Group under the auspices of its president, Gene Jankowski. He, in turn, drew on Broadcast Group veterans in making the appointments that constitute the restructuring of the film unit. William Self, who had been vice president, programs, motion pictures for television and mini-series, CBS Entertainment, was named president, CBS Theatrical Films division. Self will report to B. Donald Grant, and Self will have two hats and have two lines of reporting. In his continuing capacity as president, CBS Entertainment, Grant will report to Broadcast Group Executive Vice President James Rosenfield. But as senior vice president, entertainment, CBS/Broadcast Group, a new post announced coincident with the Levy departure, Grant will supervise the film unit and report directly to Jankowski.

In announcing Levy's leave-taking and the shift of films to division status, CBS chairman Tom Wyman acknowledged that "our objectives in this area remain unchanged." That's being put at the release of about four films a year with spending caps of $10 million each. It's been almost a year exactly since Wyman upgraded the films unit to group status, from its previous incarnation as a broadcast group division. (BROADCASTING, March 16, 1981). That change had been tied by Wyman to making films a "very major thrust" of the company's diversified development. So far, CBS has released only one film, "Back Roads," which did not fare well in its theatrical run. The film unit has said it has some 40 pictures under development.

Levy had been a partner in the Los Angeles theatrical agency Paul Kohner-Michael Levy before joining the CBS operation last March. CBS said he'll "announce his future plans shortly." Levy last week said he's leaving CBS "with no rancor or agony." Only that he "believe that in the motion picture business you have to have a more aggressive nature, and they're more conservative."

Video earnings. Time Inc's annual report for 1981 not only reviews the year-end results (BROADCASTING, Feb. 1) that show its video group, with $123 million in operating income, to be the largest single-line contributor to the $149 million net income Time earned in 1981. Its $33.3 billion in revenues last year. Out of $404.1 million Time spent last year on capital expenditures, for example, $282.2 million of that was devoted to video operations. Through the year, the company has suggested it would spend $300 million on capital projects, $180 million on video. Much of the difference between those projected and actual figures would appear to be taken up by the $91.5 million that the report indicates was spent for the acquisition of cable television properties. Time's American Television & Communications unit purchased two systems last year—Honolulu and Austin, Tex. One line item on the company's balance sheet lists "cable television franchises, less amortization" assets at $97 million. But that figure doesn't tell the whole story—it represents only the excess paid over book value for cable properties, a sort of goodwill item.

More revelations on RCA-Bendix

Last week's reports concern meeting with Agee and Bradshaw

In the wake of the apparent truce struck by RCA Corp. and Bendix [BROADCASTING, March 15], reports surfaced last week that Bendix Chairman William Agee, back in September, had indicated to RCA Chairman Thornton Bradshaw that he was interested in pursuing a merger with RCA. While RCA remained mute on the subject, Bendix last week confirmed that a meeting between Agee and Bradshaw had taken place, one which a Bendix spokesman described as "wide-ranging." Bendix would not say whether a merger was specifically discussed.

One tactic employed by companies fending off unwanted merger attempts is to charge the suitor with filing a false disclosure statement with the FCC. Bendix's filing last week stated, as the company said it would, that Bendix's purchase of RCA shares was "for investment." But an Agee-Bradshaw meeting that discussed a merger could, hypothetically, provide ammunition should RCA bring suit against Bendix. Indeed, RCA had noted in its initial statement about the Bendix matter that it was working with its legal counsel Wachtal, Lipton, Rosen & Katz, a firm noted for fighting hostile merger attempts.

RCA's stock, which had slipped slightly after Wall Street assumed any merger interest had been cooled, climbed 2% cents Tuesday, with the suggestion that Bendix might yet be giving consideration to such an attempt.
BROADCASTING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Closing Wed.</th>
<th>Closing Wed.</th>
<th>Change in Week</th>
<th>Percent Change in Week</th>
<th>Market Capitalization (in $000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N ABC</td>
<td>29 1/4</td>
<td>28 3/4</td>
<td>+ 1/2</td>
<td>1.73%</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Capital Cities</td>
<td>64 7/8</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>- 2 1/8</td>
<td>-3.17%</td>
<td>844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N CBS</td>
<td>36 3/4</td>
<td>37 3/4</td>
<td>- 1/4</td>
<td>-5.90%</td>
<td>14 817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Charter Co.</td>
<td>27 7/8</td>
<td>29 5/8</td>
<td>- 3/4</td>
<td>-1.85%</td>
<td>15 817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Gross Telecasting</td>
<td>24 1/2</td>
<td>23 1/4</td>
<td>- 1/8</td>
<td>-1.49%</td>
<td>13 393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O LIN</td>
<td>19 1/4</td>
<td>19 1/2</td>
<td>- 1/2</td>
<td>-1.28%</td>
<td>16 962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Metromedia</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>- 3</td>
<td>-1.79%</td>
<td>12 651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Mooney</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Scripps-Howard</td>
<td>17 1/4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>+1/4</td>
<td>1.47%</td>
<td>10 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Storer</td>
<td>24 3/4</td>
<td>23 5/8</td>
<td>- 5/8</td>
<td>-2.46%</td>
<td>14 393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Taft</td>
<td>28 3/4</td>
<td>28 3/4</td>
<td>- 1/8</td>
<td>-1.69%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O United Television</td>
<td>7 1/4</td>
<td>7 3/8</td>
<td>- 1/6</td>
<td>-1.69%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BROADCASTING WITH OTHER MAJOR INTERESTS

A Adams-Russell 10 1/4 20 - 3/4 - 3.75 15 74
A Affiliated Publs. 25 1/4 25 3/4 - 1/2 - 1.94 9 131
A A.H. Belo 18 7/8 19 3/8 - 1/2 - 2.58 7 173
A American Family Media 7 1/2 7 3/4 - 1/4 - 3.22 6 101
A John Blair 24 5/8 24 1/8 - 1/8 - 0.51 7 69
A Charter Co. 32 3/8 8 3/8 - 1/8 - 1.03 14 103
A Chris-Craft 32 3/8 3 1/4 - 5/8 - 2.04 9 140
A Cowles 29 3/4 29 1/8 + 5/8 + 2.14 19 118
A Dun & Bradstreet 60 1/8 61 1/2 - 1/2 + 2.43 14 1883
A Fairchild 13 1/2 12 1/4 - 1/2 + 0.64 15 114
A Gannett Co. 30 7/8 31 1/2 - 1/8 + 2.53 10 633
A General Tire 18 3/4 18 1/2 + 1/4 + 1.35 5 433
A Gray Comm. 34 1/4 34 1/4 1/8 0.56 16 146
A Gulf United 15 7/8 15 1/8 + 1/8 + 0.88 9 145
A Harte-Hanks 23 1/2 24 1/8 - 5/8 - 2.59 9 228
A Heritage Commun. 8 3/8 8 1/4 + 1/4 + 0.37 28 60
A Inset Corp. 14 3/4 15 1/4 - 1/2 - 0.32 7 210
A Jefferson-Pilot 28 5/8 28 3/8 - 1/8 - 0.49 15 141
A Josephson Int'l. 6 7/8 7 1/2 - 1/8 - 0.83 7 28
A Knight-Ridder 27 1/4 27 5/8 - 1/8 - 0.89 9 874
A Lee Enterprises 24 24 3/8 - 5/8 - 1.83 9 167
A Liberty 14 1/4 14 1/4 - 1/4 - 1.75 6 188
A McGraw-Hill 48 3/8 48 1/8 + 1/4 + 0.51 13 1201
A Media General 35 7/8 36 - 1/8 - 0.34 9 253
A Meredith 53 53 3/4 - 3/4 - 0.78 6 168
A Multimedia 30 3/4 32 3/4 - 1/2 - 0.65 13 312
A New York Times Co. 33 1/2 34 - 1/8 - 0.17 4 154
A Outlet Co. 32 1/8 32 - 3/8 - 0.39 64
A Post Corp. 24 24 3/8 - 1/8 - 0.15 45
A Rollins 14 14 1/8 - 1/8 - 0.88 8 384
A San Juan Racing 22 1/2 22 1/2 0 0 195
A Schering-Plough 26 5/8 27 1/4 - 5/8 - 2.29 8 1415
A Signal Cos. 21 3/8 20 1/4 + 1/4 + 0.55 7 1543
A Stauffener Comm. 44 44 1/4 0 0 44
A Tech Operations 14 1/4 14 1/4 + 1/4 + 0.78 11 74
A Times Mirror Co. 37 3/4 37 3/4 0 0 1228
A Turner Bectv. 9 9 1 183
A Washington Post 28 1/2 28 3/4 - 1/4 - 0.86 14 400
A Wometco 21 3/4 22 5/8 - 7/8 - 3.88 12 292

CABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Closing Wed.</th>
<th>Closing Wed.</th>
<th>Change in Week</th>
<th>Percent Change in Week</th>
<th>Market Capitalization (in $000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Acton Corp.</td>
<td>7 3/8</td>
<td>7 3/4</td>
<td>- 3/8</td>
<td>-4.83%</td>
<td>10 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N American Express</td>
<td>43 3/8</td>
<td>46 1/4</td>
<td>-2 7/8</td>
<td>-6.21%</td>
<td>9 373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Burnup &amp; Sims</td>
<td>9 1/4</td>
<td>9 1/4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>9 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Comcast</td>
<td>15 3/4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>- 1/4</td>
<td>-1.56%</td>
<td>15 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N General Instrument</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32 5/8</td>
<td>- 1/8</td>
<td>-0.31%</td>
<td>11 982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Rogers Cablesystems</td>
<td>8 5/8</td>
<td>5 1/2</td>
<td>+1 1/8</td>
<td>+20.45%</td>
<td>55 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Tele-Communications 17 5/8 5/8</td>
<td>- 1/8</td>
<td>-3 43 492</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Telapromter</td>
<td>37 1/2</td>
<td>37 1/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>30 638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Time Inc.</td>
<td>34 5/8</td>
<td>35 1/4</td>
<td>- 5/8</td>
<td>-1.77%</td>
<td>13 1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O Tocom</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>7 1/2</td>
<td>- 1/4</td>
<td>-1.22%</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O United Cable TV</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>- 1/8</td>
<td>-0.55%</td>
<td>18 218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viacom</td>
<td>23 3/4</td>
<td>23 5/8</td>
<td>+ 1/8</td>
<td>+0.52%</td>
<td>15 268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: A-American Stock Exchange, B-Boston, M-Midwest, N-New York, P-Pacific, O-over the counter (bid price shown, supplied by Shearson/Amernicompany Washington). P/E ratios are based on earnings per share for previous 12 months as published by Standard & Poor's or as obtained by Broadcastings own research. Earnings figures are exclusive of extraordinary gain or loss. Footnotes: * Stock did not trade on given day, price shown is last traded price. ** No P/E ratio computed, company registrado net loss. *** Stock split 2 for 1. + Stock traded at less than 12.5 cents. **** Stock inactive due to limited bidding.
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Compton agency purchased by English company

New York ad firm is bought by Saatchi for $29 million in cash and additional payments to key employees; combined, agency will have $1.4 billion billings

Compton Communications Inc., New York, which dates back to 1908 and has projected worldwide billings of about $1 billion in 1982, has been acquired by Saatchi & Saatchi Co. Ltd., London, which was formed 11 years ago and has billings of approximately $400 million.

Officials said the reason Saatchi, the smaller agency, is acquiring Compton is that Saatchi is a public company and can better withstand the financial strains involved in such a merger.

In a joint announcement last week, the companies said that Saatchi will acquire 100% of the share capital of Compton. On completion of the agreement, Saatchi will pay Compton $29.2 million in cash. Additional payment may be made to certain key executives of Compton (who will sign long-term employment contracts) up to a maximum of $27.6 million. This is contingent upon Compton achieving average annual post-tax profit of $4.07 million for the 10 years ending Dec. 31, 1991.

Two brothers, Maurice and Charles Saatchi, are directors of Saatchi. In the U.S., O. Milton Gossett will continue as chairman and chief executive officer of Compton Communications. Both agencies will continue to operate autonomously with independent management.

Compton is an outgrowth of Blackman Co. founded in 1908. It has 41 offices in 31 countries. In the U.S., in addition to Compton Advertising, it controls three other general agencies—Rumrill-Hoyt, Ross Roy New York/Compton and Caldwell Davis Savage, as well as a medical agency, Klemmer Advertising Inc.

Compton is a leading Procter & Gamble agency. Other accounts include IBM, Johnson & Johnson, U.S. Steel, American Motors, Eastman Kodak, Bacardi, ITT, duPont and New York Life Insurance Co.

Compton ranked 16th in 1981 in Broadcasting's compilation of top broadcast agencies, with billings of $227 million.

Saatchi & Saatchi, which is listed on the London Stock Exchange, is considered the largest advertising agency in the United Kingdom with billings of about $400 million. Its client list in Britain includes Procter & Gamble, Cadbury, Schweppes, United Biscuit, Black & Decker, duPont, Mattel, Nestle, Dunlop and IBM.

The acquisition formalizes a long-standing link between the two companies. Saatchi and Compton have worked as partners in international markets for the past seven years, during which time Compton held a 20% stake in Saatchi's main advertising subsidiary, Saatchi & Saatchi Compton Ltd., and Saatchi has worked exclusively with the Compton International Network in Europe and other international markets.

Public television ad experiment scheduled for April

10 stations have solved union and copyright problems, but may have slight delay to set research plans

Commercial messages may appear on some public TV screens by the end of April. That's the consensus of the 10 public TV stations selected to participate in the proposed advertising experiment. The stations received final permission to begin the experiment from the Temporary Commission on Alternative Financing for Public Telecommunications.

Both union and copyright problems blocking the project appear to be diminishing (Broadcasting, Feb. 22). Copyright holders have now indicated a willingness to go along with the experiment. The stations say they have a tentative agreement with the trade unions. That agreement, according to Chuck Warren, general counsel of WNET(TV) New York, primarily assures the unions that no product advertisements will be associated with programs produced under union contracts. WNET is one of the stations participating. The others are WTTW(TV) Chicago; WHYY(TV) Philadelphia; WQED(TV) Pittsburgh; WPBT(TV) Miami; WYES(TV) New Orleans; WQLN(TV) Erie, Pa.; WPCT(TV) Louisville, Ky.; WSKG(TV) Binghamton, N.Y., and WIPB(TV) Muncie, Ind.

Although most of the stations have targeted April to begin airing commercial messages, they may still face a delay. The TCAFPT is expected to decide today...
As compiled by Broadcasting, March 8, through March 12, and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: A/C—Antenna For Communications, ALJ—Administrative Law Judge, alt.—alternate, ann.—announced, ani.—antenna, aur.—aural, aux.—auxiliary, CH—critical hours, CP—construction permit, D—day, DA—directional antenna, Doc.—Docket, ERP—effective radiated power, HAAT—height of antenna above average terrain, kHz—kilohertz, kw—kilowatts, m—meters, MEOV—maximum expected operation value, mht—megahertz, mod.—modification, N—night, PSA—preservice assurance service, RCL—remote control location, S-A—Scientific Atlanta, SH—specified hours, Sl.—studio location, T/L—transmitter location, TPO—transmit power output, U—unlimited hours, vis.—visual, w—watts, *—non-commercial.

New Stations

AM applications

- Sahuarita, Ariz.—Am-Mex Broadcasting Corp. seeks 1210 kHz, 10 kw-D, 250 kw-N. Address: 1707 Thatcher Blvd., Safford, Ariz. 85546. Principals: Roberto B. Campbell (50.01%) and John W. Payne (49.99%). Payne is part owner of KCUZ(FM) Clifton, KNOT-AM-FM Prescott and KCFM(FM) Thatch, all Arizona. They bought KNOT-AM-FM last year for $420,000 (BROADCASTING, June 13, 1981). Filed March 1.

- East Fort Myers, Fla.—& K Broadcasters seeks 1230 kHz, 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 613 South LaGrande Road, LaGrande, Ill. 60053. Principals: Robert A. Jones and Patricia A. Krantz (50% each). Jones owns 85%, and Krantz 15% of WJQJ(AM) Tomahawk, Wis. Jones also owns 52%, and Krantz 14% of WRQP(AM) Baraboo, Wis. In addition, Jones owns one-third of WWBC(AM) Cocoa, Fla. Jones and Krantz are part of that group last year bought WRQP (formerly WBOO) for $84,000 (BROADCASTING, July 13, 1981). Filed March 1.

- Hialeah, Fla.—Big Time Radio Inc. seeks 830 kHz, 1 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 1662 Willamont Avenue, San Jose, Calif. 95124. Principals: Richard A. Bowers (43%), Clarence R. Pierce (20%), Joseph L. Corpuz (16%), Clifton E. Little, Douglas F. Muller (10%) each and Robert F. Muller (6%). Bowers, Pierce, Corpuz, Little and Muller are applicant for new AM at Pine Hills, Fla. (see below) and elsewhere. Little and Childs have no other broadcast interests. Filed March 1.

- Holly Hills, Fla.—Hercules Broadcasting Co. seeks 820 kHz, 10 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 4725 Blossom Lane, Utica, Mich. 48083. Principals: Leonard N. Feist, Donald L. Markley (33.33% each), Harold Gordon and Robert W. Healy (16.67% each). They are applicants for new AMs at DePere, Wis. (BROADCASTING, Oct. 12, 1981); North Fort Myers, Fla. (BROADCASTING, Nov. 2, 1981); Saratol, Minn. (BROADCASTING, Dec. 12, 1981), and Austin, Tex. (BROADCASTING, March 8). Filed March 1.

- Oviedo, Fla.—John T. Rutledge seeks 840 kHz, 5 kw-D, 10 kw-N. Address: 10384 East Michigan Avenue, Orlando, Fla. 32806. Applicant: is former general manager and currently salesman at WQTT(AM) Hot Springs, N.Y. and applicant for new AM at Trumansburg, N.Y. (see below). Filed March 5.

- Pine Hills, Fla.—Santa Maria Radio Inc. seeks 820 kHz, 10 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 1662 Willamont Avenue, San Jose, Calif. 95124. Principals: Clarence R. Pierce, Richard A. Bowers (40% each), Joseph L. Corpuz (16%) and Thomas F. Muller (9%). Pierce owns Thomas F. Muller Radio Inc. of Hialeah, Fla. Bowers, Corpuz and Muller are also applicants for new AMs at Marina, Calif. (BROADCASTING, Nov. 2, 1981); Waimie, Hawaii (BROADCASTING, Nov. 19, 1981); and new FM at Canton, City, Nev. (BROADCASTING, Dec. 21, 1981), and Hialeah, Fla. (see above). Filed March 1.

- Plant City, Fla.—Cornerstone Broadcasting Inc. seeks 830 kHz, 10 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 1505 East Main Street, Lakeland, Fla. 33801. Applicant: is non-commercial corporation. Karl D. Strader is president. He is also board member of non-commercial WJVL(FM) Lakeland, Fla. and applicant for new non-commercial FM at Greenville, S.C. (BROADCASTING, April 20, 1981). Filed March 1.

- Jefferson, Ga.—Kathryn C. Appleton seeks 880 kHz, 2 kw-D, Address: 2794 Stonesthite Court, Tucker, Ga. 30084. Estimated construction costs: $79,300; first-quarter operating cost: $12,000; first-year revenue $150,000. Applicant: is sales manager with Atlanta Ga., hotel owner, with $5.95% of WRCR(AM) Sylva, N.C. and 7.2% of WBRM(AM) Marion. N.C. Filed March 5.

- Hugoton, Kan.—Grant County Broadcasting Inc. seeks 106.7 kHz, 35 kw, HAAT: 362 ft. Address: RFD 5, Box 315B, Lawgen, Kan. 66044. Estimated construction costs: $6,900; first-year operating costs: $55,100; first-year revenue $150,000. Applicant: Sam L. Elliott, present, and family, who own KULY(AM) Ulysses. Kan. Filed March 1.

- Russell Springs, Ky.—James W. Bottoms seeks 1190 kw-D, 1 kw-N. Address: 1662 Willamont Avenue, San Jose, Calif. 95124. Principals: Richard A. Bowers (43%), Clarence R. Pierce (20%), Joseph L. Corpuz (16%), Clifton E. Little, Douglas F. Muller (10%) each and Robert F. Muller (6%). Bowers, Pierce, Corpuz, Little and Muller are applicant for new AM at Pine Hills, Fla. (see below) and elsewhere. Little and Childs have no other broadcast interests. Filed March 1.
2. Fla. Jones, Clapp, last year for $84,000

3. SI14,700; first-quarter operating costs: $237,500; first-year operating cost: $181,200; first-year revenue: $324,000. Principals: Closely held by 9 stockholders. John S. Chavez is president and 51% owner. He is former public affairs officer with Community Services Administration and has no other broadcast interests. Filed March 5.

4. Letizia, Sabine, seeks ch. 30; ERP: 571 kw, -430; antenna height above ground: 1,531 ft. Filed below). Filed March 26.

5. Buffalo, N.Y.—Conway Communications Inc. granted 98.3 Mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: Rt. 3, East Amherst, N.Y. Filed below. Applicant is noncommercial company. John E. Williamson, who is Using Permittee, is noncommercial broadcaster. Applicant also seeks noncommercial TV at Buffalo, N.Y. (see below). Filed Feb. 26.

FM applications


FM actions

1. Bozeman, Mont.—Mayfish Corp. seeks 95.1 mhz, 100 kw, HAAT: 53 ft. Address: Bridge Station, P.O. Box 3707, Bozeman 59715. Principals: Michael W. May and Roy M. Fish (50% each). Fish is former part owner of several radio stations but currently has no other broadcast interests. Filed March 5.

2. Temple, Tex.—Temple Broadcasting Inc. seeks 101.7 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT: 300 ft. Address: 1205 Milam Building, 221 E. Main, Temple 76501. Estimated construction costs: $90,000; first-year operating cost: $234,800; first-year revenue: $240,000. Principals: A. John Yogerst and Tino Guerra Jr. (50% each). Yogerst is former owner of noncommercial station and attorney. Neither have other broadcast interests. Filed March 2.

TV applications

1. Selma, Ala.—James L. Oyster seeks ch. 8, ERP: 316 kw, vis., 1,117 kw, antenna height above ground: 1,897 ft. Address: 1544 North Edgewood Street, Selma, Ala. 36701. Applicant is attorney for TV station in Atlanta. Peter V. Gureckis, Rockville, Md. Principal is Falls Church, Va., attorney and owner permitted WSBTV(TV) Scranton, Pa., and is partner in applicant for new TV at Harrisonburg. Filed below.

**TV actions**


KREI(AM)-KTJJ(FM) Farmington, Mo., and KBOA(AM)-KTMOM(AM) Kennew, Mo. (KREI: 800 kHz, 1,650 mhz, 300 ft; KBOA: 830 kHz, 1,900 mhz, 300 ft, 100%); Seller: Grant Broadcasting Inc. for $1,060,000 (BROADCASTING, March 15). Seller is owned by Jay Sadow, who also owns WRIP-TV Chattanooga. Buyer is principally owned by David King, president and CEO of WFXI (AM) Hamlin, Fla. City, Fla. Filed March 3

WKBW(AM)-WOWE(FM) Rossville, Ga. (AM: 980 kHz, 300 w; FM: 105.5 mhz, 3 kw, ant. 270 ft.). Seller: Grant Broadcasting Inc. for $1,060,000 (BROADCASTING, March 15). Seller is owned by Jay Sadow, who also owns WRIP-TV Chattanooga. Buyer is principally owned by David King, president and CEO of WFXI (AM) Hamlin, Fla. City, Fla. Filed March 3

WZOO(AM) Franklin, Tenn. (1380 kHz, 5 kw-D)—Sells assignement of license from Harpeth Valley Broadcasting Co. to Continental Communications Inc. for $225,000 (BROADCASTING, March 15). Seller is owned equally by Robert E. Stewell, Revie H. Hobbs, James H. Hayes and William D. Rodgers. They sold co-owned WZOO(AM) to Continental Communications Inc. (BROADCASTING, March 1). Hobb also owns 66.77% of WMLR(AM) Hohenwald, Tenn., and Hayes owns 29% of WZOO(AM). Seller is also news director and air personality. Filed March 3

WZOW(AM) Franklin, Tenn. (1430 kHz, 500 w-D)—Seeks license of assignment of license from Bill G. Howes to Continental Communications Inc. for $100,000 (BROADCASTING, March 26). Seller is owned by Elmore D. Rodgers. Buyer is owned bypreview for announcement at WVOK(AM) Birmingham, Ala., and has no other broadcast interests. Filed Feb. 22.

WCMGF(AM)(CF) Lawrenceburg, Tenn. (1520 kHz, 500 w-D) —Seeks assignement of license from Lemoine Martin and Kenneth Smith to Continental Communications Inc. for $318,137, Seller: Closely held group of stockholders, none of whom have other broadcast interests. Filed March 9.

WZEL(AM) Elgin, Tex. (1440 kHz, 5 w-D)—Seeks assignement of license from Israel (25%) and Steven McLaughlin (75%); Seller: Continental Communications Inc. for $1,060,000 (BROADCASTING, March 15). Seller is owned by Ben L. Sadowsky, who also owns WZEL(AM) Elgin, Tex., and WZOW(AM) Franklin, Tenn. Buyer is owned by previews for announcements at KVOK(AM) Birmingham, Ala., and has no other broadcast interests. Filed March 2.

Kervals(AM)-KXTK(FM) Greenville, Tex. (AM: 1400 kHz, 1 kw-D, 250 w-WN); Seller: Continental Communications Inc. and McLeod Associates for $750,000 (BROADCASTING, March 15). Seller is principally owned by Roy W. Simmons, president and principal owner of KSFI(AM) Salt Lake City. Buyer is owned by previews for announcements at KHSH-TV Las Vegas and KSFI(AM) Salt Lake City. Filed March 2.

**Actions**

KIVM(AM) Lihue, Hawaii (1350 kHz, 5 kw-D)—Granted assignment of license from Urbatek Systems Inc. to Kauai Broadcasting Inc. for $269,000. Seller is owned by Kenneth R. Harding and wife, Kenneth K. Harding, who have no other broadcast interests. Buyer is owned by Mack Lochrie and William Bayne (20% each), Donna R. Gustafson (15%) and Rudy Vsetecka (10%) and others. Seller is owned by M. KIVM(AM) Lihue, Hawaii, Inc. and Medford, Ore., which they sold subject to FCC approval (BROADCASTING, March 15). Gustafson is wife of KIVM(AM) Lihue, Hawaii, Inc., and Vsetecka will be general manager. (B&I:810066G). Action March 3.


WCMX(AM)-WIBM(FM) Jackson, Mich. (AM: 1450 kHz, 1 kw-D, 250 w-WN; FM: 94.1 MHz, 50 kw, ant. 320 ft.)—Granted assignment of license from Booth American Co. to Casacan Communications Inc. for
WKBZ-FM Mayaguez, P.R.—seeks modification of CP (BP-800211AF, as mod.) to change TL; operate transmitter by RC from SL; decrease ERP to 15 kw; increase HAAT to 1973 ft.; change type trans. to change TPO. Ann. March 9.

KQVF(FM) Corpus Christi, Tex.—seeks modification of CP (BP-265296, as mod.) to make changes in ant.; make change type trans.; increase ERP to 16 kw; increase HAAT to 300 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 9.

KIXY-FM San Angelo, Tex.—seeks CP to increase ERP of 100 kw and change TPO. Ann. March 12.

WAVA(FM) Arlington, Va.—seeks CP to make changes in ant. sys. decrease ERP to 46 kw; increase HAAT to 298 ft.; change type trans.; type change trans.; utilize present trans. and ant., as aux., to be operated on ERP of 30 kw; change HAAT to 500 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 9.

WGUW-FM Suffolk, Va.—seeks modification of CP (BP-848-405, as mod.) to relocate SL and RC. Ann. March 12.

WIUI(FM) St. Thomas, VI.—seeks CP to increase power to 100 w and change type trans. Ann. March 12.

KPCQ-FM Powell, Wy.—seeks modification of CP (BPH0080-01A) to change SL and RC. Ann. March 9.

KDFI(FM) San Bernardino, Calif.—seeks CP to change TL; change ERP to 79-43 kw; change HAAT to 3470 ft. Ann. March 11.

KYYX-FM Seattle, Wash.—seeks CP to change TL; change ERP to 100 kw; change HAAT to 673 ft. Ann. March 11.

AM actions

WWLX(A) Lexington, Ala.—Returned application for CP to increase power to 5 kw, ND-D. Action Feb. 26.

KRRS(A) Butchhead City, Ariz.—Granted modification of CP (BP-790523AB) to change TL. Action March 4.

KOKQ(A) Oklahoma City, Okla.—Dismissed modifications of CP(BPH-9978, as mod.) to change TL; change ERP to 112 kw; HAAT to 912 ft. and make changes in ant. System Feb. 18.

WTYU(A) Temple Terrace, Fla.—Granted CP to change hours of operation to U by adding 1 kw-N; install DA-2; change of license from Tampa to Temple Terrace; Fla.; change TL and make changes in ant. System March 2.

WJJC(A) Commerce, Ga.—Granted CP to increase power to 5 kw, ND-D. Action March 3.

KOEZ(A) Lewiston, Idaho—Returned application for change of frequency to 950 kw; change TP to DA-2; and make changes in ant. System Feb. 25.

WFLT(A) Flint, Mich.—Denied CP to change hours of operation to U by adding 5 kw-N; install DA-2; change of license from Flint to Burton, Mich.; change TL and make changes in ant. System Feb. 26.

WCWA(A) Toledo, Ohio—Granted CP to change ant. sys.; increase transmission power from 618 w to 716.5 w. Action March 8.

**Facilities Changes**

**AM applications**

**Tendered**

KUKU(A) Wickenburg, Ariz.—seeks CP to change power from 500 w to 1 kw; redesignates TL. Ann. March 12.

KURM(A) Rogers, Ark.—seeks CP to change frequency from 790 to 770 kHz; increase power to 10 kw-D; change HOP to U by adding 1 kw-N; and change TP. Ann. March 12.

KTBH(A) Thibodaux, La.—seeks CP to change HOP to U by adding 1 kw-N; increase D power to 5 kw; install DA-2; change frequency from 630 to 640 kHz; make chgs. in ant. Sys. Ann. March 12.

WXKS(A) Medford, Mass.—seeks CP to change ant.; sys. add 1 kw-N; DA-N change SL; change HOP to U (no change in D facilities). Ann. March 12.

WKJ(FM) Camp Lejuene, N.C.—seeks CP to change frequency from 1580 to 830 khz; change non-DA to DA-2; change hours of operation to U by adding 2.5 kw-N, increase D to 10 kw; change TL. Ann. March 12.

KDUN(A) Redspoor, Ore.—seeks CP to change frequency from 1470 to 1030 kHz; change HOP to 500 w; increase D power to 10 kw, make changes in ant. Sys. Ann. March 12.

**Accepted**

WIUA(A) Alberville, Ala.—seeks modification of CP (BP-800214AE) to change from DA to non-DA. Ann. March 8.

WPRY(A) Perry, Fla.—seeks CP to increase height of antennas at site and change type. Ann. March 10.


WSEV(A) Sevierville, Tenn.—seeks CP to relocate TL; maintain radiation constant, non-directionally. Ann. March 10.

**FM applications**

**Tendered**

WRES(FM) Troy, Ala.—seeks CP to change TL; change HAAT to 1802 ft.; change type trans., and make changes in ant. Sys. Ann. March 9.

KKTU(A) Albuquerque, N.M.—seeks CP to change TL; increase ERP to 22.5 kw; change HAAT to 4084 ft. Ann. March 8.

WHYCFM(SF) Swain Quarter, N.C.—seeks CP to increase ERP to 2.79 kw; change HAAT to 262 ft. Ann. March 9.

KOFM(A) Oklahoma City—seeks CP to change HAAT to 1363 ft.; change transmission line; change type trans. and make changes in ant. Ann. March 9.

WFMQFM(SF) Lebanon, Tenn.—seeks CP to change frequency to 191.5 mhz. and change ERP to 500 w. Ann. March 9.

KCOT(FM) Lamesa, Tex.—seeks CP to change TL; increase HAAT to 794 ft. and make changes in ant. Sys. Ann. March 12.

**Accepted**

KPLM(A) Palm Springs, Calif.—seeks modification of CP (BP-109901) to change TL; increase HAAT to 370 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 12.

WSBF(A) Atlanta, Ga.—seeks CP to make changes in ant.; change type trans.; change type ant.; increase HAAT to 919 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 9.

KLHS-FM Lewiston, Idaho—seeks CP to change frequency to 89.9 mhz.; increase ERP to 153 kw; change HAAT to minus 810 ft. Ann. March 10.

KFQM(FM) Boylea, La.—seeks modification of CP (BP-800992AB) to operate on 102.3 mhz.; and change TL. Ann. March 9.

KNDWI(FM) Nutches, La.—seeks CP to change to ERP to 251 w and change HAAT to 69 ft. Ann. March 8.

WKFAM(FM) Charlevoix, Mich.—seeks CP to change TL; change type trans.; change type ant.; increase HAAT to 922 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 12.

KWTO-FM Springfield, Mo.—seeks modification of CP (BP-800404A) to change ERP to 26.45 kw; change HAAT to 2488 ft. and make changes in ant. Sys. Ann. 8.

WEVO(FM) Concord, N.H.—seeks CP to make changes in ant. sys.; increase HAAT to 383 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 12.

WKJW-FM Davenport, Ohio—seeks CP to install aux. trans. and ant. to 300 ft. from main TL; be operated on ERP of 7 kw; change HAAT to 131 ft. and change TPO. Ann. March 12.
crease ERP to 100 kW; change HAAT to 532 ft. and make changes in ant. sys. Action Feb. 22.

- **WKYA(FM)** Central City, Ky.—Granted CP to make changes in ant. sys.; change TPO. Action March 1.

- **KLM(FM)** Houma, La.—Granted modifications of CP (BPH-800702AJ) to utilize existing trans. and anti. together as aux. facilities; to be operated on ERP of 56 kW (H); change HAAT to 325 ft. and change TPO. Action Feb. 22.

- **KNWDFM** Natchitoches, La.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 251 w; change HAAT to 69 ft. Action Feb. 25.

- **WFAU-FM** Augusta, Me.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 50 kW; change type transmitter and make changes in ant. sys. Action Feb. 22.

- **WBLM(FM)** Lewiston, Me.—Granted CP to change TL; increase ERP to 32.44 kW; change HAAT to 616 ft; install auxiliary transmitter; change type main trans. and make changes in ant. sys. Action Feb. 24.

- **WUPFM** Presque Isle, Me.—Granted CP to change frequency to 92.1 mhz; change ERP to 168 w; change HAAT to minus 38.5 ft. Action Feb. 22.

- **WPAAM** Andover, Mass.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 25 w; change HAAT to 211 ft. Action March 2.

- **WLBFS(FM)** Mt. Clemens, Mich.—Granted CP to make changes in ant. sys.; change TL; change type trans.; change type ant.; decrease HAAT to 463 ft.; and change TPO. Action March 3.

- **KDOI-FM** Boise, Idaho—Granted CP to change type ant.; increase ERP to 57.7 kW and change TPO. Action Feb. 22.

- **WIRC(FM)** Indianapolis—Granted CP to change TL; increase ERP to 10 kW; and change HAAT to 500 ft. Action March 3.

- **40WJEL(FM)** Indianapolis, Ind.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 126 w; change HAAT to 109 ft. Action March 4.

- **KKRG(FM)** Iowa City—Granted CP to change TL; increase ERP to 100 kW; change HAAT to 532 ft. and make changes in ant. sys. Action Feb. 22.

- **WPNR-FM** Utica, N.Y.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 426 w; change HAAT to minus 150 ft. and change class of station. Action March 2.

- **WPEG(FM)** Concord, N.C.—Granted CP to make changes in ant. sys.; increase ERP to 50 kW; increase HAAT to 393 ft.; and change TPO. Action Feb. 26.

- **WDG(FM)** Durham, N.C.—Granted CP: change TL; increase ERP to 98.8 kW; change HAAT to 1041 ft. and make changes in ant. sys. Action Feb. 22.

- **WNDN-FM** Salisbury, N.C.—Granted CP to change frequency to 102.5 mhz. Action March 1.

- **KCB-FM** Minot, N.D.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 100 kW; change type trans.; change type ant.; and change TPO. Action Feb. 22.

- **WDMM(FM)** Cleveland, Ohio—Granted CP to make changes in ant. sys.; type ant.; decrease ERP to 12.3 kW; increase HAAT to 892 ft. and change TPO. Action Feb. 22.

- **WHMA(FM)** Holmdel, N.J.—Granted CP to decrease ERP to 95 w; increase HAAT to 1417 ft.; change type trans. and change TPO (main). Action Feb. 22.

- **WSSL(FM)** Laurens, S.C.—Granted modifications of CP (BPH-800821AE) to change TL, and decrease HAAT to 1241 ft. Action Feb. 22.

- **WEMC(FM)** Harrisonburg, Va.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 100 w; change HAAT to 205.1 ft. Action Feb. 25.

- **KCMU(FM)** Seattle, Wash.—Granted CP to increase ERP to 182 w; change HAAT to 172 ft. Action March 1.

- **WHIC(FM)** Shepherdstown, W. Va.—Granted CP to change frequency to 93.7 mhz; increase ERP to 8.5 w; change HAAT to minus 19 ft. Action March 1.

---

**TV actions**


- **KTMA-TV** Minneapolis—Granted CP to change aural ERP to 302 kW. Action Feb. 24.

---

**Appeals**

- Following FCC decisions have been appealed to U.S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia:
  
  - **Garden City, N.Y.—WLRF(FM), Stereo Broadcasters Inc. vs. FCC, case no. 82-1228.**
  
  - **Utica, N.Y.—WUTO, Bunkfeld Broadcasting Corp., vs. FCC, case no. 82-1212.**
  
  - **Laredo, Tex.—FM proceeding, Amigos Broadcasting vs. FCC, case no. 82-1236.**

---

**Procedural ruling**

- **Lake Charles, La.—TV proceeding (Holt-Robinson Television of Louisiana Inc., and Lake Charles Electronic Media Inc.—ALJ Walter C. Miller authorized reimbursement of $49,188.31 to Holt- Robinson and dismissed its application with prejudice; granted Lake Charles’ application and terminated proceeding (BC Doc. 81-370-371). Action March 5.**

---

**Designated for hearing**

- **Yucca Valley, Calif.—New FM (106.9 mhz)—Competing applications of Shoblom Broadcasting Inc., Corinthians XIII Broadcasting Co., Buena Vista Broadcasting Co., Total Desert Broadcasting Inc., and Desert Radio Inc., and Royce International Broadcasting Co. for same channel at Desert Hot Springs, Calif. To determine areas and populations which would receive primary aural service from proposed operations, and availability of other primary service to such areas and populations; whether Royce’s proposal would provide coverage of Desert Hot Springs, Calif., as required and if not, whether waiver is warranted; whether Shoblom is financially qualified; which of proposals would best provide distribution of radio service; in event it is con-
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which choice cannot be based on above issue, which of proposals would best serve public interest, and which should be granted (BC Doc. 82-135-140). Action March 5.

Gillette, Wyo.—New FM (100.7 mhz)—Competing applications of B.F. Broadcasting Inc., Sears Broadcasting of Wyoming Inc., Octagon Corp. and Quality Communications Inc.: To determine whether Sears is financially qualified; which of proposals would best serve public interest, and which should be granted (BC Doc. 82-129-132). Action Feb. 26.

FCC actions

ALJ Edward J. Kuhlmann granted application of Bluegrass Media Inc. to operate semi-satellite of ch. 13, Bowling Green, Ky., on ch. 16 at Somerset, on condition that license will be valid for two years. Judge denied competing applicant’s TV-8 Inc., for new TV on ch. 16 at Somerset, Feb. 24.

Review Board granted BenDel Broadcasting Corp. CP for new FM at Muncie, Ind., and denied that of competing applicant, Muncie Broadcasting Corp. Decision affirmed by ALJ James F. Tieney’s earlier decision. Action March 1.

FCC denied petition by World Press Freedom Committee seeking inquiry into whether rates charged by international record carriers to press organizations curtail free flow of news and if so, whether carriers should charge such groups special rates. Action March 4.


ALJ Walter C. Miller found revisions to The Western Union Telegraph Co’s Telex and TWX tariffs, in effect between Aug. 10, 1978 and May 1, 1981, unlawful. He concluded WU must refund $74,621,407 to international record carriers as group and must also make refunds to any other short-haul users who were overcharged. Action March 4.

ALJ Joseph Chackin granted Absolutely Great Radio Inc. CP for new FM at Ventura, Calif., and denied competing applications of Ventura Broadcasting Co., and William Shearer and Arike Logan-Shearer. Judge said VBC deserved slight preference under criteria of local residence and past broadcast experience but were outmatched by AGR’s credits for female ownership (49%) and superior minority integration. Action March 4.

FCC voted to withdraw its request to General Services Administration to consolidate its headquarters because of adverse effect on staff and public. Agency will remain at 1919 M Street, and will try to relocate staff currently at 2025 M Street, Action March 11.

FCC approved two proposals for television coverage of 1982 World’s Fair at Knoxville, Tenn., and waived certain experimental station rules and granted Internat. Expo Information Broadcasters Inc. CP for new experimental station on ch. 7 at Knoxville. Titilola Payne, permittee of UTIF translator on ch. 43, Knoxville, was granted 90 day renewable temporary authority for program origination and telnet service. Action March 11.

FCC eliminated annual financial report, form 324, which has been required for all stations since 1938. Broadcast licensees and permits need not file 1981 form 324, which would have been due April 1, 1982. Action March 11.


FCC denied WNE-TV Hanover, N.H., partial reconsideration of earlier decision denying it continued network nonduplication protection on area cable systems against various significantly viewed NBC affiliate stations. Action March 11.

FCC ordered AT&T make refunds because court found that FCC erred in allowing company to extend across-the-board rate increases to other common carriers using Bell facilities in violation of agreement involving AT&T and OCC’s. Refund covers tariff imposed in 1980-81 general rate increase and in 1981 16.4% private line increases, plus 12% interest until Feb. 1, 1982, and 20% thereafter. Action March 11.

FCC upheld staff action denying American Satellite Co.’s request for reversion of New York Telephone Co.’s tariff revisions which added special construction charges, effective Sept. 15, 1980, covering facilities it installed for ASC.

Allocations

Petitions

Cornabari, Ariz.—In response to petition by O’Doherty Communications Inc.: Proposed assigning 103.1 mhz to Cornabari as its first FM; comments due April 26, replies May 11 (BC Doc. 82-127). Action March 2.

Prescott, Ariz.—In response to petition by Yavapai Broadcasting Co.: Proposed assigning 106.3 mhz to Prescott as its first FM; comments due April 19, replies May 4 (BC Doc. 82-123). Action Feb. 24.

Honolulu—in response to petition by KHJIV Inc.: Proposed assigning 98.5 mhz, 99.5 mhz, and 100.3 mhz, as commercial assignments to Honolulu; comments due April 22, replies May 7 (BC Doc. 82-124). Action Feb. 25.

Breezy, Minn.—In response to petition by Thomas A. DeWinter and Allen Gray: Proposed assigning 93.5 mhz to Breezy Point as its first FM; comments due April 26, replies May 11 (BC Doc. 82-125). Action March 2.

Cordell, Okla.—In response to petition by Washita County Broadcasting: Proposed assigning 99.3 mhz to Cordell as its first FM; comments due April 26, replies May 11 (BC Doc. 82-126). Action March 2.

Plainview, Tex.—In response to petition by D.M. Walkers and F.R. Morton: Proposed assigning 103.9 mhz to Plainview as its second FM; comments due April 26, replies May 11 (BC Doc. 82-128). Action March 2.

Assignments


Eastover, Mount Pleasant, North Charleston, Parris Island and Ravenel all South Carolina—Assigned 99.3 mhz to Eastover as its first FM; 104.9 mhz to Mount Pleasant as its first FM; 96.1 mhz to North Charleston as its second FM; 92.1 mhz to Parris Island as its first FM; and 101.7 mhz to Ravenel as its first FM; (BC Doc. 80-201, 211, 213, 81-171). Action Feb. 25.
RADIO

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Qualified Co-op specialist needed for midwestern AOR station. Self-starter! Person selected will have station's full backing and cooperation. Need heavy digger with programming, sales personality who has background of steady sales achievement! Must create bottom line business. Write Box T-97.

Group-owned adult contemporary FM powerhouse in Northeast major market requires turnaround sales manager with broad experience and strong personal selling skills. Must be able to immediately hit ground running. Start as soon as possible. Include prior earnings history, operating philosophy and tape with first letter. Our PD must be a teacher, coach, and cheerleader. EOE-MF. General Manager-502, PO Box 550, Las Vegas, NV 89125.

HELP WANTED SALES

Northern Illinois—established AM/FM looking for bright, articulate self-starter to handle AM and FM call letters. One year FM experience or education desire. Send resume to R. Vickrey, WLPO/WJAK, PO Box 215, Lasalle, IL 61310. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.

Ambitious sales person. Excellent account list. No. 1 rated FM country station in market of 250,000. Excellent commission, expenses, good benefits. Sales or call Kirk Ray, 317-724-7716, WAXT Radio, Box 111, Alexandria, IN 46001.

Our major market adult contemporary FM is under new ownership. We're committed to success and are looking for salespeople who'll share that commitment. We can't offer the Sunbelt, but we can offer: the market's highest commission rate and a crack at some major accounts. If you can demonstrate a stable and successful track record in media sales, we're ready to talk. Write Box T-163.

Aggressive Salesperson who wants to make it in a major market, selling talk. Should know and like jazz. Resume to Box T-127.

Sales representative with experience, needed for expanding sales team. Send resume to PO Box 98, Dayton, OH 45402, EOE.

Upper Midwest, near metro market AM-FM interviewing salesmen who like radio. Play-by-play and sports reporting would also be useful. Write Box T-209.

No recession here. Even auto sales are up over 20%. One opening on a sales team that has increased an average of 64% over the last eleven months. Ideal candidate will be goal-oriented, high achiever with good knowledge of business decision-making and high degree of empathy. This is a career opportunity in growing market. KSBY, PO Box 1713, Big Spring, TX 79720. 815–263-7326. EOE.

Join a leading station in the Sunbelt. If you want a career, are a selling pro, and ready to make money, send complete resume. EOE. Write Box T-205.

Radio Sales. Two years sales experience required. Send resume to: WSVW Radio, One Allegheny Sq., Pittsburg, PA 15212.


HELP WANTED ANOUNCERS

Experienced adult morning personality needed at MOR station in Missouri market of 20,000. Tape and resume. salary requirements to KMPL. PO Box 907, Sikeston, MO 53801.

Progressive country station in St. Louis AD is looking for someone interested in country music. Good advancement & benefits. Send complete resume to Steve Beeny, c/o KWRE, PO Box 220, Warrenton, MO 63383.

Personality-Oriented AM announcer: major market jazz station. Must know and like jazz. Salary and resume to Box T-125.

New FM, Rochester, New York, market needs an Adult Contemporary format personality with sales experience necessary. Send tape, resume and references to: Program Director, Box 511, Herkimer, N.Y. 13350, EOE.

Telephone talk. Major market station wants personality with provocative, humorous, imaginative telephone lines. Send resume to Box T-212, EOE.

Mature, two years' experience. Need to do many things: read news well, play the right MOR/AC music, production and some sales and community relations. Southern Rockies where we enjoy the winters and cool summers. EOE. M/F. Write Box T-184.


Major drive shift opening in the next 30 to 60 days at KTBB. The most powerful FM in southwestern Minnesota. Must have at least two years' experience, knowledge of promotions, production techniques, and adult contemporary music. For more information, contact Foster Bly between 10AM and noon CST at 214-597-7278. KTBB is an equal opportunity employer and urges minorities to apply.

I want a personality who comes across warm and friendly. If you love country music, and can enjoy successful small market radio in NE Kansas, send me a resume. EOE. We'll pay good bucks for the right person. Mike Hayes, Box 104, Hiawatha, KS 66434. EOE.

Announcer wanted. Sales helpful, but not necessary. Tape and resume to: WSER, 192 Maloney Road, Elkton, MD 21921.

Ohio leading medium market station seeking personality equally at home with talk or A/C music. Resume/salary requirements to Box T-204. EOE.

HELP WANTED TECHNICAL

Top Radio Engineer sought to maintain new transmitting plant and to build new studios. Must take a disciplined approach to maintenance, record keeping, and new construction. Top salary KOOS. Box 6167, Duluth, MN 55806.

Energetic Dynamo Wanted as chief engineer for AM/FM operation in beautiful Reno. Enjoy year-round activities in this mountain paradise. Please send resume to: Box Ordorner at 702-826-1355, or send resume to: PO Box 10630, Reno, NV 89510.

New England Metro FM seeks assistant chief engineer with first class or general class license. Transmitting and studio facility maintenance experience. Resumes to Box T-138. EOE.

Chief Engineer, public FM station in beautiful southeast Alaska. Good equipment, new Continental transmitter. Duties include relocation of some facilities, tower, and satellite downlink installation and ongoing maintenance. Full-time for 6 months, then half-time. Salary $19,220, DOE. Contact David Mason, Box 149, Petersburg, AK 99833-907-772-3808. EOE.

Technical Producer (Primary)—top Southeastern radio station has an opening for a technical producer (Primary). Successful candidate must have extensive experience as both a technical and recording engineer. Principal activities include: engineer broadcasting of satellite shows and assist producer in production. If interested and qualified contact: Opryland U.S.A., Personnel Department, 200 Opalyn Drive, Nashville, TN 37214. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F. Opryland U.S.A. is an entertainment property of the NLT Corporation.

Chief Engineer for AM directional and high power FM station in Durham, North Carolina. Salary competitive. Send resume to: Howard Wilcox, Durham Radio Corpora- tion, PO Box 2126, Durham, NC 27702. Phone: 919–682-0318.

Chief Engineer, AM/FM, good salary & benefits. Send resume immediately to WHLS. Box 807, Port Huron, MI 48060.

HELP WANTED NEWS

HELP WANTED NEWS
CONTINUED

Need DJ/Newsperson for eastern Maryland easy rock high power FM. Experienced. Benefits. EOE. Resume and references to Box T-147.

Personality-Oriented AM news announcer for major market jazz station. Must be creative. Salary and resume to Box T-125.


Radio reporter/anchor needed for top news station in market. Strong delivery and excellent writing skills a must. Top-notch personnel, facilities, pay and benefits. Send resume and writing samples to WEAO, Box 1, Eau Claire, WI 54702, EOE/MF.

Newsperson. Need aggressive talent for AM-FM combination. Tape and resume to Susan Giovati, WHUT, Box 151, Anderson, IN 46015, EOE.

Award-winning small market NY ADI station seeks experienced reporter-newscaster. Accuracy, speed and willingness to dig a must. Immediate opening. Call Bob Wein, 914-856-5185.

News Director, reporter, and morning anchor (3 separate positions) for Denver NPR station. Minimum 2-3 years' experience. Competitive salary and benefits. Tape, resume and letter to: James Spink/PKF, 2056 South York Street, Denver, CO 80208, AM/EOE/FM.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Program Manager. Leading Adult Contemporary station in top 60 market located in the Midwest seeks program manager. Must be a strong administrator, have organizational skills, the ability to communicate with staff & manage daily and creative. Excellent salary & benefits. Send resume and references to Box T-134, EOE/M.

WPOC in Baltimore is looking for an experienced, mature professional with management potential to be production/programming. Send in bio for immediate opening. Call Bob Wein, 914-856-5185.

Program Director for 100,000 watt NPR station to handle day-to-day operations, staff scheduling, and overall program production. Bachelor's degree plus 5 years' radio experience, 1 year of which is in programming department, or high school diploma plus 9 years' experience, 2 years of which is in programming. Should have supervisory experience and demonstrable knowledge of FCC rules and regulations, NPR experience strongly desired. Send resume and salary expectations to Box T-119, EOE/M.

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT


Satellite Network SM, 8 years GM. Motivator and high achiever; seeking management position with growth oriented organization in top 100. Strong sales, earnings, references. Joe, 912-924-4852.

GSM definitely wants first GM position. Over 12 years with present employer. Heavy experience in sales, programming, community involvement, etc. Carefully looking for another long term position with stable company. If you want strong, dependable leadership, reply to Box T-123. Prefer Northeast quadrant. All replies confidential.

Station Manager 22 years broadcasting. Presently sales manager. All inquiries considered. Small-medium market preferred. Write Box T-219.


Radio is better than television! After 4 years as General Sales Manager of independent TV station in large New York market, I'm ready to go back to radio. For 16 years, I was a top producer at a major radio stations. For 4 years I was successful but unhappy in television. Let me make your radio station profitable with hard work, creative sales ideas, solid hiring practices. Contact me. I'm convinced that bottom line concern in all phases of the station operation I am available immediately to turn a loser into a winner, or make a good operation better. Call Wm., 914-266-3542, or write Harley, Hibemia Road, Salisbury, NY, 12578.

Very successful small market GM seeking change. Over ten years' station management experience. Sales-oriented, many proven small market promotions. Excel at personnel management. Cover all market knowledge/awareness. Prefer East, consider all. Write Box T-200.

Manager of small market AM station with major market experience lost in the boondocks of Northern Ontario wishes to relocate in warmer climate. Twice have increased sales and audiences over one third in each market. Can function independently or as assistant. Write Box T-186.

Looking for a new GM? I'm profit-oriented and a sales pro who has worked in small to major markets. Well trained, long term position. All areas considered. Write Box T-181.

SITUATIONS WANTED SALES

Experienced salesman seeks sales or copywriting position with small-medium market station or related industry. California, Ohio, Pennsylvania. Write Box T-192.


SITUATIONS WANTED ANNOUNCERS

Experienced sportscaster seeks employment immed. to west coast. Excellent PBP in football, baseball, basketball, and hockey. Also am able to anchor daily sportscasts, do sports commentaries, and interview wealth tape and resume available. Call Joe at 312-652-2452, after 6:00 p.m.

Announcer/Sportscaster, 5/12 years experience, knowledgeable of teams. Colorado, Arizona, or West Coast preferred. Anytime, 303-651-3549.

As George Washington said "I can't tell a lie." I'm an inquisitive, eager to learn new starter with a convincing voice. Recent grad from top notch communications school. Call Ned Alan, 212-627-4109 or write to Box T-113.


I'm talented, with mature voice, looking for my debut in Urban Contemporary, Tape & resume, call Austell, at 312-547-8044 before noon (CST).

Experienced disc jockey sportscaster/newscaster looking for station to work overtime. Young, single, ready to move anywhere, especially Oregon and Northern California. Contact my agent, Mark Furey, 400 Dorchester Road, San Mateo, CA 94042; 415-347-1894.


Reliable, versatile, and talented personality now working at independent radio. GM of group is interested in one more market opportunity. Will consider programming in smaller markets. Location secondary to secure operation. Call Mike, 716-876-5509.

Experienced country programmer with excellent track record seeks major or large medium market opportunity. Prefer California or Sunbelt. Let's talk. Call 219-294-2881.

Mature, all-around announcer. Talk shows, news, mature programming. Responses from responsible principals only, please. 313-682-7798.

Good voice and reader, cooperative, able to relocate. Bruce Reichelt, W276 N1920 Spring Creek, Pewaukee WI 53072. 414-591-1572.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS

News/News talk formats. Street reporter or talk show host. 15-year radio veteran. Seeks new market and done some amazing things. Available March 8th. All markets considered. Write Box T-105.

Accomplished anchor—seeks all news/sports talk station. All offers considered. 50KSW sold Available for interview, Degree, Journalism, References, Henry (day) 617-679-6577.

Major Market talk host wants to relocate medium/small West/Southwest city. Experienced live remote, studio phone talk. Box T-175.

Six years reporting and digging news, plus experience as news director in small market. Looking for career advancement. Terry, 703-386-3073.

Position with talk-news station. Background includes news, talk, sports, sportstalk. Call Dick Teubner, 512-797-7143.


SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCERS OTHERS

Program Director Available—Professional with successful ratings in AC, MOR, mellow rock and beautiful music in medium and large markets. Top references, Allan Turske, 214-255-7022.

Operations/Program Manager. Experienced image-producer. B.A. Knowledgeable in business, personnel, programming, research, promotion, community affairs. Will give direction to station, motivate staff. Half my applications for the position of general manager of the following station. Excellent hands-on production, dynamic voice. Professional, responsible, dedicated. Write Box T-201.

TELEVISION
HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

General Manager, KUAC-FM and KUAC-TV, University of Alaska, Fairbanks. The University of Alaska seeks applications for the position of general manager of its public broadcasting stations in Fairbanks, Alaska. The general manager is responsible for the operation and direction of both stations. Active leader of the Fairbanks Community Committee, the group responsible for the stations. In addition to the public service responsibility the general manager will play a chief role in coordinating increased use of the telecommunications systems available in the State of Alaska. The successful candidate will have extensive experience in the field of broadcasting or allied disciplines and will be a proven capable administrator. This position reports to the Office of Chancellor. Salary is competitive and appropriate to the Alaskan economically. Applications should be sent to: Robert Geiman, Chairman, KUAC Search Committee, Elmire E. Rasmussen Library, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 99701. Applications must be received in your small mode than April 7, 1992. Applications may be subject to public disclosure if one is a finalist for the position. The University of Alaska is an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer and educational institution.
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HELP WANTED SALES

Sales Manager—Kelly Broadcasting Co. operator of KCRA-TV (NBC)/Sacramento and KQPO-TV (Ind)/Seattle-Tacoma, seeks aggressive, knowledgeable television pro to manage its five person San Francisco sales office. Minimum three years of major market television sales experience necessary. Excellent salary, fringe benefits and advancement potential with small group. Contact John Ozi, WFIER-TV, PO Box 123, Rockford, IL 61105, 815-987-5300, EOE.

Maintenance Engineer: Night shift. TK76, BVU10, BVU200 experience a must. $25,000 salary plus benefits. 50-hour work week. Washington, D.C. While Box T-130.

Maintenance and Operations Engineers needed by new UHF ABC affiliate in Macon, Ga. to go on air in April. Applicants should be proficient in RCA TR-600, Quaid, Panasonic 3”4; TK-76 ENG, TK-7800 studio and i.s.i. switches. First Class License is highly desirable. Send resume and salary requirements to Richard Blanton, Chief Engineer, WGXA-TV, PO Box 340 Macon, Ga. 31207.

Wodd Communications has immediate positions available in our Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles facilities for both hands-on maintenance personnel and portable equipment operators. Contact: Ann Kuchel, TV Department, WOOD Communications, 6290 Sunset Blvd, Hollywood, CA 90028.

Maintenance Engineer, experienced only apply. Have ENG microwave trucks, reto pig, remote sites, 65 Sony machines, 14 Ikeas, satellite, ACRs, VPR-2s, microprocessor machine control, TV transmit, ENG ladders to name a few. Position is Ste. 3S0-6200, KMFMB-TV, AM-FM, PO Box 80886, San Diego, CA 92138. Apply: John D. Weigand, An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Technical Directors with FCC license apply today for work in a major market production house/TV Station. Only those with CMX exp. need apply Box T-179.


Engineering Supervisor—Major NE VHF TV station is seeking person with 5 years TV engineering experience and ability to work in a highly career-oriented environment. Duties include audiovisual and RF background. Proven management experience, preferably in an union environment, to direct & supervise a group of technicians. EE degree preferred. Reply to Box T-121, EOE.

Chief Engineer or Assistant Chief ready to move up. Knowledge of UHF transmitter and good maintenance background necessary. Excellent salary and fringe benefits. Send resume to Bill Embry, WOAC-TV, 4867 Fulton Dr, N.W., Canton, OH 44718.

Production Engineer—With proven technical skills, and willingness to work on and supervise staff. South Texas. EOE. Box T-213.

Atlanta, WSB-TV, is accepting applications for camerapersons, tape editors, maintenance and basic operational technicians. If you have 2 or more years' experience in a smaller market and are ready to move up, please submit a resume and salary history to: Personnel Director, WSB-TV, 1801 W. Peachtree St, NE, Atlanta, GA 30309. An Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

Maintenance Supervisor position available in central California at a network affiliated VHF. This position requires a solid maintenance background in the latest broadcast technologies, including the latest E.N.G. and control equipment. Applicant must have completed electronic technical training and 3 years broadcast maintenance experience. Experience with ACR 25, VPR 2, Harris Epic, Grass Series 20000, TRO60, TK28, TK48, Sony series 34A strong plus. Excellent salary and company paid benefit package. EOE. MRI Send all replies in confidence by April 9, 1982 to Box T-207.

Maintenance Engineer thoroughly proficient in Ampex Quad, and Sony 1” C. Rank Telecine and BVU equipment. Must have 5 years experience, preferably in the older, fast growing Los Angeles Company Contact Don Johnson, The Video Tape Company, 213-985-1666.

Assistant Chief Engineer wanted to work in East Coast major market television station. Starting salary is $30,000. Washington, D.C. EOE. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

ENG Editor—Washington, D.C. Two years experience required as news editor for deadline. Familiar with BVU and Convergence editors. Duties include dubbing, camerawork, satellite, microwave and telco transmission, dedication, with pleasant manner. Send resume, tape and salary requirements to Pyramid Video Incorporated, 340 National Press Building, Washington, D.C. 20045.

HELP WANTED NEWS

Anchor/Producer wanted for aggressive new station in South. Must have reporting experience. Good opportunity for weekend anchor. Must be able to produce weekday newscast. Send resume to: Box T-174, EOE.

Fast-growing television news service organization has openings in New York for a general assignment reporter and a cameraman/editor with local experience. Must have at least two years experience. Send resume outlining specific skills to Box T-176.

Weekday News Anchor. Weekday News Anchor for a fast rising station in top 50’s market. We are looking for the best there is: an anchor with the skills, the maturity, the substance who wants to make a career in an exciting part of the Southeast. Only winners should apply. Please send resumes to Box T-119.

We need more coverage. Wanted: freelance ENG crews in major U.S. cities in support of news network now forming. Must have own equipment or access to it. Send resume and qualifications for consideration. EOE.

Meteorologist/Science Reporter. Excellent opportunity in first-rate news shop for a weathercaster with Cable TV field report experience in science and medicine. Degree in Meteorology or related field helpful. Previous experience on-air and as a reporter a plus. We’re a strong number one, and this position is a key one. Send resume to Box T-154, An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.

No. 1 news station in its market wants a News Director with impeccable track record. Must be highly professional journalist with strong administration background. Please send resume to Box T-214, EOE.


10PM Anchor/Producer wanted for growing Midwest NBC affiliate in top 75 market. Prior anchor-producing experience, solid writing and news judgment skills essential. Send tape, resume, requirements to News Director, WICD-TV 250 Country Fair Drive, Champaign, IL 61820. EOE.

Experienced news person to fill noon anchor position. Position includes field reporting and associated activities. Action News format station. Single V net affiliate in pleasant Northeastern market. Top-rated news service competing with two large New York stations. Excellent benefits and growth potential. Resume and tape from qualified applicants should be sent to News Director, Box 1200, Binghamton, NY 13902-1200. EOE/MF.

Weekend Anchor: Our weekend newscasts are more than just the second string, and we are looking for a sharp aggressive anchor/producer who will help us compete with the majors. If you think your future is in anchoring, this may be just the break you need. Rush tape, resume and references to Michael Sullivan, News Director, WAKY-TV, 1000 Monte Sano Blvd., Huntsville, AL 35824.

Weathercaster. Meteorologist or knowledgeable weathercaster with credibility and a fair for presentation. Join top 15, number one station on weekends with potential to move quickly to a prime weekday show. Please send resume to Box T-196.

Number 1 station, 74 ADL, needs assignments co-ordinator. College degree with 1 year as assignment editor and/or 3 years as reporter. Must be able to manage and motivate. Contact Jon Janes, KFVS-TV, PO Box 2360 Cape Girardeau, MO 63901.

Reporter: aggressive journalist needed to take over for reporter moving to top 40 operation. We are a network affiliate, rated number one in market. South eastern location, near beautiful coastal area. Resumes should be sent to Box T-191, EOE/MF.

WSAV-TV is looking for a reporter/producer and reporter/anchor. We are all-ENG with live unit. Applicants should have working knowledge of ENG shooting and editing. Television news experience preferred. Send tape, resume and references to News Director, WSAV-TV, PO Box 2429, Savannah, GA. 31402, An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Reporter. Aggressive, production-oriented general assignment reporter who can handle live situations. Minimum 3 years experience for this top 15, number one station. Please send resume to Box T-197.

News Photographer. Experience preferred. Tape and resume to: News Director, WISC-TV, 7025 Ray mond Road, Madison, WI 53711. EOE.

Photojournalist. WPXI-TV Pittsburgh is looking for a first class news photographer/editor to join our news crew. Must be a fast learner, able to demonstrate ability to tell a story with pictures and words. We have a blended news format between television and illustrated radio. If you have 3-5 years major market experience and a demo reel that you can send, come on in! Send resume to News Director Operations Manager, at 412-237-1255, EOE/AAB.

News photographer with minimum of 2 years experience in tape and film photography and editing to work at WRAL-TV, the No. 1 rated news operation in Raleigh-Durham market. State-of-the-art equipment. Send resume and videotape to: Corporate Personnel Department, Capitol Broadcasting Company, PO Box 12000, Raleigh, N.C. 27605-2000. EOE, M/F.

Reporter: 100th Midwest Market. We use tape, work hard, wear many hats. If you want to work hard, take chances, and have an opportunity to make a difference—send resume to: Dan Fucco, Assistant News Director, WTVI-TV, PO Box 470, Rockford, IL 61105.

HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION & OTHERS


HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING PRODUCTION, OTHERS CONTINUED

Scriptwriter wanted to develop script for historical documentary. No beginners; major documentary script experience preferred. $6000 contract. EOE. Employed. Send resume to David Ferraro, WPPB-TV Third Avenue, Huntington, WV 25701.

Videographer/Editor for dominant PM Magazine in top 60 midterm market. One year prior experience with broadcast equipment and editing is required; prior experience with PM Magazine is preferred. Send resume to Jo-Allison Phillips, WOTL-TV, PO Box 715, Toledo, OH 43659. An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F.

Commercial Production Director. Experience in all phases of creative production. Ability to work with client from conception to completion. We’re looking for a self-starter who can lead and grow within a group owned company. Write Box T-190.


Program Manager. WMVS/WMVT-TV, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Seeks a qualified Manager of Programming Specialist. A position that involves the strategic planning and operation of two public TV stations' programming division; the planning of local programming and production of all other types of programming. Person must have 5 years experience in broadcasting, three of which must have been with a Public Broadcasting station in a supervisory programming capacity. Managerial skills in budgeting, personnel, promotion, sales and research plus a Bachelor's degree in Broadcast, Journalism, or related field. Salary is $31,000 to $40,000. To be considered, must be an applicant, call 414-276-8576 for official application form and job description. Milwaukee Area Technical College. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Promotion Director. Without promotion, nothing happens. Dominant Midwest group owned CBS affiliate needs highly motivated creative pro to put us in motion. Write Box T-189.

Group-owned CBS affiliate seeking highly motivated advertising/promotion manager. Creativity mandatory. Experience necessary. Knowledge of graphics helpful. Ability to get along with creative ad agency, talented programming people and aggressive sales team a must. Send resume and 3¼" tape to Allan Howard, General Managers, KOTV, PO Box 6, Tulsa, OK 74101. An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F.

Director of Newscasts. Direct news on a daily basis. Some commercial and talk show production. Bachelor degree or comparable on-the-job experience. Local experience a plus. Send resume and 3½" tape to Anchor Newscast. Have knowledge of lighting, equipment and production techniques, creativity a must! Send air-check tapes, as well as resumes, to: Jim Martin, Vice-President/General Manager, 500 North Stewart, Creve Coeur, IL 63116. EOE.

Feature Reporter. We need a feature field reporter with a broad range for our new afternoon show. This person should be distinctive in both writing style, outlook and on-air presence, and be able to field produce his/her own four to five minute packages, as well as handle fill-ins. This is a full time position. Send resume immediately to KSTP-TV, 3415 University Ave., St. Paul, MN 55114, c/o Steve Edelman, Executive Producer. No telephone calls, please.

Assistant Promotion Manager/Copywriter: We have an immediate opening for a talented, enthusiastic pro with a flair for television promotion. Imaginative writing skills are essential, as well as a flair for organization. Applicants should understand studio and location production techniques, have a background in effective TV writing and print promotion; be a dedicated self-starter; and very excited about joining a multi-award winning staff in the beautiful "rocket city", Huntsville, Alabama. Send resume to: Lew Smith, Director, Operations Manager, WAAV-TV, 1000 Monte Sano Boulevard, Huntsville AL 35801.

Efficient and Aggressive video/videographer/editor seeks challenging position with small to medium market, Will relocate. Available now. Write: Gordon Chinn, 1435 Joel Court, Sacramento, CA 95822.

News Director. Able to run a happy shop that stays within budget and produces a consistently improving air product. Very stable work record. Looking for news executive; must have proven record, preferably in a medium market. Strong background in TV and radio. Minimum 3 years' experience, degree preferred, switching essential. Send tape and resume to: Bob Wolfe, PM Magazine, KT-VK, PO Box 5068, Phoenix, AZ 85010. KT-VK-TV is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Videographer /Editor script writer director. Must be creative, detail-oriented, with overview, track record, and fast-paced news direction. Minimum 3 years' experience, degree preferred, switching essential. Send tape and resume to: Woff, ABC, P.O. Drawer X, Santa Barbara, CA 93102. An EEO Employer.

Director/Community Affairs. Responsible position reporting to General Manager will direct all aspects of community affairs including the establishment and maintenance of community contacts for ascertainment of all community issues and the station's response thereto. Speaking and writing capabilities and a broad spectrum of experience working with community groups required. Experience with send resume or file application at KMBC-TV, 1049 Central, Kansas City, MO 64105. An equal Opportunity Employer.

Mid-market NBC affiliate is looking for an experienced producer-director to direct and switch live TV shows. Several years of on-air experience preferred. Send resume to Jan Anderson, Production Manager, WHGO-TV, 1100 Walnut Street, Des Moines, IA 50308. An Equal Opportunity Employer.


Program Director, medium market, experienced total station management, seeks advancement. Sales/promotion knowhow, program excellence, tight operation. Reply Box T-121.

SITUATIONS WANTED MANAGEMENT

Program Manager, medium market, experienced total station management, seeks advancement. Sales/promotion knowhow, program excellence, tight operation. Reply Box T-121.

SITUATIONS WANTED TECHNICAL

Master Control Director with 5 years' experience and license. Top 50 market seeking Philadelphia. Write Box T-211.

Need a break as production ass/l, entry level position. Recent graduate of School of TV. Arts. Knowledge of 3/4" video tape. Please contact: Jeff Levine, 36-27 Conger Street, Bayside, NY 11361. Tel: 212-423-8803.

School of TV. Arts graduate seeks entry level position in technical department. Willing to relocate. Rolando, 212-568-5892.

CMX1 Onro-trained editor with First: 2½ years Datatron, Sony Converged editing; 6 years audio production. Seeks fast-paced mid-market environment for home studio. Write Box T-206.

SITUATIONS WANTED NEWS


Sportscaster—top 30 market, looking for challenge. All markets considered. Box T-63.

Producer/Writer/Actor. Anxious for opportunity as news feature writer. 518-666-6430.

HELP WANTED MANAGEMENT

Director of University Relations. The University of Alabama. Position reports directly to the President and has responsibility for coordinating all external and internal public information programs. Applicants with significant managerial experience with public information programs within a major academically-oriented institution of higher education or with an extensive public relations experience. Nominations and applications (including resume) should be sent by March 31 to Malcolm MacDonald, Search Chairperson, PO Box, University AL 35466. EEO/AA.

HELP WANTED Sales

Video Sales Video Person wanted for Video Production/Post-Production facility in Marina del Rey. Must have previous experience. Call us at 213-821-4873, or send resume to American Film Factory, 4150 Glencoe Avenue, Venice, CA 90291.

Experienced Sales Manager. Broadcast equipment Philadelphia area. Please submit brief resume to Box T-156, or phone 215-539-5300.

SITUATIONS WANTED PROGRAMMING PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Program Specialist, 23, holds degree in Communications. Interested in cable TV/video production. Operated in all aspects of production. Can start now, willing to relocate. Please contact: Marian Lawson, 6416 Roselawn Ave, Richmond, VA 23226. 504-289-3931.

Experienced Operations/Program Manager seeks challenging mid-market position in smaller market. 10 years experience: all phases of TV operations, production, programming, sales, promotion, Radio-TV degree. Write Box T-75.


Creative Individual with 2½ years TV production experience (1 year as Producer/Director) seeks challenging position. 912-246-9519. EEO.


Need creative, effective written material? I'm the man. Strong organizational skills, experience in funding and education. John Gore, 20849 Decatur St,Caspill, MI 49031. Call collect. 616-445-2048, today.

Cost-conscious, independent producers with ideas and crews available for programming projects. Call Ande Dorman, 201-861-0934.
HELP WANTED PROGRAMMING, PRODUCTION, OTHERS

Internships available: Are your best efforts winding up on the cutting room floor? The Illinois Statehouse press corps recommends Sangamon State University’s graduate Public Affairs Reporting program. $2640 stipend ($20/hour) plus $3,000, housing allowance under top Capitol correspondents. Audio networks, Central Illinois TV stations. Write Bill Miller, Public Affairs Reporting Program Director, Sangamon State University, Springfield, IL 62705, by April 1, or call 217-782-1402.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

Mass Communication. Search extended. Faculty position (tenure-track) available Fall ’82, 12 hr teaching load, advise students, participate in department activities. Ph.D. and professional experience required. Rank: assistant professor; salary $15,000-$23,000, depending on qualifications and experience. Opportunity for summer and evening teaching for additional remuneration: 1) teach media management, media criticism, TV production, cable TV management; ability to teach other mass media courses. 2) teach broadcast announcing and writing, radio production; ability to teach other mass media courses. FCC first class license preferred. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. Send resume and letters of recommendation by April 30, 1982, to Dr. Irene Shipman, Chairperson, Department of Speech and Mass Communication, Towson State University, Towson, MD 21204. An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.


Mass Communication: Tenure track appointment to teach: 1) advanced mass communications, M.A. in broadcasting or mass communication. Doctorate and media desired. Application deadline: April 15, or until filled. Position available: August, 1982. Apply to: Professor George V. A. Pappas, Department of Journalism, School of Mass Communication, University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801.


WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Wanting 250, 500, 1,000, and 5,000 watt AM-FM transmitters. Guaranteed Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Ilurtide Street, Laredo, TX 78040. Manuel Flores 512-723-3331.


Equipment wanted: Four six or eight bay Balwing antenna on channel with 3 1/8” input utilizing. Must be capable of handling average input power of 20 kW. Contact: E. Dore, Director of Engineering, Donny Media Group, POB 550, Las Vegas, Nevada 89125, or phone 702-452-2080.

Instant Cash for Broadcast Equipment: Urgently needed: transmitters, AM-FM-TV, film chains, audio consoles, audio-video recorders, microphones; towers; WX radio; color studio equipment. Ray La Rue or Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corp. 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.

$500 Reward for UHF Transmitters: for information which leads to our purchase of any UHF TV transmitter. Call Ray La Rue or Bill Kitchen, Quality Media Corp. 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT


Five O-T-V prompting units including mirrors, hi resolution monitors and camera mounts, used sparingly for one year. Original cost, $12,000.00. For sale at $1000.00 per unit. Landay Associates, Inc. Call: 409-424-4667 or 617-877-9570.

We are going from 1000 watts to 5000 watts for sale. Have a for sale 1980 Watts B2-D-2 transmitter, like new, price $5250.00 Also, 25 year-old 222 foot tower, 405 tons of steel. 50,000 watts. You take down for $5000.00 Call J.C. Johnson, 912-242-1565.

5 kw AM Collins 21E w/spacing, air on, M. Cooper, 215-379-5585.


Welcome to our home, Dallas, Texas, for the 1982 N.A.B. Call to make an appointment to see our inventory of clean, guaranteed, 1 kw, 5 kw, 10 kw AM and FM transmitters. List includes all in stock. $265,000.00 inventory to choose from. Besco International, 5946 Club Oaks Dr, Dallas, TX 75248. 214-630-3600.

Ikegami HL-79A w/Finjion 14 x 9.5/2 ink lens condition-225 hrs, uses, original owner/operator. 533-995. 416-675-7620.

420 Ft. self-sustaining galvanized tower still standing in desert climate, excellent condition—as is. Where is (Las Vegas, Nevada). Best offer. Listic Kremin, Camera Group, TV Transline operations, 3500 Bluebird, old, used, in studio. $197,500 or best offer. I.SI 821 Master Control Switcher, 20 X 2 (PST, PGM) w/autotransition, keyset clock, APV plus 6 input breakaway/overrun. No return. Ask Contact: General Manager, KVBC-TV, R0. Box 44169, Las Vegas, NV 89116. 702-649-0500.

Useful Equipment Bargains: RCA TT-10AL 11 KW transmitter. RCA TT-35 CH Westvirerie & diplexer just removed from service. 2 kW television production line, with fittings and hangers; GE PE-240 film camera with Eastman multiplexer, projectors: CVS 5000 BBC; ENS: Scuttlebug; Collins 2.5kw FM model 8311 0124 2 yrs old, time; Gates FM 181, 3 yr. Sparta SS excellent condition. Call Ray La Rue, Quality Media Corp., 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.

Remote Production Cruiser: beautiful crown chassis, carpeted, full AC, camera platform on roof, 1600 mi. on diesel & drive train, good tires and brakes, includes (3) GE PE-350 cameras, working well, 10.1 & 2:18.1 lenses, motorized reels & TV-81 cables. Grass Valley Sync & line gear, new color progs, monitors, 12X 6 prod swir w/effects, 8X2 GE studio, well designed & professionally built. Other cameras available if prefer. Call Ray La Rue, Quality Media Corp., 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.


Color Cameras-used: (1) Noeko LDH-1; (1) GE PE-350; (3) GE TE 201 good operating condition; Hitachi, FP10200UVC 2000 battery plates-AC supply 100 hrs. total. Toshiba/GBC CTC-7X, minicams, plumbs. Call Ray La Rue, Quality Media Corp., 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.

Color Cameras-used: (1) Noeko LDH-1; (1) GE PE-350; (3) GE TE 201 good operating condition; Hitachi, FP10200UVC 2000 battery plates-AC supply 100 hrs. total. Toshiba/GBC CTC-7X, minicams, plumbs. Call Ray La Rue, Quality Media Corp., 800-214-7878. In GA, 404-324-1271.

HELP WANTED . . .

DYNAMIC RADIO MANAGER

Major market, southern, full power AM/FM with top ratings needs self-motivated, assertive, sales-oriented General Manager. Our current manager has been offered ownership in another market, and though we offer stock purchase, bonuses, great fringe, and an excellent salary, we cannot match the opportunity to "own your own store." Through this in mind we are beginning a rare search for a new general manager. The proper applicant should already be a general manager or sales manager who is confident that he has the credentials and abilities to assume full control of two highly successful properties. This is an incredible opportunity with a people oriented organization and a career opportunity that offers solidity and growth. We will respect your confidentiality, and we hope that you will respect ours when we reply. E.O.E. Write Box T-183.

Help Wanted Management

SALES MANAGERS

Now interviewing for current and future openings for Sales Managers.

Work in an environment that's both performance-oriented and people-oriented, and share in the hard work, the excitement, and the profits of building America's employee owned radio station group.

If you're bright, enthusiastic, creative and self-motivated -- if you've experienced, systematized, and a good communicator -- this is your chance to move to Katz Broadcasting. Contact Jim Morley, VP/Sales, Katz Broadcasting Company, Inc., Park City Plaza, Bridgeport, CT 06604. EOE/MF

KATZ BROADCASTING COMPANY
A SUBSIDIARY OF KATZ COMMUNICATIONS INC

Katz. The best.

Help Wanted News

NATIONAL RADIO NEWS ORGANIZATION ADDING STAFF

Only real pros need apply. Minimum five years commercial broadcast experience. Expertise in writing, anchoring, ad libbing and field reporting. Management experience helpful. Starting salary in upper $30s. Send resume only, with references and salary history, and be prepared to send cassette with newscast and field report samples, when we contact you. Box T-198, EOE/MF

Situations Wanted Management

GENERAL MANAGER

Young yet mature professional seeks GM position and possible option to buy. Excellent credentials include 13 year track record. Will consider all markets. Meet possible early April in Dallas at NAB Convention. Reply in confidence, Box T-167.

$16,000,000 INCOME

Generated in my tenure. As VP programming with strong marketing and people skills, my stations are unusually profitable and audience dominant. Available to equity-oriented turnarounds as General Manager. Box T-140.

TOP 25 RD./TALK HOST

Currently employed afternoon drive talk host seeking a new challenge. Strong, entertaining open-phones, provocative interviews, great "black-book" of phone contacts. Lots of energy, versatility and enthusiasm. Will consider all serious offers. Write Box T-220.

Situations Wanted Announcers

COMMON SENSE

"The quality of a talk show can only be as good as the quality of the host!" The best talk show co-hosts in the industry are looking for a good signal! If you've got it -- we'll give you the market. We can talk about anything!! Write Box T-38.

For Fast Action Use BROADCASTING's Classified Advertising
TELEVISION

Help Wanted Sales

MANAGER SALES PROPOSALS

A major television sales organization has an excellent opportunity for an individual with 4 to 6 years of media/advertising agency experience and/or television sales. This position serves as a negotiator/liaison between headquarters account executives and clients. The successful candidate will have a thorough knowledge of television demographics, ratings and share analysis. The position requires an analytical mind coupled with strong written and verbal skills. This opportunity offers an outstanding benefits package and salary commensurate with experience.

Qualified applicants are invited to send a resume with salary history in confidence to:

Box T-221

an equal opportunity employer m/f

Help Wanted News

CONSUMER REPORTER

Minnesota's leading news station needs a self-starting consumer reporter. This is a rare opportunity to join one of the largest and best equipped news staffs in the country. Send your resume and samples of your work to:

Bob Jordan
News Director, KSTP-TV
3415 University Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55114
No beginners, please.

Equal Opportunity Employer

EYEWITNESS NEWS

KSTP-TV
St. Paul/Minneapolis

Help Wanted News Continued

SPORTS REPORTER

Top 20 Midwest TV station is looking for a full time Sports Reporter. Candidates should have journalism degree plus at least 2 years' TV experience. We have the latest state-of-the-art equipment, including live helicopter, and are seeking someone to complement our AP & UPI "Newscast of the Year". Please send resume to Box T-199, E.O.E., M/F.

ASSIGNMENT MANAGER


Sports Director

A top-rated station in the 74th market, looking for an experienced sports director/anchor. Also will host a weekly college football and basketball program. Several top-ranked college teams in the area, plus great hunting, fishing. Send resume and tape to: John Williams, PO. Box 1197, 100 Television Lane, Paducah, KY 42001. E.O.E.

Help Wanted Technical

Broadcast Equipment Development & Systems Engineers

Engineers who believe they have the technical and creative potential to belong in the forefront of broadcast technology are invited to consider the exceptional career advantages of these positions on our award-winning New York City-based development and systems engineering teams.

Our continuing growth, constantly-evolving projects of increasing complexity, and enviable record of stability, offer those qualified the strongest potential for long-term professional and personal advancement. Working, with some of the industry's foremost specialists in a truly state-of-the-art environment, you will focus on the development of innovative equipment design and systems for forward-looking broadcast needs.

To qualify, you must have an Engineering degree plus some communications engineering experience — with an equipment manufacturer, broadcaster or related company — in one of these areas:

- Videotape Recording
- Editing Devices
- Digital TV Techniques
- Audio, Video, and RF Systems

Forward resume in strict confidence, INCLUDING SALARY HISTORY and REQUIREMENTS, to: Engineering Placement Manager, CBS Inc., 51 West 52nd Street, New York, New York 10019.

CBS

Men & Women of all Races Desired.

Broadcasting Mar 22 1982 101
Help Wanted Technical
Continued

Technical
Instructor/Writer
The National Broadcasting Company has a unique and challenging career opportunity at its Rockefeller Center headquarters in New York City.

The professional we seek will develop a new training curriculum, prepare the necessary manuals and provide instruction for technical staff involved in the audio/video areas of broadcasting.

Significant background in all technical areas of broadcasting, including digital and microprocessing electronics is required, as well as solid technical writing experience. Strong interpersonal and communications skills are needed for effective interface with personnel. BSEE or equivalent business experience preferred.

NBC offers a salary commensurate with experience and comprehensive benefits. For prompt consideration, please submit resume, including salary history, in strict confidence to:

Ms. Val Branker/TIW
NBC
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10112

We are an equal opportunity employer m/f

Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others

GROWING NATIONAL CABLE TV BUSINESS PUBLICATION HAS TWO OPENINGS FOR EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL

* Advertising space sales to cover Northwestern states including San Francisco. Minimum two years of advertising space sales required, preferably on TV or cable TV publications.

* Advertising space sales to headquarter in Los Angeles. Minimum two years of advertising space sales required, preferably on TV or cable TV publications. Equipment sales background helpful.

Both positions offer $30,000 a year base with profit-sharing or sales-incentive bonuses, paid hospitalization, four week vacations, pension- and stock-incentive plans.

Qualified applicants should be immediately available. Send letter of application and resume to:

Box N-70
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
Supervises the electronic maintenance of equipment for Instructional Television and the Radio Center. Performs the most complex, as well as some routine maintenance on all electronic equipment. Creates, designs and constructs electronic components. Maintains inventory of spare parts, equipment, catalogs, maintenance manuals, and communicates with all vendors. Functions in the role of a television technician as needed.

Requires high school/vocational school education plus several years experience in television maintenance at a closed circuit or broadcast facility. Prefer educational background in field of electronics. Also prefer experience with 1/2" and 3/4" videotape recorders, non-broadcast color and black and white cameras, and miscellaneous small format television equipment.

Salary $18,492-522,268, plus a comprehensive benefits package. Please submit resume indicating Ref. No. 121 to:

RUTGERS
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY
Division of Personnel
New Brunswick, N.J. 08903

An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer

PM MAGAZINE
Talent position now available for PM Magazine in top 20 market. Seeking bright, articulate person to work with male co-host already on staff. Television or air experience and field producing experience necessary. Send your resume to Box T-148, EOE, M/F.

TV NEWS GRAPHIC ARTIST
We're looking for an experienced creator with a working knowledge in news graphics, animation and TV graphic technology to set the world's most important news market on its ear. You must be a first-class designer with creative solutions to challenging graphics problems. Send resume, written samples, and salary requirements to Box T-187. Equal employment opportunity employer, M/F.
ALLIED FIELDS
Help Wanted Sales

U.S. SALES MANAGER

Industry leading manufacturer of broadcast equipment seeks experienced professional representative and distributor oriented challenge seeker. Must have solid background in equipment sales management. Apply only if you are results oriented. Rush resume to Box T-202. Would like to interview at NAB, Dallas.

Radio Programming

The MEMORABLE Days of Radio

30-minute programs from the golden age of radio

VARIETY DRAMA COMEDIES MYSTERIES SCIENCE FICTION

program Distributors

Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401

501 - 972-5884

Employment Service

RADIO JOBS

10,000 radio jobs a year for men and women are listed in The American Radio Job Journal weekly paper. Up to 300 openings every week! Disc jockeys, newspaper & program directors, small medium & major markets, all formats. Many jobs require little or no experience. One week computer list, $6.00. Special bonus: six consecutive weeks, only $14.95—you save $21.00!

AMERICAN RADIO JOB MARKET, 8215
Don Gaspar, Las Vegas, NV 89108.

Business Opportunity

Want to increase your business substantially?

Start a shopper in your market. Chances are, your shopper will out-sell your single station. I can show you how you can become the billing and profit leader. For information, write William Tewell & Associates, PO. Box 4527, Pensacola, FL 32507. Presently setting up two shoppers; next available date, April 12.

Wanted To Buy Equipment

WE NEED

Teleprompter typewriter, IBM electric with large 1/4 inch or larger type. Help. Contact Vic Powell, Air Force Association, 800-424-5109.

FOR SALE

Full day, individual seminar for broadcast engineers, given to you and your associates inevitably by an experienced owner-operator. Property selection, negotiation, financing. FCC requirements, takeovers among the topics. Find out how to buy your next first station through your personal experience. Robert B. Martin, President, Deer River Broadcasting Group, Suite 1001, 141 East 44th Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10017

212-998-3303

JOIN MY LOW POWER TV VENTURE

Minimum investment $1,500. I own multiple non-free, LPTV applications nationwide. Will accept broadcast knowledgeable 49% associates in one or all locations. Timely investment. FCC is moving fast. Write Box T-208.

Consultants

PEACE OF MIND!

By utilizing the various Todd Wallace efficiency systems and failure-avoidance techniques, you can rest comfortably KNOWING (without a doubt) that your programing worries have been eliminated. Call us toll free, and ask about the Todd Wallace "money-back guarantee." 1-800-528-6082

Low Power Television Specialists

Channel searches & complete application preparation. Full service planning/reasonable rates. Have a question? Call 305-961-8480

TRAVINE Communications Consultants
3960 S. 80th Avenue, Suite 9
Hollywood, FL 33023

Ratings Research

MAKE MORE SALES!

Radio Index rating reports still cost as little as $350. One "Index" can pay for itself many times over (at the expense of your local newspaper).

Call toll free
1-800-528-6082

For Sale Stations

BROKERAGE

Over twenty years of service to Broadcasting
Appraisals - Brokerage - Analysis
Westgate Mall, Bethlehem, PA 18017
215-865-3775

THE HOLT CORPORATION

Wilkins and Associates

Media Brokers

| MI | AM/FM | 950K | Small |
| SD | AM | 260K | Small |
| WI | AM/FM | 1100K | Small |
| Midwest AM, Class C-CP | 410K | Small |
| AZ | AM | 450K | Small |
| IA | AM/FM | 380K | Small |
| TN | AM | 330K | Small |
| AR | FM | 625K | Small |
| OK | FM | 380K | Small |
| MS | AM | 300K | Small |
| MO | AM/FM | 300K | Small |
| MI | AM | 625K | Small |
| WY | AM | 225K | Small |
| VA | AM | 325K | Small |
| GA | FM Downpayment | 15K |
| NC | AM Downpayment | 25K |
| SC | AM Downpayment | 20K |
| ND | AM/FM Downpayment | 15K |
| FL | AM Downpayment | 20K |
| AR | AM Downpayment | 15K |
| OR | AM Downpayment | 30K |

109 North Main, 2nd Floor
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57102. 605/338-1180
For Sale Stations Continued

**CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES**
media brokerage service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>CONTACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S Small AM</td>
<td>$200K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Small Fulltime</td>
<td>$325K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E Small AM/FM</td>
<td>$500K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Small CATV</td>
<td>$575K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW Small AM/FM</td>
<td>$850K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Profitable AM/FM</td>
<td>$625K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Small AM/FM</td>
<td>$650K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW Medium FM</td>
<td>$385K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Medium AM/FM</td>
<td>$550K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Metro AM</td>
<td>$385K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To receive offerings within your area of interest, or to sell, contact: John Emery, General Manager, Chapman Co., 1835 Savoy Dr., Atlanta, GA 30341. (404) 458-9226

**NORTH AMERICAN MEDIA BROKERS**

We have stations for sale in Florida, California, Georgia, Missouri, Ohio, Illinois, Texas, Iowa, New Mexico, Idaho, Tennessee, and more, from $170K to over $2M. In-house legal services available without charge.

(305) 525-2500, Suite 210, 1400 E. Oakland Park Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334.

**Bill Exline**  
Chester Coleman  
Andy McClure  
NAB Address: Dallas Hilton  
Suite 1702 - 04 - 06

**$100,000 to $2,000,000**  
TO FINANCE THAT RADIO, TV OR CABLE FACILITY YOU WISH TO PURCHASE  
FAST DECISIONS BECAUSE YOU WILL CONDUCT NEGOTIATIONS WITH THE DECISION MAKER  
BROADCAST CAPITAL  
ROGER KAPLAN, PRESIDENT  
333 N. Michigan Avenue  
Chicago, Illinois 60601  
312-236-9555

**Major Midwest Market**  
Full time, ethnic, class IV, profitable station under absentee ownership. $1,000,000 cash, plus $300,000 in terms. Reply Box T-94.

**WANTED: EQUITY INVESTOR**  

**WEST COAST AM/FM**  
Non-fluctuating economic climate. Excellent real estate. Priced realistically at $400,000. Cash only. Box T-172.

**For Sale Stations Continued**

**Coastal Southeast full-time AM station with specialized format—excellent price multiple. $600,000, on terms.**

EXECUTIVE SUITE - 200 PROFESSIONAL BUILDING  
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA 29928

**THE KEITH W. HORTON COMPANY, INC.**

For prompt service contact  
Home Office: P.O. Box 948  
Elmira, N.Y. 14902  
24 hr Phone: (607)733-7138  
Bob Kimel's office:  
P.O. Box 270,  
St. Albans, VT 05478  
24 hr Phone: (802)524-5983  
Brokers and Consultants

**TELEVISION STATION**  
Major Midwest network VHF-TV station for sale. First time offered. Highly profitable. Unique growth market. Complete Confidentiality a must. Serious principals only. Terms considered. Write Box T-161.

**FOR SALE**  
AM-FM, Midwest. State of the art throughout. $2.5 million annual sales; $800,000 cash flow. $6 million. Write Box T-135.

**W. EDWARD McCLENAHAN AND ASSOCIATES, INC.**  
BROADCAST—Brokers & Consultants.  
P.O. Box 144—Ivy, Virginia 22945.  
804—977-4096.  
"Fine stations—financing available"

**For Fast Action Use**  
BROADCASTING's Classified Advertising
For Sale Stations Continued

- FM. Nice city in central IL. $1 million. Terms.
- AM-FM within 100 miles of St. Louis. Nice town. $2.3 million. Terms.
- FM. SW Arkansas. $350,000. Terms.
- Daytimer, large population coverage area. Eastern central U.S. $500,000. Terms.
- Daytimer. Fantastic town west of Montgomery. $450,000. Terms.
- FM. Western Oklahoma. Less than 2 times billing. $300,000. Terms.
- FM. California ski area. $950,000. Good terms.
- Daytimer. Large Minnesota city. Reduced to $265,000.
- AM-FM in Va. covering large population. $1.2 million. Terms.
- Daytimer near Nashville. $290,000.
- Daytimer covering 1 million people with prime signal. Extremely fast growth area in GA. $590,000. Extra good terms.
- No downpayment. Central Fla. powerful daytimer. $320,000.
- Powerful daytimer. S.W. Va. $490,000. Good value. Terms.
- Daytimer. S.E. Wyoming City. $250,000.
- AM-FM S.E. coastal United States Class C and Fulltimer. $3.7 million. Good value. Terms.
- AM/FM in W. Ohio. $1.1 million. Good buy.
- Daytimer. New Mexico. $200,000.
- Daytimer. E. Ark. $150,000. Terms.
- Daytimer North Central NC. Good buy. $180,000. Terms.
- Good facility covering Charlotte, N.C. $600,000. No down payment.
- AM/FM in good single station market in W. Tenn. $600,000. Terms.
- Powerful daytimer covering large Central Fla. city. $1.2 million.
- AM/FM S.W. Tenn. FM covers big town. $540,000.
- Fulltimer N.W. Ala. City. $520,000.
- South Carolina. SE daytimer. $220,000. Terms.
- Powerful ethnic daytimer. Central GA. $560,000. Terms.
- Daytimer. Large city in Ohio. Variety ethnic. $490,000. Terms.
- Daytimer. CA resort area north of San Francisco. $430,000.
- Fulltimer in central Texas city. $1.2 million. Owner wants offer.

MANY LISTINGS ARE NOT ADVERTISED

DROP BY OUR HOSPITALITY SUITE, NAB, DALLAS

BUSINESS BROKER ASSOCIATES
615-756-7635 24 HOURS

SUNNY ARIZONA AM

NORTH IDAHO RESORT AREA
Single station market, AM. Class IV. Owner/manager will consider stock swap, trade, etc. Trade Fishing, hunting & skiing for fast-paced objectives in the Southern California area. Write Box T-185.

Small Market Fulltimer
North Rocky Mountain area. $150,000, low down, excellent owner financing. Reply Box T-193.

PROFITABLE CLASS C FM
Newly-appraised at $1,109,550. Seeks financing of $400,000 readily available in stock or debenture in return for 12% interest first three years of loan. Experienced, successful broadcaster, available for personal visit in NAB. Please respond to PO. Box 401170, Dallas, Texas 75240.

50,000 watt AM
For sale: 25 percent partnership in major market 50,000 watt AM covering Phoenix. 617-755-9316.

Books For Broadcasters

T5213 HANDBOOK OF RADIO A PUBLICITY & PROMOTION, by Jack MacDonald. This handbook is a virtual promotion encyclopedia—includes over 250,000 words, over 1,500 on-air promo themes adaptable to any format; and over 350 contests, stunt, station and personal promo ideas! Only $34.95.

T5819 JOURNALIST'S NOTEBOOK OF LIVE RADIO-TV NEWS, by Phillip Keirstead, network news producer, adj. prof., Fordham Univ. The secrets of gaining publicity for any business from small local organizations to large national groups. Starting with the basics of writing a news story the authors proceed to reveal the process of planning a full-scale publicity campaign. Covers such topics as editorials, writing, etc. Contains special sections on how to reach journalists, etc. 525pp., 29ill. $12.95.

T5769 HOW TO MAKE NEWS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE, by Morgan Harris and Pati Karp. The secrets of gaining publicity for any business from small local organizations to large national groups. Starting with the basics of writing a news story the authors proceed to reveal the process of planning a full-scale publicity campaign. Covers such topics as editorials, writing, etc. Contains special sections on how to reach journalists, etc. 525pp., 29ill. $12.95.
FOR SALE
500 watt daytime. So. Calif. single market station. Low down payment—take over payments. No. Calif.: 1 kw clear channel daytime with night time grant. Fine property; low down payment and price. Clear channel suburban daytime: 1 kw; lots of property; low price; good terms; No. Calif. Ron Jones, 804-758-4214; Reggie Martin & Associates.

OZARK AREA
Excellent living conditions. Single station market, AM/FM, absentee owner. Good terms to qualified buyer. $75,000 down, 10% on balance. Box T-210.

WALKER MEDIA & MANAGEMENT, INC.
Brokers-Consultants-Appraisers
William L. Walker
President
Suite 417
1730 Rhode Island Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/223-1553

This Publication is available in Microform.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road. Dept P.R. Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106

H.B. La Rue, Media Broker
Radio TV CATV Appraisals
West Coast:
44 Montgomery Street, 5th Floor, San Francisco, California 94104 415/434-1750
East Coast:
500 East 77th Street, Suite 1908, New York, NY 10021 212-288-0737

RALPH E. MEADOR
Media Broker
AM - FM - TV - Appraisals
P.O. Box 36
Lexington, Mo. 64067
Phone 816-259-2544

BROADCASTING’S CLASSIFIED RATES

Payable in advance. Check or Money order only. (Billing charge to stations and firms: $3.00)."
When placing an ad, indicate the EXACT category desired: Television, Radio, Cable or Allied Fields; Help Wanted, or Situations Wanted; Management, Sales, etc. If this information is omitted, we will determine the appropriate category according to the copy. No make goods will be run if all information is not included.
The publisher is not responsible for errors in printing due to illegible copy. All copy must be clearly typed or printed.
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Jack Clements, VP, sports, Mutual Broadcasting System, Arlington, Va., named senior VP of Mutual Radio Network, with operational responsibility for network’s programming, sales, sports and station relations departments.

L. W. Kilewer, VP, director of operations for Corinthian Broad-casting’s WVEC-TV Norfolk, Va., elected vice president of Corinthian Cable, responsible for systems in Norfolk, Roanoke, Charlottesville and Lynchburg, all Virginia.

Metromedia has created new office of the President, comprising John Kluge, who retains title of chairman, president and chief executive officer, George Duncan, president of Metromedia Radio, who has been given expanded responsibilities as senior VP-operations and Stuart Subotnick, VP-finance, who has been elected senior VP-finance.

Monte Lang, executive VP, Amaturo Group, owner of two FM’s and four TV’s, named president, radio division. He remains based at group’s KMKQ-FM Clear Lake City, Tex.

Richard Meyer, general manager, noncommercial KCTS-TV Seattle, joins noncommercial KERA-TV Dallas as president and general manager, filling post vacated by Edward Pfister when he took over presidency of Corporation for Public Broadcasting (Broadcasting, Aug. 31).

John Riggsby, division manager, Western and Southern cable TV regions, American Television & Communications Corp., named VP of subscription television operations with responsibility for Dallas STV system.

Richard Palmer, financial director of new market development, Tribune Company Cable, Mahwah, N.J., elected VP, finance.

Brian Horbochuk, internal audit staff, ABC, Los Angeles, named manager, cost analysis, West Coast, ABC Television Network.

Charles King, independent cable television consultant, Orlando, Fla., joins Summit Communications as general manager of Summit Cable Services of Georgia, based in Marietta, Ga.

Jeffrey Trumper, general sales manager, KSBW(AM-FM) Houston, named VP and general manager.

Donald Robertson, general manager, KRZK(AM-FM) Waco, Tex., joins WKBV(AM-FM) Richmond, Ind., in same capacity.

Joseph Simms, general manager, WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va., joins co-owned WMrT-V Manchester, N.H., as VP and general manager. Stan Siegal, VP and general manager, WCFM-TV Tuscaloosa, Ala., joins WBOY-TV as general manager.

G. Mel House, director of programming and operations, KOKH-TV Oklahoma City, named VP and station manager.

Tom Barsanti, operations manager, WTCI-AM-FM Hartford, Conn., named VP, operations.

John Walker, on-air personality, KBBI-FM Portland, Ore., named operations manager of KBBI and co-owned KWIJAM there.

Bob Paiva, program director, WCMH(AM-FM) Harrisburg, Pa., named operations manager.

Dale Stafford, production manager, WAFF-TV Huntsville, Ala., joins WGXA-TV Macon, Ga., as operations manager.

Angela Andreassi, data entry operator, Viacom Cablevision of Long Island (N.Y.), named data processing coordinator.

Carolyn Ningen, purchasing agent, Matrix Enterprises, Franklin, Tenn., joins Liberty Communications, Eugene, Ore.-based MSO, as purchasing coordinator.

Ava Rosenfeld, manager, marketing services, Daniels & Associates, Denver, named regional marketing director for Daniels’s cable systems in California, Arizona and Texas.

Abbott Jones, president of FCB Advertising, New York, appointed executive VP, and news director, Tracey-Locke Advertising, Dallas, joins D’Arcy-MacManus & Masius as president of Western operations. San Francisco. Robert Largen, research director, joined FCB.

Marc Fredericks, VP, director of radio production and music services, William Croasdale, VP, director of program development, and Charles Buck, VP, director of administrative services, BBDO, New York, elected senior VP’s. Paul Green, VP, BBDO, New York, named manager of cable TV and new technology. John Beilfio, VP and media planner, named associate media director.
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VP’s named senior VP’s. Dancer Fitzgerald Sample, New York: Dick Anderson, Ruth Fennessy, Nancy Foster, Cliff Freeman, Fred Massin, Patrick Peduto, Nancy Stevens, Judy Tabak and Steve Vengrove.

Leni Salz, VP and director of spot buying for J. Walter Thompson U.S.A., New York, named senior VP. Last month when she was named head of spot buying she took over one of responsibilities of Marie Luisi, senior VP and director of communications services who was suspended without pay pending investigation into financial irregularities at agency’s syndication unit.

Warren Albright, senior VP, director, account management, and Arthur Meranus, senior VP, director of creative services. Cunningham & Walsh, New York, elected executive VP’s.

Roy Robinson Jr., VP and account supervisor, N W Ayer, New York, elected senior VP, management supervisor.

Betty Ann Morse, media research manager, Benton & Bowles, New York, named VP.

Vincent Altern, VP, director of creative services, Studio Center, Norfolk, Va., joins Siddall, Matus & Coughtr, Vienna, Va., as VP of new audio-visial division.
James Bracken, assistant media director, B&B Direct, New York, named VP and media director.

Alan Pomerantz, Scali, McCabe, Sloves, New York, joins Ogilvy & Mather, Los Angeles, as account executive.

Debbi Dorfman, from J. Walter Thompson, Atlanta, joins Hume Smith Mickleberry, Miami, as broadcast media buyer.

Gordon McCaw, account executive, Major Market Radio, Chicago, joins CBS Radio Spot Sales, Dallas, as sales manager.

Robert Sedlachek, director of sales proposals, central division, ABC Television, Chicago, named assistant daytime sales manager.

Jim Olson, executive copy director, Needham, Harper & Steers, Chicago, named creative director.


Bob Bolbach, account executive, WPIX-FM New York, joins Independent TV Sales there in same capacity.

Sharon Newcomb, associate product manager, Drackett Co., joins Sive Associates, Cincinnati, as account executive.

Roy Lambertson, general manager, WZZC(FM) East Moline, Ill., joins Roslin Radio Sales, Dallas, as sales manager of new office there.

Bert Goodstadt, account executive, Blair Television, New York, named assistant sales manager, ABC/Red sales team.

Alfred Naman, from Cunningham & Walsh, New York, joins Rosenfeld, Sirowitz & Lawson there as account executive. Steven Zavidow, from Backer & Spielvogel, joins RS&L as assistant account executive.


Michael Murphy, general sales manager, WBMM(AM) Chicago, joins WLAK(FM) there in same capacity.

Kyoko Hirano, local sales manager, KMOX-TV St. Louis, named general sales manager.

Catherine McFarlane, sales manager, KPKE(FM) Denver, named general sales manager.

Van Deerlin honored. The former House Communications Subcommittee chairman, now a professor at San Diego State University, was "roasted" by admirers at NATPE L to r. Jerry Mandel, San Diego State University; Steve Currie, NATPE president, Representative Al Swift (D-Wash.); Lionel Van Deerlin; "roastmaster" and former FCC Chairman Richard Wiley; FCC Commissioners James Quello and Abbott Washburn, and Ken Mason of Eastman Kodak.

Lynn Goldstein, from Neuwirth Koller Advertising, Denver, Randy Onders, from WTVQ-TV Lexington, Ky., and Greg Baird, from WKY(AM) Louisville, join WKYT-TV Lexington, Ky., as account executives.

Adrienne Swanson, local sales manager, WMMO(AM) Wheaton, Ill., joins WMAL(AM) Washington as account executive.

Jon Flemming, art director, WAPT-TV Jackson, Miss., joins KHOU-TV in Houston as staff artist.

Alan Berkowitz, sales director, Intercity Communications Network, New York, and Jeffrey Burston, account executive, WKPQ-TV Madison, Wis., join Blair St., New York and Chicago respectively, as account executives.

Michael Hurley, executive director, Rockville Center (N.Y.) Diocesan Television Center, joins Catholic Telecommunications Network of America, new satellite interconnection system which will link U.S. Catholic dioceses beginning later this year, as director of programming.

Leslie Schaefer, manager, marketing, Southeastern region, Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Co., named director, marketing, Eastern region.


Richard McCaffery, director, national accounts group, Home Box Office, joins Comcast Cable, Bala Cynwyd, Pa., as VP, marketing and programming.

Charla Hewitt, director of promotion production and public affairs, Cable News Network, Atlanta, named director of operations, Turner Program Services there. Tom Todd, director of domestic syndication, Turner Program Services, named director of special projects.

William Cooper Jr., VP, film, WJXT-TV New York, retires after 25 years of service with station to form his own production company to develop feature films and television specials. Firm, William L. Cooper Jr., will be located at 1407 Broadway, New York, Suite 3310.

Richard Harper, senior VP international, 20th Century-Fox Television, Beverly Hills, Calif., has resigned to open his own business as producers' representative for theatrical and television productions for worldwide markets.

Larry Richel, assistant news director, KGO-TV San Francisco, named executive producer, program development and special projects.

Max Kinkel, from CKLM-FM Windsor, Ont., joins WRRF(FM) New York as production director.

Trip Reeb, program director, WCMF(FM) Rochester, N.Y., joins WMET(FM) Chicago in same capacity.

Jim Paratore, promotion and advertising manager, WFLD-TV Miami, named programming director.


Reid Davis, network sales account executive, director of affiliate relations, Keystone Broadcasting Co., Chicago, appointed Midwest Sales
Representative, Gold Key Entertainment there.

Joe Coppoletta, photographer-producer, PM Magazine, KIRO-TV Seattle, named associate producer, PM Magazine.

Andrea Ambandos, producer, NBC, joins WBFS-TV New York in same capacity.

Cricket Stevenson, Senior staff director, WLX-TV Onondaga, Mich., joins WSB-TV Hartford, Conn., as producer-director.

Mack Anderson, senior associate producer, Eye on L.A., KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted to producer of prime-time access show.

John Stengle, art director, KGTV-TV Portland, Ore., named photographer, PM Magazine.

Paul Erdman, economist and author, joins KGO(AM) San Francisco as weekend talk show host.


Dave Thomas, from TM Programming, Dallas, joins Richard Kidd Productions there as communications consultant.

Donna Brake, program manager, WSM-FM Nashville, joins WSB-AM-FM Atlanta in same capacity.

Mack Anderson, senior associate producer, Eye on L.A., KABC-TV Los Angeles, named producer.

Marsha Carter, news director, KBBC(FM) Phoenix, joins KTRH(AM) Houston as executive producer. Laura Morris, secretary, programming department, KTRH, named programming coordinator.

Jan Dillier, producer-director, WTAJ-TV Altoona, Pa., named production manager. Pete James, photographer, WTAJ-TV, succeeds Dillier.

Jeth Wagner, regional promotion representative, TV Guide, Philadelphia, leaves to form own marketing firm, Media Media, there.

Casey Coleman, sports reporter, WKW-TV Cleveland, named weekend sports anchor.

Gary Danielson, quarterback, Detroit Lions professional football team, joins WDIV-TV Detroit as part-time sports reporter-anchor.

News and Public Affairs

Neil Gladner, reporter, KVI(AM) Seattle, named news director.

Eileen Kimble, news anchor, WKLS-AM-FM Atlanta, named news director and air personality.

Charles Sivertsen, news director, WJLL(AM)-WEXX(FM) Scranton, Pa., joins ABC Rock Radio Network, New York, as news correspondent and anchor.

Betty Rollin, author and former NBC News correspondent, joins ABC News as correspondent, ABC News Nightline.

Named correspondents, Radio Radio, CBS's young-adult network: Pat Woodward, acting news director, KYW(AM)-KILT-FM San Francisco; Donna Penyak, news manager and anchor, WKYS(FM) Washington; Ed Crane, news director, WBBM-FM Chicago, Ill.; Randy Riddle, re-


I.J. Vidacovich, business manager and regional executive, Southwest division, United Press International, Dallas, elected VP, manager mid-Atlantic division.

Steve Deshler, weathercaster, WLS-TV Chicago, joins CBS News as weather reporter for CBS Morning News.

Gary Lee Horn, news anchor, WHCN(AM) Hartford, Conn., named news director.

Betty Green, news anchor, KUJAM Honolulu, Hawaii, named news director.

George LeZotte, communication specialist, New York State Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, joins WTRV(AM) Troy, N.Y., as news director.

Mike Halloran, news director, KCIN(AM) Victorville, Calif., joins KOIT(AM) Barstow, Calif., in same capacity.


Bob Johnson, radio news editor, WIBW-FM Topeka, Kan., named assistant news director for radio.

Marc Magliari, public affairs director, WWIN-FM DeKalb, Ill., and Jeff White, producer, WWIN, named news managers.

Rick Gevers, executive news producer, KSOU-FM St. Louis, joins WJXT(AM) Jacksonville, Fla., in same capacity.


David Clegere, news producer, KTIV-TV St. Louis, joins KGTV-TV Portland, Ore., in same capacity.

Jorge Figueiredo, 11 p.m. producer, WESH-TV Orlando, Fla., joins WBDT-TV there in same capacity. Sherry Hood, reporter, WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa, joins WBOV-TV in same capacity.

Lynn Ketchum, news assignments editor, KGUN-TV Phoenix, named reporter. Renee Vasquez, reporter, succeeds Ketchum.

Nancy Valle, weekend news producer, KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan., joins WBBW-TV in same capacity.

Russ Coughlan, one-time VP and general manager, KGO-TV San Francisco, and VP, ABC Owned Television Stations, New York, most recently air personality for KGO-AM-TV San Francisco, named news anchor, KGO-TV.

Richard Pfeiffer, reporter, WBEN-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y., joins WIVB-TV there as special projects producer-reporter. Wadi Issa Sawabini Jr., reporter, WHEC-TV Buffalo, N.Y., joins WIVB-TV in same capacity.
Dick Sheeran, anchor-reporter, KYW-TV Philadelphia, named bureau chief and anchor of new New Jersey bureau.

Milton Furness, reporter-anchor-producer, KOMO-TV Seattle, named cable news producer and chief of Northwest news bureau.

Betsy Ross, reporter, WCP0-TV Cincinnati, named co-anchor.

Julie Becker, reporter and assistant news producer, KOTA-TV Rapid City, S.D., joins KTVH-TV Wichita, Kan., as reporter.

Fred Villa Nueva, reporter, KMGN-TV Denver, joins KWGN-TV there in same capacity.

Bob Mortali, reporter, WDRG-AM-FM Hartford, Conn., joins WMXX(AM) Meriden, Conn., as news anchor.

Technology

Kerwin McMahon, VP, CATV division, RMS Electronics, Bronx, N.Y.-based manufacturer of cable television electronic equipment, named senior VP, corporate marketing.

Horace Easterling, studio field supervisor, ABC Radio Networks, Washington, named manager of technical operations.

Ron Lease, assistant manager of engineering, Group W Productions Television Syndication Center, Pittsburgh, named chief engineer.

Frank Ragone, VP, engineering, Jerrold Electronics Corp., joins Comcast Cable, Bala Cynwyd, Pa., as VP engineering.

Thomas Dent, chief engineer, network operations, Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment, named general manager of WASEC's new Smithtown, N.Y., facility.

Randy Wood, engineering consultant, Cable & Computer Technology, Anaheim, Calif.-based manufacturer of cable TV equipment, named VP, engineering.

Douglas Wingard, assistant meteorologist, WRC-TV Washington, joins WLA-TV there as weather production assistant.

S. James Miller, staff attorney, Oak Industries, San Diego, named senior staff attorney.

Randall Sherman, associate, Finley, Kumbie, Wagner, Heine, Underberg & Manley, Los Angeles, joins Oak Industries as staff attorney.

Steven Pingelski, operating technician, WENTV Albany, N.Y., named maintenance technician.

Steve Kaluz, chief engineer, KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., joins KWTV-Portland, Ore., as maintenance engineer.

Promotion and PR

Ed Douglas, network associate director, PR division, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, elected VP.

David Price, deputy bureau chief, Cablevision, Washington, joins Satellite Television Corp. there as manager, communications services.

Victor de Keyserling, director of public information and publicity, McGraw-Hill, New York, joins Trout & Ries Advertising there as director of public relations and publicity.

Will Martin, art director, print advertising and promotion, CBS Entertainment, Los Angeles, named to new post of executive art director.

Chuck McCartney, program director, WZYP-FM Athens, Ohio, joins WJXQ-AM-FM Meridian, Miss., as promotion director, air personality.

J. Landon Smith, from WTVT-TV Meridian, Miss., joins WDAY-AM-FM Meridian, Miss., as promotion director, air personality.

Nancy Davis, promotion manager, WTVT-St Petersburg, Fla., named director of community affairs. Jennifer Knoetgen, promotion assistant, writer-producer, KAKE-TV Wichita, succeeds Davis.

Pat Wheelless Goldman, from Taubman Co., Troy, Mich., joins Hill & Knowlton, Chicago, as VP.

Allied Fields

Peter H. Dailey, vice chairman of Shamrock Broadcasting and president of Dailey International Group, Los Angeles, has been re-elected as President Reagan's ambassador to Ireland. Dailey helped make television commercials during Reagan's presidential campaign.


Michelle Minarco, assistant director of research, National Cable Television Association, Washington, named director of research.

Molly Pauker, attorney, Policy and Rules division, FCC, Washington, named legal assistant to FCC Broadcast Bureau Chief Laurence Harris.

Marilyn Tallman, operations coordinator, Jeff Pollack Communications, Los Angeles-based consulting firm, named music director.

Andrew Faller, VP, A.C. Nielsen, New York, elected executive VP and director of marketing, Nielsen Station Index. David Woolfson, VP Southeastern regional offices, A.C. Nielsen, named VP and Eastern regional manager.

David Taylor, national marketing manager, Nielsen Station Index, named operations manager. Paul Baard, Eastern regional manager, Nielsen Station Index, named national sales manager.

Mae Moseley, director of special services, TM Productions, Dallas, joins FirstCom Broadcast Services there, radio commercial producer, as director of marketing.

Rick Kendall, director of industrial marketing, Abt. Associates, joins Peter Merrill Associates, Boston-based telecommunications consulting firm, as director of cable television services.


Sid Connolly, independent consultant and former president and general manager, KGSC-TV San Jose, Calif., opens own consulting firm in San Jose, Calif.

Linda Goes, manager, marketing research group accounting, A.C. Nielsen, Northbrook, Ill., elected controller.

Deaths

Dee Coe, 68, president of Lake Broadcasting Co., licensee of WWCA(AM) Gary, Ind., and LaPorte County Broadcasting, licensee of WLOG(AM)-WCOE(FM) LaPorte, Ind., died of heart attack March 13, at winter residence in Sun City, Ariz. Coe is survived by his wife, Marilyn; sons, Ken, VP, general manager, WLOG, WCOE and John, general manager, WCAAM(AM) Celina, Ohio, and daughter, Penny Lemonds.

M. Lowell (Duke) McElroy, 79, former senior VP of Association of National Advertisers, died March 9 at his winter home in Sarasota, Fla., after series of strokes. He was with AAN from 1950 until his retirement in 1967, specializing in media relations, research and advertising management. Survivors include his wife, Dorothy, and daughter.

Leon Levine, 77, former director of educational and public affairs radio programs for CBS, died March 10 at Memorial hospital, Sarasota, Fla. He is survived by son and daughter.

John L. Stansbury III, 29, cinematographer, WTBSTV Atlanta, died March 1 on location in Griffin, Ga., when he was struck by plane during filming of crop dusting sequence for documentary. Stansbury is survived by his mother and two sisters.
Drake-Chenault's Kefford: radio fan from way back

A phonograph and a play microphone; a lightbulb painted red flashing “on the air.” That makeshift studio set the stage for the announcer-salesman-programmer who, at age 33, became president of Drake-Chenault, one of the oldest and largest radio syndication/program consulting firms in the country.

The man who heads that company, Jim Kefford, says he was “a typical radio groupie.” About 20 years ago, Kefford could be caught acting out the aforementioned scene in his room, much to the dismay of his peers.

What was once play-acting became a reality a few years later when Kefford was offered his first radio job at WNOW(AM) York, Pa., in 1962. That position, as staff announcer, paved the way for similar jobs providing Kefford with a basic knowledge of small-market radio operations.

Looking back at his early announcing career, Kefford said, “In each of the places I've worked, it was typical small-market radio. There was little control, and I don’t think it’s any different today. You just got on the air and did what you wanted. If the announcer was good, you had a good show. If the announcer was bad and showed poor judgment, you could get into trouble.”

The idea of the local announcer becoming obsolete in the future due to technological advancements—24-hour satellite services for example—strikes a raw nerve in Kefford.

He explains: “Everyone said that about automation, when Drake-Chenault started doing it almost 20 years ago. You still need good people at the local level because regardless of what we do, with automated formats or syndicated formats or whatever, the satellite networks are going to do, if you don’t relate to that local audience, you really don’t have a radio station.”

Kefford’s first radio programing experience came in tandem with his desire to learn sales. In 1968, while attending Penn State University, he joined WOWK(FM) State College, Pa., and was named director of sales after he successfully convinced management to give him an evening rock music show to announce, provided he sold the advertising.

The show drew a large audience and garnered a great deal of advertising, according to Kefford, who notes, “There was only one other station in the market and no television in the town.”

Exposure to the print media followed a year after graduation from Penn State with a BA in speech. During the next two years, which he terms “a good hiatus,” Kefford joined the United States Army and was


made information officer responsible for publishing the 25th Infantry division’s newspaper, The Tropic Lightening News.

Saddled with a newspaper that “the troops weren’t reading,” Kefford had his work cut out for him. He discovered “how to relate to your audience” in the process.

After a year of unemployment following his service in the Army, Kefford attended the National Association of Broadcasters convention in 1973 with some friends and went “suite hopping.” Drake-Chenault was one of the suites he visited. Discussions with a Drake-Chenault attorney piqued his curiosity about radio syndication, and at the next opportunity, Kefford flew to California from his Pennsylvania home at his own expense to meet with the officers of the company.

Shortly afterward, Kefford was hired as director of East Coast sales, based in Maryland.

Kefford recalls that competition in radio syndication in 1974 was almost non-existent compared to the number of firms in the marketplace today.

Also in 1974, Kefford was promoted to regional sales manager. It was in this position that Kefford is credited with improving sales 200% within nine months. Six months later the company experienced another 100% jump in sales.

This, in part, may have been responsible for Kefford’s next promotion in 1977 to vice president and general manager.

Since 1981, Jim Kefford has been president of the company and has seen many changes in radio, particularly the spread of new competitors in the programming field.

Regarding the new radio networks, Kefford says, “I actually think it’s helping [syndication] so far. It’s increasing demand for the product.”

Drake-Chenault’s list of formats includes Contempo 300 (adult contemporary). Super Soul (black), Great American Country, XT-40 (rock) and Hitparade, which are sent to stations via disk or tape Kefford feels this method gives a station more “flexibility” than if it were satellite delivered.

“The way it is now, if a station takes a 24-hour service from a satellite, they have to do things the network’s way. Here is the program and at 12 minutes past the hour, for example, regardless of what hour it is, no matter what time zone you’re in, the station has to do what the service tells him.” He conceds, however, “When there comes a time, when timeliness outweighs flexibility, I think satellites will become an innovative broadcast tool.”

Kefford cited live concerts and coverage of special events as important uses of satellites in radio.

Throughout Kefford’s rise to the top at the company, he was frequently aided by two mentors, Bill Drake and Gene Chenault. Kefford says he has regarded Chenault as “a brother, father, disciplinarian, employer and all-around best friend.” Despite his “low profile,” Chenault, who is now chairman of the company, is described as “probably one of the most underrated men in broadcasting” by Kefford.

In the immediate future, Jim Kefford’s plans are to market the firm’s newest format, Hitparade, “a labor of love” for him which encompasses about four years of work. After much research and discussion with AM broadcastes, Drake-Chenault sought to produce a format designed for AM radio and the 40-plus age group.

Formal introduction of the format will be made at the National Association of Broadcasters convention in a few weeks. There he will unveil the marketing strategy of Hitparade which includes “computerized demographic statistics, listener profiles and qualitative research to be updated quarterly for each station.”

Taking a look at long-range plans for Drake-Chenault, Kefford envisions the company “becoming even more adept at what we do ... adding more clients on a system that’s working. Our next thrust will be additional specials for networks and more special feature production.”
FCC was well within law when it decided not to develop rules for using lottery when choosing among mutually exclusive license applicants, according to leaders of Senate Commerce Committee, who wrote to FCC Chairman Mark S. Fowler last Tuesday (March 16). Analysis of legislation authorizing lottery by Congressional Research Service concludes bill can be read either to direct FCC to promulgate rules even if it decides not to use lottery, as leaders of House Energy and Commerce Committee have interpreted bill, or to permit FCC to decide whether to promulgate rules in wake of decision whether to use lottery. Commerce Committee Chairman Bob Packwood (R-Ore.) and Communications Subcommittee Chairman Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) said requiring FCC to promulgate rules would be "useless act," and urged Fowler to work with members of Energy and Commerce Committee to develop workable lottery statute.

CBS will pay Walter Cronkite more not to anchor its CBS Evening News than he was paid to anchor it—company's 1982 proxy says Cronkite has seven-year contract, which started Nov. 4, 1981, that calls for payment of $1 million per year—twice estimate of his old salary. That million covers services as special correspondent and consultant; Cronkite also receives regular directors' fees for sitting on CBS Inc. board. His salary and fee payments last year totaled $567,649—not counting $499,528 lump-sum payment of retirement plan benefits. Cronkite contract says starting November 1988 his salary drops to $150,000 for succeeding 10 years. Broadcast Group President Gene Jankowski has new contract calling for base salary of not less than $275,000, and $140,000 in annual contingent credits. Jankowski received $503,169 in cash and cash equivalents, another $165,720 in contingent remuneration in 1981. Chairman William Paley drew $338,438 in cash and equivalents, $83,195 in contingent payments; president Thomas Wyman—$862,279 cash and equivalents, another $57,172 in contingent remuneration. Proxy notes Revlon Inc. spent $12,769,000 for advertising on CBS network, owned stations and publications; Corning Glass Works $2,301,300 for commercials on TV network and owned television stations. Those figures appear because two CBS directors are, respectively, chairman and vice chairman of those firms.

Overlooked in furor over President Reagan's criticism of—then making up with—television news operations was comment in interview he gave TV Guide regarding FCC's fairness doctrine. Asked his view regarding retention of doctrine, he said, "I haven't given it much thought but it seems to me there's a valid reason for the thing. I have no quarrel with both sides being presented." Answer seems to run counter to Reagan's previously stated expressions of support for broadcasters' First Amend ment rights, and FCC Chairman Mark Fowler's initiatives to repeal of equal time rules and fairness doctrine.

Motion Picture Association of America reserved comment or new cable copyright compromise reached tentatively by National Association of Broadcasters and National Cable Television Association late last week (see story, page 29). Spokesman said MPAA had not been advised of details of compromise, but would likely be "very concerned" about any changes in bill that would affect programming interests.

Several names are currently under consideration by White House for appointment to Corporation for Public Broadcasting board. Five terms expire March 26, including that of Chairperson Sharon P. Rockefeller (Democrat), who is expected to be reappointed. Others being considered are: Karl Eller, president of Columbia Pictures Communications and former president of Combined Communications; Helen Taylor, on Family Policy Advisory Board for Reagan-Bush campaign; Richard Brookhiser, senior editor, National Review, and M. Stanton Evans, columnist for Los Angeles Times syndicate and commentator for National Public Radio, all Republicans. They would take seats of Michael Kelley (independent), Gillian Sorensen (Democrat), Charles Roll and Clyde Reed (Republicans). Appointments are still going through clearance process and are subject to change. White House is expected to make final decision next month.

National Association of Broadcasters has entered RKO Genera Inc. case with friend-of-court brief urging Supreme Court to review lower court decision in that proceeding. NAB says U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington had erred in affirming FCC denial of renewal of license for WNNC-TV Boston on issue of which hearing had not been held—RKO's counsel. NAB says that constitutes "impermissible exception" to notice and hearing requirement of Communications Act. NAB also says the lower court erred in finding RKO "deliberately violated a standard of disclosure not previously pronounced by the commission or known to responsible broadcasters." Reference was to RKO's failure to report allegations of misconduct on part of it parent, General Tire & Rubber Co. If new obligation is to be imposed, NAB said, it should be accomplished by commission after rulemaking, not by reviewing court. Lower court's opinion, NAB concludes, "would permit a dangerous deviation from ... basic guarantees and should be reviewed" by Supreme Court.

National Association of Broadcasters has named Wilson Wearr chairman and CEO of Multimedia Inc., Greenville, S.C., to head new task force on "National Information Services" that will prepare NAB comments to be submitted under Tunney Act to U.S. District Court reviewing AT&T antitrust settlement. NAB is concerned about implications of settlement for broadcaster...
Striking the flag: CBS has virtually abandoned its hopes for a set of prime time access waivers it hoped would make it possible to expand its evening news to a full hour. Addressing a group of affiliates at the NATPE conference in Las Vegas on March 14, James Rosenfield, CBS/Broadcast Group executive vice president, told them that:

"If, when all aspects of the proposal are addressed, the affiliate body remains opposed to the concept of an expanded evening news, we won’t try to force it. What we do in news, as in entertainment and sports, we must do together."

Rosenfield said that CBS had hoped for some station groups, particularly those involved in syndication, to oppose the network’s request for a limited waiver of PTAR but “we were surprised to find that the CBS affiliates organization had filed against us…. We did not expect this kind of opposition.”

 Casting, networking and related businesses, said Edward O. Fritts, NAB joint board chairman, who also noted broadcasters are one of the largest groups of users of telephone services. Members of task force, which will meet for first time on Monday, April 5, at NAB convention in Dallas, are Ancil Payne, president, King Broadcasting Co., Seattle; William A. Schwartz, president, Cox Broadcasting, Atlanta; William F. Baker, president, television group, Westinghouse Broadcasting, New York, and Robert Marbut, president, Harte-Hanks Communications, San Antonio, Tex.

$21.5-million deal to buy three of Cincinnati-based Mariner Communication’s four radio stations has been struck with Ten Eighty Corp., licensee of WTIC-AM/FM Hartford, Conn. Stations to be sold are WLW(AM) Cincinnati, KSJK(FM) Hamilton, Ohio, and KBEQ(FM) Kansas City, Mo. Mariner President Barry Dicks threaten said baseball strike last year cut heavily into revenues of WY which carried Cincinnati Reds games. Seller will keep Boston outlet, WITS(AM), in part to stay with efforts to beef up programming along with last year’s boost to 50 kw, and also because of possible overlap with buyer’s Hartford facilities.

Arbitron Television announced it will conduct cable audience measurement test in June, using two-way cable as benchmark against which to measure effectiveness of three other techniques: its own standard TV diary, special cable diary and telephone recall. Officials said it will be conducted among some 200 homes equipped for two-way operations in Coaxial Communications Inc.’s system in Temple Terrace, Fla. They said other tests, but not involving two-way, will be conducted in Birmingham, Ala.; Rochester, N.Y., and Shreveport, La. Tests are unrelated to those, not involving two-way, that cable industry as commissioned A.C. Nielsen Co. to do, also in June. Broadcasting, March 1). Arbitron said its tests are being funded by Arbitron, and analysis of results should be available by end of this year.

CC will hold en banc meeting Wednesday (March 24) to hear comments on what its role should be over proposed consent decree between Department of Justice and AT&T. Among 30 articles scheduled to comment are General Telephone and Electric Co., Southern Pacific Communications Corp., National Association of Regulatory Utilities Commissioners, North American Telephone Association, Henry Geller, ITT, Motorola, Western Union, IBM, AT&T, and Consumers Union.

Increase in attendance of 15-20% at Broadcasters Promotionassociation/Broadcast Designers Association seminar is expected for this year’s meeting in San Francisco, June 6-10. Seminar planners said attendance jump over 1,100 last year will come from increase in design, public television and cable registrants. For first time, BPA/BDA will include series of cable workshops on seminar agenda and also for first time Public Broadcasting Service is holding its public information directors’ meeting to coincide with BPA/BDA seminar. Public TV meetings will be held in San Francisco on June 6 and June 10.

RCA Americom, responding to request from FCC, has pushed back date from March 25 to March 29 on which it hopes to accept $13-million carousel checks for "pre-paid leases" for undisclosed number of transponders on Cable Net II. Although tariff for proposed Fixed Rate Transponder Service (Broadcasting, Feb. 22) was scheduled to go into effect March 20, FCC staff requested that date be deferred until March 26 to give commission chance to review tariff at open meeting this Thursday (March 25). Common Carrier Bureau is expected to recommend that tariff be approved, subject to investigation into its lawfulness.

CBS Cable announced new advertising commitments from Ford Motor Co. (through Young & Rubicam), E.F. Hutton (Benton & Bowles), Volkswagen (Doyle Dane Bernbach), Warner Brothers (Gray Advertising) and Bristol-Myers (placed directly). Already on board are Exxon, Kraft, Kellogg, Quaker Oats, Shell Oil, Wall Street Journal, Bolla wines, Home Office and Universal Pictures.

 Scripps-Howard Broadcasting announced $25-million credit facility for cable expansion and possible radio station purchase. Pact with Chemical Bank is two-year revolving credit agreement and five-year term loan; carries prime interest rate with certificate of deposit rate available at borrower’s option.

Four Dutch television newsmen were reported to have been killed north of San Salvador last Wednesday (March 17) while they were accompanying guerrillas that encountered Salvadoran army patrol. Confirmation of death of Dutch newsmen came from Dutch consul in El Salvador. Dead men were not on death list circulating in El Salvador last week from allegedly rightwing, anti-Communist group, but list included Robin Lloyd of NBC News.

Jody Powell, former press secretary to President Jimmy Carter, has joined ABC News as consultant and commentator to appear on such programs as Nightline and This Week with David Brinkley. Powell also is columnist for Dallas Times-Herald.

On Capitol Hill: Senate Commerce Committee will hold hearing on National Telecommunications and Information Administration authorization legislation in room 235, Russell Senate Office building, today at 9 a.m. House Judiciary Committee will mark up cable copyright legislation (H.R. 3560) on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. in room 2141, Rayburn House Office building, at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday. Senate Judiciary Committee will hold hearing on AT&T antitrust settlement in room 412, Russell Senate Office building, at 9:30 a.m., Thursday. At FCC: Open meeting Thursday will consider RCA Americom tariff seeking approval of plan to charge $13 million apiece for transponders on Satcom IV (Cable Net II); commission will also consider third notice of inquiry looking toward further development of U.S. proposals for 1983 Region 2 Administrative Radio Conference of International Telecommunication Union for planning of broadcast satellite service in 12 ghz band and associated uplinks. Temporary Commission on Alternative Financing for Public Telecommunications will meet in eighth floor commission meeting room Monday. Also in Washington: Radio and Television Correspondents Association will hold annual banquet at Washington Hilton Thursday.
Ecumenical market

NATPE International started as an annual program fair for television syndicators and their station customers. Those were simpler times. Last week’s NATPE, of which much is written in this issue, was a preview of a future that will put the creative community to its severest test.

The demand for programming is expanding exponentially with the multiplication of television pathways to the home. Will supply equal the demand? On the answer to that question will depend the fates of operators of the pathways. For producers and distributors there has never been a wider world.

Ever thus

As often happens to U.S. Presidents in moments of adversity, Ronald Reagan is blaming the Fourth and Fifth Estates for misleading the public about his economic program and foreign policy. In a TV Guide interview, he complained about unauthorized release of classified information that he said damages foreign relations. In an interview in the Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman, he complained about the “constant downbeat” in television reporting of the economic situation.

“Is it news?” asked Reagan in the Oklahoman, “that some fellow out in South Succotash someplace has just been laid off, that he should be interviewed nationwide, or someone’s complaint that the budget cuts are going to hurt their present program?”

Well, yes, Mr. President, it is news.

It was also news that Lyndon Johnson hated when television imported pictures from Vietnam at odds with those in Johnson’s head. The phone lines burned with anger during calls from Johnson’s oval office to network chief executives.

It was news that Richard Nixon hated, and his Vice President repeatedly maligned, when things didn’t go quite the way his administration planned them. Jimmy Carter never got along with the journalism establishment.

Television had not developed into a pervasive force at the time Harry Truman was President, but Truman could write an outraged letter to the Washington Post to protest an unfavorable review of his daughter’s singing. It was also Truman who said: “If you can’t stand the heat, stay out of the kitchen.”

The advice is as good now as then.

Public service

Some enterprises and individuals that have made their livings analyzing and manipulating the broadcast financial data issued by the FCC are understandably disappointed by the disappearance of their source. It was despite their entreaties that the FCC voted to quit asking broadcast licensees to submit the annual financial reporting form (Broadcasting, March 15).

This page admits to prejudice in stating its approval of the commission’s action. Ever since the agency began collecting financial information more years ago than most readers will remember, Broadcasting has insisted that the intrusion into private business dealings was improper and perhaps illegal. When the National Association of Broadcasters petitioned the FCC to abandon the practice, it was cheered here.

Early in the rulemaking initiated at the suggestion of the NAB, the ABC Television Affiliates Association, favoring abandonment of annual financial reports, remarked: “The solution to the problem of bureaucratic growth lies in reducing the glut of paperwork demanded by the bureaucracy.” In this case, the “glut” was given a measurement when Larry Harris, chief of the FCC Broadcast Bureau, said 4,500 “person hours,” presumably equivalent to man-hours, would be needed to process 1981 financial returns.

The saving of 4,500 man-hours at the FCC may do little to balance the national budget, but it is at least a start in the right direction. The public has been paying for a service of less value to the public than to broadcast statisticians.

Not only that, since the FCC was given computers to improve and speed its work, the annual financial reports have been imperfect and belated. The market-by-market radio figures for 1979 were issued in December of 1980 and the complete 1979 radio report in April 1981. Without notification, the FCC corrected figures in an unknown number of markets between the issuances of December and April versions. The 1980 radio report, which wasn’t issued until last month (Broadcasting, Feb. 8), was recalled for repairs. Corrections will appear in this magazine.

There is no doubt here that private initiative will supply the financial information that radio and television need—and with proficiency at least equal to that paid for by the public.

Two for one

One of the more innovative program services developed for cable television is threatened with a setback April 1. C-SPAN on that date moves off the USA Network channel it has been riding days and goes on a transponder of its own, as both USA and C-SPAN expand their service time.

In the process, Brian Lamb, C-SPAN president, fears he may lose a fourth of the cable systems that now carry his service. They will opt for USA or other services that promise larger audiences or revenues.

Like any other service, C-SPAN must deal with the realities of the marketplace. Still, it has peculiarities that entitle it to consideration on other than commercial grounds. Its coverage of full proceedings in the House of Representatives (only one feature of its programming) has given senators who favor television on their side of the Capitol an argumg point for entering the 20th century. If C-SPAN television from the House were discontinued, the admission of television to a Senate that is deeply divided on the subject would certainly be postponed if not denied.

Cable operators that retain C-SPAN may soon be delivering both House and Senate, a double public service.

“Keep thinking we forgot something.”

Drawn for Broadcasting by Jack Schmidt
Amoco is using 100,000,000-year-old clues to help solve our energy needs today.

Many of the world's petroleum products used in this century were created by the living organisms that flourished on our planet during the Mesozoic age. Fossilized plant and animal life from this same geologic period are performing a vital role in Amoco's exploration today.

Amoco palynologists examine 100-million-year-old fossil plant spores, which provide clues to the discovery of hidden energy sources underground. Lessons learned from the fossilized remains of these organisms have been vital to the discovery of extensive new hydrocarbon reserves in Wyoming and Utah.

Palynology is just one science Amoco is using to find the energy America needs today, and to keep growing in the year 2000... and beyond.

You expect more from a leader.
E-FLEX system puts Emphasis on Flexibility.

NEC adds to its string of successes in digital special effects with the introduction of the E-FLEX system. This new generation DVE® brings many NEC optional digital effects into one package with "user friendly" control parameters and some special surprises.

Pocketable digital effects become a reality through the application of Bubble Memory technology. Special demonstrations of the E-FLEX system have been scheduled during the four days of NAB with deliveries of the first units to commence June 1.

The real show in Dallas is at BOOTH #2528 lower level. Well worth looking for. NEC AT NAB.

TT-8000/NTC-10B improve tape handling characteristics.

This new Type “C” 1-inch VTR and TBC combination is designed to handle a wide range of production, studio and post-production applications.

Improved performance, simplified operator controls, and new tape handling characteristics combine with optional heterodyne capabilities in the NTC-10B to make the TT-8000 the ideal investment in 1-inch recording.

DV-10 Multiplexed signal horizontally compresses two images into a single picture.

DV-10 doubles video capacity.

Unlike systems that restrict you to one signal per channel, the new DV-10 Dual Channel Video Transmission system accommodates two full video signals on each video path. Broadcasters, users of CATV, security systems or satellite transponders can now double signal capacity without increasing present video channel space.

ENG field crews can feed two live cameras, camera and VTR, or any other combination of two signals into a single channel microwave link or other interconnect with the DV-10. Built-in U-Matic TBC is an additional feature of the system.

The multiplexer is modularized in a compact package for full field flexibility. The demultiplexer and power supply rack-mount in just 12 inches of space.

NEC RF Group shows TVRO system/VHF Transmitter.

Visitors to the outside exhibit area at the Convention Center will have the first opportunity to see a new 4GHz, TVRO earth station with NEC electronics and an ALCOA aluminum antenna. This system is a complete 4.5 meter satellite antenna and receiver for broadcast downlink applications. An NEC 20 kW VHF TV transmitter will provide a centerpiece for RF Group functions within the Convention Center in booth 2528.

3-chip CCD, Digital VTR prototypes demonstrated.

NEC will demonstrate its world leadership in communications technology design and manufacture through exhibition of the industry’s first professional 3-chip CCD color camera and completely digital 1-inch VTR prototypes.

Both systems are at the forefront of the broadcast technology revolution.